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I NT R0 DUC T I 0 N

To commemorate the tenth anniversary of the GARP Atlantic Tropical
Experiment (GATE), the WMO Regional Scientific Conference on GATE, WAMEX and
Tropical Meteorology in Africa was held in Dakar, Senegal from 10 to
14 December 1984.
The conference, at its concluding session, formulated a number of
recommendations, one of which was related to the preparation and publication
of a technica l report on tropical meteorology in Africa based on papers that
were presented.
This recommendation, among others, was fully supported by the RA I
Working Group on Research in Tropical Meteorology (Nairobi, October 1985).
The Rapporteur on WAMEX Research Dr. D.O. Adefolalu, who also served as a
Co-chairman of the International Programme Committee for the conference, was
requested to initiate the necessary action, in consultation with the
Secretariat.
As to the content of the report, it was suggested that the publication
should include both invited and contributed pape rs by participants .
The
Rapporteur prepared a list of these papers classifi ed under the heading of
Part I - WAMEX-related research and Part II - Tropical meteorology in Africa.
This publication contains the revised/updated texts of invited papers
and also the extended abstracts of contributed papers which are available.
It is hoped that the publication will be useful fo r re ference purposes
and also, as emphasized by the conference, help encourage co-operation in
meteorology re search and its application between African scientists and the
international research communities.

xii

I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N

Pour comrnemorer le dixieme anniversaire de l'Experience tropicale du
GARP dans l'Atlantique (EI'GA), l'OM-1 a organise une conference scientifique
regionale sur l'ETGA, l'Experience WAMEX et la meteorologie tropicale en
Afrique, a Dakar (Senegal) du 10 au 14 decanbre 1984.
Au cours de la seance de cloture de la con.f erence, un certain nombre
de recommandations ont ete formulees dont l'une concernait la preparation et
la publication d'un rapport technique sur la meteorologie tropicale en Afrique
qui serait etabli a partir des communications presentees.
Le Groupe de travail de la recherche en meteorologie tropicale de
l'AR I (Nairobi, octobre 1985) a accorde son plein appui
cette
recommandation ainsi qu'a d'autres et
M. o.o. Adfolalu, rapporteur pour les
aspects "recherche" de l' experience WAMEX qui a egalement occupe les fonctions
de co-president du Comite international du programme de la conference, a ete
prie de prendre les ~Sures necessaires, apres avoir consulte le Secretariat.

a

a

En ce qui concerne le contenu du rapport, il a ete suggere que cette
publication contienne
la fois les communications d'experts invites et celles
presentees par les participants. Le rapporteur a prepare une liste de ces
exposes, repartis en deux rubriques, Partie I - Recherches relatives
l'Experience WAMEX et Partie II - La meteorologie tropicale en Afrique .

a

a

a

La presente publication contient les textes revus et mis
jour des
e xposes presentes par des experts invites ainsi que les resumes analytiques
des exposes des participants qui sont disponibles.
Nous esperons que cette publication sera utile a des fins de reference
et, cornme cela a ete souligne lors de la conference, qu'elle aidera a
encourager la collaboration dans le domaine de la recherche meteorologique et
de ses applications entre les scientifiques africains et la cornmunaute
internationale de la recherche .

- 1 -

English I-1

SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF THE WAMEX
A.S. Cissoko
Chairman , WAMEX Scientific and Management
Regional Committee (WSMRC) , Abidjan,
Ivory Coast
ABSTRACT

THE WAMEX
The WAMEX experiment took place from 19 May to 31 August 1979 in a
z one bounded by the latitudes 25°N and 10°S and by longitudes 25°W and 25°E.
Its purpose was to observe, describe, understand and forecast the monsoon
circulation in west and central Africa .
The specific objectives were to study
planetary aspects of the monsoon circulation, as well as synoptic and
sub- synoptic scale aspects since these aspects influence the onset, e v olution,
i ntensity, continuity and variability of the m:>ns oon, which are of obvious
importance for the economy of the countries in this region.
In order to attain these objectives, the WAMEX Scientific and
Management Regional Committee (WSMRC) was given the following terms of
reference:
Scientific planning of WAMEX in close co-operation with WMO/GARP
Activities Office (GA0)1
- Development of a detailed operational plan for the implementation of
WAMEX1
- Co- ordination of national observation programmes,
- WAMEX data management,
- Mana gement of the control of operations for the WAMEX experiment
t hrough the intermediary of the Ope rational Control a nd Analysis
Ce ntr e situated in Lagos (Nigeria).
Three data management centres were created:
- Centr e A in Dakar , Senegal , for synopti c data ,
- Centr e B in Oran, Algeria, for meso- climatic and agrometeorological
data ,
- Centre C i n Lagos, Nigeria , for special data .
The data were collected in two ways :
(a) Quick- look data, including synopti c surface and upper-air
obs ervati ons (TEMP, PILOT , TEMP SHIP , PILOT SHIP , SYNOP, SHIP ,
sate llite data, and data from the special observing systems), were
collected in real time. This collection programme permitted the
Operational Control and Analysis Centre to produce a quick-look
data setr

(b) Data for use in deferred time (synoptic, meso- climatic ,
agrometeorological and special data) were sent in non- r eal time to
the three centres.
RDP 1 582
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It should be noted that the timeliness of the data exchange was not
always satisfactory, since the rate of message transmission and reception was
affected for various reasons. The work programme was not always fulfilled,
either because financing had not been found for additional consumables or
because some operational suggestions could not be implemented.
Centre A completed its work and sent the cc:rnplete data set to the two
World Data Centres for storage. These data are thus available on tape
(9-track, 1600 bpi, PE, odd parity) which were recorded in FGGE format in
chronological order with upper-air and surface data mixed for the same network
(Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 give the percentage of coverage).
Centre B sent a copy of its data set to the other centres on
31 December 1982.
The production of Centre C's data set was delayed for a long time for
various reasons. The data set was finally completed in September 1982 and is
available in Centre c.
Atlases will be produced to help researchers identify the weather
situations which actually occurred during the experiment period and to select
certain days for their research.
During this experiment, valuable contacts were established between
scientists in the participating countries. This permitted fruitful exchanges
of opinion and the strengthening of links between meteorologists. The various
FGGE data management centres are continuing their activities, and progress
reports are regularly disseminated.
The experience acquired during MONEX, WAMEX and FGGE will serve as
valuable guidance for the planning and implementation of future experiments.

PLANNED FUTURE WAMEX ACTIVITIES
Future activities will be particularly devoted to research and ·
experiments on the observing systems, since these are indispensable for the
establishment of the necessary scientific basis for improving the WWW. Such
research will perhaps reveal new problems which have not yet been thought of,
and provide indications on the organization of future monsoon experiments.
The exchange of research results between countries will further the
fruitful co-operation between Members. Already, certain Members give
assistance to developing countries by providing fellowships to researchers
from these countries to continue their studies in centres which hav:
high-speed ccmputers.
Ninth Congress agreed to the proposal to organize a conference in 1985
on the results of the FGGE and its regional sub-programmes. The aim is to
describe the progress achieved in the various aspects of meteorological
research covered by FGGE and to highlight the evaluation of the practical
utility of such research for the activities of national Meteorological
Services in the field of the design of observing systems and development of
forecast models with data assimilation.
Many phenomenological, synoptic and climatological studies are at
present being carried out by African and other researchers. The list of
research studies envisaged is as follows:
(A) Phenomenological studies
1.

Study of the monsoon flux along the Douala-N'djamena axis1

2.

Sub-regional scale study of moving disturbances in the east of the Niger
loop (Niamey region),
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3.

Study of the vertical structure of the wind field in relation to
precipitation,

4.

Study of the relationships between satellite pictures and rainfall amounts 1

5.

Study of the vertical thermodynamic structure in relation to precipitation.

(B) Synoptic and climatological studies

1.

Study to develop a numerical model7

2.

Study of the relationship between the monsoons in southeast Asia and west
Africa7

3.

Study of the vertical structure of the monsoon and its v ariations over the
lowlying coastal belts7

4.

Study of the sea-temperature field in the southern Atlantic ocean in
relation to precipitation over west and central Africa.

(C) special studies

1.

Study of the meridional variations of the radiation balance in the
vicinity of the prime rneridian1

2.

Study of the vertical transfers of sensible and latent heat7

3.

Study of the environment of moving disturbances using aircraft data,

4.

Study of radiation transfers in the presence of haze,

s.

Study of the disturbed pressure field in relation to squall lines ,

6.

Animation of the flux in the middle and upper layers,

7.

Study of the dynami c and thermodynamic structure s of t h e o ceanic boundary
layer,

e.

Study of the mechanisms g overn ing the seasonal variation o f the
meteorolo gical e quato r a n d the beginning of the monsoon in west Afri c a;

9.

Study of t h e rela tionships between the fluxes of sensible and la t e n t h e at
over t he oceanic regions and the intensity of monsoon rains o v e r t h e
continent.
This list is not exhaustive.

To conclude , the operational phase of the First GARP Globa l Experiment
(FGGE) was cC111pleted successfully, as was that of t he regional components
(MONEX a nd WAMEX).
During that phase, the main concer n was to collect all of the observations
an d to prepare coherent data sets, then subject them t o quality cont rol. All
o f the planned data sets are, in fact, now available . Thanks are due to all
of the WMO Members for their contribution to the success of this global
exp e riment and its regional ccmponents through the ir p a rticipation in the
a ddi tiona l observing prograrmnes using th e usual mea ns and , in some cases , by
impl ementing special observing systems fo r the experiment.
Our g r at i tude is also due to the Members who contribut ed t owa r d s the
c o llection a nd p rocessing of the s e data.
Research at p r e s ent un d e r way us ing the informa tion collected duri n g FGGE
and its regional c cxnpon ents will f u r ther our un derstanding of the atmospheric
c irculation and of the use of meteor o logical data in weather forecasting.

I-1 (French)
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RESULTATS SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'EXPERIENCE WAMEX
(PAR A. S. CISSDKO)
President, WSMRC
Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire
1.

LA PREMIERE EXPERIENCE GLOBALE DU GARP (FGGE)
L'annee demise en oeuvre de la premiere experience globale

du GARP (FGGE) a debute le 1er Decembre 1978. Cette exprerience, sans precedent, a eu pour but

de fournir un ensemble de donnees meteorologiques pour

une meilleure comprehension de la circulation generale de l'atmosphere . Une
telle experience de cette envergure a necessite le lancement de sous-programmes regionaux pour

l'etude

plus detaillee de certaines composantes de la

circulation atmospher ique. Parmi ces sous-progr:ammes, cit.ons MDNEX et
WAMEX, qui se sont respectivement penches sur la mousson d'Asie et la mousson
d'Afrique.
La mousson etant en general responsable de la plus grande partie des precipitations annuelles de ces regions, a done une importance primordiale pour les
pays de ces regions. Elle est due pour l'Afrique Occidentale

a

une rotation

dans le sens du Sud-Duest des alizes du Sud-Est, qui, par un parcours oceanique, traversent l'equateur pour atteindre la COte ouest de l'Afrique durant
l'ete boreal. La quantite des precipitations, ses variations sont mal expliquees.
Par ailleurs, les modeles de la circulation generale ne donneront des resultats
que lorqu'ils prendront en compte les processus qui regissent la mousson
d'Afrique Occidentale et la mousson d'ete d'Asie grace

a

des processus d'action

et de reaction.
L'experience meteorologique mondiale a atteint son point culminant durant deux
periodes d'observations speciales en Janvier-Fevrier et Mai-Juin 1979.
11 y a eu des activites preliminaires au cours des annees precedentes telles

que l'ETGA en 1974, qui a ete consacree

a

l'etude des concentrations des nuages

sur !'ocean atlantique, de leur structure interne, et de leur relation avec la
circulation

a grande

echelle. Les donnees recueillies par les experiences pre-

cedentes ant ete precieuses pour la planification et la mise en oeuvre du fGGE.
(Vair figure 1 ) •
Pour mener a bien cette experience, des moyens enormes ont ete
mis en oeuvre,

a

savoir :

- les satellites (satellites

a

orbites polaires et satellites

geo-stationnaires) le tableau 1 et 2 nous montrent les types de satellites et
les types de production.

... / ...
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- les reseaux de mesure en surface et en altitude;
( la figure Z,3 et 4

nous montrent la densite des reseaux) ;

les navires d'observations ;
- les ballons

a

niveau constants

- les bouees derivantes etc •.•
Pour diriger une experience d'une telle envergure, une structure chargee de la gestion du FGGE, MONEX et WAMEX a ete mise en ·place
(figure 5
Z.

montre succintement cette gestion).

L'EXPERIENCE WAMEX :
L'experience WAMEX a eu lieu du 19 Mai au 31 AoOt 1979, dans

une zone comprise entre 25° N et 10°S de latitude et entre 25° N et 25° E
de longitude. Elle a eu pour but d'observer, de decrire , de comprendre et de
prevoir la circulation de la mousson en Afrique occidentale et centrale. Les
objectifs comprennent l'etude des aspects planetaires de la circulation de
la mousson , les aspe~ts d'echelle synoptique et d'echelle .sub-synoptique car
ces aspects influencent l'apparition, l'evolution , l'intensite, la continuite,
la variabilite de la mousson qui a une importance evidente sur l'economie des
pays de cette region.
Pour mener a bien cette tache, un comite regional scientifique et de gestion
de !'experience WAMEX (WSMC) a

~te

charge :

- de la planification scientifique de l'~xperience WAMEX , en:c~ll abora tion
etroite avec le Bureau des activites du GARP de l'DMM
- de l a rnise au point du plan d'operati ons pour la rnise en oeuvre de l'experience WAMEX ;
de la coordination des programmes d ' observation nationaux
- de la gestion des donnees ;
- de diriger le contrele des operations de l'Experience WAMEX par l'interrnediaire du cent re de contrele des operations et d'analyse des donnees situees

a

LAGOS (Nigeria) .

Trois cent r es de gesti on des donnees ont ete crees :
pour les donnees synoptiques, le centre A a Dakar (Senegal)
pour les donnees mesoclirnatiques et agrometeorologiques , le cen tre B

a

Oran (Algerie)

.. ./ ...
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3. ACTIVITES FUTURES PREVUES DANS LE CADRE DE WAMEX :
Les activites futures seront surtout consacrees aux recherches, et
les experiences sur les systemes d'observation, car elles sont indispensables
pour l'etablissement d'une base scientifique necessaire a !'amelioration de la
V.M.M.

Ces recherches permettront

peut-~tre

de determiner de nouveaux problemes

auxquels l'on avail pas pense, et d'organiser des experiences futures sur la
mousson.
L'echange des chercheurs entre pays permettra une cooperation fructueuse entre
les Membres. Deja, certains Membres apportent leur aide aux pays en developpement en donnant des bourses aux chercheurs ,de ces . :pays pour venir poursuivre• leurs
recherches dans les Centres possedant des ordinateurs a grande capacite.
Le 9eme Congres a accepte la proposition visant a organiser en 1985, une Conference sur les resultats de !'experience meteorologique mondiale,et de sousprog~ammes_r~gionaux pour presenter les progres accomplis dans les aspects de la

recherche meteorologique relevant des objectifs du FGGE .et mettre ·!'accent sur
!'evaluation de l'utilite pratique des resultats .de ces travaux de recherche,
pour· les activites des services meteorologiques nationaux dans les domaines de
la conception du systeme d'observation, de la mise au point de modeles de prevision avec assimilation de donnees.
De nombreuses recherches sont actuellement faites par des chercheurs africains
ou des chercheurs d'autres regions sur les phenomenologiques, synoptiques et
climatologiques et des eludes speciales.· L'inventaire des activites de recherches
envisagees porte sur :
A/

ETUDES PHENOMENDLDGIQUES

1.

Etude du flux de mousson sur l'axe Douala-N'djamena

2.

Etude a l'echelle sous-regionale des perturbations·mobiles dans !'est . de
la boucle du Niger (region de Niamey)

3.

Etude de la structure verticale du champ de vent en relation avec les precipitations

4.

Etude des relations entre les images satellitaires et la quantile de precipi-

5.

tations.
Etude de la structure thermodynamique verticale en relation avec les precipitations .

8/

ETUDES SYNOPTIQUES ET CLIMATDLOGIQUES

1.

Etude de la mise au point d'un modele numerique ;

2.

Elude de la relation entre les moussons du Sud-est asiatique et de l'Afrique

3.

Occidentale
Etude de la structure verticale de la mousson et de ses variations sur les
basses terres cOtieres ;

... / ...
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- pour les donnees speciales, le centre Ca Lagos (Nigeria).
Les donnees ont ete rassemblees de deux manieres :
a) les donnees d'utilisation immediate comprenant les donnees d'observat ion
synoptique en surface et en altitude (TEMP, PILOT, Temp Ship , Pilot Ship,
Synop, Ship, donnees par satellites,

~P,S

tion speciale) ont ete recueillies en

donnees des systemes d'observa-

~~mps

teel . Ce programme de rassem-

blement a permis au cen tre d'analyse et du contr6le des operations de l'experience

WAMEX de produire un jeu de donnees quick-look

b) les donnees d'utilisation differee (donnees synoptiques, mesoclimatiques,
agrometeorologiques, donnees speciales) ont ete expediees en temps differe
aux trois centres.
11 est

a

noter que l'echange immediat des donnees n'a pas toujours ete

satisfaisant, le taux des messages transmis au

re~u s

a ete affecte pour

des raisons diverses. Le programme de travail souhaite n'a pas toujours
ete execute, soit parce que le financement du materiel consommable supplementaire n'a pas ete trouve, soit parce qu'on n'a pas pu s'affranchir de
certaines sujetions d ' exploitation.
Le centre A a termine son travail et a expedie le jeu complet de donn ees
aux deux centres mondiaux de donnees pour atre archive , ces donnees sont
disponibles sur bande, 9 pistes , 1600 bpi , PE, parite impaire ant ete enregistees selon le format defini par PMEG, dans un ordre chronologique,
alti tude et sur face melangees pour un mame reseau. (Tableaux 3, 4, 5, 6
donnent le pourcentage de recouvrement) .
Le centre B au 31 Decembre 1982 a transmis un exemplaire de son f ichier
aux autres centres .
La production.diJ-J eu des donnees du centre Ca ete longuement ret ardee
pour des raisons diverses . Ce jeu

a

ete finalement etabli en septembre

1982 et est disponible au centre C.

Des Atl as seront produits pour aider les chercheurs a identifier les
situations meteoro l ogiques qui se sont effectivement produites au cours
de la periode de ces experiences et

a

choisir certains jours precis pour

!'execution des recherches .
Des contacts precieux ont ete etabli s durant cette experience entre l es
scientifiques des pays participants. Cela a permis des echanges fruc tueux,
de r enforcer l es liens entre les meteorologistes. Les differents centres
dans la gestion des donnees de la PMEG continuent leurs activites et regulierement, des rapports sont diffuse s sur l'etat d'avancemen t de ces activites.
Les experienc es faites au cours de MONEX, de WAMEX et de la PMEG sont des
guides precieux pour la planification et la mise en oeuvre des f utures

... / ...
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4.

Etude du champ thermique marin sur l'ocean atlantique sud, en relation avec
les precipitations sur l'Afrique occidentale et centrale ;

C/

ETUDES SPECIALES

1.

Etude des variations meridiennes du bilan radiatif au voisinage du meridien origine ;

2.

Etude des transferts verticaux de chaleur sensible et de chaleur latente ;

3.

Etude l'environnement des perturbations mobiles
ronefs ;

4.

Etude des transferts radiatifs en presence de brume seche

5.

Etude du champ perturbe de pression, en relation avec les lignes de grains;

6.

Animation du flux dans les couches moyennes et superieures ;

7.

Etude des structures dynamique et thermodynamique de .la couche limite
oceanique

8.

Etudec des mecanismes qui ·regissent la variation saisonniere de l'equateur

a

l'aide de donnees d'ae-

meteorologique et le debut de la mousson en Afrique occidentale
9.

Etude des relations entre les flux de chaleur sensible et latente sur les
regions oceaniques et l'intensite des pluies de mousson sur le continent.

Cette liste n'est pas eXHAustive.
En conclusion, la phase des operations de la Premiere Experience

a

Mondiale du GARP (PMEG) a ete menee avec succes et

bien, il en va de meme

pour ses composantes regionales (MONEX, WAMEX).
A cette phase, on s'est preoccupe essentiellement

a

rassembler toutes donnees

recueillies et d'elaborer des jeux de donnees coherents,

a

en contr6ler la

qualite. Pratiquement, tous les jeux de donnees .prevus sont maint enant . disponibles . Il faut ici remercier tousles Membres de l'OMM pour leur contribution

a

la reussite de l'experience meteorologique mondiale et de ses composantes

regionales, en participant aux programmes supplementaires d'observation par
des moyens habituels et pour certains,

a

la mise en oeuvre des systemes spe-

ciaux d'observation mis sur pied pour l'experience .
Notre reconnaissance s'adresse aussi aux Membres qui ont contribue au rassemblement et au traitement de ces donnees .
Les recherches actuellement en cours sur la base de l'information recueillie
dans le cadre de la PMEG et de ses composantes regionales permettront de progres·
ser dans la comprehension de la circulation de l'atmosphere, et dans !'utilisation des donnees meteorologiques pour la prevision du temps.

... / ...
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CIRCULATION GENERALE A GRANDE ECHELLE ET MOUSSON D'AFRIQUE OCCIDENTALE

R.P. Pearce
Departement de meteorologie
Universite de Reading

RESUME

On utilise les analyses de la circulation generale basees sur les
resultats de la PEMG et les archives d'exploitation du CEPMMT pour comparer le
rechauffement au-dessus de l'Afrique continentale avec les sources de chaleur
tropicales au-dessus de l 'Asie, du Pacifique occidental et de l 'Amerique du
Sud. La source de chaleur au-dessus de l'Afrique est relativement plus faible
que les autres et les raisons ainsi que les implications du point de vue de
l'organisation des systemes pluvigenes en Afrique occidentale, y compris les
caracteristiques de la zone de convergence inter-tropicale sont examinees.
Au
cours de l'hiver septentrional, l'humidite transportee vers l'Afrique vient
surtout du sud de l'ocean Indien : au-dessus de l'Atlantique ce transport se
fait en direction de l'ouest, vers la source de chaleur tropicale associee au
degagement de chaleur latente au-dessus de l 'Amerique du Sud .
Pendant l 'ete
septentrional, les principales sources de chaleur, associees au degagement de
chaleur latente, sont situees au-dessus de l'Inde (mousson estivale d'Asie)
ainsi qu'au large de l'Afrique centrale.
Durant les deux saisons il y a, en
raison de l'emplacement des principales sources de chaleur, formation de flux
a basse altitude qui eloigne l'humidite de la plus grande partie de l'Afrique
situee au nord de l'equateur.
La variabilite interannuelle de la mousson
d'Afrique occidentale est etroitement liee
celle des sources de chaleur de
grande echelle.

a
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THE GLOBAL CIRCULATION AND THE WEST AFRICAN MONSOON
by
R . P. Pearce
Department of Meteorology
University of Reading
READING RG6 2AU, U.K.

SUMMARY

Global circulation analyses based on FGGE and ECMWF operational archives are used to
compare the heating over continental Africa with the tropical heat sources over Asia, the
West Pacific and South America. The heat source over Africa is relatively weaker than the
others and the reasons for this and its implications for the organization of rain-producing
systems in West Africa, including the characteristics of the ITCZ, are discussed. During
the northern winter the main moisture transport into Africa is from the southern Indian
Ocean: over the Atlantic it is westwards towards the tropical heat source associated with
latent heat release over South America.
During the northern summer, the main heat sources,
as sociated with latent heat release, are ove r India (the Asian summer IllOnsoon) and off
central America. In both seasons the locations of the primary heat sources imply low-level
flows which carry moisture away from most of Africa north of the equator. The interannual
variability of the West African monsoon must thus be linked to the variability of the
larger scale heat sources .
1.

The climatology of Africa in the global context

The climatology described here concentrates on the distributions at the solstices of
upper and lower tropospheric winds, moisture convergence and heat sources and sinks. These
provide the basis for a discussion of the large-scale dynamical processes in the tropical
a tillOsphere and their implications for the climate of Africa. Winds for 150 and 1000 mb for
December to February (DJF) and June to August (JJ A) meaned over the six years 1979-84,
r ecently extracted by Dr. P. Sardeshmukh from the data bank at ECMWF, are shown in Figs.
a nd 2.
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Figure 1. Mean wind vectors derived frum 12Z ECMWF (including FGGE) analyses for 1 Dec to
28 (29) Feb for 1979-84 (i.e. exc luding Dec 1978) at (a) 150 rnb and (b) 1000 rnb.
1
2
Superposed in (b) are isopleths of vertical motion (omega in 10- Pa s- ) at 700
mb;
dashed l ines denote ascent, sol i d lines descent.
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Figure 2.

As Fig. 1 but for 1 June to 31 August, 1979-84.

For DJF (Figs. l(a) and l(b)), the 150 mb winds show the subtropical jets in each
hemisphere with westerlies extending to the equator in the Atlantic and E. Pacific regions,
i low latitude easterlies cover the W. Pacific and S.Africa.At 1000 mb the Atlantic and w.
Pacific oceans between 20°S and 20°N are covered by broad bands of easterlies. The Asian
winter monsoon westerlies appear over Indonesia in the W. Pacific, linked to a broad band
of easterlies north of the equator; the S.Hemisphere oceanic westerlies are well marked,
turning equatorwards along the coast of s .w. Africa.
A weak upper anticyclone covers
southern Africa, but the 1000 mb winds there are very light.
For JJA (Figs . 2(a) and 2(b)), the northern displacement of the subtropical jets at
150 mb is clearly evident .
So also are the Asian monsoon circulations at both levels,
linking the two hemispheres, with the 150 mb easterlies extending right across N. Africa.
The 1000 mb winds over Africa are now light between 0° and 20°N and easterlies cover
southern Africa equatorwards of 20°S.
The global distributions of heat sources and sinks are shown in Fig. 3. These were
recently calculated by Dr. P. Sardeshmukh using~alised data from the ECMWF archives.
The time averages
and T and eddy correlations v>T> of the daily analysed fields of v and
T at each level were used to infer the net heating from the thermodynamic equation.
In
DJF the N. Hemisphere distributions are dominated by the heating maxima along the oceanic
storm tracks, while in the S. Hemisphere there are maxima over the land masses, the main
one over Indonesia extending well into the S. Pacific. The African source is centred over
Mozambique. Examination of the June to August (JJA) fields shows some interesting consistent seasonal differences.
In the N. Hemisphere summers the heating is mainly over the
land masses, particularly India, with only ehe N. Pacific storm track in evidence. Over
Africa the net heating exceeds 25 W m- 2 only over the central region . on the other hand,
in the S. Hemisphere, the ocean storm track heating, much weaker than in the N. Hemisphere
winter, extends round most of the belt polewards of 40°5 linking with a source over S.
America. By contrast, the other land masses, Africa and Australia, are regions of net
cooling (and subsidence).

v

The primary heat source in the troposphere is latent heat release, the net direct
effect of radiation being a continual cooling everywhere. The heat source distribution is
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(a)

Figure 3.

(b)

oo

oo

(c)

(d)

Net heating (W m- 2 ) derived from 12Z ECMWF (including FGGE) analyses for 1 Dec
to 28 (29) Feb for 1979-84 (i.e. excluding . Dec 1978) for (a) N. Hemisphere and
(b) S. Hemisphere; also for June to August 1979-84 for (c) N. Hemisphere and
(d) S. Hemisphere. Dashed lines indicate cooling. Contour interval 25 w m- 2 •

thus directly linked to the winds, particularly those in the lower troposphere where the
moisture is concentrated . The low-level winds partly determine the surface evaporation and
are almost entirely responsible for moisture transport. Latent heat release is associated
with low- level moisture convergence (- V•(vq)) and ascent, i.e. low-level mass convergence
(- V•v) and upper level divergence. These-linkages are clearly illustrated in Fig. 4,
showing values of net moisture convergence for DJF and JJA recently calculated by Peixoto
and OOrt. Those for DJF should be compared with the heating distributions in Fig. 3, and
with the 700 mb omega fields in Fig. 1 (b) and 2 ~b!._:______ ·-·---------- -

30°N

30°N

(b)

(a)

30°S
100°w
Figure 4 .

30°S

o

60 °E

Net horizontal moisture divergence

o

100°w

[JPsV•(q~)

dp/gJ for

0

(a) Dec-Feb and (b) Jun-Aug (redrawn from Peixoto and Oort, 1983) ;
dashed lines indicate convergence.

60°E
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2.

Large-scale dynamical processes and the climates of Africa and Suuth America

It is in the upper troposphere that the dynamical consequences of latent heat release
in the tropics are most readily understood; this is because (a) the divergence associated
~
outflow from tropical convective systems is generally large, being concentrated into
a .elatively shallow layer of 200-300 mb thickness, and (b) the existence of the subtropical
jets implies that a well-defined stationary long-wave pattern is set up.

(b)

Figure 5.

(d)
6

1

(a) Divergence (10- s- ) thick lines, (negative values dashed)
and absolute vorticity (l0- 5 s- 1 ), derived from 12Z ECMWF
(including FGGE) analyses for 1 Dec to 28 (29) Feb for 1979-84
(i.e . excluding Dec 1978). Both fields smoothed using spectral
filter effectively retaining waves up to spherical wave number
24 (Sardeshmukh and Hoskins, 1985) .
(b) Streamfunction and velocity potential contours (5 x 10 6 m2 s- 1 )
corresponding to (a).
(c) As (a) for JJA.
(d) As (b) for JJA.

Figs. 5(a), (c) show distributions of divergence (V·~) at 150 mb for DJF and JJA, 1979-84
(heavy lines - dashed indicating convergence); also shown are contours of absolute
vorticity (f+k•V x v).
The wind field (v) at any level may be expressed as

where ~ is the streamfunction, X the velocity potential and ~ unit vector vertically
upwards. Distributions of ~ and X at 150 mb for DJF,JJA 1979-84 are shown, on the same
scale, in Figs. 5 (b), (d).
The distribution of divergence in Fig. 5(a) shows the dominant concentrations in the
tropics and is entirely consistent with the fields of diabat i c heating, vertical motion and
moisture in Figs.3, l b and 4. The velocity potential distribution in Fig. S(b) is much
smoother than that of divergence, as is to be expected on mathematical grounds, and this is
particularly evident near S. America and Africa where the concentrated divergence over the
continents has a relatively minor impact on velocity potential. The strong negative
correlation between divergence and absolute v orticity is also evident in Fig. 5(a). The
dominance of /~R/ over /~DJ, even in the tropical belt, is strikingly evident in Fig. 5(b)
from the relatively wide spacing of the X contours.
Figs. 5(a) and (c) show clearly the shift of the main heating region, over Indonesia
in DJF, to S.E. Asia in JJA, and its intensification.
Its implications for upper level flow
over Africa are also evident with the flow round the upper anticyclone centred over N. India
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extending right across Africa.
In both Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) the appearance on both sides of
the equator of anticyclonic cells associated with the main heat source is evident, together
with, in DJF, equatorial westerlies downstream over the east Pacific and Atlantic oceans .
The~ patterns also show very clearly the waves on the subtropical jets.
Sardeshmukh and Hoskins (1985) s uggest that, to a good approximation, the climatological absolute vorticity (s + f) and divergence fields in the upper troposphere satisfy
the relation
V{~(s + fl}

=

~·V(s + fl

+ (s + flV·v

Thus, if the divergence distribution is specified, it is
the associated
field, starting from, say, a linearised
fying a zonal mean flow.
To this extent the flow can be
the divergence, i.e. by the distribution of heat sources

w

=o

( 1)

in principle possible to calculate
approximation to (1) and speciregarded as being determined by
and sinks.

Some insight into the lower tropospheric response to the large-scale heating is
provided by Gill's (1980) simple linearised beta-plane model of the first internal mode of
the flow in the tropical belt - a superposition of Rossby-gravity waves and the equatoriallytrapped Kelvin wave. The main features of his solutions for .the upper troposphere are
exhibited in the above
fields; his flow patterns for the lower trot?Q;phere are similar
but in the opposite sense. Thus, e.g., Asian monsoon low-level westerlies underlie the
upper easterlies. His solutions do not, however, apply outside the tropics since they do
not include the mean zonal flow which is, of course, of fundamental importance poleward of
about 25°. This both modifies the tropical circulations and supports energy propagation
by Rossby waves to higher latitudes.

W

Over Africa, the 850 mb and 1000 mb wind patterns (Figs. lb and 2b for 1000 mb) show
predominance of light low-level winds in the summer hemisphere, but easterlies (underlying
upper westerlies) over much of the winter hemisphere.
In both seasons there is strong
equatorwards flow over the adjacent Atlantic. These flows turn eastwards across the
Atlantic and provide the main source of moisture for the heating regions over South and
Central America.
The flow is northwards at the equator itself over the Gulf of Guinea in
both seasons and this part of the general flow from the southern hemisphere provides · some
of the moisture which maintains the African heat source, more in JJA than in DJF. During
neither period is there as strong and extensive a low-level flow into the continent from
the Indian Ocean as into S. America from the Atlantic.
In JJA there is a substantial
c ross-e quatorial northwards flow off the East African coast, but this turns eastward to
maintain the monsoonal heat source over India;
in DJF there is flow into Kenya, Somalia
and the Sudan and into southern Africa but insufficient to maintain a large heat source.
Why should it be that South and Central America can sustain a larger heat source than
Africa, a continent of similar dimensions ? The moisture transport by the low-level flow
is a key factor, and this must be generally westwards in low latitudes in the low-level
easterlies arising from the need to satisfy the planetary scale momentum balance. The main
moisture supply to tropical continents should therefore be across the east coasts.
In the
case of S. America this is sufficient to maintain a continental heat source of up to
100 w m- 2 in DJF and 25 W m- 2 in JJA (Fig . 3).
In the case of Africa the heat source in
DJF, up to 50 W m- 2 , is restricted to the south-east region, and in JJA is up to 25 W m- 2
as for South America.
However, by far the most extensive planetary heat sources are those
centred over Indonesia in DJF and India in JJA.
The low-level winds over the Pacific and
Indian Oceans in Figs. l(c) and (d) indicate not only their dynamical effects but also the
moisture transport associated with their maintenance.
The implications for the climate of Africa of these large planetary heat sources to
the east are far-reaching.
The low-level s. Hemisphere easterlies over the Indian Ocean
in JJA, instead of supplying moisture to Africa, cross into the Arabian Sea and then turn
eastward - a dynamical consequence of the large heat source over the Indian subcontinent.
In DJF there is some moisture transport into the south-east supported by the net heating
of up to 50 w m- 2 inland, but this is much less than the corresponding inflow into South
America where the maximum heating is 100 W m- 2 • In contrast to the Atlantic where a broad
band of low-leve l easterlies persists, the easterlies over the Indian_ Ocean are absent in
the strip O - 10°S. The broad band of easterlies in the equatorial Pacific continues into
the Indian Ocean north of the equator but turns southwards over Indonesia to supply the
westerly inflow into the large heat source there . Thus in both seasons, because of the
presence of the ma jor heat sources to the east, Africa is deprived of the full benefit of
a broad band of moisture-laden easterlies from the Indian Ocean.
South America, on the
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other hand, is not so affected, and is able to act as a substantial heat source partly
supporting, and partly being supported by the At lantic low-level easterlies.
The monthly mean global precipi~ation distributions for January and July, recently
calculated by Jaeger (1983) agree quite well with values inferred from the dynamicallybased net heating distributions, neglecting horizontal advection of heat (cp ~·VT)· The .
exception is for DJF over East Africa in the region of the Sudan, where the values shown in
Fig. 3(a) are too large to be accounted for by the latent heat release alone (tropospheric
2
radiative cooling of 1 K (day)- 1 corresponds to a heat loss of about 100 W m- and is offset
by latent heat release from rainfall of about 100 mm per month~. Dr. P. ~ardeshmu~h h~s
computed the global distributions of mean horizontal and vertical advective contributions
c (v•V8 + w 38/3p) to the thermal energy balance for both seasons for the years 1979-84
(~ee Fig. 6 below). He finds that horizontal ad¥ecti~n, partly by t~e mean f l ow and par~ly
by the eddies, cools. the region by up to 50 w mHis results confir~ that over th~ ma~n
rain area of central Africa contribution to the heat balance from horizontal advection is
negligible.

~)

(a )
Figure 6.

(a) Steady vertical transport of heat [cpeTW

~!)

(bl Steady horizontal transport of heat (c

v•VTl

p -

integrated through the depth of the atmosphere for
the N. Hemisphere for 1 Jun - 31 Aug, 1979-84.
Full curves positive values (ascent in (a)),
dashed curves negative.

3.

The West African monsoon

The differences between the mean low-level winds off West Africa between DJF and JJA
in Figs. l(b) and 2(b) are not very marked. The only change is a shift of the region of
confluence from the equator in DJF to about 15°N in JJA when there is stronger crossequatorial flow.
This carries with it, of course, the implication of more moisture transport into West .Africa from the Gulf of Guinea during JJA than in DJF. This seasonal shift,
which brings the only rainfall of the year to the Sahel zone, justifies its description as
a monsoon, and one of its main flow characteristics, low-level southwesterlies linked to a
cross-equatorial flow, has its analogue in the Asian summer and winter monsoons.
Its main
difference from these phenomena is its intensity and, compared with the Asian summer monsoon,
the distance of the main heat source (also over land) from the equator. This difference of
intensities is also seen in the mean 150 mb winds. There is little cross-equatorial flow
linking the easterlies over North Africa with the southern hemisphere westerlies, in
contrast to the cross-equatorial flow over the Arabian Sea (Fig. 2(a));
indeed, the upper
flow over North Africa is just a part of the anticyclonic gyre associated with the Asian
monsoon, whereas the latter links the upper tropospheric westerlies of the two hemispheres.
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What are the structures of the systems which bring monsoonal rain to west Africa and
what is the nature of their dynamical connection with the larger-scale flow?
Two major forms of organisation of convective rains over West Africa have been
identified - easterly waves, a form of barotropic/baroclinic instability, and disturbance
lines. Theories of each of these (e.g. Rennick 1976, Simmons 1977, Bolton 1984) relate
them tb the African low-level easterly jet. The moisture source for the rainfall is in the
air to the south with its recent history of flow over the tropical Atlantic,· and the northward
extent of the rain is limited by the presence of much drier, subsided Saharan air. The
transition zone between the air masses is referred to as the ITCZ; however its dynamics
must not be assumed to be similar to the dynamics of the ITCZ over the oceans, where CISK
plays a crucial role.
These systems do not, however, provide the main heating source over
Africa; this is located to the east over equatorial Africa (see Fig. 3) and is associated
mainly with the diurnal cycle of convection inland, as is the case over South America.
There is little variation from year to year of the sea-surface temperatures off West
Africa, so that the observed interannual variability of the northward penetration of the
West African rains must be related primarily to the variability of the strength and position
of the low-level jet. This, in turn, is determined by the lower-tropospheric mass field
over the Sahara, an upper ridge extending westwards from Asia above 600 mb overlying a heat
low. Strong tropospheric subsidence occurs over North Africa below the upper westerlies in
the JJA seasonal mean flow (see Fig. 6) extending below 700 mb over Egypt and off Morocco
(see Fig. 2(b)). This is a dynamical feature like the merging of the flow vectors at
upper levels, associated with the maintenance of the subtropical jet.
Some indication of the interannual variability of the upper ridge characteristics
and of the African heat source is given by comparing the 150 mb streamfunction and divergence fields for 1979 (a dry year for the Sahel) and 1984 (a normal year), shown in Fig. 7.

(b)

(d)

Figure 7.

(al, (b)
(C) I (d)

As Fig. 5(a), (b) but for JJA 1979
As Fig. 5(a), (b) but for JJA 1984

The Asian monsoon easterlies were much stronger in 1984 than in 1979 with a correspondingly
stronger Asian monsoon, and stronger African heat source. The 850 mb winds for 1984 show a
deeper penetration into southern Africa from the Indian Ocean than do those for 1979 (Fig.
8), and these are presumably the main moisture source for the central African convection.
These results partly agree with and partly contrast with those of Krishnamurti and
Kanamitsu (1981) who compared the 200 mb mean summer flows for a drought year in the Sahel
(1972) with a normal year (1967).
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Figure 8.

(a) 850 mb winds 1 Jun - 31 Aug 1979; (b) 850 mb winds 1 Jun - 31 Aug 1984
Contours are of omega at 500 mb c10- 2 Pa s- 1 ); solid lines descent, dashed ascent.

1972 was similar to 1979 with much weaker easterlies than normal associated with a
weaker Asian monsoon. Also 1972, the drought year, was characterised by a region of upper
divergence, implying a strong heat source, centred on the equator at about 10°E, consistent
with the climatology for 1979-84 (Sardeshmukh), whereas the upper divergence over Africa
in 1967 was estimated to be centred well off the equator at 15°S, unlike the 1979-84
climatology. Nicholson and Chervin (1983), in their analysis of African rainfall, find
four dominant anomaly patterns and include 1972 in their category (c), .with a deficit over
the whole of .Africa from 30°N to 25°S, when presumably the upper divergence near the
equator, like that for 1979, was below normal.
In summary, the interannual variability of the West African monsoon, like that of the
rainfall over Africa as a whole, is determined primarily by variations of the planetary
scale circulation. The feature most directly affecting its northward penetration is the
large-scale flow over North Africa linking the monsoon easterlies and subtropical jet, but
the strength of the heat source over central Africa must also be expected to exert some
influence. If the detailed dynamical processes involved are to be properly analysed it is
essential that a sufficiently good data base be maintained over Africa as a whole to enable
detailed inter~annual climatological comparisons to be carried out along the lines discussed
here. These analyses must include moisture and heat budgets as well as flow features,
based on e.g. studies of the vorticity ~alance, particularly of the boundary layer and of
the upper troposphere.
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English I-3
GENERALITIES ON THE SAHELIAN RAINS
G. Dhonneur
(Direction de la Meteorologie, Boulogne-Billancourt, France)

SUMMARY

Droughts are a recurring event in the norm of the Sahelian climate for
which improved knowledge of rainfall characteristics is required. Between
10°N and 18°N in West Africa the coefficient of variation of the annual
rainfall - defined as a ratio of standard deviation to mean annual rainfall
multiplied by 100 - is over 25 per cent between l0°N and 15°N and over
40 per cent between 15°N and 18°N. In terms of dryness ratio, their values
are between 2 and 10.
The rainy season is short, 1 to 4 months from north to south. The
mean amount of rain varies from 50 mm/year to 1 OOO mm/year with a meridional
north-south gradient of 1 mm/l km.
Ongoing research indicatesa
(a)

The importance of the general circulation in the control of the deep
convection processes which is the main source of rain in the Sahelian
zone7

(b)

The link between the upper easterly flow (200 hPa) and the monsoon
flow (surface to 900/850 hPa), though not a well defined Walker cell
system.

It has also been confirmed that dry years are linked withi
non-involvement of water vapor available in the monsoon flow in deep
convection processes due to changes in the vertical structure of the wind
field.
Analysis using the Charney's concept found the same results with an
increase of albedo from 0.2 to 0.35.
Droughts and desertification are different problems, but frequently
they affect the same areas. For droughts, a better knowledge of the climate
can lead to better seasonal forecasts.
For desertification, agriculture can
be helped with better utilization of the available water potential, but the
solutions are mostly political problems in which advice can only be given some areas of the world are frail ecosystems we have to take care of.
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French, I-3

GE:NERALITES SUR LES PLUIES AU SAHEL

1- Introduction

G. Dhonneur
Direction de la meteorologie
Boulogne-Billancourt, France

La pluviometrie des regions saheliennes a f ait 1 'objet de nombreuses etudes . A
l'aide de methodes statistiques des equipes de chercheurs ont essaye de trouver des
cycles, des tendances .•. Rien de net n'a ete mis en evidence, une seule certitude
s'impose, sur cette region du globe la variabilite interannuelle des precipitations
est une norme du climat, meme si elle est nettement superieure a ce qui est observe
dans la plupart des regions du globe.
La meteorologie des regions saheliennes peut etre schematisee par les variations
meridiennes de l 'equateur meteorologique. Sur ces regions sa structure verticale
moyenne est marquee par une inclinaison Nord-Sud dont la principale consequence est
une trace au sol, limite generalement non active.

La figure (1) presente les traces au sol et en altitude de l'eQuateur meteorologiQue
pour les mois de Janvier (position la plus meridionale) et Aout (position la plus
septentrionale). [ l] [2]
La figure (2) donne pour le mois d'Aout en coupe meridienne [l] [2]
- la structure verticale moyenne:
masses d'air. (a)

types de temps, masses nuageuses et limites de

- la composante zonale du vent, l'element le plus important est le tube de vent
fort Qui interesse la troposphere moyenne (le jet d'Est Africain A.E.J.). (b)
- les quantites de precipitations moyennes recueillies en fonction de la latitude. (c)
La figure (3) [l) materialise pour le meridien origine -en fonction de la latitude
et des mois - les deplacements de la depression equatoriale, de l'isotension de vapeur 15 hPa, de l'equateur thermique et de l'isohyete 100 mm. Les differences cons tatees entre la mise en place et le retrait de la saison des pluies sont les consequences : ~e l'evolution du couvert vegetal sol nu/sol couvert de vegetation de la
nature de l'etat du sol sec/eau. [l]
La structure verticale du champ de vent joue un role fondamental dans la genese des
perturbations de l 'Afrique sahelienne. Cette structure est marquee aux mois de
Juillet et Aout par 3 entites :
1) dans les basses couches - le flux de mousson (secteur Sud-Quest) dont l'epaisseur est rarement superieure a 1 500 m.
2) dans la moyenne troposphere - un tube de vent fort d'Est, le jet d'Est africain
(A.E.J.) une des composantes de la structure de l'equateur meteorologique.
3) dans la haute troposphere - un tube de vent fort d'Est, le jet d'Est Tropical
(T .E. J.) une composante de la circulation generale assurant une liaison entre
les moussons indienne et africaine.
Les figures (4 a, b, c et d) precisent les principales caracteristiques des precipitations sur l'Afrique Occidentale.
a- les isohyetes moyennes annuelles [ 3]
b- le nombre moyen de jours de pluie (2Z

1 mm) [3]
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c- les precipitations moyennes mensuelles en fonction de la latitude sur le meridien origine [1] .
d- le nombre de mois pour lesquels les precipitations sont superieures
tion [4 J

a

l'evapo r a-

Sur les regions saheliennes la principale caracteristique des precipitations est
leur· variabilite interannuelle. Celle-ci peut etre facilement mise en evidence a
l'aide de coefficients . La figure (5) [1] donne les valeurs du coefficient de variation (rapport de l'ecart type a la normale x 100) pour la zone sahe lienne. Le s
valeurs maximales sont superieures a 100 et correspondent aux regions sahariennes,
sur le Sud du Sahel les valeurs sont inferieures a 20. Les valeurs de cet incide
sont a comparer avec celles de l'indice de secheresse donnes dans la figure (6)

[?J.

Les precipitations . observees sur l'Afrique Occidentale peuvent etre classees en
trois categories :
a- les precipitations convectives isolees generalement liees
b- les lignes de grains (amas nuageux mobiles) qui sont
precipitations recueillies sur la zone sahelienne.

a

a

l'evolution diurne .

l' origine de 80 % des

c- les pluies dites de mousson dont l'importance ne devient preponderante qu'au Sud
du 10° Nord.
Les perturbations mobiles de l 'Afrique sahelienne ont fait l 'objet de nombreuses
etudes ·: deux concepts differents ou complementaires s'imposent :
Les ondes d 'Est, des perturbations du champ de vent d 'echelle A qui se developpent dans la moyenne tro.Posphere et peuvent dans certains cas etre suivies
jusqu •aux cotes americaines L6] [ 1] [8 ].
- Les amas nuageux mobiles (les lignes de grains) phenomenes convectifs d'echelle B
qui se deplacent ~lus vite que les ondes et ont avec elles des interactions non
negligeables [8) L9] Q.o]. Sur les regions continentales de l'Afrique Occidentale
le rapport moyen entre le nombre d'amas nuageux et le nombre d'ondes d'Est observe est de 1 a 7.
L'etude des structures verticales moyennes de l'energie statique humide Esh, de
l'energie statique saturee Eshw et de l'ecart Eshw-Esh permet de materialiser les
differences entre debut, milieu et fin de saison des pluies. La figure (7) presente
les valeurs moyennes de Eshw-Esh pour les structures posterieures de lignes de
grains a BAMAKO en debut, milieu et fin de saison des pluies. Les phenomenes convectifs ont une intensite maximale en debut de saison des pluies (regime transitoire sec) et une intensite minimale en milieu de saison des pluies.
2- secheresse :
Le pourquoi de la secheresse a ete recherche dans les facteurs meteorologiques qui
sont a ·l 'origine ou lies aux precipitations sur le Sahel. Les figures(8 et 9) (11]
precisent :
1- les circulations verticales meridienne et zonale sur l'Afrique Occidentale
2- le mecanisme des pluies d'ete boreal sur l'Afrique Occidentale.
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Les analyses comparees entre annees normales et annees seches ne permettent pas de
mettre en evidence des anomalies significatives de la trace au sol de l 'equateur
meteorologique et/ou de la circulation generale. 11 semble que la principale difference entre les annees normales et seches soit une non utilisation du potentiel en
eau disponible du fait de contraintes a la convection ayant pour origine la structure verticale du champ de vent. La figure (10) donne les valeurs comparees de la
composante zonale sur le Nord Sahel au mois de Juillet pour une annee normale et
une annee seche . ; le tableau I precise les resultats obtenus.
La secheresse phenomene appartenant a la norme climatique ne doit pas etre confondue avec la desertification qui contrairement a certaines idees n'est pas un phenomene nouveau sur la zone sahelienne.
3- Desertification :
L'histoire des regions saheliennes montre que la desertification a fait son apparition des 1960 sur certaines regions (senegal, Mali • •• ) malgre des conditions meteorologiques a priori favorables. Le processus s'est accelere depuis 1972 et n'a pas
cesse depuis. Les principales causes en sont :
- une augmentation de la population et de ses besoins
- un surpaturage chronique
- la deforestation
- des techniques culturales peut-etre non adaptees aux caracteristiques du sol et
du climat.
La charge que l'homme a impose a la region a depasse les limites de ce qu'elle pouvait supporter.
La desertification, probleme n° 1, de la zone sahelienne peut etre a l'origine d'evolutions climatiques amenant des changements dans la repartition meridienne des
precipitations. Ce concept defini par CHARNEY ( 13] a fait l 'objet de nombreuses
etudes et simulations a 1 1 aide de modeles climatiques. En France, la meteorologie
et le Laboratoire de Meteorologie Dynamique ont obtenu des resultats confirmant les
hypotheses de CHARNEY.
L. PICON [12] a presente ceux obtenus a l'aide d'une experience numerique limitee
dans le temps et l'espace sur la zone sahelienne. Une variation realiste d'albedo
de 0,20 a 0,35 met en evidence
- une diminution de la quantite des precipitations sur le Sahel et une augmentation
dans le Sud (figure 11)
- une diminution de la vitesse du vent dans la haute troposphere
- une augmentation de la vitesse du vent dans la moyenne troposphere .
Les differences constatees sont comparables
males et les annees seches.

a

celles trouvees entre les annees nor-

4- Conclusion
La secheresse et la desertification ont fait l'objet de nombreuses actions de recherche. Deux grandes directions ont ete definies :
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1. La prevision des secheresses
La prevision des secheresses implique une meilleure connaissance des ·mecanismes
du climat et plus particulierement celle des interactions ocean-atmosphere . Des
etudes sent en cours et il semble que des previsions saisonnieres puissent etre
envisagees au cours de la prochaine decennie. Le Programme Climatique Mondial de
l'OMM joue et continuera de jouer un role fondamental pour ce type de recherche
ceci en liaison avec tOUS les organismes concernes qu'ils appartiennent OU non a
l 'OMM.

2. La meilleure adequation possible· aux realites climatiques, au potentiel agricole
et aux besoins economiques
L'adequation au climat est dans tous les cas un imperatif, que la secheresse ait
ete prevue (les solutions aux problemes qui se poseront peuvent etre programmees) OU non (le phenomene est Une realite 'quotidienne qui S 1 installe et a laquelle il faut faire face afin d'en minimiser au maximum les consequences).
Des programmes ont ete definis, il portent plus particulierement sur :
- une meilleure utilisation du potentiel en eau grace a des suivis meteorologique et agronomique de la saison des pluies et des cultures.
- une meilleure connaissance par les meteorologistes des besoins du monde agricole en donnees meteorologiques et reciproquement une meilleure connaissance
pour les agronomes de ce que peuvent fournir les Services Meteorologiqu~s. Au
cours de la prochaine decennie, le couple meteorologie-agriculture devrait
remplacer le couple meteorologie-aviation comme principale raison d'etre economique des Services Meteorologiques (en particulier dans les regions subtropicales soumises aux secheresses).
- une amelioration des techniques agricoles tenant compte des realites meteorologiques et pedologiques.
- une reorientation du comportement de l 'homme a l 'egard de la nature et des
contraintes qu'il lui impose du fait des evolutions sociales en cours.
Tous ces programmes qui impliquent une collaboration etroite entre les agronomes, les hydrologues et les meteorologistes n'ont pas pour objectif une modification d'un etat de fait mais de permettre a l'homme de mieux s'adapter aux
conditions existantes.
La commission des Sciences de l 'Atmosphere par le biais du Programme de Recherche en Ueteorologie Tropicale a fait de cette direction de recherche un de
ses objectifs. Le projet Zones arides n°3 (AZ3) qui vous sera presente dans une
prochaine session a po"ur principal objectif d 'assurer a tous les niveaux une
etroite collaboration entre les mondes agricole et meteorologique.
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PERTURBATIONS A L'ECHELLE SYNOPTIQUE SE DEPLACANT VERS L'OUEST
DURANT L'ETE DE L'HEMISPHERE NORD DANS LA ZONE TROPICALE DE L'AFRIQUE ET
LA ZONE ADJACENTE DE L'OCEAN ATLANTIQUE
par
Richard Reed
Department of Atmospheric Sciences,
Universite de Washington, Seattle, Washington
98195 Etats-Unis d'Amerique
RESUME
L'onde d'est africaine est une perturbation d'echelle synoptique
(d' une longueur d' onde caracteristique de 2-3000 km), qui se forme au-dessus
de l 'Afrique tropicale, un peu au nord de l' equateur, entre les mois de juin
et d'octobre, et se deplace vers l 'ouest en direction de l 'Atlantique a une
vitesse caracteristique de 6-7°de longitude par jour. Au-dessus de l'Afrique,
!'importance pratique de cette onde vient de ce qu'elle conditionne l'activite
et les precipitations de convection, la probabilite d'apparition de lignes de
grains et d'autres phenomenes de convection importants etant etroitement liee
la position de l 'onde.
Au-dessus de l 'Atlantique tropical, · l 'onde est
importante en raison du role qu'elle joue dans la formation des ouragans.

a

Dans le present expose, l 'auteur donne un bref apen;:u des connaissances relatives
l 'onde africaine anterieures
l 'ETGA, puis resume les
decouvertes importantes qui ont decoule de l 'analyse et de l 'utilisation des
donnees de l 'ETGA pour ensui te identifier les problemes qui devront faire
l'objet d'une etude plus approfondie.
On remarquera que l'ETGA a permis de
mieux conna1tre la structure des ondes et !'interaction qui s'exerce entre les
mouvements
l'echelle de l'onde et ceux
l'echelle convective. Elle a egalement permis d'intensifier les efforts realises dans le domaine de la modelisation theorique des ondes et a conduit aux premieres tentatives de prevision
nurnerique .

a

a

a

a

La surveillance appropriee de l 'Afrique pendant l 'ETGA par le satellite geosynchrone etait limitee
la region situee
l 'ouest du meridien de
Greenwich . Les resultats d'une etude recente, dans laquelle on a utilise les
donnees de METEOSAT- I pour examiner l 'ensemble du continent, indiquent qu' au
cours du mois de juillet 1978, il y avait en Afrique centrale et orientale des
perturbations importantes se propageant vers l'ouest dont les caracteristiques
semblent quelque peu differentes de celles des perturbations observees pendant
l'ETGA. Il est done necessaire de preciser plus avant la nature et l'origine
des ondes africaines.
Si le satellite geosynchrone est un outil precieux
cet egard, il faut egalement disposer de reseaUX adequats d Observation en
surface et en altitude, notamment si l'on souhaite progresser dans la mise au
point de modeles de prevision precis.

a

a

a

I
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WESTWARD-TRAVELLING, SYNOPTIC-SCALE DISTURBANCES OF THE
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE SUMMER IN TROPICAL AFRICA AND THE ADJACENT ATLANTIC
by
Richard J. Reed
Department of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Washington
Seattle, Washington, 98195 U.S.A.

1.

Introduction

The existence of westward-travelling, synoptic-scale disturbances during the northern
hemisphere summer that have a significant modulating effect on precipitation over tropical
Africa and the adjacent Atlantic has been known for nearly a half century. A brief history
of pre-GATE knowledge o.f these disturbances, often referred to as easte r ly or African
waves, is contained in a review article by Burpee and Reed [l]. From the articles cited in
their review it is evident that a considerable knowledge of the structure and behavior of
the wave disturbances existed prior to GATE. Even so GATE led to a substantial addition to
knowledge of the waves, sharpening and extending the results of earlier investigations and
establishing what will be termed here the GATE prototype of the fJ#llY developed African
wave.
The first part of this paper will review the picture of the waves that emerged from the
GATE data, particularly from observations taken during the period August 23-September 19
when the waves were unusually well developed and uniform in behavior. Although these
observations provide a complete and consistent picture of the wave, there are grounds for
questioning whether the GATE prototype wave is representative of all rain-producing synoptic disturbances and waves ove r Africa. The second part of the paper will present results
from a post-GATE study which describes disturbances that developed in eastern Africa during
July 1978 and that, at least in manner of origin, cannot be likened to the waves documented
in GATE.
2.

The GATE Prototype of the Fully Developed African Wave

This designation refers to the type of waves that occurred during Phase III of GATE.
Their primary distinguishing features are (1) their appearance as coherent structures
throughout the full depth of the troposphere and (2) their obvious association with the
African Easterly Jet (AEJ), the narrow core of fast-moving, mid-tropospheric easterlies
centered in summer at about 12-15°N and 650 mb. Because of space limitations, only a brief
summary is possible here. The reader is referred to the aforementioned review article by
Burpee and Reed [l] and an earlier review by Reed [4] for a more complete and graphic
description of the GATE prototype wave.
During the period from 23 August to 19 September, 1974, eight wave disturbances propagated westward across West Africa an d the eastern Atlantic in the belt between 5°N-20°N .
These waves had an average period of 3. 5 days, an average wave length of 2500 km and an
average speed 7-9 m s-1. They had their origin at longi tudes between 10°E- 15°E, just
upstream of the region in which the AEJ achieved its maximum vertical and lateral shear and
thus was mos t baroclinically and qarotropically unstable. The barotropically unstable
nature of the jet was clearl y evidenced by an outward flux of easterly momentum fr om the
core of the jet.
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A composite of the eight disturbances revealed distinctive features at all levels from
the surface to 200 mb and above. Over Africa two cyclonic centers existed near the surface: a shallow, relatively cloud-free center located along the southern fringe of the
Sahara and a deeper center to the south marked by substantial convective activity. The two
centers merged to form a single center over the ocean. The northern center over land
opened into a trough that sloped eastward to the level of the AEJ and westward above. From
thermal wind considerations, this structure is consistent with the advection at lower
levels of warm Saharan air southward in advance of (to the west of) the wave trough and
relatively cooler air northward to the rear of the trough. Consistent with its origin the
warm air was relatively dry and the cooler air relatively moist.
The cyclonic rotation or vorticity in the center to the south maintained an essentially
vertical alignment and strengthened upward reaching a peak value at jet level (650 mb).
Above and ahead of the region where cyclonic vorticity prevailed at lower and middle
levels, the upper-level (200 mb) motion field exhibited anticyclonic vorticity and a
difluent streamline pattern suggestive of outflow from cumuionimbus anvils. Vertical
motions in this .part of the disturbance or wave were upward (of the order of 1 cm s-1 in
the middle troposphere), and precipitation amounts were roughly three times as large as in
the region near and ahead of the wave ridge. Satellite IR images revealed a maximum of
cold cloud coverage associated with the rain area. Again consistent with the thermal wind
relationship, temperatures in the disturbed region were found to be relatively cold at low
levels (1000-700 mb), warm at middle to high levels (500-300 mb) and cold at very high
levels (200-100 mb).
These various features are consistent with the picture of a disturbance initiated by
the instability of a baroclinic jet (the AEJ) and modified by wave-induced convection and
associated latent heat release: a wave-CISK type of disturbance (Lindzen [3)). The direction of the vertical tilt of the wave axis at the more northerly latitudes, the direction
of the horizontal tilt at all latitudes and the positions of warm and cold advections and
upward and downward motions relative to the wave all conform to the picture of a jetinduced wave. The more vertical structure in the convective region to the south and the
extension of the disturbance into the upper troposphere are indicative of structures
imposed by the deep convection and related diabatic heating and cooling. Variations in
wave structure and behavior between the different phases of GATE are perhaps largely
explainable in terms of the relative contributions of the above two factors to the wave
development.
3.

Evidence for Another Type of Rain-Producing Wave Disturbance.

A number of studies have concluded, on the basis of direct or indirect evidence, that
some westward-propagating wave disturbances originate as far east as Sudan, Ethiopia or
even southern Arabia. Quite different large-scale features prevail in these regions than
in central and western Africa. In particular the mid-tropospheric AEJ is nearly absent,
whereas the tropical easterly jet (TEJ) of the upper troposphere is considerably stronger
than further west. Moreover, the Ethiopian Highlands constitute an elevated heat source
and a vast obstacle to the low-level flow. Under the circumstances, it is difficult to
invoke the AEJ as a mechanism for wave generation in the east African region, and consideration must be given to the possibility that the Ethiopian mountains and TEJ play
important roles in their formation and propagation.
As a means of obtaining a continent-wide view of large-scale rain-producing disturbances over tropical Africa, we have carried out a study based on 4-times daily IR images for
the period July 1 to September 30, 1978 obtained from METEOSAT-1. The basic quantity used
in the study is the fractional coverage of areas two degrees of latitude and longitude on a
side occupied by deep or white-appearing clouds. Such clouds have tops colder than about
-37°C (236K) or heights greater than 275 mb (10.3 km). Various studies have shown that
their areal extent is highly correlated with rainfall amount in tropical latitudes.
Shown in Fig. la are spectra of the fractional cold-cloud coverage obtained from the
time series for the full period of study . The spectra are averages for regions 4 degrees
of latitude in width by 10 degrees of longitude in length, that is, averages for groupings
of 10 elementary boxes. The spectra for the western areas show the familiar peak at a
period of 4 days. Perhaps surprising is the equally pronounced peak at a period of 3-4
days in the areas between 20°E and 40°E. To further investigate the latter peak we have
divided the time series into two equal parts and determined spectra for each sub-period.
These are shown in Figs. lb and c. The spectra reveal that the peaks in the western region
were most prominent during the period from August 16 to September 30 in agreement with the
often made observation that wave activity is most pronounced in the West African and
Atlantic regions in late summer.
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PERIOD

(days)

Fig. 1. Spectra of fractional coverage by cold cloud in areas 4° lat. by 10° long .
centered on 10° N. Values have been low-pass filtered to yield zero power at one
day period. (a) July 1-Sept. 30, 1978; (b) July 1-15 Aug.; (c) Aug. 16-Sept. 30.
The peak in the eastern region, on the other hand, is most intense during the period
from July 1 to August 15. To obtain the propagation speed and other characteristics of the
3-4 day oscillations that appear to originate in the eastern region, we have prepared the
time-longitude section of IR brightness shown in Fig. 2. This is based on band- pass
filtered values of fractional coverage by cold cloud in strips 10 degrees of latitude in
length and 2 degrees of longitude in width. The figure reveals that the waves in this
region (1) were best organized during the latter half of July, (2) had typical lengths of
3500 km, (3) propagated westward at 10°longitude per day (12 m s-1) and (4) exhibited a
tendency to develop over and to the west of (upwind of) the Ethiopian Highlands.

Fig. 2. Time-longitude section of band-pass filtered values of fractional
coverage by cold c louds. Shading denotes larger values.

That these disturbances cannot be associated with the mid-tropospheric easterly jet is
apparent from Fig. 3 which depicts the mean 700 mb flow du r ing the period July 10 to July
31 . The AEJ during this period was relatively weak and confined to West Africa. The
region of wave fo rmation was characterized by a confluent flow in which the southwester ly
monsoon merged with a flow from the no r th. At 850 mb (not shown) the waves formed almost
entirely within the monsoon flow . In view of the absence of the AEJ and the considerabl e
depth of the so uthwest monsoon, it wou ld seem that one must look to highe r l eve ls to
accoun t for the wes tward propagation of the waves. Indeed the s t rong easterlies of the TEJ
were pre sent in the upper troposphere during the period in questi on (Fig. 4 ).
Space does no t permit showing composi t e diagrams of flow fields in the waves and other
pertinent data . These will be presented and interpreted in future publications.
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Concluding Remarks.

The unique data set collected during GATE has permitted a thorough description of the
fully developed African wave, and theoretical studies, based on numerical models, have successfully reproduced many features of the waves . However, most studies to date have dealt
mainly with the west and central African regions where the AEJ ·is a dominant feature. The
occasional existence o f pronounced wave disturbances in eastern Africa, where the AEJ is
essentially absent, means that other factors must be taken into account, if a full
understanding of wave structure and origin is to be achieved . We have suggested two such
factors: the mountains of Ethiopia and the TEJ. Carlson and Frank (see [l]) have already
mentioned the heating and mechanical effects of the mountains as possible causes of wave
formation. Krishnamurti (2] has identified westwa r d- propagating waves in the TEJ over
India ( presumably produced by barotropic instabil1ty) that could conceivably have a modulating influence on convec t ion in the Ethiopian region and give rise to westwardtravelling rain-bearing systems. Of course, such systems in travelling from east to west
across Africa could take on the structure seen in GATE upon coming under the influence of
the AEJ. Although it has been convenient to distinguish here between the GATE prototype
wave and the wave observed in eastern Africa, they are not necessarily separate phenomena.
A transformati on fr om one type to another can be expected in the case o f l ong- lived
systems.
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LA MOUSSON ET LES PRECIPITATIONS EN AFRIQUE OCCIDENTALE
par
D.O . Adefolalu
Departement de geographie et de l'amenagement du territoire
Universite de Calabar
Calabar, Nigeria

RESUME
Trois aspects de la mousson globale exercent une influence
preponderahte sur la dynamique des precipitations en Afrique occidentale.
Tout d'abord, le caractere saisonnier de la mousson du sud-ouest est
responsable du fait que la plus grosse partie des precipitations (envi r on 80%
au moins de la quantite totale annuelle) tombe durant l'ete septentrional. En
second lieu, le caractere migratoire de la limite septentrionale du .creux
barometrique de la mousson, generalement appele discontinuite intertropicale
en surface, est fonction lineaire de la repartition spatiale et temporelle
ainsi que des variabilites de la quantite, de l'intensite et de la duree des
precipitations. Pour terminer, en raison du caractere variable de
l 'ecoulement de la mousson sur des echelles t emporelles plus reduites, son
interaction avec les systemes ou les caracteristiques synoptiques et
sous-synoptiques se traduit par un type d'association verticale garantissant
l ' instabilite dynamique et un renforcement de la convection si cette
interaction s'exerce concurremment ou de maniere complementaire. Dans
d'autres cas, la convection peut etre supprimee. Ces phenomenes se deroulent
sur un echelle temporelle d'environ quatre
six jours .

a

Apres la decouverte de l'onde class i que des vents d'est au-dessus de
la zone tropicale des Antilles, c'est malheureusement l'etude de perturbations
analogues en Afrique occidentale qui retient l'attention depuis le debut des
annees 1960. Il est indiscutable que l'onde africaine joue un role
preponderant en ce qui concerne les precipitations dans la sous-region, mais
le taux de reussite limite des previsions en temps reel ne justifie pas
l'importance accordee
cette question dans les travaux de recherche au
detriment des aspects relatifs
la dynamique des precipitations de la
mousson. Il a en outre ete observe que les annees de secheresse sont liees
davantage
l'echelle des moussons qu'aux ondes meme si l'absence de
l'association complementaire susmentionnee des deux phenomenes peut se
traduire par une diminution des precipitations. La diminution de la poussee
vers le pole de la Couche de la mousson durant les 30 dernieres annees peut
etre liee
la secheresse persistante dans la zone soudano-sahelienne
d'Afrique occidentale d'une part alors qu'au cours de certaines annees, on
observe de graves aberrations des precipitations meme s'il y a assez
d'humidite et si les chaines ondulatoires semblent etre continues .

a

a

a
a

Dans cette communication, !'ana lyse des donnees rassemblees durant
l'Experience sur la mousson d'Afrique occidentale et centrale (Wl\MEX), de ma i
aout 1979, est utilisee pour etudier de maniere plus approfondie les
principales proprietes de la mousson en ce qui concerne les precipitations
dans la sous-region. Les debats porteront egalement sur son role durant la
saison seche , de novembre
mars, durant laquelle l'Afrique occidentale re9oit
au plus 20% des precipitations armuelles. L'auteur propose egalement des
relations empiriques qui peuvent etre utiles pour la prevision en exploitation.

a

a
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THE MONSOON AND PRECIPITATION IN WEST AFRICA

D.O. Adefolalu
Dept. of Geography and Regional Planning
University of Calabar
Calabar, Nigeria

INTRODUCTION
Three aspects of the global monsoon are recognized in relation to
precipitation dynamics in West Africa.
Being a seasonal wind system, the
climatological features of the monsoon suggests that there are two rainfall seasons
- dry and wet .
In general, it is "rainless" from mid-October to mid-April while
the wet season covers the other half of the year. Although the bulk of the rains
(80% of the annual total) is received during the latter season in the rainforest
and Sudan-Savana zones (4° - 12°N latitude), the remaining 20% is nonetheless
significant. That was the basis of the "YESTERDAY" forecasting method (8).
The Sudan-Sahel and Sahel-proper (12° - 20°N) bring to focus the second
aspect of the monsoon - its circulation and component features namelya
the moist but rather cool southerly air with a
component which forms a wedge under,
a dry and relatively hot northerly
component.

west-southwesterly

air with an east-northeasterly

The obvious consequence of this arrangement is the creation of a surface
continuity which is now called the Inter-Tropical Discontinuity in West Africa
(ITO). Previously, and as has been discussed by various investigators, the ITO was
to be a sor~ of frontal surface but this connotation has been 'dropped' as it has
been found that the ITO surface is very dry - on its inunediate north-south edges.
In fact, the major weather zones in relation to its surface position show that the
precipitation zone "C" begins at least 200 to 400 km. south of the boundary between
the two air masses.
While many empirical studies have formulated models relating the ITO or its
many induced or related parameters to both monthly and annual rainfall, the active
weather zone 'C' extending over about 400 to 600 km. has been studied extensively,
especially, in relation to the formation and role of transient disturbances both on
synoptic and mesa-scales.
In West Africa, the easterly wave perturbation usually
referred to as the "African wave" and line squalls are the two major rain - producing
systems in this weather zone.
Despite the fact that the seasonal life-span of the African wave does not,
at the best of times, extend beyond five months during any particular summer in the
northern hemisphere, the bulk of research work, particularly outside the sub- region
within the last two decades, has focused almost too much attention on it.
This
appears to be an over-emphasis - to say the least.
And, in realisation of the
futility of "searching" for the wave on real operational basis, other studies on
the role of line squalls in relation to precipitation dynamics have also been,
somewhat, exaggerated.
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As if these confusing procedural technqiues of making meaningful forecasts
are not enough, some of the empirical and statistical studies have come up with
singular features such as the tropospheric jet s, geopotential height anomalies over
Europe, etc. as having more important roles to play on precipitation in West Africa.
Granted that , there is evidence of some relationships between rainfall and
each of these features1 it must be realized that the implication is that they,
somehow, reveal the fundamental structure of the basic flow.
Afterall, they do not
exist or evolve in a vacuum.
All these thus paved the way for in-depth
investigations of that basic flow and by about mid-19 70s, Adefolalu (2,3,4)
documented a third - and perhaps the most important - synoptic- scale aspect of the
monsoon circulation. The 4 to 6 day oscillation of its monsoon trough (MT) in West
Africa (MT is a nomenclature for the airmass confluence in the lower troposhere
other than at the surface where the surface discontinuity is the ITD) is not
restricted to West Africa (5).
Further work has now shown that it is obvious from the variable nature of
the patterns of precipitation in West Africa that all three aspects of the global
monsoon as they manifest themselves must work co-operatively.
This co - operation,
which is usually referred to as "Scale Interaction", has other corollaries. For
example, the acknowledged upper tropospheric Tropical Easterly Jet (TEJ) and the
mid-tropospheric African Easterly Jet (AEJ) are associated with the monsoon
circulation. For the TEJ, the release of latent heat of condensation from the "Hot
Towers" at high levels is linked to the accelerating particles with higher kinetic
energy on the equatorward side of the upper level anticyclone. As for the AEJ, the
reversed meridional temperature gradient at the surface results directly from the
thermal stratification between the cooler southerlies and the hot northerlies from
the ocean and thermal low over the Sahara, respectively. This leads to increasing
thermal wind with height which reaches a peak at mid-tropospheric levels resulting
in the AEJ. Many studies have demonstrated the role of these two characteristic
features of the tropospheric easterlies in precipitation mechanisms in the
sub-region of West Africa.
But the moment that such interaction becomes "self-destructive",
aberrations in the monsoon regime must occur and serious dimunition in rainfall
amounts is observed .
Other times when certain factors dominate - be it
climatological, synoptic or meso-scale - to the extent that unusually high
precipitation occurs , the picture may be so distorted that only the dominant
feature is emphasized. This is why, in recent times, there have been contradictory
statements on the role of certain rain-producing systems in West Africa.
For
instance, some claim that the African wave is the dominant system while others
believe that its role is of no consequence - if at all there are such things as
waves in the sub-region.
It is obvious therefore that there is a lot to be learnt about the
structure of systems in West Africa.
And, it seems clear that the main system the monsoon circulation
is the key to the understanding of all other
rain-producing sytems. The rest of this paper will try to illustrate this through
examples of analysis carried out on WAMEX data.
PRECIPITATION AND TROPOSPHERIC CIRCULATION SYSTEMS IN WEST AFRICA
Tropical rainfall can be due to any or a combination of climatological
(both planetary and rgional), synoptic and meso -sca le systems.
This has been
demonstrated by many studies including the pioneering work of Hamilton and Archbold
(6) in West Africa.
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However, since the discovery of the "Classical" easterly wave in the
Caribbean ( 7), weather forecasting in the sub-region has been "poisoned" by an
obseession for the tracking of that wave-like perturbation at the expense of all
other precipitation mechanisms.
Hitherto, the famous climatological "YESTERDAY"
method, usually modified by the "ANALOGY" approach based on two indicators:
the 859 mb vortex and1
convective '-.stability criteria using thermodynamic principles,
was the tested forecasting method.
At that time, the relatively high success in
predicting severe storms (either local or transient) through the combined use of
climatology, synoptic and meso-scale 'indicators' underscored the significance of
the monsoon and its structural characteristics, especially the monsoon trough.
They proved decisive in relation to, not just the summer but also annual rainfall
an_d its variabilities.
The experience of the 1979 WAMEX period between May and August when
concerted efforts were made to compile and archive surface synoptic and upper air
observations within the sub-region for the first time has allowed us to take a
serious look at the component structural features of the summer monsoon.
Direct
relationships with transient disturbances have also been studied.
Some of the
results are briefly described below.
Monsoon structure
Illustrated in figure 1
are the mean monthly positions of the east-west
axis of the monsoon boundary at the surface, 900 and 850 mb levels from May to
August, 1979. Three important features that are considered significant arer
the northward push of the respective east-west axis at each level from
May to August,
the acknowledged equatorward slope with height of the monsoon layer from
surface to 850 mb level and1
the relatively sharp gradient between the 900 and 850 mb latitudinal
extent of the moisture depth.
It is observed that, apart from May, the 850 mb position of the northern boundary
of the monsoon layer was at least 400 km south of the position at 900 mb (see
table la & b).
this has a ratio of 4: 1 with the same quantity from surface to
the 900 mb despite the fact that the lower layer is about twice in thickness.

Table 11

Vertical gradient of the Monsoon depth (A
during WAMEX

cP/.6.Z )
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PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS
While the first two features have been previously documented, the third
structural characteristic on the vertical gradient of moisture-depth in 1979
suggests that the pattern of moisture influx just below the layer most preferred by
synoptic-scale transient disturbances (,__.1.5 to 4.0 km asl or 850 to 650 mb layer)
is a critical factor on both climatological and synoptic-scales.
This is discussed
further in the paper.
The immediate consequence of this on the role of transient waves fr om May
to August 1979 was that, regardless of the intensity of dynamic instability
deriving from intense vortical structure of these waves, the amount and spatial
distribution - especially the poleward extent - of precipitation is a function of
the monsoon structure.
This is illustrated in figure 2 on the composite waves
chosen for study in May, June, July and August.
The days of maximum precipitation during the sequence selected above were
further studied.
Figure 3 shows the wave structure at the 850 mb level.
The
vertical patterns of divergence and vorticity relative to the vortical centres at
the 850 mb level and precipitation paterns for each day confirmed the significance
of the monsoon as the controlling factor on the distribution of precipitation.
For
instance, July and August which had more widespread rainfall seem to have
relatively weaker layer instability (dynamic).
On the intensity of this instability and how large - scale features may
provide important "trigger" for the release of conditional instability in the lower
layers (1), the relationship of the two tropospheric Jets may be decisive (with or
without waves) .
This is illustrated in figure 4.
There are obvious linkages
between the TEJ and the AEJ (as illustrated in figures 4a and 4b) on the one hand
and zones of precipitation on the other hand. Also, there is an inverse but linear
relationship between the north-south band of thunderstorms and the latitudinal
distance between the east-west axis of the AEJ and TEJ (see figure 4c).
On the actual amount of precipitation or band of thunderstorms in relation
to the strength of both Jets, figure 4d suggests that the relationship is
non-linear.
Nevertheless, there are two peaks each of maximum observed
precipitation and thunderstorm bands.
These are conspicuously shown in the curves
as occurring for precipitation (max) where or when the vertical shear (relative)
between the umax and the umax is about -5 m s~c-1 TEJ and +5 m sec-1 AEJ
while for the band of thunderstorms, the maximum north-south extent occur at about
-10 m sec-1 and +2. 5 m sec-1.
Other empirical relationships are discussed in
the paper.
All these suggest that while large-scale "forcing" may trigger off severe
storms of the line-squall type which have a tendency to break away from vortical,
synoptic-scale systems, vertical coupling between the latter and the monsoon,
especially in relation to moisture convergence, is the only guarantee for sustained
(over time), widespread, moderate to heavy precipitation in West Africa.
There is
need, therefore, to investigate further on this coupling generally known as "Scale
Interaction".
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DU DECLENCHEMENT ET DE L'ORGANISATION DE SYSTEMES DE CONVECTION
PROFONDE EN AFRIQUE OCCIDENTALE
par

J. Bayo Omotosho
Institut de recherche et de formation
Departernent des Services rneteorologiques
Oshodi - tagos
Nigeria

RESUME

L'auteur etudie le role que jouent certaines proprietes dynamiques et
therrnodynamiques de l'ecoulernent au sein et au-dessus de la couche limite dans
le declenchement et !'organisation des systernes de convection profonde
au-dessus de l'Afrique occidentale. L'analyse indique qu'il y a convection
profonde generalisee en cas de presence sirnultanee de cisaillement vertical du
vent positif
basse altitude, d'une couche humide d'un kilometre environ
d'epaisseur et d'un maximum distinct du vent d'est dans la troposphere
rnoyenne.
On peut se trouver en presence de lignes de grains en mouvement si
les regions centrales du maximum du vent Se Situent au-deSSUS OU pres de zones
de cisaillernent maximal dans la couche limite . Le phenornene de convection est
supprirne ou n' est ni generalise ni organise si ces conditions ne sent pas
satisfaites sirnultanement.

a
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ON THE INITIATION AND ORGANIZATION OF
DEEP CONVECTIVE SYSTEMS OVER WEST AFRICA
J. Bayo Omotosho
Research and ·rraining Institute
Department of Meteorological Services
Oshodi
Lagos
Nigeria
ABSTRACT
The roles of some of the dynamical and thermodynamical properties of the flow
within and above the boundary layer in the initiation and organisation of deep
convective systems over West Africa are investigated. Analysis indicates that
widespread deep convection occurs in the simultaneous presence of positive low-level
vertical wind shears, a moist layer of about one kilometre depth and a distinct
easterly wind maximum in the middle troposphere. Propagating squalJ lines may be
expected when the core regions of the wind maximum are positioned over or close t o 2reas
of trc: :o b- ,n~! ·~ ". t t> ::Y·.:ndary layer shear. Convection is suppressed or not widespread and
organised when t he c onditions are not simultaneously satisfied.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The mi.d-t~I?S?spheric wind maxima found in the flow regime of West Africa and the
Caribbean haverst\own [31
to be necessary for the type of propagating deep convection
found over both tropical areas. However, a small but important differenc ~ ~ xists
'::>eb.reen their wind regime, during summer, that appears not yet fully appreciated: in
West Africa there is a southwest flow in the lower layers (surface to 850mb) that is not
observed in the Caribbean.
This monsoon layer is important because of the increased vertical wind shear it
causes, in addition to its acknowledged role in providing the moisture for cloud
formation and sustenance through latent heat releas e. Because of this stronger shear,
the associated squall lines in West Africa are more violent, produce heavier precipitation and travel faster than the mean wind at any level since the relative flow is larger
[7] and from the front at all levels
\_2,51
Also, it is now being suggested that the mid-tropospheric wind maximum, known as the
African easterly jet (AEJ) in West Africa, does not only 'steer' the squall lines as
\:_.2,6°1
stated by \:_41 but may be closely linked with their initiation
This paper therefore altPmpts, in a rather simple way, to relate these basic flow
properties to the initiation and organi5-~~~0..n. of deep convection.
2.

bATA AND ANALYSIS

Due to upper-air data constraint, the study was carried out over Nigeria for June
1972,May 1973 and September 1974 (June is the peak of squall activity south of 10°N
while May and September are respectively, onset and cessation of squall lines to the
north). All days of organised and propagating storms as well as convectively suppressed
days were analysed, but only those on which at least six (6) of the nine upper- air
stations used (including three Cameroun stations) had wind data upto the 700mb level were
further investigated. However, the days presented here are typical of the very
suppressed to the highly disturbed weather which occurred during the summer period .
Wind shears were calculated separately for zonal and meridional components
between the surface and 900mb level.
Strictly, moisture-ladden winds affect Nigeria only from the directions 180° - 270°
and the moisture is borne almost completely be the meridional wind component. Thus the
depth of the moist layer in this paper is taken as the level where the v-component
changes from southerly (+ve) to northerly (-ve) .
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3.

RESULTS

Areas of deep convection including squall lines, regions of positive wind shears
( ~ 1000m) ,
have been mapped onto one chart for each day. Areas of common ground between these
parameters are then hatched . Regions of zonal winds of 10rns - 1 at 700mb are also shown.
These values were arrived at after carefully comparing the distribution of each
parameter separately with that of the deep convective activities. It mus t be noted that
this study ~s based essentially on the dynamic properties with hv serving as the only
thermodynamic parameter . But as convection is additionally and significantly
controlled by vertical stability, the results to be discussed must be regarded as only
tentative.

( 01..l/?lf ,av/ap"70) and height of the moist layer on the previous day, hvp

3.1

The disturbed and organised cases

Figs. 1 and 2 representing 22 June 1972 and 10 September 1974 respectively, are
typical of the scattered and organised convection days. In both cases the hatched
areas are in very good agreement with the observed weather . There was adequate
moisture almost everywhere in the country as the moist layer deepened progressively
during the preceeding twenty-four hours. On each day, the AEJ is distinct with its
axis well alligned with and positioned over the region of strongest boundary layer
wind shear. It is noteworthy that in both cases again, the squall line initiation or
deve lopment areas appear to be located towards the right entrance of the AEJ .
22 June 1972 is one of the June 1972 days investigated most recently by ~"]. •
All
the days have again been studied in this work for comparison. The results here are
better in most cases.
A strong positive wind shear within the boundary layer implies a westerly wind
maximum at the top of the layer . It is to be noted that this strong low- level flow
lies beneath the mid-tropospheric wind maximum . \_2°1 has shown that such regions
of strong wind shears are also areas of strong verticity and convergence.
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11 June 1972 (Fig. 3) is an intermediate case with a squall line traversing
areas south of 9°N while suppressed conditions prevailed in the north where low-leve l
wind shears are negative (or easterly). ~ven wi th positi ~e shears south of 10°N, only
areas where the moisture depth is greater than one kilometre witnessed deep
convection and this excluded even the right entrance of the AEJ,suggesting the
necessity for the simultaneous satisfaction of all conditions for deep convection.
In contrast to the previous two cases, the squall line development would seem to have
taken place towards the right exit of the AEJ. This may be due to missing data from
Makurdi which makes the proper positioning of the jet core more difficul t. Nontheless,
the l i nk between the AEJ and organi sed convection is clear, and tend to comfirm the
view of \_2,6-:\ that this mid-tropospheric wind maximum is important for squall line
development. The location of the axis of the AEJ over the strong shear is again
apparent.
3.2

The suppressed situation

The 19 June 1972 and 7 May 1973 which are typical of the suppressed conditions
are depicted in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively.
On 19 June, the hatched are6is rather small and probably non-existent.
~'J had
found no common ground at all between hvp ( ~ 1500m in her stu dy) and the two
component shears. However it is readily seen on Fig. 4 that the AEJ is not properly
l ocated and alligned over the hatched area.
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The importance of the simultaneous presence, over the same location, of a
relatively deepmoist layer, strong and positive low-level shear with a distinct and
organised AEJ can again be appreciated on the 7 May 1973 (Fig.5) as was found on 22 June
1972 and 10 September 1974. But in marked contrast to the latter two days, no common
hatched area is found between these basic flow properties; the shear was negat ive while
the moist layer was rather shallow (hvp <. 1000m) almost everywhere
(hv had become
progressively shallower from 6 to 7 May). No deep convective activity was report
anywhere on this day.
4.
CONCLUSION
This paper has tried to focus attention on some of those mean flow properties that
may be important and which need to be present in the right magnitudes simultaneously
before widespread deep and/or organised propagating convection can be initiated over
land areas of West Africa. Although "clear- cut" cases have be en presented in this paper,
there were two occasions when thunderstorms (including squally ones) were observed under
negative shear of the zonal wind (with other conditions satisfied). These storms were
however never organised. Of all the twelve days studied, there was no case of scattered
storms whenever shear of the meridioral (v) wind was negative, even if other conditions
were satisfied. This may be indicating the relative importance of the two wind shear
components.
However, it is hoped that this study will stimulate further comprehensive
investigation which will lead tolbe development of a concrete set of rules or models
requiring only desk calculators or, at best, computers of limited power for
forecasting thunderstorm and squall line occurrences. Such investigations must include
the use of temperature data to allow the stability criterion (Richardson's nurr~er) to
be included in the mappings.
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Cumulus Parameterization Using GATE and MONEX Data
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1. Introduction
In this review we shall present a summary of various physical parameterization
procedures that are currently being used in some of the multilevel prediction models
at FSU. This "list" includes the parameterization of surface fluxes, planetary boundary layer, shallow and deep convections.
A related area is that of diabatic initialization where the physical processes have an important role.
Short to medium
range monsoon prediction studies show a large sensitivity to the physical processes.
Among these the deep convective processes seem to have a crucial role in the evolution of the monsoon . Current modelling efforts aim to synthesize the many algorithms
of the physical processes, thus avoiding some of the incompatibilities. A major sec-·
tion of this paper deals with a review of the evaluation of the physical parameteri zation and its application to the data sets of the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
(GATE).
Semi-prognostic applications with the improved parameterization show very
close agreement with respect to the so-called observed estimates of heating,
moistening and rainfall rates. Further applications of the model physics are tested
via high resolution regional models.
In these studies we compare the heating,
moistening and rainfall rates for the predicted African waves as they arrive over the
GATE ship array where 'observed estimates' are available for verification . A reasonable comparison is noted in these forecasted fields at 72 hours with respect to the
observations.
Next we present results on monsoon prediction. Here we address the sensitivity
of the monsoon onset to cumulus parameterization. The results of numerical weather
predictions of the monsoon onset as studied by various groups is presented. Another
problem of considerable interest is the monsoon depression . Some of the interesting
results of medium range forecasts on the formation of these depressions is presented.
Future studies, especially those on the mesa-scale , are listed.
An important problem during the Northern Winter season relates to the formation
of vortices over the South China Sea.
We show the importance of orography and the
interaction of stationary and transient waves during the formation of the surge vortex . The prediction of the vortex and of the stationary waves is a highlight of some
of the results presented here .
Finally we address the current status and the scope of single level models.

2.

Physical Processes in Tropical Prediction Models:
Other than perhaps a greater care in modelling the moist convective processes
over the tropics, the models are quite similar in detail as elsewhere over the globe .
No specific distinctions exists over the l ow and high latitud e s in a global predic tion model;
it is the phenomena and the evolving st r uctures that dictate the rela tive intensity of physical processes .
In this se c tion we shall address in sequence
some of the salient physical parameterization proc e sses that are used in the numeri cal modelling efforts.
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2.1

Planetary Boundary Laye r (PBL)
Within the PBL and th e surface l ayer one has to consider the fluxes of momentum.
sensible heat an d moistur e due to turbulent eddy motion.
A separation between t he
land and the oceanic regions is necessary. We shall pres ent t he so-called simi lar ity
analysis approach for the specification of the surface fluxes.
It is worth noting
that the radiation code in a numerica l weather prediction model is usually complet e d
with a calculation of the surface energy balance.
This surface energy balance over
land areas invokes a balance between the net radiation and the surface fluxes of heat
and moisture for the determination of soil temperature.
Thus, it i s quite apparent
that the parameterization of t he planetary boundary layer has to be compatibl e with
the parameterization of the radiative processes.
a)
Bulk aerodynamic calculation over ocean.
Surface fluxes of sensible heat ,
water vapor and momentum can be expressed by bulk formulae:
These are expressed
by ,
Fe
CppCH I Va I (Tw - Tal
(sensible heat)
(latent heat)
(2 .1)
Fq
LpCQ I Va I (qw - qa)
(momentum)
Fm PCD I Va I Va
(A list of symbols is provided in Table 2)
Here Va, Ta denote the wind speed and the air temperature at the anemometer level,
and Tw, qw denote the water temperature and the saturation specific humidity.
The
values of the non-dimensional exchange coefficients that are widely used are:
CH
1. 4 x 10-3
CQ = 1.6 x 10-3
(2.2)
c0 = 1.1 x 10-3
These were determined during the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment.
The choice of unit s is quite important for the calculation of these fluxes. For
most meteorological purposes i t is desirable to express Fe and Fq in units of
watts / m2, while Fm is usually expressed by the familiar units of Pascal
For these
units one can simplify the bulk formulae (using p = 1 . 23 Kg/m 3 ) to read
Fe
1.72 I Va I (Tw - Tal
(2.3)
Fq = 4.92 x 10 3 Jva I (qw - qal
Fm = 1.35 x 10-2 Va2
Here the wind speed is measured in ms-1 the temperature in °K or °C and the specific
humidity q is measured in units of gm/kg.
In situations of strong wind speeds the waves over the ocean exert a large drag
on the air and one finds it desirable to allow for a variation of the drag coefficient as a function of the wind speed, especia lly if the wind speeds exceed lOms-1.
The variation of surface drag coefficient as a function of the wind speed is incorporated via the variation of a roughness parameter Z0 described below.
b.

The roughness parameter ·zo
Zo varies in space and is also regarded as a function of time.
Given a domain of calculation 0 < x < L, 0 < y < M one needs a tabulation of a
land- ocean Matrix L*M and a tabulation of orographic height h.
The tabulation of h can be obtained for instance from Gates and Nelson (1975).
i) Oceans
The well-known Charnock (195 5 ) formula is an accepted method for defining Zo
over oceans:
Zo

(2.4)

where M is a constant and has a value around 0.04. One cannot cal culat e Zo from this
formula until U* the friction velocity is known, thus an iteration procedure is
necessary .
Note that:
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(2 .5)
where the overbar is an area average, T 0 is the surface stress and p 0 is the density
of air.
A first guess fie ld of U• ca n be obtained from the Bulk aerodynamic repre sentation provided that one allows for the vari atio n of the drag as a function of the
wind speed. Some accepted values of the drag coefficients are:
CD
Cno = 1.1 x 10 -3 for V < 5.8ms-1
= Cno (0.74 + 0 . 046V) for 5.8 ~ v ~ 16.8ms-1
= Cno (0.94 + 0 . 034V) for v > 16 .8 ms-1
(2 .6 )
Thus the first guess field of Zo is obtained from the observed wind speed V via the
following steps.

v

~

~

en

(=en v2) - u.

~

zo

Using this first guess Zo one may next follow the similarity approach (described
below) to determine the surface fluxes including U• which in turn defines the final
value of Zo the roughness parameter .
ii) Land
Over land a method defined by Delsol et al. (1971) allows for a variation of the
roughness parameter as a function of the elevation based on the mesoscale variance of
mountain heights. In its simplest form it is expressed by the relation,
Z0 = 0.15 + 0.2E - 8*(236.8 + 18 . 42*h)**2 meters
(2 . 7)
parameter Zo are m. For numerical weather prediction it is desirable to restrict an
upper limit of Zo to about lOOcm .
c.

Surface fluxes from similarity analysis, and planetary boundary layer
The starting point of this analysis is an application of the similarity prin ciple to the nondimensional wind shears $m and the thermal gradients $h. i . e .,
kz au
u. az

=

$m

(2 ._8)

$h

(2.9)

and
kz ae
e. az

A similar equation also may be written down for the vertical variation of the non dimensional humidity variable. Herek is the Von Karman's constant, and the friction
velocity u* which is related to the surface stress and the momentum fluxo
The quantity - u*e* = W'9') 0 is a measure of the surface heat flux. The functional
form on the right hand side of the Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) are usually determined by an
empirical best fit curve from observations of the nondimensional wind shears and
potential temperature gradient to the nondimensional length scale Z/ L where L is the
Manin Obukhov length defined by,
L
u.2;K~e*
(2 . 10)
Here 0* is a characteristic temperature scale at the surface and ~ is the buoyancy
parameter, ~= g/0.
be made, i.e.

Here a distinction between stable and unstable surface layers can
L > 0

stable
L < 0
unstable
Thus, following Businger's et al. (1971) we may write,
a) For the unstable case (Z / L < 0),

kz/0• a0
az

(2 . 11)

(1 - 15 z/L)-1/4

(2.12)

0.74 (1 - 9 z/L)-li2

(2.13)

and (b) For the stable case (Z / L > 0)

kz

u.

au = 1.0
az

+

4.7 z / L
(2.14)

0.74

+

4.7 z / L

( 2. 15)
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The parameterization of the surface fluxes thus requires a determination of U•, 9• ,
and q• (the humidity counterpart).
Next we shall define two measurement l eve ls Z1 and z 2 , assume d to lie within the
" co nstant flux layer" ad j acent to the earth's surface.

If we denote 6Z

=

Z2-z 1 , U2,

U1, 91, 92 as mean quantities of l evels 2 and 1 respectively, then a f inite form of
the nondimen siona l relation from the stable and neutral case may be expressed by:

k (U2 - U1)
u.

and

k (92

-

9•

92)

=

In z2
z1

+

4.7 6z
L

0.74 In z2
z1

+

(2 .16)

4.7 6z
L

(2.17)

At this stage we have three unknowns in this problem , namely U• , 9* and llZ/L.
Eq . 2.10 we can express 6Z / L by,
llz

From
(2.18)

L

The above three equations describe a closed system for the three unknowns , and, for
this stable case, upon elimination of 9* and U• a single equation for 6Z /L is frequently obtained, (Chang, 1978).
9.4RiB - 0.74 + t4.888 RiB
9. 4 - 44 . 18 Rm

+

0.5476
(2.19)

Here RiB denotes the Bulk Richardson number, which also distinguishes the sign of the
stability (or instability) of the surface layer . I t is easy to see that a critical
value of the Bulk Richardson number for t he stable case lies between 0 and 0.212 , the
latter defines a critical Bulk Richardson number.
Thus, the solution llZ / L from
equation (2.19) may be subs.tituted into equation (2.16) and (2.17) to determine U•
and 9•. The fluxes for the stability dependent equivalent exchange coefficients for
the stable case are expressed by the relations,
PCo (U2 - U1)2

= u.2

pCpCH (U2 - U1)(82 - 91)
PLqCq(U2 - U1)(q2 - ql)

(2.20)

=-

u.0.

= -U• q•

(2.21)
(2.22)

where the exchange coefficients for the stable and neutral case are
Co
CH

=

K2
[In (z2 / z1) + 4 . 7 6z / L)2
-K2
(In (z2 / z1) + 4 . 7 (6z / L)] [o . 74ln (z2/z1) + 4.7 ( llz / L))

CQ

(2.23)
(2 . 24)

The analysis for the unstable cases is not as straight forward because of the fractional powers (equations 2.12 and 2.13) in the e mpirical fits of the nondimensional
shear and thermal gradient data sets. As a result, a simple alge brai c equation for
6Z / L ( si mil ar to above equation) does not exist . A number of different approaches
have appeared in recent 1 i terature suggesting iterative solutions for the three
unknowns llZ / L, U• and e. for the unstable case; here we follow the analysis based on
Chang (1978). For a two - level representation Z1. Z2. as before, an equation for Zz / L
is obtained
(2 . 25)
L

6 z 0.74 [In (z2/z1 ) - w2 ( z2/L),(z2/z 1)]

The unknown in the above equ ati on is the st a bility par a meter Z2/L.
a nd ljJ 2 have rat her complicated f or ms:

The function s W1
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z2

J

1JJ1

1 [1 - ( 1 - 15 z / L) -1 14] dz

(2.26)

1 [1 - ( 1 - 9z/L)-112] dz

(2.27)

z

z1
and
z2

J

1JJ2

z

zi

By introducing new variables, Chang obtained solutions for these integrals,
lJJi

=

ln

i+Ei
1JJ2

]-

i+E22 i+E22
i+Ei2

2tan- iE 2 + 2tan-1Ei

2ln [ i+T2 ]
i+Ti

where
Ei

[ i- i5 (z2)
L

E2

(1 - 15

T1

[ i - 9

(2 . 28)

(2.29)

I

(z2) ]
zi

i/4

z2 / L) i /4

(~)I (z2) ] 1/ 2

(2 . 30)

z1

Equation 2.25 is a transcendental equation for z 2 / L,
(2 .31 )
By assuming a large range of values of z2 / zi and z2 / L, one can via backward
substitution obtain a corresponding large range of values of RiB · Chang used such a
data set to provide a cubic least square regression for ln(-RiB z 2 / ~z) and ln(-z 2 / L).
This turned out to be a quasilinear relationship, since the value of the quadratic
and cubic coefficients were quite small.
The regressed relation was suggested as a
means for a solution of the transcendental relation in practical a pplications . Chang
showed that for observed range of values of RiB this relationship has an accuracy of
around 98%. We have adopted this relation in our analysis.
It is now possible to write down the exchange coefficients for the unstable
case, these would be counterparts of the Eqs. 2 .23, 2.24 for the stable or neutral
case. Thus, for the unstable case:
(RiB <O)
Co

K2
[ln (z2 / zi) - wil2

CH

cq

=

(2.3 2 )
- K2

(2 .33 )

0 . 74[ln ( Z2 /z i) - w2 ] [ln (z2 /zi ) - 1JJi]
Here the exchange coefficients for heat a nd moisture fluxes are assumed to be equal.
1JJ1 and 1JJ2 are functions of Z2 / L; Z2 / Zi i s a known quantity .
In the actual calculation Zi i s taken to be equa l to Zo , Z2 i s the height of
the lowest computational level.
At t he eart h's surface U1 and Vi are both set to
zero . U2 and V2 are the surface winds, i.e.
at t he lowest c omputational level. Ti
deno tes the ground temperature over land or the ocean temperature. T2 is the temperature of air at the lowest comput ational level at the surface. Qi is the saturation specific humidit y at the ocean or l and surface te mp erature. It is mul tip l ied by
a ground wetness parameter GW whose value is set to i.o over ocean, whereas over land
it s value is determined from empirical relations. Q2 is the specific humidity of air
at the lowest computational level next to the ground. The lowest co mpu tational le vel
is set to io meters from the ground.
T 2 and Q2 are usually extrapolated downwards
fro m a first co mputationa l l evel which is we ll above the io meter l eve l .
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d.
Coupling of Surface Fluxes From the Surface Energy Balance and the Similar i ty
Theory:
The surface energy balance equation can be solved for the ground temperature Tg
without any reference to the surface fluxes from t he similarity theory . If that were
done than we would have two separate solutions for the surface fluxes of sensible and
latent heat i. e. one from the surface energy balance and the other fro m the similarity theory . In orde r to avoid this inconsistency an iterative solution of the two
problems is proposed that co upl es the two solutions.
The surface energy balance equation may be expressed by,
F1 - aTg4 + (1-a)Fs + pCp u*e* + pL u*q* = o
(2 . 34)
Here F1 denotes the downward flux of long wave radiation,
Fs denotes the downward flux of short wave radiation,
a denotes the surface albedo
u* denotes the friction velocity at the ground
e* and q* respectively denote the characteristic temperature and specific humidity of the surface layer. Furthermore it should be noted that u*e * denotes the flu x
of sensible heat from the earth 's surface to the atmosphere, and u*q* denotes the
flux of lat ent heat.
In section (2.lc) we have discussed a procedure for the solutions of u*, e* and q* for stable and unstable conditions . Stability is determined
from the sign of the Manin Obukhov length L Eq. (2.10).
Given a first guess (superscript 1) value of the surface temperature Tg(l) one can
evaluate the corresponding surface moisture qg(l) using the relation for saturation
specific humidity, ground wetness and surface albedo . Stability is next calculated
from the magnitude of the Bulk Richardson's number,
RiB(l)

=

~[Ta - Tg] 6Z

[ua - ug] 2
Where Ta is an interpolated air temperature at the top of the Prandtl layer (6Z = 30
meters) where the wind speed is ua· The ground temperature is Tg and the wind speed
at the surface Ug = 0. One next solves for (6Z/L) (1) for the stable (RiB > 0) and
unstable (RiB < 0) situations from Eqs. (2.19) and (2.25) respec-tively.
The stability exchange _ coefficients cD(l), cH(l) and C (1) are next evaluated
utilizing the first guess value of the Monin Obukhov length LF1) . It is now possible
to update the values of the surface fluxes -u*e* and -u*q* as a function of the Monin
Obukhov l~ngth and stability, here we use the Eqs . ( 2. 20), ( 2 . 21) and ( 2. 22).
At
this point u*, e* and q* are substituted into the energy balance equation and one
solves for an updated ground temperature Tg(2).
This cycle is repeated to minimize
the difference I (TgV+l - Tgv ll as a function of the scan v. This procedure converges
very rapidly yielding a coupling among the surface energy balance and the surface
similarity theory.
e.

The Planetary Boundary Layer and the Vertical Distribution of Surface Fluxes:
Within the planetary boundary we are guided by the GATE observation for the
parameterization of the vertical distribution of fluxes.
The humidity flux,
according to GATE observations, increases with height during disturbed conditions
(Fig. 2.1). This increase of vertical eddy flux of humidity is generally attributed
to downdrafts from deep convection that tend to dry the planetary boundary layer.
The deep convective parameterization of the present study, a modified Kuo's scheme,
lacks an explicit treatment of this phenomenon.
During undi sturbed conditions the eddy flux of moisture in the planetary boundary layer is known (GATE observation) to decrease with height, (Fig. 2.2).
From an inspection of these data sets the following empirical expression for the
vertical distribution of humidity flux was proposed for disturbed conditions.

1 -

L
6p
(2.35)

Here 6p denotes a depth of the troposphere, Fq(P 0 ) is the surface flux as deter mined from similarity theory. In the second term of the abov e expression, Q2 denotes
the total apparent moisture sink whil e Q2K
denotes that fro m the deep convection
al on e - as determined from the Kuo's theor y , (see section 2.3 )

- 63 qs - q

+ w~

6.T

- T)g
(2.36)

ap

The overbars in the denominator of Eq.

2 . 35 denote a vertical average through the

depth of the troposphere, and [ ] is the time average.

This

st~ucture

function

1
6.p

is determined entirely from GATE observations.
It reflects the vertical structure
for the eddy flux of moisture, for all processes not including those covered by the
simple Kuo's parameterization.
Here we define 'disturbed situations' as those where
the precipitation rates exceed 5 mm / day.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the GATE structure
function for the eddy flux of moisture for disturbed conditions. This allows for a
drying of the subcloud layer and a moistening of the troposphere. Here we assume that
this structure function provides a parameterization of the downdrafts from deep con vective clouds as well as the moistening by shallow convective clouds that coexist
with the deep clouds. This precipitation rate is here determined from an application
of the Kuo's scheme, discussed in the next section, and is given by the relation,
Rt= lL(l+T)}(l-b).
Equation (2.35} satisfies the following constraints,
Surface flux = Fq(P 0 )
flux at the top (P = PT) is zero.
Total flux convergence = Fq(P 0 )
If Rt S 5 mm/day then we assume that an undisturbed boundary layer is present, in
which case the vertical distribution of eddy fluxes of humidity within the PBL, based
on GATE, may be approximated by,
Fq(P)

=

Fq(Po)

[p - 1.03 PLcL]

(2.37)

Pa - 1 . 03 PLcL

Where P0 denotes the surface pressure, P the pressure at a reference level and PLCL
the pressure at the lifting condensation level.
In these situations the GATE
measurements were only made in the undisturbed subcloud layer. The flux vanishes at
a level close to the lifting condensation level. Usually shallow convection is present above the LCL, these clouds extend to the base of an inversion.
The treatment
of shallow convection is given in the next section.
The vertical fluxes of sensible heat and momentum for disturbed and undisturbed
conditions are based on GATE observations.
An equation similar to (2.35} is used for the distribution of sensible heat for
disturbed conditions. For undisturbed conditions we set
F9(P)

=

F9(P 0

)

[p - PLCL

]
(2.38)

Pa - PLCL

The surface flux from the similarity theory is given by F9(P 0 ) and it decreases to
zero at the lifting condensation level.
The best fit relation, for the wind stress for undistured conditions, based on GATE
observations is very similar to the other relation,
Fm(P)

=

Fm(P 0

)

[p - l.08PLCL
P0

]
(2.39}

l . 08PLCL

The stress vanishes close to the lifting condensation level .
For disturbed situations the flux of momentum is expressed by
Fm(P) = Fm(P 0 ) {ap + b)
Where
a =
and

b

The flux
l evel .

(2.40}

0.54
Po - PLCL

(2.41)

0.46P - PLCL
Po - PLCL

(2 . 42)

in the

disturbed situations

vanishes

close to

the

lifting conden sa tion
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2.2

Parameterization of Shallow Co nve ction :
Following Tiedke (198 4 ) we ass ume a s imple diffusive form for the parameterization of shallow convectio n.
Shallow convect i on is invoked ove r conditionally
uns table undisturbed situation (RT < 5 mm / day) via a K theory. The humi dity and the
thermal e quations are expr e ss e d by ,

Qg
at

a Kq Qg
ap
ap,

ae
at

a
ap

(2 .43)

and

Ke

ae
ap

(2.44)

Furthermore, following Tiedke (1984), we set, Kq =Ke = Kg2p2, the coefficient
varies with height as the square of the density. Based on numerous studies wi t h the
GATE, ATEX a nd AMTEX data sets Tiedke suggests a value of K = 25 m2 s - 1.
Howeve r
setting a constant
value of K does not provide a smooth continuity with the fluxes at the lifting conIt is desirable that Kg2p2 Qg at the lifting condensation level be
ap
consistent with the planetary boundary layer flux at the level. If we define

densation level.

Kq = Fg{LCL)/L
p2g ~

(2.45)

ap)1c1
then the humidity flux in the subcloud layer and the shallow convective cloud layer
are smoothly connected.
A similar definition of Ke is also used for the same
reasons .

Above the lifting condensation level in the cloud layer

Ke

ae is negative,
ap
implying a downward eddy flux of sensible heat from the base of inversion to the

cloud base.

On the other hand Kq Qg is essentially positive in the shallow convec-

ap

tive cloud layer.
Since the -humidity flux is small both at the cloud base and at the cloud top, over
the lower half of the clouds i_ Kq Qg is negative and is positive over the upper half
ap
ap
of the clouds.
Thus these shallow convective clouds tend to moisten the layers of
the atmosphere over the upper half of the clouds . Heckley (1984) has summarized the
results of re cent numerical predictions made with the ECMWF model . The experience at
ECMWF shows that the inclusion of shallow convection improves the overall tropical
forecasts slightly . In its absence the planetary boundary layer tends to be too moist
and the region below the inversion layer tends to be too dry.
Although the present
formulation is very simple it is shown to provide an overall improvement of the thermodynamical structure over the undisturbed areas. In the present formulation we have
included the vertical eddy flux of momentum in the planetary boundary layer, however,
it is not included within the cloud layer .
It is easy to see that moisture is conserved by this parameterization of shallow
convection. The total convergence of flux of humidity in the cloud layer is equal to
Fq(LCL), i.e. the flux at the cloud base.
It is important to assure that these shallow clouds are nonprecipitating and do
not systematically produce saturation on the large scale.
To assure that it is
desirable to set an upper limit on the final specific humidity qp produced by the
process,
i.e .
qp / qs ~ 0 . 8
This is easy to implement formally although it violates the conservation slightly.
However this is nec e ssary in order to avo id the eventual formation of layer clouds
and associated large scale condensation.
The pr ese nt formulation of shal low convection is very simplistic, and deserves
to be investigated in further detail.
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2 .3

Parameterization of de ep moist conve c tion:
The large sc a le conv e r ge nce of flux of moisture is expressed by the r e lation,
(2.46)

or in advective form by,
(2 . 47)
In the Kuo type cumulus parameterization theories the supply of moisture is usually
defined from a vertical int e gral of the above expression. The supply is then used to
define the moist adiabatic cloud elements in various versions of the Kuo's scheme.
Krishnamurti et al (1983a) and Anthes (1984} have noted that the supply of moisture
for the definition of clouds may be expressed simply by the second term of the above
equation.
The first term , namely the horizontal advection is used for a direct
moistening of air on the large scale . Thus we define the supply of moisture by the
relation,
Ps

-.!

f

g

Pt

w£.gdp
ap

(2 . 48}

Here PT and Ps denote the cloud top and the cloud based respectively , they are
defined in terms of the vanishing buoyancy level and the lifting condensation level
respectively . The other symbols are the usual ones and are given in Table 2.
Based on our ex perience , Krishnamurti et al (1980 , 1983a}, we ha ve noted that
the above definition for the large scale supply is a close measure of the rainfall
rate, and thus sufficient supply is not a vailable to account for the observed
moistening of the vertical columns.
These statements are based on s e miprognostic
studies made with the GATE observations.
These lead us to propose a mesoscale convergence parameter n and a moistening parameter b .
We define the total supply by the relation,
(2 . 49}
I = IL(l +n)
where ILD denotes the net mesoscale moisture supply.
The total moisture supply is partitioned into the precipitating part and the
moistening part via the following relations,
(2.50)
R = I(l-b} = IL(l+D)(l-b)
(2.51)
M = lb = IL(l+n)b
Following Krishnamurti et al (1983a} we shall define the total supply of moisture
required to produce grid scale moist - adiabatic sounding by the expression ,

Q

Ps

.!

f

g

PT

(qs - q)dp
liT

+ 1
g

+w CpT as]dp

LS ap

liT denotes a cloud time
denoted by,

scale ::: 30 minutes.

(2 . 52)

The two respective terms are

Q = Qq + Qs
( 2. 53)
The total supply I may likewise be split into the moistening and heating parts by the
relation,
(2.54)
Iq = lb = ILb(l +n)
(2 . 55)
and Is = I(l - b) = IL(l - b)(l +n)
The thermal a nd the humidity equations a r e e xpr e ssed by :

as + V•VS + was
at
ap
£.g + V•Vq
at

as(Ss - S + was)
liT
ap

(2 . 56)

(2.57)

- 66 Wh ere ae and aq are defi ned by the relations,
ae

=

le
( 2. 58)

Qe

(2.59)
The parameterization is closed if b and n are somehow dete rmined then ae and aq may
be evaluated from the relations,
ae = re

Qe

and

~

aq

I (1 - b)
Qe
lb
Oq

IL(l -b )(l+D)

Qe

(2.60)

ILb(l+D)

(2.61)
Qq
Oq
Krishnamurti et a l (1983a) proposed a closure for b and n based on a screening
multiregression analysis of GATE observations. Here we regressed normalized heating
and moistening R/ IL and M/ IL against a number of large scale variables.
Based on GATE observations we noted significant correlations for the heating and
moistening from the following relations .
M
It
R
IL

=

ai( + b 1w + c1

(2 .6 2)

a2( + b2W + C2
(2.63)

Where a 1 , b 1 , c 1 , a 2 , b 2 , and c2 are regression constants whose magnitudes may be
found in Krishnamurti et al (1983a). (and ware respectively the relative vorticity
and the vertically integrated vertical velocity.
Thus, in nume rical weather prediction, ( and w determine Milt and R/It;
since

b(1+nl
(2.64)
(l +D)(l -b}

and

(2.65)
These two relations determine b and n.
We can find ae and aq from the relations,
ae

R
Qe

It(l-b) (l+nl

Qe

and
aq

It b(l+nl
Qq

M
Qq

(2.66)
(2.67)

It is also of interest to note that the apparent heat source Qi and the apparent
moisture sink Q2 , for this formulation, may be expressed by:
(2 . 68)
(2 .69 )
The total convection precipitation is given by,

(2.70)
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2.4

Radiativ e Processes:
The calculation of radiative flux es is divided into four parts:
1) specification of clouds, 2) longwave radiation 3) shortwave radiation and 4) surface energy
balance .
These calculations were first carried out separately from det aile d MONEX
observations using a 50 mb vertical resolution.
The specification of clouds is based on threshold values of relative humidity
(Smagorinsky et al . 1965 ;
Chang, 1979 ;
Krishnamurti et a l., 1979).
Three c loud
types (low, middle or high clouds) are defined if the relative humidity in a layer
exceeded certain threshold values.
The cloud amounts following Chang(1979) were expressed by the relations:
low cloud
CL = 3.3r 900 - 1.98
(2.71)
middle cloud CM = 2.or 700 - 0.70
(?, . 72)
high cloud
CH= 1 . 8r
-0.5
(2.73)
500
Here r 900 , r 700 , and r 500 denote the fractional relative humidities at 900, 700, and
500 mb surfaces. These empirical formulae have be en tested in low-latitude nume r ical
weather prediction experiments by Chang (1979) and Krishnamurti et al. (1979).
A
lower limit for CL, CM, CH = 0 and an upper limit CL• CM• CH = 1 is introduced to
avoid some unusual possibilities such as negative cloud cover or larger than the
areal coverage by this representation.
There are seven categories of cloud-cover conditions plus a clear-sky condition
that are possible; these are defined by the following:
C1
(1 - CL)(l - CM)(l - CH) clear sky
C2
CL(l - CM)(l - CH)
low cloud only
C3
CLCM(l - CH)
low and middle clouds
C4
CLCMCH
low, middle, and high clouds
C5
CM(l - CL)(l - CH)
middle clouds only
(2 . 74)
C5
CMCH(l - CL)
middle and high clouds
C7
CH(l - CL)(l - CM)
high clouds only
Cs
CLCH(l - CM)
low and high clouds.
The relative humidity distribution determines the low (CL), middle (CM), and high
(CH) cloud amounts. The coefficients Cn (n = 1 to 8),
8

are next adjusted to assure a total cloud amount (

Cnl equal to unity. Thus, each
n=l
The radiation calculations are first carried out

8

I

of the Cn are divided by

l

n=l
eight times assuming a weight of 1 for each of the above categories.
radiative fluxes are appropriately weighted via formulas of the type

Then the

8

Fit

I

(2.75)

CnFint

n=l
The radiative cooling rates are expressed by the convergence of flux, i . e.
HR = -(g/Cp) 3F
ap

(2.76)

The well-known emissivity method is used to estimate the longwave radiative fluxes .
Here the upward flux at any level i for clear-sky conditions is expressed by
4

Fit

aTg(l - e[Wg - Will
+

f

Wg
aT4 ae[W - Wi] dW

wi

aw

(2.77)

Here Tg is the ground temperature, and the emissivity e is shown in square brackets
as a function of the path length W.
The subscript g denotes the ground value. The
path length W includes only the water vapor distribution and is defined by
p

w l f
g 0

q

L 0.85
Po

To 0.5 dp

r

(2.78)

- 68 where q is the specific humid ity.
Of the two terms in Eq. (2 . 77), the first term
denot es the upward flux of longwave radiation from the ground that passes through the
reference leve 1 i and the second term denotes the contribution of the atmospher ic
l aye r between the gro und and the reference l evel i.
The downward flux at a r eference level i for clear-sky c onditio ns is expressed
by

W·
FT -

f

l

aT

4

3€[Wi -W ] dW

aw

wT

(2.79)

Here the subscript T denotes the top of the model atmosphere which was 100 mb ; the
downward flux FT at this level was ca lcul at ed following Danard (1969) with an assumed
model stratosphere .
If a cloud laye r exists below a reference level i, then the
upward flux formula is modified to read

- f

We
aT4 3€[W - Wi ] dW

aw

wi

(2.80)

Here the subscript 'c' denotes the top level of the cloud. The cloud is treated as a
blackbody .
A similar blackbody flux is included to the downward flux Fii if the
cloud level is above the reference level, i . e.,
4

Fii

aTcB ( l - €[Wi - Wes ])

- f

wi

aT4 3€[Wi - W] dW

(2.81)

aw
where the subs cript 'cB ' denotes the level of the cloud base. If multiple layers of
clouds are present, the longwave flux formulae are similar to those given for the
single layer since the reference-level fluxes depend on the locations of the immediately adjacent cloud layers only . Numerical evaluations of the fluxes make use of
tabulations of the emissivity following Kuhn (1963).
The treatment of the shortwave radiation in the present study also is fairly
invo l ved .
We shall only present an out l ine of the procedure here [for further
details reference may be made to Chang ( 1979)].
Shortwave radiative fluxes are
divided into an absorbed part and a scattered part. An absorptivity function A[W] is
defined following Joseph (1966) and is a function of the path length W and the zenith
angle. The scattered and the absorbed part s are expressed by
ss = 0.651S 0 cos {,
(2.82)
sa = o.349So cos (,
(2 . 83)
where s 0 is the solar constant and { the ze nith angle. ( is calculated as a function
of the latitude $, declination o and the hour angle H by the usual relation,
cos( = sin$sino + cos$cosocosH.
(2.84)
Diurnal variation, seasonal latitudinal and longitudinal variations are incorporated
via the variable zenith angle .
The absorptivity function, following Joseph (1966), is expressed by
A[W] = 0.271(W sec()0 . 303
(2.85)
In our formulation the scattered part is only relevant to the calculations of ground
(or ocean) temperature and does not directly affect the atmospheric warming rates.
Thus only -30% of the solar constant is effective in directly warming the atmosphere .
The absorptivity function for diffuse (reflected) radiation is expressed following
Joseph (1966) as A [1.66(W)] where the empirical diffusivity constant 1.66 was to
take into account the augmentation of path length .
For clear sky conditions the upward flux of the absorbed part of shortwave
radiation is expressed by
Si t = sa(1 - A[Wg sec(]) x ag{l - A[l.66(Wg - Wi)]}.
(2 . 86)
Here the first bracketed term denotes the solar energy reaching t he earth's surface;
when multipli ed by ag (the a lbedo of the earth's s urf ace ) it measures the ref l ecte d
radiation at the earth's surface and the reference level i. The total downward fl ux
is expressed as a difference between 1) the downward flux that reaches the l evel i

- 69 and 2) the reflected upward f lux a t the leve l
Sii = sa(l - A[Wi sec( ]) - sa{l - A[Wg sec(]} x (1 - A[l. 66(Wg - Wi)]}.
(2 . 87)
The inclusion of clouds in our form ul ation t akes into account two additional factors:
1) a c loud a lb edo ac and 2) an absorptivity funct ion that incorporates an
augmented path length within c loud s A[WcL l ( Chang, 1979). Multiple reflection i s not
included in t hi s analysis betwee n ground , clouds and c louds.
Th e multiple - l ayer
clouds are an extension of a single - layer formulation which is as follows.
If a
cloud layer is present below the reference l eve l i , the reflected radiation fr om the
cloud-top level cT is incorporated v ia the relation
Sii = sa(l - A[Wi sec(]) - sa(l - A[WcT sec(]) x ac{l - A[l.66(WcT - Wi)]},
(2. 88 )
where WcT denotes th e path length at the cloud top.
The downward flu x that re ac he s a reference level i when a single cloud layer i s
present above that level is expressed by
Si i = sa(l - A[WcT sec(])(l - ac){l - A[Wci + 1 . 66(Wi - Web)]}
(2 .89)
- (1 - A[Wci + 1 . 66 x (W~ - Wcb)]lag {l - A[l.66(Wo - Wi)]} .
The convergence of total radiative flux defines the net heating .
In the initial application of this approach to numerical weather prediction
experiments, Chang (1979) and Krishnamurti et al. (1979) discussed the interaction of
radiatively driven diurnal modes with the synoptic-scale waves .
Furthermore , a
series of tests were performed to test the validity of this scheme.
Here the tests
constituted comparisons of directly measured (using instrumental aircraft) radiances
with those obtained by the above formulas. Data sets from BOMEX, GATE and MONEX were
used in these intercomparisons.
Overall the results show that longwave radiative
flu xe s computed by the emissivity method with a fine vertical resolution (-5 0 mb)
were in reasonable agreement with the observations .
The solar radiative fluxes,
however, were not as well described . However, since the magnitudes of the latter are
very small in the free atmosphere the total heating rates were still reasonable.
2 . 5 Large Scale Condensation
Large scale condensation is usually invoked in a numerical weather prediction
experiment if dynamic ascent of stable saturated air occurs at any level of the
atmosphere.
The ascent is usually a consequence of large scale dynamics such as differential vorticity advection, thermal advection, slow orographic ascent or even the buoyancy driven ascent from the lower troposphere .
In the latter case convective and
nonconvective clouds could coexist over the same region.
The Stable air refers to absolute stability where both the potential and the equivalent temperatures increase wi th height. The Saturation refers to the ratio of specific humidity to the saturation specific humidity which is close to unity, although
one does use a saturation ratio of the order of 0.8 to take into account possible
subgrid scale saturation.
We may express these conditions via the re l ations,
w< O ascent,
-ae >0;
ap
and

y_

qs

> 0 .8

- aee >0

stable,

op

(2 . 90)

sat urat i on

(a l ist of symbols is provided in Table 2).
regions where these three conditio ns are met .

In the following we shall consider

2.5 . 1

Different formulations of large scale condensation heating:
a) Re moval of supersaturation :
In a multilevel numerical prediction model the simplest formulation requires an
estimate of saturation at each time step .
Let
t.q = q-qs
(2.91)
If t.q>O, then at that level of atmosphere one can set the contributions from
large scale condensation in the first law of. thermodynamics and the water vapor con tinuity equation by the relations,

cP T ae

a

at

(2.92)

and
(2.93)
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Thus the supersaturation is simply condensed out with an equivalent heat release
in the thermal equation at that l eve l of the atmosphere. This is usually done at the
end of each time step, ~t, when other processes in the model have contributed to a
positive ~q.
Calculation of the saturation specific humidity qs is usually carried out from
the use of various approximations such as the Tetens formulae,
vapor pressure

es = 6 . 11 exp [a(T-273 . 16)]
(T-b)

and saturation specific humidity

(2.94)

0.622es
p- 0 . 378es

(2 . 95)

where the constants a and bare defined in terms of saturation over water (a= 17 . 26 ,
b = 35.86) and over ice (a = 21 . 87, b = 7.66) . The Tetens formulae has been tested
and found to be a reasonable approximation for construction of moist adi abats in the
troposphere.
b) Simplest direct calculation:
In the simplest formulation for nonconvective heating,
(2 . 96)
is approximated by,
HNc = - Lw aqs
ap

(2.97)

where aqs is measured along a local moist adiabat.

From the Tetens formula, we

(ij)

obtain,
aqs

-0 . 622 x 6 . llexp [a(T-273.16))
p
(T - b)

crp

[.!. p

a(T-273.16)
(T-b)2

a
(T-b)
aTs]
ap

(2.98)

Conservation of moist static energy along a moist adiabat can be
expressed by,
(2.99)
Upon differentation with respect to pressure we obtain,
gazs + cpaTs + Laqs = o
ap
ap
ap

(2 .100)

or
RTs{l+0 . 61qs) + CpaTs + Laqs
p
ap
ap

0

(2.101)

Upon elimination of aTs from equation (2 . 98) and (2.101) we obtain the relation,
(ij)

-0.622 x 6.11 exp [a (T-273 . 16)] [-Pl p
(T-b)
x

RT (1 +0.61 q 8
CpP

)

-

a
- a(T-273.16)
(T-b)
(T- b)2

1_ aqs

Cp

ap-

(2.102)
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ap
aqs

C1C2
l+L C1C 3
Cp

dP
where
C1

C3
and
C2

-0.622 x 6.11 exp[a(T-273.16)]
p
(T - b)

(2.103)

[ a
- a(T-273.16)]
(T-b)
(T - b)2

(2 . 104)

RT
CpP

(2 . 105)

l - C3 [
p

(l +0 . 61qs)]

A more rigorous formulation :
Kanamitsu (1975) proposed that all of the thermodynamic processes that
modify the temperature or humidity instantaneously should be incorporated in a more
rigorous formulation of the nonconvective heating.
A number of thermodynamic pro cesses such as other heat sources and advection modify the temperature and then the
saturation specific humidity.
Likewise in the humidity relation a number of processes such as eddy fluxes, evaporation and even convective processes can modify the
humidity.
The proper definition of qs or q requires that these are handled
appropriately.
Following Kanamitsu (1975) we shall first obtain an equation for the relative
humidHy r,
we define
r = g_
(2.106)
or
q
(2.107)
c)

we can write,
(2.108)
We shall define the saturation specific humidity by the approximate relation,
(2 . 109)
differentiate with respect to temperature
(2.110)
or

( 2. 111)
Now we can rewrite Eq. 2.108
( _2 + VH . V) q

at

= €Lrqs

( _2 + VH . v ) a + qs (_2 + VH . v ) r

RTB

at

(2.112)

at

or
( _2 + vH . v)r

-.!_ €Lq ( _2 + VH . v ) a +

qs RTB

at

at

.!_ ( _2 + VH . V) q

This can be further simplified using the first law and
equation. The first law may be written in the form,
CpI
a

[CQ._
at

+

VH . V)B

+

waa]
ap

(2 . 113)

qs at
the

moisture continuity

(2 .114)

- 72 Wher e Hi de no te s t he var ious he ating terms, these include; Radiativ e HR , convecti ve
He• and nonconvect i ve he ati ng HNe · The humidity equation i s written as,

L[(_l_

+

at

VH . V)q + w fur]
ap

L(E - Pc - PNel + g.QEg
ap

(2.115)

The last terms in the above two equations denote the eddy convergence of fluxes .
Upon substitution from Eqs. (2.112) and (2 . 113) into Eqs. (2 . 114) and (2 . 115) we
obtain,

(.L

+

VH . v)r

-1 [ {g,_g (-wae + gaFe + mi)}
qs
RTe
ap
ap

at

- {-w~
- w fur
qs ap

- e:Lr

+

g~

+

E - Pc - PNel]

-wae + gaFe + EHi)
ap
di)

RT0

I

II
+l_

qs

{g ~ + E - Pc - PNe)

(2.116)

III

Term I denotes the change in relative humidity arising from vertical advection
of specific humidity.
Term II denotes the change in relative humidity due to change in temperature.
Term III denotes a change in relative humidity due to convergence of vertical
eddy flux of moisture and condensation processes.
The expression for nonconvective heating HNe is obtained by setting .£r_= O in
at
the above relation, (supersaturation is not permitted).
Thus
(VH

V)r

-

~

fur - e:Lr

qs ilp
+l_

qs

RT0

fgaFq

l

ap

- He
L

{-wae + gaF e + HR + He + HNel
ap
ap

H~e]

(2.117)

Upon solving for the nonconvective heating HNe we obtain,
(2.118)

He r e RE denotes the remaining terms.
The estimate of ae may be obtained from the equation,
ap
(2.119)
Let

7r

=

[_!!_r/ep;
1000

7r0s,

Ts

(2.120)

hence
ep rril0s
ap

+

epesarr
ap

=

RTs ( 1
p

+

0 . 6lqs)

-

Laqs
ap

(2 . 121)

or
(2.122)
The subscript s denotes a
Here the first term
while the last t e rm RE
saturation (su ch as e ddy

moist adiabat.
in equation (2 . 118) de s cribes the moist adiabatic heating,
i nc ludes al 1 other effects that level t o produce supe r flu x conve rgence , other terms of he a ting HR , Hs. He. large
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scale horizontal advection).
Thus this more accurate form of nonconvective heating requires estimates of
these severa l other processes.
If we set RE to zero and also ass ume that the terms
containing E are small compared to the term adjacent to it, we obtain,
HNc

=

-~1~

cP I

Lwaqs
ap

(2 . 123)

0

which is the simpler form of nonconvective heating discussed earlier.
Since the
large scale dry static stability -aa > O hence the inclusion of the terms containing
ap
€ reduces the magnitude of HNc.
Thus the simpler form tends to over-estimate the
intensity of the so called stable rain and the associated nonconvective heating
rate .
Scheme c) seems to be the most accurate among the three above schemes.
Scheme
a) does not assure a local moist adiabatic sounding
(-aas, aqs) at the level where the excess moisture is condensed out since that

op

op-

process is neither isobaric nor does it occur on a constant sigma surface . Scheme b)
is evidently an approximation of scheme c) for € = O and RE = 0. In the middle latitudes when large scale ascent of stable saturated air occurs , Krishnamurti ( 1968) ,
the moist upward vertical motion are about 50% larger than estimates made from the
use of dry static stability.
The rainfall rates are accordingly larger when the
local moist adiabatic process is taken into account.
In the tropics, where convec tive and nonconvective processes coexist, estimates of the ratios of nonconvective to
convective rain vary over different regions.
According to Rosenthal ( 1969) this
ratio is of the order of 0.40 for hurricanes . According to Quah (1985) this ratio is
of the order of 0 . 25 for the monsoon depressions . Based on an examination of GATE
disturbances over the Atlantic we find that this ratio for weak Atlantic easterly
waves is around 0.15. Thus it appears that as we go towards the more intense disturbances from the waves to depression and to a hurricane the proportion of nonconvective rain appears to increase. That is not surprising since more anvil rain tends to
fall from a larger number of tall cumulonimbi in the more intense disturbances.
2.6

Physical and Dynamical Initialization
Nonlinear normal mode initialization with physics seems to be most promising for
retaining the large gravitational modes such as the Hadley and Walker circulations,
(Puri and Bourke, 1982). At Florida State University we have placed an emphasis on
the analysis of the humidity field.
Here we aim to structure the humidity analysis
to match closely the initial 'observed rain'. Furthermore we structure the humidity
analysis in rain - free areas to produce a balance between the advective and the
radiative forcing initially. A dynamical initialization is centered around the humi dity analysis in the initialization, Krishnamurti et al. (1984). This is an area of
very active research at the present time.
3.

GATE Semiprognostic Studies
The GATE tests described in these two sections are important for the development
of Numerical weather prediction models of the Monsoon.
Time sections of the apparent heat source, the apparent moisture sink and the
rainfall rates have been presented previously by Lord (1982) and Krishnamurti et al .
(1983 a) . Episodes of passage of African waves over the GATE array of ships are
easily distinguishable.
Passage of convective wave disturbances is accompanied with
rainfall rates of the order of 20 to 30 mm / day. The apparent heating and moist e ning
during wave passages have magnitudes of the order of 10 to 20° C/ day . The max imum
heating occurs near the middle troposphere.
The semiprognostic estimates were made with the physics of complete primitive
equation model dis cussed in section 2 .
Here we have considered the physi cs of the
disturbed and undisturbed sit uations . The est imates of Qi and Q2 include the effects
of surface fluxes , planetary boundary layer, shallow a nd deep convect ion as well as
radiative processes . The semiprognosti c a nd the observed measures were in very close
agreement.
The present r es ult s showed a marked improvement over those obtained by
Krishnamurti et al. (1983 a ) . We attribute these improvements to the c oupl ed physical
parameterization algorithms, the inclusion of a mo re sophisticated par a meterization
of the planetary boundary layer and the shallow convective processes.
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4.

Gate Prognostic Tests :
These tests were designed to examine the fidelity of the physical parameterization in a predictive frame.
In order to carry out such tests we examined those
African waves (from the GATE history) which arrived over the GATE ship array in a
matter of 72 to 96 hours after the initial state of forecast.
The forecast , at each
grid point, can be used to construct the vertical profiles of the apparent heat
source Qi, the apparent moisture sink Q2 and the total precipitation RT over 24
hourly periods.
Since the predicted African wave is located over the GATE ship
array, it is possible to compare the predicted histories of Qi. Q2 and RT with their
so -called observed diagnostic estimates. Wave passage gradually builds the values of
Qi. Q2 and RT and, as the wave moves away from the ship array, these values return
back towards their 'undisturbed' values.
This is an important test since it allows
us to examine the effects of parameterization with a prediction model.
The prediction model is an eleven level regional high resolution grid point model, Krishnamurti
et al. (i979). The physics of this model were revised and are described in section 2
of th is paper .
Here we describe the results of one 96 hour forecast starting September 3, i974
(i2GMT). An African wave was initially located over West Africa, it arrived over the
GATE B-scale array by ·September 6, i974.
This disturbance has been extensively
studied by numerous scientists ; see Houze et al . (i980) for a summary.
It is important to point out that a squall line was imbedded within this African
wave.
In spite of the complex mesoscale structure of the squall system , both the
diagnostic approach (Thompson et al i979) and the semiprognostic approach (Lord i982,
Krishnamurti et al . i980) were able to infer the precipitation over the GATE B-scale
array quite accurately during this wave' s passage.
This suggests that, even if
complex squall 1 ine like mesoscale systems are present, precipitation totals can
still be inferred as a function of large scale variables . That may appear to be too
strong a statement, however, further analysis of the results of Thompson et al., Lord
and Krishnamurti et al. deserves to be carried out.
Figs (2.4a , b,c,d) illustrate the 850 mb observed flow field for September 4
through September 7, i974 (i2GMT).
The westward passage of an easterly wave is
clearly evident in these panels.
The predicted panels for September 4 through
September 7 are shown in Figs (2.5a,b,c,d).
The westward passage of the African
wave over the ship array is reasonably predicted by the model.
In general, we note
that the prediction of the low level flow over the African Continent and the Atlantic
Ocean are reasonable.
The predicted and observed profiles of Qi and Q2 during wave passage over the
ship array on September 6, i974, i2GMT are shown in Fig. 2.6.
A reasonable
correspondence among the predicted and the observed profile may be noted.
The
observed and the predicted rain over the ship array are shown in Fig. (2.7) where
the histograms denote 6 hourly rainfall totals.
The build up of rain during
September 4 and 5 is handled reasonably.
Applications of the above physical parameteri zat ions to monsoon circulations,
tropical storms or hurricanes may not be equally successful since the rainfall rates
exceed 40 mm / day, the upper limit of the rainfall rate over the GATE array.
These preliminary results on the semiprognostic and prognostic tests from GATE
are prom1s1ng;
not all of the details of the parameterization are presented here .
We have also examined the surface fluxes from the similarity theory and compared
these with estimates from the simple bulk aerodynamic approach . . Similarly detailed
comparisons of GATE boundary layer profiles with those computed from the model have
been made.
The shallow convection outlined here is a rather simplistic diffusive
approach, further improvement is necessary in this area. The vertical flux of momentum by shallow convection especially over the undisturbed trade wind and monsoonal
flow region remain to be incorporated.
The tests on deep convection shown here seem
very promising although we need to explore further the sensitivity to various parameters.
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Table 1
List of Acronyms

GARP

Global Atmospheric Research Program

GATE

GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment

PBL

Planetary Boundary Layer

ATEX

Atlantic Tropical Experiment

AM TEX

Airmass Transforaation Experiaent

ECMWF

European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecast

MONEX

Monsoon Experiment

FSU

Florida State University

GMT

Greenwich Meridian Ti•e
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Table 2
List of useful symbols
Symbol

"

ft

e
{

8

Symbol

Meaning of symbol

.Pressure at cloud base

Surface albedo
Buoyancy parameter
Emissivit~ of air
Relative vorticity
Potential temperature
of air

Convective precipitation rate
Fressure at the lifting
condensation level
Nonconvective precipitation
rate

~quivalent

potential
temperature

Potential Temperature ·1n
· a saturated cloud
Density of air
Stephan Boltzman•s
constant
,Surface stress
Vertica.l p-velocity
b

E

Moistening parameter

Meaning of symbol

Pressure at cloud top
~ecific humidity of air at
earth's surface
51turation specific humidity
Saturation specific humidity
at ocean temperature
R

Gas constant for dry air

r

Relative humidity
Bulk Richardsons' Number

RiB

Respectively the exchange
transfer coefficients .of
heat, moisture and
momentwu
·

/dr temperature at earth's
c;urface

SPec1t1c heat at constant
pressure
Evaporation
Saturation vapor pressure

c;round temperature

Downward flux of long wave
radiation
Downward flux of short wave
radiation
·

Temperature at cloud base
Temperature of a saturated
atmosphere
Wlter temperature at earth's
surface
Friction velocity

u•

F9, Fq, Fm Respectively denote the vertical
eddy flux of heat, moisture and Va
momentum
A heat source i
Nonconvective heating rate
Radiative heating
Total moisture su~ply
large scale moisture supply
Von Karman Constant
Lutent heat of vaporization
Pressure

w•

Departure of zonal velocity
from time mean
W.nd speed at earth 1 s surface
Horizontal Vector Wind
Departure of vertical
velocity from time mean
Optical depth at ground
Path length at reference
level i
Optical depth at cloud top
~ight

abovP. earth's surface
R>Ughness constant

Geopotential height of a
saturated atmosphere
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COMPARAISONS DE LA STRUCTURE CINET IQUE DES MOUSSONS D'ETE
DE L'AFRIQUE OCCIDENTALE ET DE L'AUSTRALIE
Par Bryant, J. McAvaney et Noel Davidson
ANMRC, P.O. Box 1089AA, GPO, Melbourne, Aust ralie, 3001
Resume

Il
existe
suffisamment
d'analogies
meteorologigues
entre
les
conditions en surface dans le nord-ouest de l'Australie et en Afrigue
occidentale pour trouver, dans les publications, diverses hypotheses de
similarite des mecanismes se produisant dans les deux regions de mousson.
LI auteur de la presente communication se propose d I etayer soigneusement l es
conditions moyennes durant les moussons australiennes de 1978-1979 et
1983-1984
l'aide d'un programme d'analyse objective specialement congu pour
les zones tropicales.
Il etablit en particulier une comparaison avec
l'analyse de Ramage et Raman (1974) concernant la possibilite d'un courant-jet
d'est
basse altitude au-dessus du nord de l'Australie.
Il aborde les
simi larites et les differences entre la configuration de l 'ecoulement des
moussons en Australie et les configurations d ' ecoulement des moussons en
Afri gue et utilise l' imagerie du satellite GMS pour demontre r la repartition
et l'activite des perturbations convectives dans le nord de l'Australie et en
Indonesie durant ces deux saisons de mousson.

a

a

L'auteur presente egalement la structure verticale des vents associes
la depression thermigue moyenne austral i enne pour le s deux saisons de
mousson
des fins de comparaison avec le phenomene africain co r respondant
a u- dessus du Sahara ainsi gu'une etude preliminaire de la st r ucture verticale
de la temperature de la depression thermique durant la mousson de 1983-1984
effec tuee
1 'aide des donnees provenant des sondages verticaux operationnels
TIROS (Kelly et autres, 1983).

a

a

a

I-8
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COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE KINEMATIC STRUCTURE OF THE WEST AFRICAN
AND AUSTRALIAN SUMMER MONSOONS
by
Bryant J

McAvaney and Noel E. Davidson

Australian N1.,;.aerical Meteorology Research Centre

Abstract
Cloud imagery and monthly mean fields of the 3-dimensional windfield are used to
document the structural changes in the Australian monsoon during the Southern Hemisphere
summer of 1983-84. The windfield is obtained from the ANMRC tropical analysis system, run
daily from the Darwin Regional Meteorological Centre.
Widespread deep convection, evident to the northwest and northeast of Australia during
October and November, becomes established over northern Australia early in January.
Zonal wind cross-sections at 125°E are used to illustrate the establishment of the
heat low, the northward shift of the monsoon westerlies, the tilt of the monsoon trough and
the development of the low level easterly jet over Australia. Together with the diagnosed
vertical motion and vorticity fields they are also used to illustrate the kinematic
structure of the heat low and the large scale (meridional) monsoon circulation.
Evidence of a maximum cloud zone and local Hadley cell in each hemisphere from
November to January is presented.
Some tentative explanations are given for the
transformation of the heat low into an active monsoon depression - this event bringing the
first widespread rain situation over Northern Australia for the season.
Finally some of the above features are contrasted with equivalent West African
phenomena as presented by Krishnamurti (1979) and others.
Reference
Krishnamurti, T.N., 1979:
Compendium of Meteorology.
Meteorology. WMO·No 364. Ed. Wiin Nielsen.

Volume II.

Part 4 -

Tropical

·'
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EAU PRECIP I TABLE AU- DESSUS DE L' AFRIQUE ET DE L'CX::EAN ATLANTIQUE
DURANT L ' ETE 1979

Daniel L . Cadetl . 2 et s.H . Houstonl

1)

Depa rteme n t d e me teor ologie
Florida State Uni versity
Tallahassee, Fl. 32 306 , Et ats-Un is
d'Amer ique

2)

Affectatio n actuelle :
Labo ratoire de meteorolo gie dynamique
Ecol e Po lytechni q ue
91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France

RESUME

Des champs d'eau p:.ecipitable en tro is couches (surface - 700 mb1
700 - 500 mb 1 500 - 300 mb ) o nt ete determines a 00 et 12 TMG par assimilation
des renseignements sur l 'humidite fournis par TIROS-N au-dessus de l ' Afrique
et de l'ocean Atlantique ( 30°s - 30°N1 50 °W - 40°E) pour l'ete 1979.
En fin
de compte, ces champs ont ete interclasses avec le jeu de donnees de
niveau III-b sur l ' humi dite du CEPMMT.
La precision des donnees definitives
sur l' eau precipitable est d' environ 10%.
Les auteurs etudient la migration
saisonniere vers le nord de la zone de nebulosi te maximale qui s' et end audessus de l'Afrique occidentale ainsi que sa relation avec les variations des
p recipitations.
L' analyse spectrale de series chronologiques de donnees sur
l 1 eaU precipitable pOUr differenteS ZOneS dU domaine I revele 1 1 existence de
deux grandes periodicites : la premiere, qui est d 'environ 3,5 jours, correspond a ce qu' il est convenu d' appeler les ondes africaines tandis que la
seconde, de 6 a 9 jours environ, a seulement ete etudiee partiellement.
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J.

Introduction

Several authors have tried to study water vapor and its transport over Africa.
Flohn and Korff (1965) using upper air data for the summer of the years 1957-1963 showed that moisture content was concentrated in the layer below 700 mb. Fields of precipitable
water (called PW hereafter) and of vertically integrated water vapor fluxes were computed
by Peixoto and Obasi (1965) during the winter and summer seasons of the International Geophysical Year. These authors as well as others (Lamb, 1983 ; etc .. ) pointed out the scarcity of reliable humidity data over Africa. The lack of data over the Atlantic ocean especially in the Gulf of Guinea precludes any study of water vapor transport by the African
monsoon and its relationship to precipitation.
In this paper, fluctuations of PW over Africa and the Atlantic Ocean in three layers
(surface-700mb, 700-500 mb, and 500-300 mb) are studied during the 1979 summer based on
TIROS-N moisture data as well as the Level IIIb fields of relative humidity at different
pressure levels. The domain is 30°N-30°S and 40°W-40°E.
2.

The data

The main data sets consists of TIROS-N moisture soundings obtained from NOAA (PW in
the three layers). A complete description of the method devised to construct the fields of
PW is given by Cadet (1983). The main outlines will be presented.
Moisture was derived from radiance measurements near the water vapor absorption band
at 6.7 )Jm. No moisture information is derived in cloudy areas which is the major deficiency of TIROS - N humidity data. Satellite images were analyzed to determine the location and
extension of dist urbed regions (mainly resulting from convective activity). A relative humidity profile was assumed in the cloudy areas (90 % from surface to 700 mb, 80 % from 700
to 400 mb and 70 % from 400 to 300 mb) (Cadet , 1983). The TIROS-N temperature profiles based on microwave radiance measurements were used to estimate PW in the three layers in
each disturbance. These subjectively estimated data were merged in the TIROS-N PW data.
This consolidated data set was objectively analyzed every 12 hours using a successive correction method (Tripoli and Krishnamurti, 1975), during the period I May-IS September. The
weight given to the subjective data was 1/5 of the weight given to TIROS-N data. From Level
III-b relative humidity at different pressure levels from ECMWF (Bengtsson et al., 1982) PW
was computed . These fields were merged in the TIROS-N derived fields . Because of their higher reliability over land, a higher weight was given to the FGGE fields over land than to
the TIROS-N derived fields whereas the opposite was true over the ocean. The accuracy of the
final PW fields was estimated by comparison with upper air soundings. For the three layers
the means/standard deviations were 25mm/3.0 mm, 8 mm/1.2 mm and 2 mm/0.5 mm indicating an
accuracy of about 13 % in the lowest layer.
3.

Mean fields

Fig.
gives the evolution of the mean monthly total PW for May, June, July and August.
The largest values of PW indicate the location of the maximum cloud zone (MCZ). In May, when
the monsoon is not yet established, the maximum PW lies along the equator. During June, the
monsoonal flow begins to increase its penetration and depth over West Africa and the axis of
maximum PW moves northward. In July a significant decrease in the moisture content occurs
in relationship with a break in the activity of the African monsoon. The monsoon trough and
the MCZ reach the i r most northern position in August.
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Fig. 2 gives a time-latitude cross-section of average PW (surface-700 mb layer) for
10 degree longitude wide strips over weekly periods. The most northern position (SN) is reached in July and a southward shift can be noted in September. The largest values in that
layer are located a few degrees of latitude south of the maximum PW in the middle and upper
layer (not shown). In the upper layers the northward shift continues in July and August and
the most northern latitude is reached during August in the layer 500-300 mb. The break period of the end of June appears clearly in the three layers.
4.

Fluctuations

Total PW values (surface-300 mb) were averaged over the region bounded by 12°W and
4°E and S 0 N and IS 0 N and compared to precipitation over the same area. Fig. 3 shows the increasing trend corresponding to the intrusion of humid air from the Atlantic ocean over
West Africa during the sunnner months. A similar trend can be noted on the rainfall record.
The first two months are characterized by rather large fluctuations. The end of June and the
beginning of July are c haracteri zed by a sharp decrease in the moisture content of the at mosphere and in rainfall (cf. Fig. 2). Small scale fluctuations can also be noted. A spectral analysis of PW was performed to determine the main periodicities. Two spectral peaks
are found . The first one around 3- 5 days corresponds to the African waves. Another signal
all over the domain is found around 6-9 days . It corresponds to the perturbations described
by Viltard and de Felice (1979, 1982).
5.

Conclusions

Fields of PW in the three layers have been generated over Africa and the eastern Atlantic ocean during May through September from TIROS-N moisture data and the level III- b data
set. An analysis of the evolution of the three-dimensional structure of moisture over Africa has been performed. The most significant changes are associated with the northward shift
of the monsoon trough in re lation with the depth and penetration inland of the low-level
monsoon flow. Spectral analysis reveals besides the African easterly waves another periodicity around 6-9 days.
Using the information on PW in the three layers, moisture profiles have been derived.
These moisture data combined with Level III.b wind data have been used to study water vapor
transport during the 1979 African monsoon . This work is reported in a companion presentation .
Ref er.ence s
Bengtsson, L. , M. Kanamitsu, P. Kal lsberg and S. Uppala , 19S2 : FGGE 4-d imensional data
a ssimilation at ECMWF . Bull. Amer . Met. Soc. _§l , 29-43.
Cadet, D.L., 19S3: Mean fields of precipitable water over the Indian Ocean during the 1979
sunnner monsoon from TIROS-N soundings and FGGE data . Tellus, 35B, 329- 345.
Flohn, H. and H.C. Korff, 1965 : Studies of the wa ter vapor transport over North Africa.
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Bonn FRG .
Lamb, P.J ., 19S3 : West African water vapor variations between r ecent contrasting subsaharan rainy seasons. ~· 35A, I9S - 212.
Peixo to, J . P . , and G.O.P . Obasi, 1965 : Humidity conditions over Africa during IGU . MIT
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Tripoli, G.T., and T.N. Krishnamurti, 1979 : Low- level flows over the GATE area during summer 1972 . Mon. Wea. Rev. 103, 197-216 .
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RESUME
Des profils du rapport de melange ont ete determines a partir des
champs quadrilles de l' eau precipitable obtenus au-dessus de l 'Afrique et de
l 'ocean Atlantique, a 00 et 12 TMG, en juin 1979 sur une grille a mail le de
2 x 2 degres.
La precision relative de ces profils par rapport aux donnees
des observations par radiosondes et par radiosondes parachutees est de 5% a
10 00 mb, 8% a 850 mb et 12% a 100 mb OU a lieu la plus grande partie du transport de vapeur d I eau .
Les donnees relatives a l 'humidite ont ete associees
aux donnees sur le vent du jeu des donnees de niveau IIIb pour en tirer les
flux de vapeur d'eau. Les champs des flux de vapeur d'eau integres suivant la
verticale entre la surface et 700 mb revelent l'existence d'une variabilite
intrasaisonniere et d'un maximum au large du golfe de Guinee. L'analyse spectrale des flux de vapeur d'eau effectuee sur differentes sections cotieres le
long de la cote africaine revele l' existence de deux periodicites d. environ
3,5 et 6 a 9 jours respectivement.
Des resultats d ' etudes du bilan de la
vapeur d' eau seront presentes.
Les precipitations ont ete determinees sous
forme de valeurs residuelles au-dessus du golfe de Guinee tandis que
l'evaporation est le terme residuel au-dessus des regions du Sahel.
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I.

Introduction

During the Northern Hemisphere summer, most West African countries receive intense
rainfall that contributes a great percentage of the annual total precipitation. The evidence supporting large cross-equatorial flux of air suggests the · significance of cross-equatorial water vapor transport as the source of moisture. This is due to the African monsoon
which originates near the Southern Hemisphere high pressure system as the southeast trades.
The lack of data over the Atlantic ocean especially in the Gulf of Guinea area precludes
any study of water vapor transport by the African monsoon and. its relationship to precipitation.
The paper is reporting a study of water vapor transport over Africa and the Atlantic
ocean during the I979 summer. Specific humidity data were obtained from the precipitable
water (PW) fields prepared by Cadet and Houston (I984) whereas the Level III.b global data
set from ECMWF provided with wind data.
2.

Data

The twice daily (00 and I2 GMT) specific humidity fields used for this study of water
vapor transport over Africa and the Atlantic ocean during May through September 15, I979
were computed from the merged PW fields which are a combination of the TIROS-N fields supplemented with subjectively determined moisture information in cloudy areas and the FGGE
IIIb moisture data. A parabolic decay of specific humidity with height was assumed and from
the values of PW in layers surface-700 mb, 700-500 mb and 500-300 mb, profiles of humidity were computed. Comparison with humidity profiles obtained from radiosonde and dropsonde soundings shows that the accuracy is about 9 % at IOOO mb, I8 % at 850 mb, 30 % at 500 mb
and 50 % at 300 mb. Wind information was obtained from the level IIIb data set and water vapor fluxes were derived at different pressure levels and for different layers.
3.

Evolution of water vapor fluxes

Vertically integrated mean fluxes during August I979 for the surface-300 mb layer were
compared with the results got by de Felice et al. (I982) at some stations over Africa. A
fairly good agreement was obtained.
Fields of zonal and meridional fluxes of water vapor in the layer surface-850 mb,
surface-700 mb, 700-500 mb were constructed on a biweekly basis. The evolution of the 1979
monsoon can be followed, but the lack of space prevents to show more than one period.
Figure I gives the vertically integrated meridional and zonal fluxes of specific humidity for the surface-850 mb layer for August I-IS. A strong southerly flux originating at
subtropical latitudes can be noted entering Africa through the Gulf of Guinea. The flux is
penetrating up to 20°N. the zonal flux field shows that the monsoon flow recurves north of
the Equator and southwesterlies are prevailing. A north easterly water vapor flux exists
over the north Atlantic ocean.
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Water vapor fluxes for different layers
were determined across different sections.
Only two time series are pr esen ted here. The
first section is at the equator between 10°W
and I0°E and lie s paralle l to the coast of
Africa. Fig. 2 gives the flux in the layer
surface-850 mb . Flux is southerly with a
downward tre nd due to the northward displacement of the through. Large amplitude fluctuations with a period around 6-9 days can
be noted corresponding to the perturbations
studied by Viltard and de Felice (1979, 1982).
Figure 3 give s the water vapor flux between the surface and 700 mb across a sec tion
at 16°N over the sub saharan region . During
May and June the flux is very small and essentially from the north except during short
episodes due to wave activity. The first substantial southerly flux occurs around midJuly. The last 30 days of the period are cha racterized by a southerly flux. Large amplitude fluctu ations exist during all the period.
Spectral analysis shows the existence of two
periodiciti es : 3-5 days (African waves) and
6-9 days.

5.

The vertically integrated mean meridional,
and zona l fluxes of specific humidity respectively for surface-850 mb layer for August 1-15. unit of flux is ( 10 kg/m/sec.).

EOOATOR

Fluxes across different sections

Water vapor budgets

Eight boxes extending from the sur face to 300 mb, have been defined over the
Gulf of Guinea and west Africa (Fig. 4).
On a weekly basis, water vapor fluxes have
been computed. Over the ocean, evaporation
was estimated from ship data and Level
Illb data set and precipitation was obtained as the residual of the water vapor
budget equation. Over land, precipitation
is obtained from surface stations and evapotranspiration is obtained as the residual.

~-

Figure 4 gives the budget for the
week from 17 to 23 July. In the Gulf of
Guinea, maximum flux occurs from the south.
CIC -17
A large amount of water is transported
~ -58
northward whereas a certain amount flows
•
-9.9
. westward. Over west Africa, the dominant
-1.W
flux is from the south and decreases as
15
1
15
15
t. 15
1
15
one goes northward. A certain amount of
JULY
JUNE
SEPT
AUG
MAY
the southerly flux flows westward. Precipitation
decreases as one moves northward.
Figure 2
Evapotranspiration is of the same magnituWater vapor flux across the equator between
de than precipitation indicating that wa10°W and 10°E in the layer surface-850 mb.
ter vapor evaporated in the atmosphere is
Units are 106 Kg/sec.
transported northward.

~

6.

Conclusions

Water vapor transport over the Atlantic ocean and West Africa has been studied based
on precipitable water fields and Level IIIb data set. The evolution of the vertically integrated fluxes of water vapor shows a progressive penetration of moisture over West Africa
during the summer season. Two main periodicities are prevailing : 3-5 days and 6-9 days.
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Water vapor budgets indicate that the dominant moisture source is the Gulf of Guinea and that moisture coming from East
Africa is low. Moisture is transported
northward and gives rise to precipitation.
Evaporation occurs and moisture is transported further northward.
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RECHERCHE DE QUELQUES ELEMENTS CLIMATIQUES CONCERNANT L'AFRIQUE
PAR ANALYSE DES DONNEES DE METEOSAT
Methode de mesure des modifications de !'albedo au sol
par
Michel Desbois, Laurence Picon, Genevieve Seze
Laboratoire de meteorologie dynamique, CNRS
Ecole polytechnique, 91128 PALAISEAU, France

La relation qui existe entre certains elements climatiques comme
!'albedo au sol, les precipitations, les circulations verticales et la convection a ete demontree pour les regions saheliennes par des simulations
l'aide
de modeles de la circulation generale. Il convient toutefois d'ameliorer les
conditions initiales et les parametrisations de ces simulations.

a

Les mesures satellitaires permettent de determiner certaines caracteristiques du climat de ces regions, ainsi que leurs variations saisonnieres.
Dans cette communication, certaines techniques mises au point par le Laboratoire de meteorologie dynamique (composition d'images, analyse d'histogram.~es,
etc.) sont utilisees pour dresser des cartes de parametres comme la reflectivite du sol, la couverture nuageuse, les nuages convectifs, la position du
front intertropical, ...
Une tentative de comparaison de differentes saisons sera effectuee.
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RETRIEVAL OF SOME CLIMATIC ELEMENTS OF AFRICA
FROM METEOSAT DATA ANALYSIS :
A METHOD FOR MEASURING GROUND ALBEDO MODIFICATIONS
by
Michel Desbois, Laurence Picon, Genevieve Seze ·
LMD/CNRS, Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau (France)

Some characteristics of the climate of tropical Africa, as well as their seasonal and interannual variations, can be measured from satellite data in an operational way (7). Methods
have been developed for other ones (3,4), but there is still more to derive from these data.
The main concern of this paper is the ground albedo variations which would play a major role
in desertification phenomena, according to Charney (2).
The present study was initiated by a numerical experiment which consisted in introducing
large albedo variations in Africa and comparing the simulated climate of July to a reference
run of the LMD general circulation model (5). The albedo increase above the Sahelian region
induced a decrease of the rain and of the evaporation through all the model run. Changes
were also noticed in the general circulation : upper level easterly winds decreased, whereas
they increased in the middle troposphere. This was indeed observed during the last drought (6).
These results support a possible mechanism of desertification, but they are based on rather
p oor albedo estimations. Indeed, albedo values which are used in desertic regions, from
Bartman (1), appear too small relative to more recent measurements. Moreover, albedo variations have also to be measured accurately. "Wet" and "dry" albedos have to be known to improve the relations with ground humidity. Parameters of the general circulation have also
to be measured for the validation of the simulations.
A program has been undertaken in LMD in order to study the seasonal .. and interannual variations of some of these climatic elements. We describe here a method to measure the relative
variations of the albedo from one month to another.
A minimum albedo technique is used over one month on METEOSAT pictures for the same hour,
with the aim to eliminate the clouds and to approach the best clear air conditions necessary for ground observation. For .each pixel, only the minimum count value is kept, corresponding to a minimum brightness and then to no cloud or dust (which are assumed to be always
brighter than the surface) . Maximum Infrared radiances maps can also be constructed in the
same way, allowing to detect the penetration over the continent of moist oceanic air.
To test the detectability of ground albedo variations, a comparison of the ground reflectance
properties between th e composite images of January and April 1982 was done. Comparisons were
done on areas about the size of the model mesh by means of diagrams giving the number of
p i x els with a value i on the January composite image and j on the April one (Fig. 1)
The axis of the figure obtained allows to
determine statistically the brightness variations between january and april. All the
values appear larger in april than in january. The causes of the differences can be :
- atmospheric properties variations
- solar illumination geometry changes
- real changes of ground reflectivity.
It was assumed here that northward of the
area of oceanis air penetration detected
on the IR composites, atmospheric clear
air conditions corresponding to the minimum
VIS image were sufficiently stable. The solar illumination geometry variations were
taken into account using the following formulation of the clear air radiance :

Q

where
is the solar zenith angle, Eo the
solar incoming radiation,
the surface albedo ; M~ and A,transmissivities and backscatter functions for the atmosphere.

fs
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(desertic area)
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t1s(9),

As

The formu lations of
(9},
and
{OJ used by Bartman ( 1) , when app lied to the zenith
angles correspondi~ to the studied cases, show a n important modification of f {Q}between
january and April, f, being taken as constant, essential ly due to the cosine of the so l ar
zenith a ngl e and to the dependance of ~ versus 9 . Lines A and B plotted on F i g. 1 represent the theore tical correspondence between january an d apr il if t h ere was no albedo variation. Line A is obtained accounting only for the cos
correct ion and line B ac c ount i ng
also for the
(9) correction.

&

f,

In the case of Fig. 1, whi ch co rresponds to a desertic area, it can be seen that line B
fits well the axis of the histogram, which indicate no rea l variation of the re f l ectivity.
In Fig. 2, which corresponds to a mixed area,
two kernels appear in the histogram, the
brighter l ying on line B, and the darker
above this line. If the law used to draw
t h is line is valid for the two kinds of
surfaces, that means that the refle ctivity of bright areas did not vary between
january and april, whereas darker areas
became brighter, corresponding to a more
dry vegetation . But this conclusion has
still to be implemented in othe r ca se studies using other time periods and accounting for other elements

l'.IJ
H

:>

- vegetation maps : the relation between
albedo and solar z enith angle has to be
defined for each kind of vegetation,
- atmospheric corrections : they have to
be estimated for atmospheres corresponding
to the season studied,
- sun-satell ite geometry : problems of bidirectional reflectivity have to be studied ,
- satelli t e spectral response : METEOSAT VIS
window has a tr iangular shape, introducing
errors on the albedo larger for surfaces
with peak reflectances far from the filter
maximum (0 . 7 I' m).

6
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14

Fig. 2 (mi xed area)
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RELATIONS ENTRE LA SECHERESSE EN AFRIQUE ET LES ANOMALIES
DE LA CIRCULATION GENERALE
par
Yves M. Tourre
Orstom, LPDA
Universite Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, France

RESUME
Plus de vingt pays de la region sud-saharienne de l'Afrique sont gravement touches par la pire des penuries alimentaires du siecle. La secheresse
prolongee (s'agit-il d'une tendance climatique ?), qui a debute
la fin des
annees 1960 et qui est certainement la plus importante du siecle, est une des
principales raisons de ce desastre.
Un des resultats est l'extension du
Sahel, de 150 km vers le sud.

a

Certaines annees OU les anomalies negatives des precipitations sont
extremes (1973-1977-1983) correspondent aux annees du phenomene El Nino.
D'autres annees OU les precipitations sont egalement tres inferieures
la
normale correspondent
des valeurs negatives de l' indice d'oscillation sud
CIOS> sans phenomene El Nino.

a

a

Des anomalies de la structure des vents dans la troposphere (et la
stratosphere) correspondent aussi
de faibles valeurs de l'IOS.
La zone de
convergence intertropicale (position, pente), les courants-jets, les ondes
d'est (genese, intensite), les lignes de grains (formation, nombre) influencent directement le taux de precipitations et subissent
leur tour l' influence des anomalies mentionnees precedemment.

a

a

La position, l' intensite et le nombre des cellules saisonnieres de
Walker et Hadley sont par consequent fortement modifies. La principale branche ascendante du "train de cellules" zonales est situee par exemple aux longitudes OU la temperature de l'ocean Pacifique est elevee. Les positions des
cellules zonales des oceans Atlantique et Indien sont consequemment modifees.
LI influence locale de l 'ocean Atlantique a egalement ete prouvee au
cours des vingt dernieres annees. Des temperatures elevees de l'ocean en surface dans la zone equatoriale semblent correspondre
des annees de secheresse
dans le Sahel. Dans ce cas, l'intensite et l'epaisseur de la mousson sur le
golfe de Guinee sont critiques pour la prevision des secheresses.

a

L'ENSO 1982-1983 est un exemple frappant de ces distributions particulieres du champ de vent.
Les indices de la circulation obtenus
partir du
grande echelle permettent une description adechamp de potentiel vitesse
quate de la partie divergente du champ et de ses anomalies.
Pendant cette
periode, la subsidence tres importante au dessus de l'Afrique occidentale est
mise en evidence.

a

CDOC502)

a
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RELATION SHIPS OF DROUGHT IN AFRICA
TO ANOMALIES IN THE GLOBAL CIRCULATION
YVES M. TOURRE
ORSTOM, LPDA
Universite Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, FRANCE

More than 20 countries in sub-Saharan Africa are seriously affected by the worst
food crisis of this century. The major cause of this disast er is the prolonged drought
(climatic trend ?) which started in the late sixties - the grimmest for almost a century.
As a result the Sahel dropped 150 km south. Some years, with peaks in negativ e rainfall
anomalies (1973-1977-1983) are correlated to El-Nino years. Others with also strong rainfall deficit are correlated to negative Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) with no El-Nino
situation as well.
Anomalies in the wind tropospheric /st ratospheric patterns are noticed du ring low
SOI indices. The ITCZ (position, slope), Jets, Easterly-wave s (generation, intensity),
Squall -lines (formation, number ) influence directly the precipitation rate, and they are
also affected by the anomalies aforementionned.
The seasonal Walker and Hadley cells are, as a result, strongly modified in terms
of position, intensity and number. The main ascending branch of the "train" of East/West
ci rculat io n cells is phase-locked with the warm pool of SST in the Pacific . ocean. In
pa rtic ular the zonal African/Indian Ocean cell is influenced by any anomaly (location ,
a bsolu te temperature) of that warm pool.
There is also some evidence, in the l ast 20 years, of local influence of the
Atlantic ocean . In general warm equatorial SST seems to correspond to Sahelian dry years.
It means that intensity and thic kness of the local monsoon regime upstr eam of Africa
is critical for drought forecasting. The ENSO 1982-1983 is a drastic example of those
peculiar atmospheric wind distributi on . Circ ulation indices obtained from the l arge sca l e
velocity potential f i eld, document quite well the div ergent part of the windfield and its
anomal i es. Finally the Atlantic zonal / meridional indices and Af rican ra infall are highly
correlated.
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OBSERVATIONS AERIENNES DAI.JS LES BASSES COUCHES TROPICALES PENDANT WA!.tEX

B. PINTY et R.G. SOULAGE
L.A.M.P., Universite de Clermont II, B.P. 45, 63170

Al~IERE

(France)

Cet article presente les observations detaillees des champs de vent,
temperature et hurnidite clans les basses couches tropicales (0,5 - 3 km),
effectuees par un DC 7 instrumente pendant WAMEX. Ces observations mettent
en evidence d'importantes heterogeneites clans les champs de vent, de
temperature et d'hurnidite au sein de la couche de mousson africaine.
Elles montrent egalement que les discontinuites des profils verticaux
de temperature et d'humidite ne correspondent pas

a

celles des profils

verticaux de vent. La presence d'un vent de nord important jusqu'a
l'Equateur clans la couche de mousson est egalement discutee.
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AERIAL OBSERVATIONS IN LOW TROPICAL LAYERS DURING WAMEX
by
B. Pinty and R.G. Soulage
LAMP, CNRS/UniveJl./.)Ue de. C.f..e.'1.mon:t-FeNr.artd II
B.P. 45, 63170 AubiVr..e., F~ance.
I. Introduction

- Little is known about the thermodynamical and dynamical structures of low tropical layer s ,
at scales lower than the ones available from the meteorological network . Investigation of
these scales which need a specific observational tool was one of the WAMEX objectives. During
this experiment, the French DC 7 has done some zonal and meridional flights through the low
African layers. During these flights, the aircraft made successive ascents and descents in
order to measure the meteorological parameters at altitudes ranging from 0.5 km to 3.0 km .
In this paper, results from a meridional flight (the flight track is indicated in Fig. I)
done on 10 August 1979 between 1200 and 1500 GMT are presented.
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: Meridional flight track

2. Large scale dynamic conditions - easterly waves
In order to study the aerial observations with respect to the large scale circulation,
the occurrence of westward traveling disturbances has been examined from twice a day radiosonde data at Bobo Dioulasso (ll 0 10 1 N, 4°18'W) and Abidjan (5°18'N, 4°0l'W) . At these two
stati on s , the layers located below the 900 mb level are under a well - marked southerly flow
from l to 15 August. In the upper layers, the meridional wind clearly exhibits an alternation
between a southerly and a northerly component with a period of 3-5 days typical of easterly
waves (Burpee, 1972 ; Reed et al., 1977). At the 850 mb and 700 mb levels and between 5°N
and l0°N, no large horizontal tilt of the wave is apparent. With respect to these traveling
waves, the meridional flight was made between a ridge and a trough axes.
3. Results from the meridional flight
The measurements obtained during the meridional flight clearly depict thermodynamical
change related to the land-sea discontinuity on both sides of latitude 5°N . This change can
be seen on the temperature cross-section (Fig. 2) which shows a positive south to north
gradi ent th r ough the layer located below 2 km ; the low layers are also characterized by
relat i ve humidity values from 80 to 90 % (Fig . 3). The zone of transition between the dry air
regio n and the region with large humidity values (i.e. the monsoon layer) has been defined
by a vertical gradient in equivalent potential temperature equals to 1 K/100 m ; it can be
seen that the altitude of this zone varies from 1.2 km over l 0 N to 2 km over the continent.
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Fig. 3

Relative humidity cross-section. The
heavy dashed lines indicate the zone
of transition.

The zonal wind (Fig. 4) below 1. 5 km shows positive values (westerlies) reaching 4 m s-l
from 4°N to 9°N . The large negative values (easterlies) which appear above 2 km and north
of 8°N are related to the near proximity of the African jet. With respect to these three
parameters, the observed cross-sections are qualitatively in agreement with the meridional
structure of West African monsoon resulting from the numerical study by Krishnamurti et al.
(1979).
For the meridional wind (Fig. S), the southerly component occurs only for altitudes lower
than 0.7 km . The strongest northerlies, reaching 7 m s-1 near 1. 5 km, are observed from 5°N
south to the Equator. This increase in the northerlies can be related to an increasing
horizontal tilt of the crossed wave over the Gulf of Guinea.
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Zonal wind cross - section (m s-1)
negative toward the west (hatchured
areas) .

Fig. 5

- 1

Meridional wind cross - section (m s )
negative toward the south (hatchured
areas).

From this meridional cross - section , it can be noticed that the vertical wind shear is
not obviously related to the vertical profiles in temperature and humidity ; for instance,
a large northerly wind is observed through the monsoon layer. This uncoupling between the
thermodynamical and dynamical structures has been observed from other flights during WAMEX
it has important implications for the transport of water vapor between the ocean and the
continent . (Pinty and Soulage, 1983).
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FLUCTUAT I ONS DES PRECIPITATI ONS EN AFRIQUE DE 1901

a 1973

par
Sharon E. Ni cholson
Cl a rk University
950 Main Street
Wo r ceste r , Ml\ 01610
RESUME

Cette corranunication presente les resultats d ' une etude sur la variabilile des precipitations en Afrique, en mettant l ' accent sur les relations
entre les regions du continent situees dans !'hemisphere Nord et l'hemisphere
Sud.
La partie essentielle est consacree
une analyse des schemas de la
variabilite des precipitations
l'echelle du continent; une methode de correlation lineaire est appliquee pour determiner les types de precipitations qui
constituent des anomalies.
Ces schemas font apparaitre une coherence des
principales fluctuations sur presque tout le continent et, en particulier, une
etroite relation entre les regions semi-arides des deux hemispheres (le
Kalahari et . le Sahel, par exemple l. L' etude porte egalement sur la variabili te dans le temps, de 1900
1983. Quatre-vingt quatre series chronologiques
dont les moyennes sont calculees par region ont ete etablies et analysees.
DI apres les recentes tendances, on constate que la secheresse a persiste au
Sahel jusqu'au debut de la decennie 80 et que, au cours des dernieres annees,
elle s'est etendue
tout le continent et a ete extremement forte. L'analyse
spectrale de ces series chronologiques montre que des periodicites de l'ordre
de 2, 4, 3, 5 et 5 ans sent courantes.
Cette analyse permet egalement de
comparer les fluctuations dans differentes regions (plus specialement le Sahel
et le Kalahari) ainsi que les series chronologiques avec d autres parametres
comme la temperatu re de l a mer en s u rface et l ' oscil l a tion a ustrale.

a

a

a

a
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RAINFALL FLUCTUATIONS I N AFRICA 1901 TO 1973
by

Sharon E. Nic hol son
Clark University, Department of Geography
Worcester , MA 01610, USA
1.

Introduction

·n1e study of me te orologi cal teleconnections , or relation shi p s between t emporal fluctuations of meteorological parameters at widely distant locations, has re ceive d much recent
attention because of the insight they provide in understandin g climate and we ather va riab ility. Continental teleconnections in African rainfall are demons trated using a map-correlation method analogous to principal component analysis to determi ne typical spatial fields of
rainfall anomalies. The results of this study are compared with the periodic behavior of
rainfall over the continent. Implications of the results are also discussed.

2.

Derivation

of

the Data Set

The data base consists of annual and monthly totals for
1087 African stations (Fig. 1), which are grouped into 84 homogeneous rainfall regions. The regions are represented by
annual departure series Rj calculated as
Rj ~

Ij 1?

[(rij - r/s 1 )]

'
annual

where r
is the
total for station i in the year j, r
is the !~cord-mean for station i, si is the standard departute
of annual totals, and summation is taken over the network i' of
all Ij stations in the region in question in t he year j.

3.

Soat lal Coherence of Rainfall over the Continent

Fig. 1. Rainfall Stations
and Regional Divisions

It ls well known that rainfal l anomalies are coherent
t hroughout much of northern Africa: an example is the widespread drought of 1983 . I n
Sahellan regions in Mauritania , the Sudan and elsewhere, rainfall defic its were as
great as so - 100%.
Frequently occurring continental patterns of rainfall departures, or rainfall
anoma ly types, are determined using correlation coefficients to measure the similarity
between annual departure maps for the years 1901 to 1973. Spatial fields corresponding
to t he anomaly types are derived as three-year composites of annual patterns . The
resulting values (Fig. 2) represent approximately a pe r cent of the regionally-averaged
standard departure.
The results (Fig. 2) show a remarkable coherence of rainfall fluctuations throughout the
continent . The six anomaly types illustrate four basic configurations , which describe most
abnormal years. Two consist of departures of the same sign over most of the continent (one
case, wetter , one case, drier) and ~wo show marked opposition between the equatorial regions
and the subtropics. The most consistent rela tionships are the synchronous occurrence of wet ter (or drier) condi tions in the subtropics of both hemispheres and along both the tro~ical
and temperate margins of the dry zones and the strong opposition between southern Africa nnd
the equatorial region,
4.

Temporal Variability

The strong teleconnections between the two subtropical regions are also evident in time
series (Fig. 3) for the regions. Notesbly, both suffered drought in the early 1970s and the
1980s. In order to establish whether the rainfall teleconnections tesult from any periodic
forcing, a spectral analysis of the 84 regional series was pe rformed using the BlackmanTukey method. Significant spectral peaks are common at 2 . 3, 2,8 , 3.6 and 5 to 6 years : an~ .
these show a spatially distinctive pattern of occurrence (Fig. 4), Sub-Saharan series, however, . exhibit red spectra with few significant peaks below 8 or 10 years; thus, the continental coherence cannot be attributed to common periodic factors.
5.

Di s cuss ion

Any causal mechanisms o f African rainfall variability must account for the characteristics demonstrated here: the spatial coherence continentally, the periodic behavior in equatorial and southern Africa and the lack of periodic behavior in sub-Saharan Afr ica. Li~ely
factors include.the Hadley'~irculation, the · tropical easterlies and, in some sectors SST s
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and interactions with extra-tropical systems. For example, s everal studies
have s hown that drought conditions i n both t he Sahel and s ou t hern Afr i ca are
ass ociated with changes in t he easterl y flow a l oft. For the s ub - Saharan
region, the var ious f eedbac k hypotheses which have been proposed may account
for the •red" s pectra : the dec adal persistence of rainfall anomalies and the
a bsence of pe r iodic beha vior .
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Fig. 3.

The spatial distribution of four
spectral peaks in regional rainfall

Fig. 2. Rainfall in . the
· sahel and the Kalahari
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Fig. 4.

Six African Rainfall Anomaly Types Illustrating Continental Coherence.
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CARACTERISTIQUES SIGNIFICATIVES DES CHAMPS DE MOUVEMENT AU-DESSUS DE
L'AFRIQUE OCCIDENTALE DURANT LA PERI ODE D'OBSERVATION SPECIALE
DE L'EXPERIENCE WAMEX
par
Ekundayo B. Balogun
Departement de physique, Universite d'Ife
Ile Ife, Nigeria

RESUME

a

L'auteur pr9sente des exemples de donn9es relatives au vent obtenues
partir des valeurs aux points de grille de la derive des nuages et de la
vapeur d'eau au-dessus de l'Afrique occidentale qui illustrent des
ca r acteristiques speciales du champ d'ecoulement au-dessus de la region durant
la periode d'observation speciale de l'Experience WAMEX. Il est possible que
ces caracteristiques soient representatives des conditions qui regnent dans la
reg ion au maximum de la Saison de mousson au-dessus de la region.

Les vents

a basse

altitude obtenus

a partir

de la derive des nuages

qui representent l'ecoulement entre la surface et 850 mb confirment les
donn9es climatologiques escompt9es. Toutefois, l'acc81eration des vents ace

niveau apres le passage de l'Equateur de !'hemisphere Sud
n'a pas ete completement expliquee.

a l'hemisphere

Nord

Parmi les caracteristiques significatives des niveaux de la moyenne
t roposphere (entre 600 et 400 mb) mises en evidence par les vents obtenus
parti r de la d~rive de la vapeur d'eau, il convient de citer les systemes de
haute pression subtropicaux de l'Afrique du Nord-Quest et les limites
sup e rieu res du courant-jet de la moyenne troposphere que l'on observe souvent
ent re 7° et 20° de latitude N. Dans cette ceinture, la vitesse maximale des
ven ts est de l'ordre de 8 m s- 1 • Les ecoulements diffluents provenant des
lia ites septe ntrionnale et australe de cette ceinture se dirigent
respectivement vers le systeme de haute pression de !'hemisphere Nord et le
systeme de ci r culation de l'Atlantique Sud.

a

Aux niveaux superieurs (200 mb), les caracteristiques significatives
etaient le courant-jet tropical d'est, le systeme de haute pression
subtropical de !'hemisphere Nord et de forts vents d'ouest de !'hemisphere
Sud. D'intenses ecoulements diffluents caracterisent la region d'activite
convective intense qui s'etend au-dessus des zones terrestres de l'Afrique
occidentale. Les ecoulements diffluents ont parfois traverse l'Equateur vers
l'hemisphere Sud.
L'etude du champ des vents est une etude permanente dont l'objectif
ultime est la determination des champs de mouvement transitoires et moyens
divers niveaux de !'atmosphere au-dessus de cette region.

(D0C491)

a
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SIGNIFICANT FEATURES OF THE MOTION FIELDS
OVER WEST AFRICA DURING THE SPECIAL
OBSERVATION PERIOD OF WAMEX

by

Ekundayo B. Balogun
Department of Physics
University of Ife, Nigeria

Examples of gridded cloud drift wind and water vapour drift winds over
the West African region, showing special features of the flow field over the
region during the special observation period of WAMEX are presented. The
features may be representative of the conditions at the height of the monsoon
season over the region.
The low level cloud drift winds which represented the flow between the
surface and 850mb winds agreed with climatological expectations. However, the
acceleration of winds at this level after crossing the equator from the
Southern Hemisphere to the North has not been fully explained.
Scme prominent features at the midtroposphere (between 600mb and 400mb
levels) levels revealed by the water vapour drift winds are the subtropical
high pressure systems of North West Africa and the upper boundaries of the
midtropospheric jet (AEJ) which were often observed between Lat 7°N and 20°N.
Maximum winds within that belt ranged frcm 8m sec -1. Diffluent flows
originating from the Northern and Southern boundaries of that belt
respectively flow into the Northern High Pressure System and into the
circulation system of the Southern Atlantic.
Prominent features at the upper levels (200mb) were the Tropical
Easterly Jet, the Northern Hemisphere subtropical high pressure system and
strong westerly winds of the Southern hemisphere. Strong diffluent flows
characterized the region of intense convective activity over the West African
land areas. The diff luent flows sometimes crossed the equator towards the
southern hemisphere.
The study of the wind field is an ongoing study which has as its
ultimate aim the determination of the mean and transient motion fields at
various leve~s in the atmosphere over that region.
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FORMATION OF RAIN IN WARM CLOUDS OVER CENTRAL AFRICA:
RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS MADE FROM A FRENCH DC7 AEROPLANE DURING WAMEX
by R.G. Soulage and P. Personne
Laboratoire Associe de Meteorologie Physique,
Universite de Clermont-Ferrand, France

Abstract

A case of warm cumulus congestus producing rainfall was the object of
intensive measurements made from on board the French DC7 during WAMEX.
~he
cloud was observed on 10 August 1979.
It was situated south of Bobo Dioulasso
(Upper Volta) and rose from 1,500 mat its base (temperature : +18°C) to
4,500 mat· its top (temperature: 0°C).
Five successive penetrations were made by the DC7 as the cloud
gradually rose, during which measurements were made of the liquid water
content using Johnson William and Ruskin sensors as well as measure~ents of
the shape and dimensional spectra of the cloud droplets and rainfall using lD
and 2D sensors of the Particle Measuring System, and thermodynamic and dynamic
measurements (temperature and wind using two inertial platforms).
The conditions of the cloud's environment were supplied by aircraft
measurements and a radio sounding made from Bobo Dioulasso.
The measurements made during the five penetrations clea r ly show how
t he liquid water content increases from less than 0.05 g/m3 at the cloud's
base to 1 g/m3 near the top whilst the unimodal droplet spectrum centred on
1 0 run at the cloud's base expands with the appearance of 1,000 to 4,500 nm
rain droplets at the top.
The experimental results are compared with the results of numerical
simulations.

RDP 1576
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SUR LA GENE.SE DES PRECIPITATIONS VANS LES
NLJAGES CHAUVS V'AFRIQUE CENTRALE : RESULTATS
VE MESURES VE L'AVION VC7 FRANCAIS PENDANT WAMEX
par R.G. SOULAGE et P. PERSONNE
Laboratoire Associe de Meteorologie Physique, Universite de Clermont-Ferrand, France

Un cas de cumulus congestus chaud donnant des precipitations a fait l'objet de
mesures intensives pendant WAMEX au moyen de l'avion DC7

fran~ais.

Le nuage a ete

observe le 10 aout 1979. 11 s'elevait au sud de Bobo Dioulasso (Haute Volta) de 1500 m

a

sa base (temperature : + 18°C)

a

4500

ID

a

son sommet (temperature 0°C).

Cinq penetrations successives ont ete effectuees par le DC7, au fur et

a mesure

que le nuage s'elevait, avec des mesures de la teneur en eau liquide au moyen des
capteurs de Johnson William et de Ruskin, des mesures de la forme et des spectres
dimensionnel des gouttes de nuage et de pluie au moyen des capteurs ID et 2D de la
Particle Measuring System, enfin des mesures thermodynamiques et dynamiques (temperature et vent grace

a deux plateformes inertielles).

Les conditions de l'environnement des nuages etaient fournies par les mesures
de l'avion et par un radiosondage effectue depuis Bobo Dioulasso.
Les mesures des cinq penetrations montrent clairement comment la teneur en
3
eau liquide passe de moins de0,05 g/m3 a la base du nuage a l g/m pres de son
sommet en meme temps que le spectre des gouttes unimodal et centre sur 10 µm
base du nuage s'elargit avec !'apparition de gouttes de pluie de 1000

a

la

4500 µma

son sommet.
Les resultats experimentaux sont compares aux resultats de simulations
nwneriques.

a
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D~IQUE

ET SIMULATION DES LIGNES DE GRAINS EN AFRIQUE

OCCIDENT ALE
par
M. W. Moncrieff
Atmospheric Physics Group
Imperial College
Londres

SW7 2BZ

RESUME

L 'auteur presente une theorie parfai te de la propagation et de la
dynamique des lignes de grains tropicales en faisant valoir deux types
distincts de systemes
deplacement rapide relatifs respectivement
de s
structures
bidimensionnelle
(symetrie
linea ire )
et
tridimensionnelle
(multicellulaire).

a

a

a

Il presente des simulations
l'aide d'un modele numerique pour
demont rer la structure interne et le comportement cellul aire de certaines
lignes de grain dans des conditions plus realistes.
Il compare ses resultats aux observations effecutees au cours de
! ' exper ience pratique intitulee Convection profonde tropicale CCOPT 81) par un
consortium de chercheurs de la France, de la Cote d'Ivoire et de 1 'ASECNA,
dans le but d'observer la convection au-dessus d'une certaine zone de
l 'Afrique occidentale.
L'auteur montre qu'il y a un degre raisonnable de concordance entre la
theorie, l a simulation numer1que et !'observation, tout au moins pour
certaines lignes de grains d'Afrique occidentale.

(DOC 509)
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THE DYNAMICS AND SIMULATION OF WEST AFRICAN SQUALL LINES
by
M W Moncrieff
Atmospheric Physics Group
physics Department
Imperial College of Science and Technology
London
SW7 2AZ

1.

Introduction

Squall lines provide a large proportion of the annual rainfall in the
parts of West Africa. They are dynamically significant because they are an
example of mesoscale organisation of convection which is fundamental to the
energy in tropical regions. This paper combines theoretical, numerical and
approaches to study the problem on a broad basis.

semi- arid
extreme
input of
observational

Squall lines exhibit a number of distinctive properties and it is of interest to
collate these from a dynamical viewpoint:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Initiation and growth.
Longevity, persistence, flow organisation and characteristically rapid
travel speed.
Cellular behaviour ; distinction between single-cell, multi-cell line
symetric and full three-dimensional systems.
Distinction between mid-latitude and tropical squall lines.
Cloud (squall) scale interaction with mesoscale (post-squall) region and
structure of the mesoscale zone .
Influence of squall lines on the synoptic scale and forcing of squall
lines by synoptic scale features.

A complete dynamical understanding of squall lines includes all these aspects
but this is beyond the scope of present understanding of the problem.
2.

Dynamical Models

Dynamical research on tropical squall lines has largely concentrated on the first
two of the above points. The simplest linearised perturbation analysis which considers
small amplitude growth is generally inapplicable because the squall system is observed
to travel faster than the enviroment winds everywhere, contrasting with the most
rapidly amplifying modes which travel with the flow at an intermediate (steering) level.
There are, however, two approaches which use more complex forms of small amplitude
analysis. First, the Wave-CISK approach of Raymond (1976) and second, the wave packet
approach of Bolton (1984). It is not clear how this relates to finite-amplitude
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initiation effects wuch as the interaction with density currents caused by th e outflow
of cold downdraught air or how the analysis can be extended to full y developed squall
lines.
A separate approach, using conservation principles of steady flow has b een
developed by Moncrieff and colleagues, of which Moncrieff and Miller (1976) and Thorpe,
Miller and Moncrieff (1982) have particular relevance to West African squall lines.
This steady theory includes tropical and mid-latitude squall lines as special cases,
which is encouraging for a global theory of squall lines . The former refers to quasi . three dimensional organisation , whereas the latt er is appli cable only to line - s ymmetric
cases. This steady theory will be reviewed and its relevance to West African s quall
line dynamics explained.
3.

Numerical Simulation

The Imperial College convection model has been used to study the structure of squall
lines occuring on 22 June 1981 during the COPT (Convection Profond Tropicale) experiment.
On this occasion a line symmetric system was observed and a similar structure has been
reproduced in the simulations and a theoretical model developed .

. An important aspect of this case is the interaction and forcing of convection cells
by a well-developed density current, giving a marked periodicity and cellular structure
to the convection. This system is therefore an example of two-dimensional, multicellular convective organisation. Moreover, there is an encouraging agreement between
theory, simulation and observation. The atmospheric conditions responsible for singlecell behaviour and fully three-dimensional organisation arealsci being investigated.
4.
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THE WEST AFRICAN SQUALL LINE DURING GATE

YVES M. TOURRE
ORSTOM, LPDA
Universite Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, FRANCE

During the monsoon season of 1974, kinematic and thermodynamic composite studies
were made of the 91 longest-lived squall lines that also showed track steadiness. This
was made possible by the use of a considerably improved data network of radiosondes, climatological stations over the African continent, and the imagery from the synchronous
meteorological satellite, SMS-1.
In addition to, the compositing was realized according to the three directions of
propagation of thes:iuall lines - NW - W - - and SW -

but was also a function of their

maturity. The objective streamline analysis show that a convergence/divergence convectively induced squall-line-wave accompany the squall line throughout its life span.
The direction of propagation of squall line depends primarily upon the initial
"direction impulse" given by the relative proximity of the easterly wave troughs. Nelli'
cumulonimbus will form on a "preferred side" of the squall lines, where a weak tropospheric wind shear is present. This is also the side

wh~re

the intensity of the convective

downdraft is maximum at the surface. These mechanisms will determine the orientation of
the squall line wave axis with regard to the SL direction of propagation.
That direction of propagation approximately bisects

the angle formed by the due-W

direction and the squall line wave axis.
A composite spatial distribution of the temperature and mixing-ratio "signatures" for
51 SL moving SW emphasizes the three-dimensional aspect of squall lines, with evidence
of sloping downdrafts, favoring cumulonimbus "preferred side" development.
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LIGNE DE GRAINS QUEST-AFRICAINE PENDANT L'ETGA
par
Yves M. Tourre
Qrston - LPDA

RESUME

a

Grace
un
reseau ameliore de
radiosondes
et
de
stations
climatologiques mis en place pour etudier le climat africain pendant l ' ete
1974, une etude composite cinematique et thermodynamique de 91 lignes de
grains a ete possible . Les lignes de grains sont choisies pour la stabitite
de leurs trajectoires .
L'etude est effectuee en fonction de 3 directions de propagation
(Quest, Nord-Quest, Sud-Quest) et aussi de la maturite des systemes.
Une analyse objective des lignes de courant, montre une "onde de
lignes de grains" associee au champ de convergence/divergence dans les basses
couches.
La direction de propagation d'une ligne de grains est d'abord fonction
de sa position relative par rapport au thalweg d'une onde d'est, au moment de
sa genese.
Par la suite, les cumulonimbus qui forment la 1 igne de grains
apparaissent d' abord dans des zones ou le cisaillement tropospherique est
faible. Les deux mecanismes vont determiner l'orientation de l'axe de l'onde
de lignes de grains.
La direction de propagation est en fai t
approximativement la
bissectrice de l 'angle forme par la direction Quest et l 'axe de l 'onde de
lignes de grains.
Les distributions spatiales des champs de temperature et de rapport de
melange, au voisinage d'une ligne de grains "composite" qui se propage vers le
Sud-Quest, permettent de mettre en evidence l 'aspect tridimensionnel de la
ligne de grain. Les cumulonimbus se developpent aussi dans les regions OU les
courants subsidents
moyenne echelle atteignent la surface.

a
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VALIDATION ET UTILISATION DES VENTS DETERMINES A PARTIR
DU DEPLACEMENT DES NUAGES OBSERVE PAR METEOSAT POUR L'ETUDE DES ECOULEMENTS
A BASSE ALTITUDE DURANT L'EXPERIENCE WAMEX
par
Michel DESBOIS (1), Vincent PIRCHER (2) et Bernard PINTY (3)
(1) LMD/CNRS, Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau Cedex (France)
(2) EERM/DMN, Magny-les-Hameaux, France
(3) LAMP/CNRS, Clermont-Ferrand, France

RESUME

a

Les images obtenues
!'aide de satellites sont maintenant d'un usage
courant pour produire des champs du vent
partir du deplacement des nuages .
Pour les etudes
grande echelle, les champs du vent sont generalement
attribues
trois niveaux seulement : superieur, moyen, inferieur . Pour les
etudes plus detaillees et en particulier lorsque les mesures effectuees par
satellites permettent de detecter des ecoulements tres differents dans des
couches tres voisines il semble necessaire de valider les vents determines
partir du deplacement des nuages
l'aide de mesures effectuees in situ. Il a
ete possible d effectuer cette operation durant l 'Experience WAMEX puisqu on
disposait
la fois de l'imagerie satellitaire METEOSAT et des donnees
enregistrees
bord d'un aeronef DC7 specialement equipe
cet effet.

a

a

a

a

a

a

I

I

a

a

a

C' est le LMD qui a extrait les donnees sur les vents
partir du
deplacement des nuages.
Les images utilisees pour les mois de juillet et
d'aout 1979 font apparaitre deux types de nuages au-dessus du golfe de Guinee
de petits cumulus souvent organises en rues de nuages, se depla~ant vers le
nord, et des nuages plus diffus (alto ou stratocumulus) se deplacyant vers le
sud. L'analyse des images prises dans l'infrarouge n'a pas permis d'attribuer
des niveaux precis
ces nuages dont les temperatures apparentes etaient tres
voisines.

a

Les resultats de la comparaison avec la description de la couverture
nuageuse et les vents mesures par un aeronef equipe d'instruments par le LAMP
se sont reveles excellents pour les vents determines
partir des cumulus et
le niveau de 500 m ainsi que pour les stratocumulus et le niveau de 200 0 m.

a

a

Ces resultats indiquent que l'ecoulement de la mousson du sud
basse
altitude est surmonte d'un ecoulement du nord
grande echelle . L'ecoulement
du nord se materialisant par des stratocumulus, il est possible d en evaluer
la direction et la force
parti r des donnees satellitaires au niveau
correspondant au sommet de la couche de la mousson.

a

a

I

Il a ete avance dans d'aut re s etudes que le vent du nord correspond a
un phenomene d ondes d est dans l a meme region.
Toutefois comme les images
satellitaires montrent que cet ecoulement S I etend sur une grande echelle , il
est necessaire de confirmer cette hypothese par d'autres mesures, notamment en
ce qui conce rne !'extension des ondes d'est au- dessus de !'ocean.
I
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VALIDATION AND USE OF METEOSAT CLOUD WINDS FOR THE STUDY OF
LOW-LEVEL FLOWS DURING THE WAMEX EXPERIMENT
by
Michel DESBOIS ( 1)

I

Vincent PIRCHER ( 2) and Bernard J?INTY (3i-

( 1) LMD/CNRS, Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau Cedex
(2) EERM/DMN, Magny-les-Hameaux·, France
(3) LAMP/CNRS, Clermont-Ferrand, France

(Franc~)

Satellite imagery is now currently used to produce cloud motion wind fields (5 ,6,8). For
large scale studies, the wind fields are generally attributed to only 3 levels : high, medium and low. For more detailed studies , especial ly when the sate llite measurements detect
very different flows for very close l ayers, in situ measurements appear necessary to validate the cloud winds. This was made possible during WAMEX, as the METEOSAT satellite imagery was available together with an instrumented DC7 aircraft investigation (7).
Cloud wind extraction was done in LMD with an optical technique already used in (2), (3).
The images used, for July and August 1 979, showed two kinds of clouds over the Guinea Gulf
small cumuli "often organized in cloud streets, moving Northward, and more diffuse clouds
(alto or strata-cumuli) moving Southward. It was not possible from Infrared imagery to attribute precise levels to these clouds, which showed very close apparent temperatures.
That can be seen on Fig. 1, which depicts, for the 8 August 1979, the cloud pattern derived
from observations aboard the DC7 aircraft (a) and the METEOSAT IR counts and corresponding
blackbody temperature measured along the flight track at 14:00 GMT (b).
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The wind fields obtained for this particular day for the two kinds of clouds are given on
Fig. 2
(a) at the level of cumulus clouds, (b) at the level of strata or alto-cumuli
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During the summer of 1979, two other institution s produced cloud winds with METEOSAT ove r
the same region : the European Space Operating Center (ESOC) (4) and the Space Science and
engineerin Center of the University of Wisconsin (Balogun, 1). On the ESOC Ana l ysis , the socalled "low level field" clearly shows the o ccurence of a Northerly wind over the Gulf of
Guinea, but does not show the Southerly Monsoon flow. Both flows a ppear on Balogun's winds,
but the Northerly flow is attributed to middle levels.
The comparison between the aircraft winds measured on the 8 of August along the Gulf of
Guinea coast and the corresponding satellite analys is showed a best fit between 500 m aircraft winds and cumulus cloud winds, and between 2000 m aircraft winds and stratocumulus
cloud winds. The comparison is plotted on Fig. 3 along the aircraft track, (a) for 500 m
winds, and (b) for 2000 m winds.
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These results show that the low-level southerly Monsoonal flow is topped by a large scale
Northerly flow. Since this Northerly flow is materialized by stratocumuli, its direction and
strength can be estimated from satellite data at a level corresponding to the top of the
monsoon layer.
It has been suggested in other studies that the Northerly flow is consistent with Easterly
waves occurence in the same region. However, the large scale extension of this flow as it is
shown by the satellite makes it necessary to confirm this hypothesis with further measurements,
especially regarding the extension of Easterly waves over the Ocean.
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La variation diurne de la convection estivale au-dessus de la zone
tropicale de l ' Afrique d'apres les mesures effectuees dans
l'infrarouge par METEOSAT-1
(J. Reed)
RESUME

L'auteur utilise les images prises quatre fois par jour dans l'infrarouge par le satellite geostationnaire METEOSAT-1 pour etudier la variation
diurne de la convection profonde observee au-dessus de l'Afrique tropicale de
juillet
septernbre 1978. Le parametre utilise pour caracteriser la convection et la partie, en pourcentage, de carres de 2°lat . / 2°long. couverte par
des nuages froids (blancs), estimee visuellement
partir des images prises
00, 06, 12 et 18 TMG.
La zone grise sur les images indique que les nuages
froids de finis de maniere subjective ont emis un rayonnement,
des temperatures equivalentes
celles du corps noir (236°K OU inferieures), correspondant
des sonunets de nuages atteignant et depassant le niveau de 275 rnb. La
couverture fragrnentaire moyenne pour la periode de 3 mois consideree presente
une configuration geographique tres sernblable
la configuration des precipitations representee sur les cartes climatologiques. Ce resultat tend
confirmer que l 'on arrive, par la methode subjective,
determiner les variations
temporelles et spatiales de la convection pluvigene.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

La caracteristique dominante de la variation diurne dans la plupart
des zones est la suivante
croissance explosive de la convection profonde
durant l ' apres-midi, provoquant une quantite maximale de nuages froids dans la
soiree et, vraisernblement, des precipitations.
Toutefois, certaines exceptions se produisent, plus particulierement dans les basses terres situees aux
abords OU SOUS le vent d'un relief eleve, dans lesquelles le maximum peut etre
retarde jusqu ' au milieu de la nuit ou au petit matin. Le lac Victoria est un
bon exemple de ce maximum de fin de nuit ou du matin associe avec une circulation de brise de terre / de lac.
Cette etude illustre les possibilites qu ' offrent les donnees satellitaires pour fournir une image detaillee du cycle diurne des precipitations et
de sa variation saisonniere.

mocsoo >
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The Diurnal Variation of Summer Convection over Tropical Africa as
Revealed by METEOSAT-1 IR Measurements
Richard J. Reed
Department of Atmospheric Sciences,
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington, 98195 U.S.A.

Abstract
Four times daily IR pictures from the geostationary satellite METEOSAT-1
are used to study the diurnal variation of deep convection over tropical
Africa during the period July-September, 1978. The parameter used to characterize the convection is the percent coverage of 2°lat./long. squares by cold
(white) clouds, as estimated visually from pictures taken at 00, 06, 12, and
18 GMT. The gray scale on the pictures indic~te that the subjectively
defined cold clouds emitted at equivalent blackbody temperatures of 236K, or
lower, corresponding to cloud tops that extended above 275 nn. The mean
fractional coverage for the 3 month period exhibits a geographical pattern
that is very similar to the rainfall pattern appearing on climatological
maps. This result lends confidence to the ability of the subjective method
to depict the temporal and spatial variation of rain-producing convection.
The dominant feature of the diurnal variation in most areas is the explosive growth of deep convection in the afternoon and the subsequent evening
maximum in cold cloud amount and presumably rainfall. However, exception s
occur, most notably in lowland areas adjacent to, or downwind of, elevated
terrain where the maximum may be delayed until the middle of the night or
early morning. Lake Victoria displays the well known late night or morning
maximum associated with the land/lake breeze circulation.
This study illustrates the potential of satellite data for providing a
detailed picture of the diurnal rainfall cycle and its seasonal variation.
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DESERTIFICATION ET PERSPECTIVES DE LUTTE CONTRE CE PHENOMENE
EN AFRIQUE
par
Gaafar Karrar
(PNUE, Nairobi, Kenya)

RESUME

Le continent africain s'etend sur une superficie de 30,6 millions
de km 2 dont 18 millions se trouvent dans la zone des terres seches subtropicales au nord et au sud de 1 'eguateur.
L' Afrigue detient egalement le
record mondial en ce gui concerne la superficie soumise a la plus forte variabilite des precipitations annuelles (+ 40%) dans le monde.
La Conference des
Nations Unies sur la desertification CUNCOD, 1977)4 gui a adopte un Plan d'action visant a combattre la desertification,a defini ce phenomene de la maniere
suivante :
"diminution ou destruction du potentiel biologigue de la terre".
A l 'heure actuelle, 42 des 91 pays gui sont touches par la desertification a
l'echelle du monde se trouvent en Afrigue.
En Afrigue du Nord, la desertification est un phenomene gue l'on connaissait deja sous l'empire romain, un
siecle avant Jesus Christ.
Des phenomenes de desertification ont egalement
ete confirmes au debut de ce siecle en Afrigue orientale, occidentale et australe.
Les graves secheresses gui ont sevi ont encore aggrave le phenomene
comme cela se produit souvent sur les terres semi-arides et sub-humides de
l'Afrigue, ou une mauvaise gestion et la surexploitation de terres de cultures
fragiles sont les principales causes de la desertification.
Cette communication decrit les mesures prises par le PNUE concernant
une evaluation generale des progres accomplis dans la mise en oeuvre du Plan
d' action visant a combattre la desertification, la situation en matiere de
desertification ainsi gue d' autres mesures
prendre pour lutter centre la
desertification, notamment des mesures de cooperation a l'echelle mondiale et
une maniere commune d' aborder, a l' echelon regional, divers aspects des problemes de la desertification, c' est-a-dire la necessite de reconna1tre les
risgues climatigues et les contraintes de l 'environnement pour aborder les
questions de productivite des terres seches et l'importance gue revet la stabilite des systemes socio-economigues et politigues pour la lutte centre la
desertification.

a

(513DOC)
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DESERTIFICATION IN AFRICA
AND

PROSPECTS OF ITS CONTROL
Gaafar Karrar
Desertification Branch
United Nations Environment Programme
lfairobi, Kenya

2
2
Africa, 30. 6 million km in extent, has 18 million km of its total
area within the sub-tropical drylands, north and south of the equator. It
also has the largest area with highest variability of annual precipitation
(+ 4~) in the world. Desertification was defined as "the dimunition or
destruction of the biological potential of the land" by the United Nations
Conference on Desertification (UNCOD 1977) which also adopted a Plan of Action
to Combat Desertification (PACD) . In Africa desertification presently affects
some 42 countries, out of a total of 91 countries so affected globally.
Desertification has been known to exist in North Africa as early as the era
of the Roman Empire during the first century before Christ. In East, West
and South Africa desertification was also confirmed early this century.
Severe drought has aggravated desertification as it frequently occurs in the
semi-arid and sub-humid lands in Africa where mismanagement and over-use of
the fragile croplands is the main cause of desertification.
During 1982/83 UNEP undertook a world-wide general assessment of
progress in the implementation of the PACD and the status of desertification.
The studies carried out under the assessment revealed varying degrees of the
extent of desertification in various regions in Africa.., A special BIU"Vey of
the 19 countries of the Sudano-Sahelian Region showed that they exhibited
different degrees of desertification ranging from moderate, severe and very
severe sand.;-0.une encroachment; deterioration of rangelands, rainfed croplands
and irrigated lands; deforestation; and deterioration of ground and surface
water. In North Africa severe to moderate desertification was found to occur
on the rangelands caused mainly by overstocking; rainfed croplands have also
been desertified mainly because of extension of cropping into dry sandy soils
and the use of inappropriate heavy machinery. Deforestation and salinization
also occur in North Africa. In Eastern and Southern Africa severe desertification
~as oc~.ired in the heavily stocked rangelands where accelerated wind erosion
and water erosion are widespread around water points and settlements.
Rainfed croplands have also suffered water erosion largely due to population
pressure and over-cultivation of the land. Deforestation has occured
extensively around the major settlements, cities and some of the fertile
agricultural lands . In general the main indicators of desertification deterioration of r ainfed c r oplands , destruction of woodland, and det eriorat i on
of rangelands - point to its increase in the African continent since 1977.
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Massive efforts at desertification control have been mounted in
Africa since 1977 in the wake of the catastrophic drought of 1968-1973.
But more effort is still required in the face of widespread desertification
in Africa, and emphasis ought to be on prevention of further deterioration
of the lands as this is cheaper than reclamation. The recent assessment has
confirmed the validity of the principles and concepts of the 1977 Plan of
Action as a basis for the control of desertification.
The principles lay emphasis on world-wide co-operation and joint
regional action in tackling desertification; the need to recognize climatic
risk and environmental constraints to productivity of drylands; and the
underlying importance of stable social, economic and political systems in
combating desertification. The African experience has also shown that
under traditional modes of crop production and pasturalism man was able
to devise ecologically sound management methods which sustained production
for several countries. In recent history such traditional practices have
been shattered by various stresses including colonialism and post
independence systems of government.
The prospects of desertification control for Africa lie in the first
instance in the capacities of her own people and national governments,
with the support of the international community. Detennining factors of
the success in desertification control will include containing the rate of
population growth and institution of appropriate political and effective
institutional structures. A long-term strategy to cope with desertification
and drought is required in Africa, and it should include adequate
preparation for bad years, particularly food security. Regional co-operation
among the neighbouring affected countries is also essential to ensure a
peaceful atmosphere and foster joint actions to build the badly needed
development infrustructure. All these will in turn promote the social,
economic and political stability within the countries and thus facilitate
directing national energies to the task of combating desertification.
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DE QUELQUES EMPLOIS DES DONNEES PROVENANT DES SATELLITES GEOSTATI ONNAIRES
EN METEOROLOGIE APPLIQUEE EN AFRIQUE OCCIDENTALE
pa r
G. Dugdale et J.R . Milford
Department of Meteorology, Universite de Reading
RESUME
On effectue actuellement a Reading des recherches en vue d' ameliorer
les methodes permettant d'utiliser les donnees transmises par METEOSAT pour
fournir des informations sur le bilan hydrique dans les regions semi-arides
d'Afrique occidentale, et notamment sur les precipitations. Le programme de
validation est axe sur la Republique du Niger et utilise des donnees
regulierement mises a sa disposition par la Meteorologie nationale, ainsi que
des mesures complementaires effectuees pendant les saisons des pluies de 1982
et 1983 sur neuf sites experimentaux particuliers. Dans cet expose, nous
examinerons les progres realises dans cette validation a different$ egards
ainsi que les problemes rencontres.
La nature convective des prec i pita tions dans cette regi on est
notoire
leur variabilite considerable dans l'espace fait que le systeme
classique d'etablissement de moyennes n'est guere utile a des fins
hydrologiques ou pour effectuer des comparaisons entre les estimations
etablies a partir de donnees pluviometriques et celles fondees sur des donnees
satellitaires. Des problemes similaires se posent lorsqu'il s'agit
d'interpreter les resultats des modeles a grande echelle, comme ceux
qu'utilise le Centre europeen de previsions meteorologiques a moyen terme.
Nous presenterons une methode permettant d'interpreter une moyenne calculee
pour une zone donnee comme une distribution de probabilite des quantites de
precipitations recueillies en un point.
En deiixieme lieu, nous analysons les valeurs totales journalieres et
les releves de pluviographes et etablissons une correlation avec un modele de
lignes de grains afin de pouvoir mieux interpreter les observations faites par
satellite de systemes dans l'infrarouge th~rmique
il s'agit la d'un progres
essentiel vers l'utilisation de ces observations en exploitation.
Enfin, nous presenterons quelques analyses preliminaires de cartes de
l'albedo a la surface afin de montrer comment des modifications par rapport a
des valeurs de reference peuvent faciliter l'interpolation entre les valeurs
fournies par les pluviometres : nous mentionnerons egalement les problemes
d'interpretation que pose la presence partielle de cirrus.
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SOME USES OF GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE DATA IN APPLIED METEOROLOGY IN WEST AFRICA
G. Dugdale and J.R. Milford
University of Reading, Reading, UK.
1. Introduction. The advent of operational geostat ionary meteorological satellites offers
the opportunity to monitor cloud and surface features hourly or more frequently to a spatial
resolution of 2.5 km. Subject to corrections for atmospheric effects radiometers measure
the temperature and r eflectivity of the cloud tops or the ground surface. The high frequency of observations makes them ideal for monitoring rapidly changing phenomena such as
convective activity. To exploit the opportunities we must (a) identify the ways in which
geostationary satellite data (gsd) can best contribute; (b) identify the important features
of satellite imagery; (c) develop the objective algorithms to allow the rapid processing of
the large quantities of data and (d) learn to integrate the satellite data with conventional
data. Research during the last ten years has revealed many possibilities for the applied
use of gsd. We discuss in this paper some attempts to develop those techniques which are
most relevant to West African problems.
The West African squall line (S-L) is responsible for much of the adverse weather in
the region and also produces most of the rainfall in the first and last few weeks of the wet
season, hence much of the variability in agricultural production. Therefore a major effort
should be made to improve S-L forecasts and to estimate the yield of rainfall from them.
Also, as the lack of moisture limits production over much of the area, operational
techniques for estimating soil moisture deserve high priority.
2. West African squall lines (S-Ls). The squall line is an organised system of thunderstorms orientated approximately N/S, convex towards the west and propagating westwards at
about 15 m s-1. An early account of the phenomenon was given by Hamilton and Archbold
(1945). Synoptic studies (Obasi, 1976; Eldridge, 1957) and satellite studies (Aspliden,
et al, 1976) have identified the favoured geographical areas and times for S-L
.formation .
Bolton (1981) describes the necessary meteorological conditions while Payne and McGarry
(1977) relate the squalls to synoptic scale waves in the mid-tropospheric easterlies. This
work provides the large scale background to S-L forecasting: · it does not enable us to
predict their formation but indicates areas we should watch and helps predict their development.
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(c)

Squall line over West Africa shown in enhanced satellite thermal i-r thermal.

Grey scales indicate temperatures in 10 deg. steps from >-20C in the background to
<-70C in the coldest parts of the cloud mass. (A) A developed but not very vigorous
squall line at 0715 GMT September 1979. (B) 1215 G1T, the squall line is less
active; the northern and southern extremities are dissipating. By 1515 GMT (C) the
centre part of the line was re-activated as shown by the increased amount of coldest
cloud and the large temperature gradients near the leading edge. This storm continued to propagate west to reach the coast near Dakar, D. This mean speed of
propagation was 65 km h-1 (18.1 m s-1).
3. Short term forecast s of squall lines. Studies by Purdom (1980) of the satellite
observed characteristics of convective storms
and by Fortune
(1981) of West African S-Ls provide a basis for the methods for locating squall lines and
for monitoring their development. ·using di g ital or enhanced data we may estimate their
activity on a space scale of fiv e to ten kilometres. The most active areas are associated
with the cold c l oud tops (<- 6o 0 c), an expanding area of cold cloud and a strong temperature
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gradient at the leading edge.
The absence of these features in any part of the line
indicates a local decrease in activity and enables one to discriminate between active
cumulonimbus cells and deep stratiform cloud topped by cold cirro-stratus.
Combining the information on the gross and mesoscale features of the S-L as observed by
satellite with the established climatological and synoptic criteria outlined in section 2
can lead to a significant improvement in the forecasting of S- L development and propagation
over periods of up to twelve hours. Figure 1 illustrates an S-L image in enhanced i-r gds.

µ.

Rainfall estimation from geostationary satellite data. Empirical techniques using gsd
for estimating the rainfall from convective systems over the eastern tropical Atlantic were
developed by Woodley et al (1978) and Stout et al (1979) . Because the character and
organisation of continental convection is diffe~nt from maritime cumulonimbus the
techniques are not directly transferable though the principles are valid. The identifying
features of active S-Ls are illustrated in Figure 1 (C). The tuning of the discriminants
to give time-integrated area
rainfall estimates awaits the processing of at least
two years of data.
To calibrate and interpret satellite estimates of rainfall we need a statistical
description of the spatial variability of rainfall over distances of a few kilometres.
Studies of this variability show that rainfall from S-LsJ~ffectively uncorrelated at sites
separated by more than 15 km. This result also has . significant implications for the use of
traditional rain gauge data.
5. Estimation of soil moisture. Under similar meteorological conditions the diurnal
variation in tenperature of a bare soil surface depends on the type of soil and its
moisture content. In principle the surface temperature fluctuations can be monitored by
the thermal infra-red channel of a geostationary satellite and interpreted in terms of the
content and distribution of moisture in the top 15 cm of the soil. This technique offers
the possibility of monitoring the start of the growing season over remote areas such as
the Sahelian rangelands from which no other data is available.
The difficulties of measuring surface temperature from satellites arise from contamination of the outgoing radiation from the surface by atmospheric effects and by unidentified
thin or sub-pixel size clouds. Correction methods for these effects are being tested and
appear promising. Further details of this work are given in Wilkinson et al (1983).
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NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION FOR THE WEST AFRICAN MONSOON EXPERIMENT
by
Joseph A. Adejokun
Florida State University, Tallahassee, USA

Abstract

The West African Monsoon Experiment (WAMEX) is a part of the First
GARP Globa1 Experiment's ( FGGE) Monsoon sub-programmme. FGGE was conducted
during December, 1978 through November, 1979. The aims of WAMEX included
observing, describing, understanding and predicting the rronsoon circulation in
West and Central Africa. The major scientific objectives of WAMEX also
included the definition of the planetary, synoptic, and to a lesser extent the
sub-synoptic scale aspects of the West African monsoon circulation.
Although a number of pre-WAMEX activities, such as operation
Niger-Ascecna, Operation Pre-GATE As~ecna and the GARP Atlantic Tropical
Experiment (GATE), have been carried out in previous years to observe and
investigate the meteorological and climatological conditions in West Africa,
it was expected that the WAMEX data set would provide an improved basis for
the better understanding of the monsoon circulation and· its relation to other
atmospheric phenomena.
In this study, a re-evaluation of some elements of the structure of
the atmosphere over West and Central Africa during the 1979 rronsoon period,
using the enhanced FGGE III-b and WAMEX data sets, is made.
A series of real data numerical weather prediction experiments is also
carried out with two single level models and a multilevel global spectral
model. Both the FGGE III-b data and the merged FGGE III-b plus WAMEX data
sets are separately utilized in the numerical integrations in order to
evaluate the impact of the WAMEX data set. , In addition, the results of the
spectral model integrations are diagnosed to determine which data set
(FGGE III-b or merged FGGE III-b with WAMEX) produces wave structure and
characteristics that are closest to actual observations.
Preliminary results indicate that the merged FGGE III-b and WAMEX data
set give slightly better forecast skills than the FGGE III-b data set.
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PREVISION NUMERIQUE DU TEMPS POUR L'EXPERIENCE SUR LA MOUSSON
D'AFRIQUE CCCIDENTALE
par

Joseph A. Adejokun
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Floride, Etats-Unis d'Amerique
RESUME

L'Experience de la mousson d'Afrique occidentale et centrale (WAMEX)
fait partie du sous-progranune des moussons de la Premiere experience mondiale
du GARP (PEMG). La PEMG a eeu lieu de decembre 1978
novembre 1979. Les
objectifs de !'Experience WAMEX comprenaient !'observation, la description, la
comprehension et la prevision de la circulation de mousson en Afrique
occidentale et centrale. Les objectifs scientifiques principaux de cette
experience englobaient egalement la definition des aspects planetaires,
synoptiques et, dans une moindre mesure, sub-synoptique de la circulation de
mousson en Afrique occidentale.

a

a

Bien qu'un certain nombre des activites anterieures
l'experience
WAMEX, telles que l'operation Niger-ASECNA, l'operation Pre-ETGA ASECNA et
l'Experience tropicale du GARP dans l'Atlantique (ETGA), aient ete effectuees
au cours des annees precedentes pour observer et etudier les conditions
meteorologiques et climatiques d'Afrique occidentale, on prevoyait que le jeu
de donnees de !'Experience WAMEX fournirait une meilleure base permettant de
mieux comprendre la circulation de mousson et ses relations avec les autres
phenomenes atmospheriques.

a

Dans cette etude, l'auteur precede
une reevaluation de certains
elements de la structure de !'atmosphere au-dessus de l'Afrique occidentale et
centrale pendant la mousson de 1979, au moyen des jeux de donnees ameliores de
la PEMG (III-b) et de !'Experience WAMEX.
Une serie d'experiences de prevision numerique du temps fondees sur
des donnees reelles est egalement effectuee avec deux modeles
niveau unique
et un modele spectral
plusieurs niveaux
l'echelle mondiale. Tant les jeux
de donnees III-b de la PEMG que les jeux fusionnes de donnees PEMG III - b et
WAMEX sont utilises separement pour les integrations numeriques, afin
d'evaluer les incidences du jeu de donnees de l'Experience WAMEX. En outre,
!'auteur analyse les resultats des integrations faites sur le modele spectral
afin de determiner quels jeux de donnees (PEMG III-b ou jeux fusionnes de
donnees PEMG III-b et WAMEX) produisait une structure et des caracteristiques
d'ondes se rapprochant le plus des conditions reellement observees.

a

a

a

Les resultats preliminaires montrent que les jeux fusionnes de donnees
PEMG III-b et WAMEX fournissent des moyens de prevision legerement plus
efficaces que le jeu de donnees III-b de la PEMG.

(DCC 4 96 )
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QUATRE ETUDES DE CAS SUR LA STRUCTURE ET LES
CARACTERISTIQUES DE L'Ot'-DES AFRICAINE DURANT L'EXPERIENCE WAMEX
par Mohamed SENOUCI
Institut Hydrometeorologique de Formation et de Recherches
Oran, Algerie

R E S U ME

Nous presentons dans cette etude les resultats de !'analyse de quatre
periodes selectionnees au cours de !'experience WAMEX (1979). Ces cas dont
d'etude a ete recommandee lors de la quatrieme session du w.s.M.R.C. 1 (Le
Caire, Egypte, Decembre 1982), correspondent
des conditions convectives
intenses et a des precipitations importantes, voire exceptionnelles_.
Ces cas
sont:

a

Cas No. 1 • 11 - 17 Mai 1979
Cas No. 2

11 - 17 Juin 1979

Cas No. 3 • 16 - 22 Juillet 1979
Cas No. 4 • 21 - 27

Ao~t

1979

L'analyse des lignes de courant ainsi que !'utilisation d'une methode
composite sur differents parametres (vent, divergence, tourbillon,
precipitations) permettent d'identifier et de preciser la structure
"normalisee" d'un systeme d'onde a 850 mb. D'autre part, au cours de chacune
de ces periodes, la journee correspondant au maximum de precipitations a fait
l'objet d'une analyse a plusieurs niveaux.
Cette categorie d'ondes semble etre reliee aux oscillations
meridiennes de 4 - 6 jours du thalveg de mousson.

a

Les differences de caracteristiques d'un cas
l'autre semblent liees
aux changements de phases qui affectent le flux de mousson depuis son
dechenchement jusqu'a son retrait.
Le type de perturbations d'echelle synoptique observees exercent une
influence certaine sur la configuration des pluies dans la region.

0000000

(1)

w.s.M.R.C. (Comite Regional charge de la gestion et des questions
scientifiques de !'experience WAMEX).
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RELATIONS ENTRE LES JETS TROPOSPHERIQUES ET LE TEMPS
EN SURFACE DURANT GATE ET WAMEX

par Lahouari BOUNOUA
Institut Hydrometeorologique de Formation et de Recherches
Oran , Algerie

RES U ME

Dans le cadre d'une premiere etude, les conditions dynamiques de la
moyenne et haute troposphere durant GATE, en relation avec les lignes de
grains ouest africaines ont ete analysees. Une etude composite avant et
pendant l'occurrence du phenomene a ete faite. Les principaux resultats sont:
un modele synoptique favorable au declenchement de la convection
profonde existe au mains six heures avant l'apparition de la
ligne de g rai ns,
ce mo dele indui t une distrib ution particuliere du champ de
divergence et se trouve directement associe au Jet d'Est Tropical
a 200 - 1 0 0 mb et au Jet d'Est Africain a 700 - 500 · mb. (TEJ et
AEJ respectivement ) 1 /
85% des lignes de grains durant GATE se sont formees et · propagees
entre les axes des deux Jets.
Les donnees issues de l'experience WAMEX ont permis dans une seconde
etude, d'analyser les relations entre ces deux courant-jets et la
configuration.des zones de pluie en Afrique de l'ouest, au cours de l ' ete
1979. Le Jet d'Est Tropical et le Jet d'Est Africain ont ete identifies a
200 mb et 600 mb respectivement. L'influence separee du TEJ a ete analysee au
cours de 65 situations. D'autre part, l'influence combinee de l'AEJ et du TEJ
a ete etudiee au cours de 44 situations d'occurrence simult°anee des deux
Jets. Enfin, une analyse statistique a ete effectuee sur differente.s coupes
de variables: (latitude du TEJ - latitude du maximum d'orage)J (ecart entre
latitudes du TEJ et de l'AEJ - bande d'orages chiffree en degres de latitude),
(latitude du TEJ - latitude du maximum de precipitations), (latitude TEJ quantite de precipitations).
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Il ressort de ces analyses que:
le champ de vent a 200 mb et a 600 mb est caracterise par la
quasi permanence respective du TEJ et de l'AEJ. La position rroyenne
de l'axe du TEJ oscille entre 3° N et go N et celle de l'AEJ est
de 14°N . L'intensite du TEJ varie de 20 a 45 ms-1 avec des
pointes de 70 ms-1. Un renforcement progressif du courant est
observe de Mai a Aout, cependant que l'AEJ, avec une intensite
relativement forte, s'organise mieux sur l'Afrique de l'ouest des le
mois de Juin.
Les resultats des analyses statistiques revelent des correlations
satisfaisantes entre la latitude du TEJ et celle du maximum de
precipitations d'une part et entre la bande des jets et la bande
d'orages d'autre part. Les autres couples de variables accusent une
faible dependance.
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INTERACTIONS ENTRE L'ATMOSPHERE ET LA MER ET PROCESSUS DANS LA COUCHE
LIMITE AU-DESSUS DE LA ZONE TROPICALE DE L'ATLANTIQUE,
D'APRES LES DONNEES DE L'ETGA
par
Ernst Augstein
Alfred-Wegener-Institut fur Polarforschung

RESUME

a

L'objectif essentiel de l'ETGA consistait
etudier les relations
entre la convection avec cumulus
fort developpement vertical et les processus
d'autres echelles du spectre des mouvements de l'atmosphere.
Dans ce
cadre, l'echange de quantite de mouvement de chaleur et de masses d'eau
tra vers la surface de separation air-mer et le developpement de la Couche limite
atmospherique jouent un role important. Contrairement
ce qui se passe dans
la majorite des experiences de laboratoire sur la dynamique des fluides, la
convection nuageuse dans l'atmosphere influence les processus de transfert aux
limites inferieure et superieure de la couche de convection plutot qu' elle
n'est conditionnee par leurs conditions thermiques et dymamiques locales.
Selan les donnees de l'ETGA et d'autres observations, l'echange de chaleur, de
vapeur d'eau et de quantite de mouvement entre l'air et lamer ne depend pas
seulement du type et du developpement de la convection avec cumulus, ma is
varie egalement selon les endroits en fonction de la position par raport au
centre d'une perturbation convective.

a

a

a

a

La convection avec cumulus exerce en outre sur la structure de la couche limite atmospherique des effets directs par l'intermediaire de la condensation,de l'evaporation des gouttelettes et des mouvements verticaux, et indirects par le truchement des modifications des flux
travers la surface de la
mer. En consequence, l'etat thermodynamique et l'altitude de la Couche limite
atmospherique semblent etre determines dans une large me sure par l 'acti vi te
nuageuse predominante . De ce fait, l'expose qui suit sera consacre essentiellement aux incidences de la convection avec cumulus sur les flux
la surface
de la mer et sur le developpement de la couche limite atmospheriqtie.

a

a
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AIR-SEA INTERACTION AND BOUNDARY LAYER PROCESSES OVER THE TROPICAL
ATLANTIC INFERRED FROM GATE
by
Ernst Augstein
Alfred-Wegener-Institut fur Polarforschung
Bremerhaven, FRG
I. Introduction
The main objective of GATE was to investigate the inter-relationship between
deep cumulus convection and processes of other scales of the atmospheric
spectrum of motion. In this framework the momentum heat and water mass
exchange across the air-sea interface and the development of the atmospheric
boundary layer play an important role. In contrast to the majority of fluid
dynamic laboratory experiments atmospheric cloud convection rather influences
the transfer processes at the lower and upper boundaries of the convection
layer than being controlled by their local thermal and dynamic conditions.
According to GATE data and other observations the air-sea exchang~ of heat,
water vapour and momentum depends not only on the kind and development of
cumulus convection but varies also at different locations relative to the
centre of a convective perturbation.
Cumulus convection furthermore affects the structure of the atmospheric
boundary layer directly through condensation, droplet evaporation and
vertical motions as well as indirectly through modifications of the fluxes
across the sea surface. Consequently, the thermodynamic state and the height
of the atmospheric boundary layer seem to be largely determinated by the
prevailing cloud activity. Therefore, the subsequent considerations will
mainly focus on the effects of cumulus convection on the sea surface fluxes
and on the atmospheric boundary layer development.
2. surface layer investigations
The main task of the surface layer studies during GATE was to describe the
momentum-, heat- and water vapour fluxes across the sea surface so that they
can be calculated in large scale atmospheric and oceanic models. These fluxes
are usually expressed in conventional notation by the following equations:
( 1)
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for heat

1V/10

for water vapour

The subscripts O and 10 indicate values at the sea surface and at 10 m
height, respectively.
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The bars mark ensemble averages and t he primes specify deviations from these
averages . The transfer coefficients c 0 , CH and CE in the right hand side
aerodynamic formulae must be derived empirically preferably from fluctuation
measurements by the eddy correlation method which is represented by the
middle terms of the above equations. Th e actual accomplishment of the
requirements is comp licated by theoretical implications as well as by
experimental difficulties particula r ly during enhan ced cloud c on vection.
Theo retical limitations res ult from the strong inst a tionarity and horizont a l
inhomogeneity under such conditions and measu rement s with turbulence inst r uments are hampered during rainfall .
Neve r theless , during GATE fluctuation measurements in the surface layer have
been executed from five ships and three aircraft. Some additional information about the surface layer processes stems from vertical profile data of
air temperature, water vapour and wind speed. The following conclusions may
be drawn from these observations.
The relationship between eddy correlation and aerodynamic fluxes shows a
considerable scatter, but no significant differences are det ectable for
the va rio us states of convection which have been treated.
Average values for the transfer coefficients are found to be c 0
10-3 , c 8 = 1 . 7 x 10-3 and CE = 1 . 0 x 10-3

1•3 x

Since the scatter of eddy correlation versus aerodynamic fluxes was high
and the changes of static stability in the surface layer covered only a
rather small range no significant variations of the transfer coeffi cients with stability could be detected.
The average time for the determination of fluxes by the aerodynamic
formulae should be about 30 minutes. Shorter intervals of e.g. 10
minutes may suffice for undisturbed flow conditions.
The applicability of the aerodynamic formulae becomes uncertain during
strong rainfall periods.
The heat and water vapour fluxes in the low latitudes are generally
directed from the ocean to the atmosphere. They appear to be a bout two
(water vapour) to four (heat) times higher in the rear than in t he front
of propagating precipitating convective systems.
On a large scale average the heat flux is distinctly higher and the
surface evaporation is slightly lower in the Intertropical Convergence
Zone (ITCZ) than in the undisturbed trade wind belts.
3 . The atmospheric boundary layer
Much attention has been given to the mixed
and multi-layered atmospheric
boundary layers in the horizontally divergent trade wind flow over the oceans
during the last 2 0 years. Most of the observed features unde r these convectively und isturbed conditions can be sufficiently treated by o ne-dimenional numerical models. The investigat ion of the behaviour of the atmosphe ric
boundary layer in the principally co nvergent low level flow of the convectively active ITCZ is much less advanced. This is to a large extent due to
the fact that in the latter region cumulus clouds maintain an inten s ive
vertical mi xing of h eat, water mass and momentum through the entire troposphere. Consequently , no distinct top of the atmosphe ric boundary is detectable and modell ing has to be extended mo re or l ess to the laye r from the
sea surface to the Tropopause .
A mo re detailed analysis of the GATE - mea s uremen ts has clearly confirmed
earlier finding s that cumulus convection in the tropics is closely re lated to
zonally propagating la rge scale tropospheric waves. These waves induce a
significant signal in the low level divergence of the h orizontal mass transport. Cloud activity is depressed in divergent and enhanced in convergent
parts of the waves. The vertical structure and the governing processes of the
lower tr oposphe re vary corre spondingl y.
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On the basis of cumulus development at a fixed point one may construct the
scheme shown in Figure 1 .
convective phases
undisturbed

growing

developed

decaying

undisturbed

rate of
rainfall in
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Figure 1: Scheme of convective phases during GATE based
on the rate of rainfall. Time axes is related
to the time of maximum precipitation: tmax·
Taking this as a time reference the GATE c-scale wind measurements lead to
the mean vertical motions of Figure 2 with subsidence during decaying
convection and upward motion during all other phases.
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Mean vertical motion for
different convection modes
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The vertical temperature and specific humidity distribution on Figure 3
indicates that
the height of the subcloud mixed layer decreases from the undisturbed
over the developed to the decaying convective phases. In all ITCZ cases
the mixed layer height is considerably smaller than in the undisturbed
trade winds.
the mixed layer assumes its lowest temperatures and specific humidity
values during the decaying phase.
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Fi gur e 3 :
Vertical profiles of air tempe r a ture (T ) and specific hum i dity
(q)
for
different
convect i on
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Deta i led effects of a passing c o nve c tive dist u rbance on the at mo spheric
su r face and mixed layer quantities are deliniated in Figure 4 . The ve r tical
dashed line marks the beginning of the decaying phase. Special attention
should be given to the phase difference of the air temperature (T) and
specific humidity (Q ) curves which can be explained with the aid of a
one-dimensional mixed layer model which simulates the decaying phase only . A
model treat ment of the lower troposphere during a full convective cycle must
undoubtedly include the dominant cloud processes and thus has to be extended
beyond the stand ar d atmo spheric b ounda ry laye r conce pt s .
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CLIMATOLOGIE DES PRECIPITATIONS EN AFRIQUE ORIENTALE
par
L.A-J. Ogallo
Departement de meteorologie
Universite de Nairobi, Kenya

RESUME
Dans cet expose, la climatologie des precipitations en Afrique orientale est etudiee en fonction des caracteristiques spatiales et temporelles des
distributions moyennes Cdiurnes, saisonnieres, annuelles et inter-annuelles)
des precipitations. On analyse egalement les traits dominants des situations
synoptiques qui influencent les precipitations dans la region, ainsi que les
facteurs locaux qui intensifient les pluies.
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CLIMATOLOGY OF RAINFALL IN EAST AFRICA

L.A.J. Ogallo
Department of Meteorology
University of Nairobi
Nairobi, Kenya
1.

INTRODUCTION

The term East Africa is used here to refer to three countries namely Kenya, Uganda and
0
0
Tanzania . These three countries are enclosed within latitudes s -11os and longitudes 3o 420E. The economy of these states depends on rain-fed agriculture which is highly sensitive
to the daily, seasonal and inter-annual variations in precipitation. The major exports include Tea, Coffee, Sisal, Pyrethrum and pastural products.
In spite of East Africa lying within the equatorial belts, rainfall received in many
p~rts are below the expectations for an equatorial region.
There is great diversity in the
spatial and temporal patterns of the daily, seasonal and annual precipitation. These variations are due to the comple x topographical features, and the existence of many large inland
lakes. Some the mountains in East Africa rise to over 6000 metres, while lake Victoria
which is located at the centre of the region is one of the largest fresh water lakes in the
world.
It has an areal extent of about 70,000 km 2 . These local factors significantl y modify the local climates.
The climates of East Africa range from humid tropical to arid climates. The humid climates are concentrated in the highlands and near large water bodies, while the dry climates
cover most of Kenya and Tanzania, and parts of northern Uganda.
Apart from the abnormal deficiency in mean precipitation there are also large interannual variations. This _ paper discusses rainfall in East Africa
in terms of the observed
spatial and temporai
of the daily, seasonal and annual patterns.
The climatelogy of the inter-annual rainfal l characteristics will also be revi ewed.
2.

MEAN ANNUAL PATTERNS

Mean annual rainfall patterns in East Africa reflect the influence of topography and
nearness to the large water bodies. The mean annual isohyets as provided by Trewartha (1961)
and Tomsett (1969) indicate that only three main regions of Kenya have mean annual rainfall
values above 1000 rrun. These are central highlands, western parts of Kenya and a narrow coastal strip. The central highlands are divided into two by the great Rift Valley. In the
western highlands, the annual rainfall amounts appear to increase with height above the mean
sea level, notably in the central highlands. The stations in the rift valley are generally
drier than those in the western highland, especially at the centre of the rift.
In the eastern ranges the annual rainfall regimes are highly seasonal since the moisture sources are
dominatnly from the highly seasonal north-east and south-east monsoon winds.
A part from parts of the north-eastern region, most of Uganda receive substantial precipitation due to its modified topography and exposure. Topographical maps show that most
of Uganda rise to over 1000 m.
In the west are the highlands which lead to Rewenzori mountains, to the eastern border with Kenya are the highlands around Mt. Elgen, and to the south
are the highlands which are continuous from north-western Tanzania. Uganda is also surroun:led by several large lakes.
In Tanzania, the mean annual isohyets indicate high values near many parts of the large
inland lakes. High values are also evident in the northern highlands bordering Kenya, the
north-western highlands extending into Uganda, parts of the coastal strip and in the southern
highlands. The southern highlands of Tanzania has double high-ground formations like in the
central highlands of Kenya. The two highland groups consists of the Ufiga ranges lying south of lake Tanzania, and the Kipengere and Udzungwa ranges which extend to east of lake
Ma l awi.
3.

SEASONAL PATTERNS

The seasonal rainfall belts in East Africa migrate northwards and southwards with the
ITCZ, which also follow the moveme nts of the overhead sun. In some areas however, local
factors modify t he seasonal rainfall patterns. Only th e Western parts, particularly Uganda,
and some areas close to the large water bodies receive substantial precipitation throughout
the year s. Close to th e equa tor two rainy seasons and two dry seasons are generally we ll
marked. The two rainy seasons are known locally as the 'long' and the 'short' rainy seasons. The l ong rains are experienced during the northern ?W11!l!er
season, and are generally concentrated within March to May, while the sho rt rainy sea~ons are centred around
Oc tober to December. The se two rainy seasons occur in associations and follow the ITCZ.
Further away from the equator the seasonal ra inf all patterns are dominantly unimoda l ,
with most of the precipitation falling within a single season. The unimpdal distribution
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at some statior-s, especially in the rift val l ey north of the equator . The third rainfall
peak i s ass oc iated to moisture influx from t h e wes t by Congo a ir-ma ss . Th is peak is
cen tred__ a~ound July-Augst, and is distinct at many Uqanda stations.
Harmonic analysis of seasonal rainfa ll characteris ti cs by Pott s (1971) and Ogallo
(1984) indic ated the first thr ee harmonics can account for over 80% of the total seasonal
variance over many regions of East Afr ica, with exception of the arid r eg ions of north- eastern Kenya where over four harmonics we r e required. The seasonal patterns signif i cantly influence in the seasonal agricultural activities.
In ar eas wi th two rainy seasons, there are
two growing seasons for ·crops, wh il e the growing of the crops are restricted within a single
season in areas with one rainy season.
In regions with substantial rainfall throughout th e
year, there is significant agricultural activiti es thr oughout the year.
4.

DAILY RAINFALL

Daily rainfall events significantly influence many daily agricultural operations like
plantations, weeding, fertiliz e r applications, harvesting and many others. They also influenc e the occurrence and spread of many animal and plant diseases. Daily rainfall events
will also influence several other a c tivities including the wind and wate r erosions. The
characteristics of daily rainfall which are dis c ussed here include diurnal variations, intensity, duration, wet/dry spells and the hail.
4.1

DIURNAL VARIATION OF RAINFALL

Many early studies grouped diurnal variations of precipitation into three general categories . The three gro-ups were the continental types with maximum convective precipitation
in the afternoon, the maritime type at the maritime and coastal stations which receive most
precipitation in the afternoon or early in the morning, and the mixed types or regional perculiarities where both continental and maritime types are observed.
Recent studies have indicated that topographically induced local circulations also play _significant role in the
local or regional diurnal distribution of precipitation (Wallace et al 1969).
In East Africa diurnal precipitation patterns have been investigated by many authors.
A summary of the observed patterns of diurnal variation are presented in table 1.
Table 1:
REGION NO.

Diurnal variations of rainfall in East Africa (Asnani et al 1979).
MINIMUM TIME

ZONES

MAXIMUM TIME

1

East Coast

6 a.m.

2

Eastern slopes of highlands of
Kenya & Tanzania

Midnight to eary
morning

3

Highlands of Kenya &
Tanzania

3 p.m.

-

6 p.m.

7 a .m.

-

11 a.m.

4.

Northeast coast of L.Victoria

3 p.m.

-

6 p.m.

7 a.m.

-

11 a.m.

s.

North and northwest coast of
L. Victoria

Early morning &
Early afternoon

6.

West of L. Victoria

7 a .m.

7.

Southern Coast of L. Victoria

Early morning &
Early afternoon

8

Lowlands of Uganda &
Tanzania

3

-

6 p.m.

7

10.

Highlands of Uganda &

2

-

4 p.m.

7 - 11 a.m.

11

Lowlands of Kenya

Mixed patterns

- noon

-

11 a.m.

6 p.m.-midnight
Local noon

Late morning &
Late evening
3 p.m.

- 6 p.m.

Late morning &
Late evening

-

11 a.m.

Mixed patterns

Table 1 indicates ten distinct diurnal rainfall patterns as delineated by Asnani and
Kinuthia (1979). An interesting feature from this table is the large variation in the diurnal patterns around lake Victoria. The interactions between the mesoscale lake c irculations and seasonal synoptic scale flows have been suggested as the cause of double diurnal
maximllll1 which are observed in the north, northwest and southe rn parts of lak e Victoria.
4.2

INTENSITY AND DURATION

Like in th e case of the annual and seasonal rainfall values, th ere is high spatial
and temporal variab ility in the daily rainfa ll intensities. Griffiths (197 2) indicated
t hat the daily falls rarely exceed 200 nun at the coast, 150 mm at th e highlands, and 100 mm
over the plateaus. Falls above 400 mm have h owever , been recovered at some stations. Intensity - Diuration records also indicate falls in excess of 40 mm within a half an hour at
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several attempts have been made to study the characteristics of daily rai n fall intensities in East Africa. The daily intensity components which have been examined include
intensity-durations and the probable annual daily rainfall maximum together with their respective periods of reccurence
{Taylor and Lawes 1971, Lumb 1971, Obasi and Nimira 1 975 ).
These informations are of great importance to the general planning purposes, and in designs
which are subject to floods.
They are required together with the soil and geographical
properties of the catchment area in sillway designs, construction of bridges, buildings,
dams, culvets, communication links like raods, sewer and other storage designs, proctive
designs for soil erosions, and many others.
Obasi and Nimira (1975) used the maximum likelihood method to estimate the probable
maximum daily rainfall for Kenya. They used the fitted Fisher-tippet type I or Gumbel
distribution to compute the probable maximum daily rainfall values for the return periods
of 50, 100, 200, 500,1000 and 10000 years. These values indicate the probable 24-hour
maximum precipitation which cannot be exceeded within known meteorological conditions in a
given catchment area and return period.
High daily maximum values were indicated in the dry northern parts of Kenya which
receive the least annual precipitation. These are also the regions with highest interannual rainfall variability. The available records indicated that the 50 and 100 years
expected values have been equalled or exceeded at some stationsoOtengi (1978) noted that
the Werbull distribution could be used to estimate the expected 5-day (pentad)
rainfall
values over many regions of Kenya.
4.3

THE DRY AND WET SPELLS

Another daily rainfall event which usually impose serious moisture stress to agricultural production are the sequences of dry/wet spells.
In East Africa attempts have been
made to investigate the length of the wet/dry spells which can be expected in any month or
season, the persistence of these spells(whether the spells are dependent on the previous
rainfall events) and the frequency distribution of the.
spells (Alusa and Gwage 1978,
Ogallo and Chillambo 1984, Otengi and Ogallo 1984) .
It has been observed that although most storms lasted for one day, ther~ was a ~en
dency for a wet spell to be preceded by a wet spell in regions of East Africareceiving substantial precipitation. High persistence was observed during the rainy seasons. Very low
persistence has been observed in the dry regions even during the peak rainy months. The
first order markov chain models have been noted to adequately fit the sequences of wet
spells in many regions of Kenya and Tanzania which receive substantial annual precipitation.
Better Markov-chain models were obtained during the peak rainfall months.
In the arid
areas many storms lasted for less than three days, and no good fit could be obtained with
geometric or markov chain models. The good fit of the chain-dependent models to the sequences of wet spells during the rainy seasons is due to the prevailing stable meteorological conditions during the rainy months.
In East Africa, the seasonal rainfall belts
generally move with the ITCZ. The meteorological conditions during the rainy seasons would
therefore be expected to be more stable, and can often persist for more than one day.
4.4

HAIL

The frequency of hail in East Africa is highest in Kericho and Nandi Hills regions
of Kenya.
In these areas, the average annual frequency of hailstorms is 100 days (Sansom
1966). The mean diameters of these hailstorms range between 6-14 mm.
In most cases, the
occurrence of hailstorms are localised in character. The peak frequency is in August although no month is free from hail. These storms are caused by unique interactions between
the large scale flows and intense meso-scale circ ulations induced by insolation, lake-land
contrast and sloping topography. Hail is also common near Ruwenzori moutains of western
Uganda (Griffiths 1972) .
5.

INTER-ANNUAL VARIATIONS

Rainfall in many parts of East Africa does not only vary highly from place to place,
but also significantly from year to year. Highest variability is observed in dry areas.
A good example of the inter-annual rainfall characteristics is at Garissa which is located
in the semi-arid north-eastern part of Kenya. The station has coefficients of variation,
skewness and Kurtosis of 55.4%, 1.42 and 2.19 respectively for the annual rainfall. Although mean annual rainfall is 317 mm at this station, the maximum and minimum v alues recorded during the period 1922-83 are 69 rran and 914 mm respectively. Glover et al (1954)
noted that Kenya receives a reliable 750 mm/year in only 1/7 of the country, whil e Uganda
and Tanzania receives 3/4 and 1/2 respectively.
Inter -annual rainfall variably in East Africa has been discussed by many authors since
wa ter from rainfa ll is the major limitin g facto r for agricultural production in the reg i on .
The danger of statistical deductions arising fro m the vario u s variability parameters, have
also been discussed by some authors, especially for the dry regions.
In the dry regions of
East Africa which experience high inter-annual rainfall var i ability the frequency distr ibu-
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tions of the ann ual rainfall records are generally far from norma l (Gaussian) . The interannual characteristics of the wet months and seasons are similar to those of the annual
patterns over many regions due to the high sea sonally of the annual precipitation.
5.1

TREND AND QUAS I-PERI OD IC FLUCTUATIONS

Evidence for long-term fluctuations (tr ends) o r any other organized inter- annual patterns like periods in East African rainfall have been examined by Rodhe and Virji (19 79)
and Ogallo (1981), No statistically significant trends have been detected in the areal
averaged series, although annual rainfall records of few stations in the dry parts of Kenya
(Lodwar, Wajir and Magadi) have indicated positive rainfall trends over the re cent years.
Most of the adjacent stations however, indicatpn no siqnificant trends.
Although the fluctuations of the microclimate have not been examined,
homogeneity te~ts indicate that the rainfall records from these stations were not h e terogeneous. Due to th e
limited data the reality of the positive trends may not be certain, since the observed positive trends could be part of the long-term fluctuations which cou ld not be detected with
the available data.
Similar results have been observed with rainfall records from other
parts of Africa (Landsberg 1975, Bunting et al 1975, Tyson et al 1975, Ogallo 1 979) ,
The results from spectral analyses of the rainfall series have indicated a family of
four quasi-periodic fluctuations with the periods centred around 2-2.8 years, 3-3,7 years,
4.8-6 years and 10-13 years. Although these spectral peaks have appeared in most of th e
rainfall records, they
accounted for very small proportion of the total rainfall variance. The small proportion of the variance that they explain , together with the large
range which are evident in many of the spectral bands indicate instability in the periods
of the observed quasi-periodic fluctuations.
Such characteristics would be a stable b l ock
to any efforts of using the knowledge gained from these quasi-periodic patterns in any useful rainfall forecasting.
The p hysical reality of some of the oberved quasi-periodic fluctuations are also not well known.
5.2

FLOOD AND DROUGHTS

Evidence from historical, botanical, geological and meteorological records show that
the catastrophic climatic episodes like floods and droughts have been part of normal c li mate. These severe climatic events wi ll however, have different impacts due to increments
in the world population, Thus a drought occurring today will impose more severe constraints than a similar drought which occurred several decades ago.
Extreme rainfall characteristics in East Africa have been discussed by Lamb (1966),
Nieuwolt(l978), Downing (1928), Ogallo and Nassib (1984), and many others.
It has been
observed that severe droughts occurred in 1918 , 1 927 , 1933-34, 19 38-39 , 1949-50, 1952,
1969, 1973-76 and 1980, Few stations with rainfall records extending back to 1900 indicate that a severe droughts also occurred early in the century. The worst drought occurred
in 1949 when over 80% of East Africa was affected.
It is worth noting that droughts
hardly affect. the whole of East Africa due to the influence of the local rain enhancing
functions like topography and large inland lakes,
Excessive precipitation were recorded in 192 2-23, 1936-37, 1947, 1951, early 1960's
1968; 197 8-79 and 1982 . The wettest periods during this century
were the early 1960's
wheri lake levels of many of the East African inland lakes went up by over 2 metres (Lamb
1966). Ogallo and Nassib (1984) indi cated that the whole of East Africa would be drought
free in 21 out of 100 years.
6.

SYNOPTIC FEATURES INFLUENCING RAINFALL IN EAST AFRICA

The s patial and temporal patterns of rainfall in East .Africa indicate that although
rainfall in the region is influenced largely by large scale forcing mechanisms, local functions play significant role in the spatial distribution of rainfall variance. The local
forcing functions include topography, nearness to water source and meso-scale circulations
of thermal origin. The timing of rainfall maximum, onset and withdrawal dates of the seasonal rains depend largely on geographical positions, while topography and exposure control
the amount of precipitation, The major features that influe nce precipitation in East
Africa are briefly discussed below.
6.1

INTER-TROPICAL CONVERGENCE ZONE (ITCZ)

The seasonal variations of rainfall in East Africa depend largely on the seasonal
migrations of the ITCZ which are related to the sun's movements. The north-south moveme nts
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sununer,south-easte rlies bring into East Africa a lot of moistur e due to its long track over
the ocean. These winds however, dep osit part of their moisture through their track over
Madagascar. North-east monsoon winds invade East Afr ica generally during the southern
summer. They turn anti-clockwise to become north-westerlies in the southern hemisphe re.
The north-east winds hav e t wo tracks. One is a dry continental track over the northern
Africa, while the humid martitime component has its track over the Indian ocean and Arabian
Sea. The characteristics of the subtropical anticyclones and the Mozambique channel trough
significantly influence the strength and tracks of these seasonal winds.
The ITCZ is very diffuce at low levels in East Africa due to the diversity of topography. The complex topographical feature~together with the effects of many large inland lakes
and Indian ocean to the eastern coast of Kenya and Tanzania introduce significant modifications to the general circulation patterns such that the rainfall patterns in East Africa do
not follow the classical ITCZ patterns. Rainfall deficiency in East Africa has bee n suggested by Trewartha (1961) to be due to (i) shallow monsoons which are divergent, subsident
and parallel to coast
(ii) contentinality of the wind systems or short maritime tracks
(iii) rain shadow over Madagascar (iv) temperature inversions and upper air stability.
Schematic relationship between pressure, wind and rainfall over the tropical region
of Africa has been presented by Thompson (1957), Johnson (1975) and many others.
6.2

EASTERLY WAVES

Easterly purtubations have been observed throughout the year across Africa. Some rainfall occurrences in East Africa have been associated to these waves when ITCZ is outside
the region . The c haracteristics of these waves have been discussed by many authors including Frermning (1970), Krishnarnurti (19 71, 19 79).
6.3

TROPICAL STORMS

Tropical stormsoriginating from the south Indian ocean during the northern summer, and
tropical depressions from Arabian sea have both direct and indirect: infiuence on the weather
in East Africa. The direct influences are when the storms pass close .·6:r hit the easter~ 
coast.
Such incidences are quite rare. The i ndirect influences are when the storms generated outside the region interfere with the normal flow of the seasonal monsoon winds. A
good e x ample is the storm 'KAMISY' which develgped in the southern Indian ocean during early
April 1984 . The storm interfered with the normal flow of the south-east monsoon winds
which bring most of the moisture of the East African region. By the time the normal f l ows
were maintained, the ITCZ was shifting out of the East African region. The weak pressure
systems associated with this storm resulted into wide spread droughts in East Africa during
the l o ng rai n y sea s o n o f 1984.
6.4

CONGO AI RMASS

In addition to the north-east and south-east currents, there are occasional inversions
of unstable westerly currents which are generally referred to locally as the 'Congoairmass.'
It affects most of the interior western parts of East Africa, especially during July-August·
(Thompson 1957, Rewartha 1961, Griffitsh 1972, Anyamba 1983). The Congo airmass boundary is
often marked on the surface and low level charts as a convergence of the southern hemispheric winds over central Africa.
6. 5

EXTRA-TROP I CAL WEATHER SYSTEMS

Remnants of extra-tropical weather systems penetrating lower latitudes as instability
phenomena have been discussed by Trewartha (1961), EAMD (1962) and many others.
6.6. SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE (SST ) AND OCEAN CURRENTS
Relationship between climatic and SST anomalies, together with the influence of ocean
currents have been highlighted by many authors due to the complex interactions between the
atmosphere, land and ocean systems. The SST influences the heat and moisture budgets of the
atmosphere. The influence of the ocean currents includes upwelling, modification of SST and
energy transports.
6.7

LOW LEVEL TROUGH AROUND LAKE VICTORIA

2
Lake Victoria with an areal extent of about 70 ,000krn has a vigorous circulation of its
own . A trough of low leve l pressure extends over lake Victoria and central Uganda throughout the year. The trough moves towards the centre of the l ake at night (Asnani et al 1 9 79).
A semi-permanent lee low is also evident over central Africa on the daily surface and
low l evel c harts. The seasonal characteristics of this t rough which extends in the NE-SW
direction from eastern Sudan to northern Angola has been discuss e d by Griffiths (1 97 2), and
Dhonn eur (1974).
6.8

EAST AFRI CAN LOW LEVE L JET

The structure and the dynamics of the East African low level Jet , together with its influence on the East African weather has been discussed by Findlater 1977 , Krishnamurti et al
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(1980), Hsu (1981), among many others. The Jet core is located 1 km above the mean sea
level, and the mean core speed is about 25m/s. This cross-equatorial jet is observed during the northern summer monsoon season. A five day oscilllation has be e n observed in the
jetstream intensity (Ngara 1977) .
7.
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English

APPLICATIONS OF METEOROLOGY TO RAIN-FED AGRICULTURE
IN SAHELIAN AFRICA
THE AGRHYMET SYSTEM
by Cheikh Bocar Coly{*)

Abstract

The inhabitants of the Sahel were abruptly reminded by the drought in
the early 1970's that the climate governed their whole lives.
Their health
and their countries' essentially agricultural economies depend on the 3 to
4-month rainy season each year : either it is good and life is possible that
year in the Sahel, or it is poor and the food self-sufficiency of thousands of
people is no longer assured .
They are then dependent on outside aid .
The Sahel is situated in a climatic zone whose agriculture is highly
sensitive to the weather, since, as mentioned above, the conditions there are
marginally sufficient for this activity.
The 1970's drought also highlighted the fact that no
agrometeorological services existed in the countries concerned whose
specialists could consider climatic and weather facto rs in relation to crop
growing, stock raising and other human activities .
These services the refore
had to be created from scratch : personnel at all leve ls had to be trained,
critical parameters for agriculture had to be monitored and more working tools
had to be provided, especially as regards observations and the exchange and
processing of information using advanced techniques, etc.
This is the ambitious programme of the AGRHYMET system created by the
Permanent Inter-State Committee for Drought Control in the Sahel {CILSS), to
which the . following countries belong : Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Chad ,
Gambia, Mali , Mauritania, Niger and Senegal, with the World Meteorological
Organization as Executing Agency.
The aim of this paper is to describe the operational AGRHYMET system
and its objectives in greater detail .

{* )

AGRHYMET Centre {CILSS/WMO/UNDP), P.O. Box 11011 Niamey, Niger

RDP 1583
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French

APPLICATIONS DE LA METEOROLOGIE A L'AGRICULTURE PLUVIALE
EN AFRIQUE SAHELIENNE : LE SYSTEME AGRHYMET
CHEIKH BOCAR COLY
CENTRE AGRHYMET (CILSS/OMM/PNUD)
B.P. 11011 NIAMEY NIGER

1. INTRODUCTION

La secheresse au Sahel du debut des annees 1970 a brutalement rappele a
I 'habitant de cette region du monde que le climat conditionnait toute sa vie et que la
sante de l' economie de son pays essentiellement agricole se jouai t en 3 ou 4 mois cheque

annee : ou bien la saison des pluies est bonne et la vie est possible cette annee la au
Sahel ou bien la saison des pluies est mediocre et la subsistence alimentaire de centaines
de milliers de personnes n' est plus assuree ; la survie des populations depend alors
largement de l'aide exterieure.
Le Sahel se trouve dans une zone climatique ou !'impact du temps sur
l' agriculture est tres sensible, car comme son nom l' indique ces conditions sont tres
marginales pour cette activite.
La secheresse au Sahel du debut des annees 1970 a revele qu'il n'existait pas
a cette epoque, dans les pays concernes, de service agrometeorologique dote de specialistes
de cette discipline, susceptibles de prendre en compte les facteurs climatiques et le temps
courant dans les activites humaines et en particulier dans les domaines agricole et
pastoral . Tout devait etre Fait dans ce domaine au Sahel
depuis la formation des
personnels a tous les niveaux jusqu'a la surveillance des parametres critiques pour
!'agriculture en passant par le renforcement des services en moyen de travail, notamment au
niveau des observations et de la circulation et du traitement des informations techniques .
C'est sur ce programme ambitieux qu'a ete construit le systeme AGRHYMET du
Comite Permanent Interetat de Lutte contre la Secheresse dans le Sahel (CILSS) auquel
participent le Burkina Faso, le Cap-Vert, la Gambie, le Mali, la Mauritanie, le Niger, le
Senegal et le Tchad et pour lequel l' Organisation Meteorologique Mondiale (OMM) a ete
choisie comme agence d'execution .
Nous nous attacherons dans cet expose a decrire plus particulierement le
systeme operationnel AGRHYMET apres .avoir defini les objectifs precis qui sont vises .
2. CONTRIBUTIONS POSSIBLES DE LA METEOROLOGIE A L'AGRICULTURE AU SAHEL
La production agricole au Sahel resul te d' un certain nombre de facteurs ;
parmi ces facteurs, la meteorologie apparait souvent comme limitant les possibilites de
productions' le parametre le plus important et ant bien sur la pluviometrie. DI une fai;:on
generale, l'homme n'a pas d'influence sur la meteorologie et ne peut que subir le temps, ou
realiser des travaux de nature a creer un microclimat favorable au niveau de la plante :
c'est ce qui se Fait en agriculture irriguee, ou un amenagement particulier permet de
s'affranchir de la contrainte pluviometrique . Quelle peut-e tre alors l'utilite de la
meteorologie pour !'agriculture ? Elle tiend dans l e Fait suivant : c'est que si on ne peut
agir sur le temps, on peut par contre agir sur les activites agricoles en fonction du
temps, mais pour ce faire, il faut connaitre ce dernier et sa fai;:on d'influer sur
!'agriculture ; tel est le but de l'agrometeorologie .
Nous allons maintenant donner des exemples plus precis.
2.1. Mieux connaitre et faire connaitre les parametres du climat
pertinents pour !'agriculture
informations
exploitees.

Beaucoup reste a faire dans ce domaine
de base (meme les .donnees pluviometriques

en
!)

Afrique Sahelienne , les
etant souvent peu ou mal
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Figure I

Organigramme de la circulation de !'information au
sein du Systeme AGRHYMET.
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3. CONTRIBUTIONS DU SYSTEME AGRHYMET A L 'AGRICULTURE PLUVIAL[ SAHELIENNE
Colllllent les pays du CILSS se sont-il organises pour repondre a toutes ces
attentes ? En creant le Systeme AGRHYMET veritable outil operationnel au niveau de chacun
des Etats membres du CILSS et au niveau regional. On peut distinguer au sein de ce
systeme :
des activites en

temps reel

operations de suivi et

operations

d I eV aluation
- des activ ites en temps differe' eludes generalement liees a l' existence
d'une banque de donnees.
3.1. Les activites en temps reel
Elles sont basees sur la circulation rapide des informations au sein du
Systeme AGRHYMET (figure 1). Celui-ci s'appuie sur les services existants dans chacun des
Etats : la Meteorologie, l'Agriculture et l'Hydrologie. Taus ces services sont fournisseurs
d'observations qui permettent un suivi des situations (et des previsions) tant au niveau de
chacun des Etats qu'au niveau regional. Au niveau national !'ensemble des observations est
mis a la disposition de tous dans ce qu' il a ete convenu d' appeler un Groupe de Travail
Pluridisciplinaire (G . T.P) charge d'analyser !'ensemble, d'en faire une synthese et de
publier des documents pour les differents utilisateurs nationaux. Ces docunents doivent
etre adaptes aux besoins et a leurs destinataires
decideurs OU monde rural (via
l'encadrement).
Les memes informations atteignent le Centre Regional ou, de la meme maniere,
elles subissent un traitement et une analyse dans le but d'atteindre une synthese regionale
des situations c:tecrivant les caracteres dominants et les tendances generales sur de vastes
regions de la zone sahelienne . Cette synthese est susceptible d'interesser les decideurs ou
les inst ances r egi onales et les instances internationales en leur offrant des informations
fiables et r apides sur l'evolution de l'hivernage .
Ces ope rations de suivi (au niveau national et au niveau regional) ou de
previ s i on (au niveau national
les conseils aux paysans) reposent sur des moyens de
communication nationau x et re gio naux , consti tues essentiellement par les r eseau x
me teorol ogiques et les re seaux administratifs de commandement , ainsi que des moyens
i nformatiques dans chacun des Etats comme au Centre Regional .
Le G. T. P. est un acquis original et efficace . il permet au niveau de chaque
etat de faire travailler ensemble des services qui souvent
n'en avaient pas l'habitude .
Le role du Centre Regional est aussi de mettre a la disposition de chacun des
Etats des methodologies communes (par exemple au niveau de !'observation de l'etat des
cultures, de leur codification et de leur transmission au niveau central de chaque Etat
comme au niveau regional) ainsi que des logiciels informatiques standardises d'acquisition
et de traitement des donnees (par exemple : le calcul du bilan hydrique des cultures ou de
la reserve en eau des sols par la methode de Frere et Popov/FAO)
3 . 2 . Les Activites en temps differe
Les activites en temps differe du systeme AGRHYMET consistent essentiellement
entretenir et a alimenter une banque regionale de donnees agrometeorologiques et de
mettre ces donnees a la disposition de tous les utilisateurs dans les meilleures conditions
d'acces
possibles .
Les utilisateurs peuvent etre aussi bien les services
sgrometeorologiques nation s ux eux-memes desirsnt entreprendre certsines etudes, que des
specialistes d'autres domaines ayant besoin de cette information pour leurs propres etudes.

a

On a deja expose l'utilite de ces etudes pour la planification.
Par ailleurs, le systeme operationnel AGRHYMET utilise bien entendu lui- meme
les ressources de cette banque dans ses activites en temps reel, par exemple pour replacer
l a pluviometrie d'une saison dans l'ensemble des saisons precedentes et faire des
compara isons utiles etc.
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On base par exemple souvent une etude sur des valeurs moyennes arithmetiques
de precipitations, alors qu' i l serait plus judicieux de faire reference a des parametres
statistiques tels que la mediane ou des percentiles. Une description statistique complete
de la pluviometrie et de son comportement reste a faire pour le Sahe!.
On sait que la temperature est souvent un facteur limitant de !'agriculture ;
mais · si des observations ont ete pratiquees ponctuellement sur ce parametre, il n'existe la
encore aucune etude complete de la question dens la region.
pour appuyer

L'estimation du potentiel eolien regional, qui pourrait se reveler tres utile
developper !'irrigation reste a faire.

OU

On pourrait multiplier les exemples ; une fois cette connaissance de base
acquise, on peut l'utiliser pour prendre des decisions.
2.2. Apprendre a gerer les ressources en eau disponibles
Le premier objectif de l'agrometeorologie est de permettre aux saheliens de
gerer les ressources en eau pour !'agriculture. On peut par exemple proceder de diverses
fagons :
- Au niveau des decideurs les etudes climatologiques doivent permettre de
choisir les nouvelles zones d' implantation de telle ou telle culture en fonction des
potentialites "hydriques" de ces zones, ou d'optimiser pour une zone donnee les choix de
varietes en fonction des besoins en . eau de ces varietes et des potentialites .
- Au niveau du monde rural il s' agit de conseiller les paysans dens la
conduite de leurs travaux agricoles afin qu' ils profitent au maximum du temps et de
minimiser les risques de perte partielle OU totale de recolte
quand planter, quand
sarcler , quand demarier, quand appliquer des trai tements phytosani ta ires etc. Il s' agi t
aussi de conseiller aux eleveurs nomades des parcours tels que le betail puisse trouver
fourrage et eau en quanti te suffisante, ·en assurant simul tenement une gestion rationnelle
de ces ressources.
11

y

a

la

une

contribution

directe

a

la

lutte

pour

l'autosuffisance

alimentaire.
Ce qui precede montre clairement que le systeme AGRHYMET doit travailler dens
deux directions : celle des decideurs nationaux et celle du monde paysan. Les messages
attendus sont tres differents et on imagine d'emblee les difficultes auxquelles on va ~tre
confronte : nous y reviendrons.
2.3. Apprendre a evaluer !'impact du temps sur les cultures
et prevoir les productions
Une autre reponse sur le . role possible de !'application de la meteorologie a
l' agriculture est incontestablement d' exploiter prospectivement les liens indeniables qui
existent entre le temps (et en particulier la pluviometrie) pendant l' hi vernage et les
rendements agricoles. Les chercheurs ant etudie ce lien climat-rendement, et on dispose
maintenant de methodes applicables couramment permettant d'estimer par avance et avec une
qualite acceptable ce que seront les rendements moyens d'une saison. 11 s'agit la d'une
information importante qui, communiquee en temps utile, permettra de prendre toute mesure
appropriee en cas de situation a probleme. Cette connaissance peut permettre aux Etats
saheliens de realiser des economies substancielles s'ils sont amenes a pratiquer des achats
sur le marche des cereales par exemple, les cours etant sensibles aux pointes de demandes.
Remarquons que les grands negociants en grain utilisent deja ces methodes pour leurs
propres besoins. Par ailleurs, un avertissement donne suffisamment a l'avance laisse plus
de temps pour organiser l'acheminement des denrees achetees, acheminement toujours
problematique en Afrique.
Ce qui precede montre une direction supplementaire d'action du Systeme
AGRHYMET dens son objectif de prise en compte des facteurs lies au temps dans les activites
des nations saheliennes.
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4. ETAT ACTUEL DU PROGRAMME : BILAN ET PERSPECTIVES
Le Programme AGRHYMET n' a debute sa phase operationnelle qu' en 1982 et les
operations de suivi des cultures pluviales ant effectivement debute avec l'hivernage 1983.
Les observations sont recueillies et transmises convenablement au niveau national comme au
niveau regional. Les Composantes nationales et le Centre Regional procedent aux analyses
periodiques et publient en principe au rythme decadaire des bulletins agrometeorologiques
largement diffuses.
Au niveau national des efforts restent a faire pour augmenter la
participation au Systeme des services agricoles tant dans la recolte des observations
phenologiques a multiplier qu'au niveau de la rediffusion des informations et des conseils
aux pa ysans.
Si la necessite d'un suivi du meme type pour les paturages a ete reconnu, a
peu pres tout reste a faire
dans ce domaine en conuneni;:ant par la definition d' une
methodologie des observations. Qu'il s'agisse du suivi des cultures comme de celui des
paturages, la mise au point de methodologies basees sur l' observation par satellite est
tres attendue au sein du Systeme AGRHYMET, celui-ci etant appele a devenir tres rapidement
un exploitant et done un client de ces methodologies.
En attendant, les methodologies "trad i tionnelles" ( avec observateur au sol)
doivent etre ameliorees. Une calibration sur l' ensemble de la zone Sahelienne de l' impact
du temps sur l'etat des cultures et sur les rendements attendus est en cours. Elle devrait
permettre une amelioration sensible de la prevision des recol tes et done, en cas de
deficit, une plus grande efficacite dans l'approvisionnement des populations touchees.
CONCLUSION
Le CILSS avec l'aide de l'OMM a reagi a la repetition des annees seches au
cours de la derniere decennie par la mise en place d'un syteme unique au monde de par son
caractere regional, qui permet d'ores et deja de disposer d'informations interessantes pour
la prise de decision dans le domaine de l' agriculture. La mise en place d' un systeme
coherent d'utilisation de la meteorologie au service des activites agricoles permet
d'esperer des ameliorations sensibles dans la voie de la recherche de la securite
alimentaire. 11 reste beaucoup de travail pour rendre toujours plus efficace ce systeme
operationnel regional. Les responsables de ce programme sont tres attentifs a toutes les
recherches qui, comme celles qui sont exposees dans cette conference, aboutissent a une
meilleure comprehension du temps et du climat sur l'Afrique sahelienne.
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APPLICATIONS DE LA METEOROLOGIE A L'AGRICULTURE EN AFRIQUE
par
J.R. Milford
Departement de meteorologie, Universite de Reading, Royaume-Uni
RESUME

Le climat exerce des contraintes sur l'agriculture en Afrique; or,
les variations interannuelles des conditions meteorologiques peuvent etre
causes d'abondance ou de famine. Les questions que nous examinerons ici
portent moins sur l'importance de ces phenomenes que la mesure dans laquelle
nos connaissances et notre comprehension de la meteorologie ont contribue
ameliorer la production agricole et sur la maniere dont elles pourront le
mieux y parvenir par la suite. Le meteorologiste
lui seul ne peut guere
progresser et il lui faut travailler en collaboration etroite avec ceux qui
connaissent et gerent l'agriculture locale. De meme, nous sommes toujours en
concurrence avec l'experience accumulee au cours de nombreuses generations.
Les pratiques agricoles actuelles sont basees sur les perceptions de la
climatologie locale et il convient d'en tenir compte lorsque l'on pretend
progr esser. Au cours des quinze prochaines annees, l' efficacite des methodes
de prevision saisonniere a des chances de s'ameliorer. L'etude des liens avec
les anomalies oceaniques est des plus prometteuse. Les methodes de prevision
saisonniere ont ete recemment passees en revue et quelques-unes ont ete mises
jour avec uncertain succes. Les previsions fondees sur les periodicites
statistiques ne semblent pas fiables. Nous devrons done examiner ensuite
quelles mesures pourraient etre prises pour ameliorer l'economie agricole si
l'on disposait de previsions saisonnieres. On fournira des exemples de choix
plus appropries. L'utilisation de la climatologie pour reduire les risques
economiques sera egalement mentionnee. Les methodes ameliorees permettent de
decrire le climat de maniere plus complete, y compris sa variabilite dans le
temps et dans ·1•espace, ainsi que les risques qui en decoulent pour
l'agriculture . La FAO et l'OMM encouragent l'utilisation des informations
disponibles
cet egard. Nous remarquerons que les sols ont autant
d'importanc e que le climat. Les progres de la technologie informatique ont
ete d'une grande aide : la qualite et la quantite des donnees d'entree
doivent se maintenir au niveau des possibilites de traitement. Nous
examinerons ensuite les previsions meteorologiques
moyenne et
courte
echeance, ainsi que leur utilisation presente et future. En donnant des
conseils sur les travaux agricoles tributaires des conditions meteorologiques,
nous devons tenir compte de la variabilite des precipitations
petite
echelle, des choix qui se presentent aux personnes conseillees et de la
maniere dont les conseils sont diffuses. Les satellites aideront
ameliorer
l'etendue de la zone couverte par les donnees sur le temps present plutot que
les previsions. L'interpretation de ces donnees en fonction du bilan hydrique
demande une connaissance des pertes par interception, de l'utilisation de
l'eau par les cultures et de l'evaporation au-dessus de sols nus : pour ces
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sujets, il est necessaire de faire appel au concours de specialistes du sol,
de l'agriculture et d'autres disciplines. En dernier lieu, ~ous examinerons
les divers usages de la micrometeorologie. A cet egard, la theorie nous
permet de generaliser a partir d'un p~tit nombre d'experiences puis
d'appliquer les resultats obtenus a des cas particuliers : les travaux
d'irrigation et !'utilisation de paillis sont de bons exemples. Si l'on veut
que les milieux agricoles se rendent compte des avantages qu'ils peuvent
retirer de la meteorologie, il faut disposer d'une base d'informations. Dans
une large mesure, il existe deja une base de donnees meteorologiques, avec des
archives et des reseaux nationaux, regionaux et mondiaux. Il convient de
maintenir les normes de qualite et d'integrer les nouveaux systemes aux
systemes existants. Il faudra fournir un effort beaucoup plus grand pour
etablir une base de donnees agricoles correspondante af in de valider les
nouvelles idees et les modeles. Par ailleurs, l'OMM rassemble deja les
informations sur les methodes disponibles dans le domaine de la meteorologie
agricole. La deuxieme ressource essentielle est le personnel. Nous avons
besoin d'un beaucoup plus grand nombre de scientifiques ayant des
connaissances suffisantes de la meteorologie et de l'agriculture pour pouvoir
deceler et encourager les nombreux modes d'interaction utiles de ces deux
disciplines. Cela implique un programme elargi de formation professionnelle
pour les agrometeorologistes a tous les niveaux. Il est d'ailleurs tout aussi
important d'eduquer les hommes politiques, les cadres, les fonctionnaires, les
agriculteurs et le grand public.
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AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS OF METEOROLOGY IN AFRICA
J R Milford

Department of Meteorology, University of Reading, UK.
INTRODUCTION
Everyone accepts that climate is a primary limiting factor in agriculture in Africa; interannual variations can bring plenty or famine, and local variations in a particular year may
force some communities off the land while others in the same nation prosper. Floods and
weather-related outbreaks of pests and diseases may also bring disaster. The questions to
be considered here are not so much the importance of such effects, but how far our knowledge
and understanding of meteorology has contributed to improvements in agricultural production,
and how it can best do so in the future. Equally, how far can it help individual farmers or
whole nations to reduce the effect of adverse events? This paper aims to give illustrative
examples rather than a comprehensive review.
It is hard to separate out the effects of any one part of our scientific knowledge, especially in a subsistence economy where the gain is an improved standard of living or chance of
survival (1). A few studies, such as that by Stewart and Hash (2) quantify the economic
benefit which could be gained from the use of meteorological information in agricultural
decisions. However, sweeping claims for meteorology in agriculture are certainly out of
order, because benefits always arise from interdisciplinary enterprises: the meteorologist
must always work very closely with those who unde rstand and manage the local agriculture,
and with the soil scientists and the hydrologists. Also, we must remember that we are
always competing with the accumulated experience of many generations; this means that information on the perceived local climatology is already used (and folk-lore which may use as
indicators events which are related to weather anomalies in ways we do not yet understand).
The consequences are that all claims for forecasts must be compared with climatology. To
test the benefit of additional meteorological information we strictly need to supply it to
one group, and keep a control group in ignorance. Repeating this often enough to give reliable statistics is not likely to be popular with the control group if any substantial _benefit
is seen , as was found in a recent experiment in Mali.
METEOROLOGICAL FORECASTS FOR AGRICULTURE
Meteorology is largely concerned with making forecasts on various time scales. In this section the availability and possible usefulness of forecasts on various time scales is discussed.
LONG RANGE FORECASTS
Climate forecasts, or those more than a few months ahead, would clearly be useful to those
who can influence long term agricultural strategy. However, the use of such forecasts is
ruled out for the present due to the technical problems of making them, and the political
difficulty of taking preventative action on anything but a certainty.
There are many decisions which could be taken by individual farmers in the seasonally arid
regions if sound rainfall forecasts were available at the end of the dry season. Meteorology
is not in a position to offer such forecasts yet, as is clear from work by Lamb (3) or
Greenhut (4) and others reviewed by Watkins (5). There is a wealth of current work on events
which may be related to the El-Nino phenomenon and to anomalies in the general circulation.
There is hope here, particularly as correlations with the Southern Oscillation point to a
dynamical basis, but the Indian Monsoon and South American rainfall seem to show larger
effects than does the African region. These 'ENSO' results rarely show sufficient lag for
them to be used as predictors however (6). Earlier promising results, using
700 mb geopotent ial anomalies (7) have proved disappointing when updated over the last ten
years (8). The pur~ly statistical approach, which uses the combination of a number of
periodicities found from past rainfall series is unlikely to provide reliable forecasts,
since this approach has already led to so many false trails.
Suppos~ng we can produce seasonal forecasts which are proved to be better than climatology,
who will use them in agricultural decisions? In the case of rain-fed cereal crops a choice
could be made between varieties of maize which take about 100 days to maturity or those which
take 120 days. The latter will give as much as 25% greater yield if the rains last long
enou~h, but perhaus as much less if they a re short.
Another chan~e may be to switch to
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sorghum for a poor rainly season, and within the traditional sorghums it is known that
varieties which are photoperiod-sensitive will at least give some yield in a season which
had a very late start to the rains, whereas the insensitive variety will never reach
maturity. In farming operations which use irrigation all forward planning makes assumptions
on the quantity of water which will be available: dependable :forecasts would be invaluable.
However, the minimum accuracy which could be used in all these cases is high. Statisticians
may show us that using a particular set o:f :forecasts would increase mean production and profit over a nlH!lber of years but the variability is likely a ls o to be increased. Many farming
systems have evolved to minimise risk as much as maximise profit so we cannot expect to sell
a forecast which leads to only a marginal increase in yield, especially if the :first one
happens to be wrong.
SHORT AND MEDIUM RANGE FORECASTS
Many operational decisions could be improved if a reliable forecast is available for a
period of one to ten days ahead, but in each case it has to be clear that the user of the
forecast has a real choice. Examples include decisions on whether to plant after an early
shower, which will be wise if more substantial rain is to follow soon, but not otherwise.
Similarly, weeding and fertilising operations may be wasted if they are followed by heavy
rain. Extreme high temperatures, or frosts may cause appreciable damage in some areas of
Africa, and may be forecast by conventional means: but can the farmer act to reduce the
damage even if he has a warning?
The s hort range forecasts available in most parts of Africa will have to be tailored to
these particular requirements if they are to be accepted. Since the density of surface conventional synoptic stations will inevitably be low, greater reliance will be placed on observations from satellites (9). The medium range forecasts must derive from global models,
and all are on coarse grids, typically nearly 200 km between grid points. They can thus
give only a very broad picture, and given the spatial variability of convective rainfall
their usefulness for agriculture must be in doubt. We need to assess the potential of
such forecasts and encourage their refinement.
MONITORING WATER BALANCES
Meteorological forecasting on various time scales appears to have limited input to agriculture. Monitoring the current state of affairs, however, will yield more immediate gains.
The most urgent problem is to measure the input into the water budget, i.e. the precipitation. The extreme spatial variability means that an impossibly high density of conventional
gauges would be needed to give an accurate area measurement. Satellite observations must be
used for complete cover. To deduce rainfall amounts we must use a variety of indirect
methods (10) and in the development and assessment of these, meteorology plays a major role.
We should also note that analyses from the ECMWF produce estimates of precipitation on a
larger scale from the dynamics, but as yet these need further refinement before they can be
judged useful for agricultural purposes.
To assess the water available for agriculture we must know evaporation rates also. This is
only one of a number of outputs from micrometeorolgy, usually though models which are also
needed to make deductions on soil moisture from the thermal inertia method (11). Of course,
we can not get far here without collaboration with crop scientists, soil scientists and
hydrologists. These last are essential when we study areas where run-off, above or below
the surface, concentrates the water in arid regions and makes some agriculture possible.
Engineers then work on various scales to supplement the natural storage capacity, while
hydrologists will calculate the maximum sustainable extraction from aquifers and 'fossil'
reserves.
The water balance alone does not tell us everything we need to know by any means. For
example, in the rangelands the nutrient supply is often the limiting factor (12) and an
excess of soluble salts may damage irrigated areas.
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CLIMATOLOGY IN LAND USE PLANNING AND MONITORING
Land use plann ing, or agro-ecological zoning is not a new concept (1 3). Re finement is
possible as longer runs of data and new met h ods of analysis become a vailable ( 14). Knowl edge of soil and crop characteristics is v ital, but the rainfall is a c riti cal factor.
Not only the means but the s easonality, and the variability between years must be looked at
in detail. The information is then used in various styles of model, from crop-weather
statistical models, through simulation of water balances season by season a nd their effec t
on yield to more mechanistic and physiologically based models. At the pre sent time the
middle group is the most generally useful, but the best method to solve any particular
problem will only be found by agriculturalists and met eorologists looking together at the
particulars of both problem and available data. Litera ture on models is abundant (1 5 , 16 ).
In land use planning, air, and soil temperatures are often as important as water a vailability. Solar radiation is a direct input to crop growth; it seems to be a minor contributor
to va riability in space and time, possibly becaus e of frequent light-saturat ion of plants ,
but also because the good data needed for research is rare.
Once the crop pattern is established, long term or in a particular year, gov ernments and
other institutions have an interest in knowing how the season is progressing. The climatological networks, perhaps with accelerated communications can give this information, and
small computers can make analyses and comparisons with background climatologies in a very
short "time. The magnitude and the agricultural consequence of anomalies is then assessed,
as in the CMEWS project in Tanzania using appropriate crop forecasting models (17),
MICROMETEORLOGY
It seems particularly difficult to generalise on the uses of micrometeorology in agriculture.
In 1972 Smith ( 18) catalogued me.ny practical anpplica.+ ions of micrometeorology, and since

that time there has been a multitude of further u s e~, often by people with no formal· meteorological training. Most often benefit arises from the application of general physical
principles, and some knowledge of the atmosphere near the ground and the ways in which it
interacts with plants, animals or buildings.
·
As examples, ideas of turbulent transfer exchange run through crop production models and
measurements, while radiation distributions within a crop canopy are used to calculate
photosynthesis and also leaf temperatures. Dispersal and deposition of spores, insects and
sprays may be calculated. A particularly useful approach is that of Stigter (19) who has
analysed the effects of traditional practices. This shows why these practices are beneficial and helps to teach us how far this use could be extended. Shading, mulching and
intercropping provide typical examples.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has emphasized the need for meteorology to contribute to solutions to specific
problems in agriculture. To select soluble problems and appropriate methods will always be
a thoroughly interdisciplinary activity, for individuals or groups. Since the range of
necessary contributions is so wide, those people making the initial study are unlikely to
have a profound knowledge of all necessary aspects, so they must know what to look for, and
have ready access to a well-organised data oase. This data base has three main components,
meteorological, agricultural and methodological. The first largely exists already with
national, regional and global networks and archives. Standards must be maintai ned, and new
systems integrated with existing ones. The matching agricultural data base is largely
miss in g and we need much more data on test crops under standard cultivation over a number of
y ears and sites, particularly to validate new models and ideas. Thirdly, information on
available methods in agricultural meteorology is already being collated by WMO under the
World Climate Programme, and this deserves our whole-hearted support.
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TROPICAL FORECASTS AT ECMWF AND THEIR SENSITIVITY TO PARAMETRISATION SCHEMES
G. Sommeria
European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
Shinfield Park, Reading, RG2 9AX, England
The performance of the forecasting system in tropical regions has deserved
increasing attention at ECMWF in the last few years . This is based on the assumptions that
present modelling and parametrisation techniques can bring substantial imp roveme nts to the
quality of tropical forecasts and that the improvement of tropical short range forecasts is
a necessary condition for the improvement of medium-range forecasts in temperate
latitudes.
At the time of the Dakar meeting, work was simultaneously going on in order to
assess the quality of the forecast and the systematic errors in the tropics and in order to
improve parametrisation schemes for the representation of physical processes. The first
aspect will be presented here with the information available at that time, and minimal
updating . The second part of the Dakar's presentation dealt with research work on
parametrisation schemes which was on-going in 1984. Since then most of the features
discussed have been included in the ECMWF operational model and can now be presented with
updated results from research and operational forecasts.
QUALITY OF THE FORECASTS AND SYSTEMATIC ERRORS OF THE ECMWF MODEL IN THE TROPICS
This part summarizes results from two studies by w. Reckley (1985) and M. Kanamitsu
(1985) which give an overview of the characteristics of tropical forecast in the ECMWF
model in 1983. It also makes use of statistics produced operationally at ECMWF to monitor
the quality of the forecast in various regions of the world, and which have been updated to
1987.
Several features of the tropical atmosphere contribute to the difficulty of the
f orecast in comparison with temperate regions: the weak coupling of the mass and wind
fields which prevents approximations based on geostrophy for the assimilation of data and
for forecasting techniques, the relative importance of small scale energy sources in the
dynamics of transient phenomena and the sensitivity of local weather patterns to the
large-scale forcing.
This difficulty is furthermore increased by the poor covera ge of
upper air observational data which would particularly be needed in the · tropics.
Figs . 1a,b,c illustrate the evolution of the quality of the ECMWF forecast in the
tropical belt (18°S-18°N) from 1980 to 1986, as measured by the characteristics of the
850 mb wind field.
The rms error of the 24 hour model forecast, Fig. 1a, shows a fairly
steady decrease from near 4 ms-1 in 1980 to less than 3 ms-1 in 1985 and 1986. The rms
error of the corresponding persistence forecast used as a reference, Fig. 1b, has remained
between 3 . 5 and 4 ms-1.
A measure of the forecast skill at low level, the forecast time at
which the 850 mb wind correlation between the forecast and the analysis reaches 0.6 (Fig.
1c), shows a steady increase from about 2 days in 1980 to slightly over 4 days at present.
Those results are strongly modulated by seasonal and regional variations. The improvements
in recent years is linked to an overall better performance of the model, a better analysis
and assimilation scheme and a better use of satellite data, which seem to compensate the
deterioration of the observational network since the FGGE. Recent changes in
parametrisation schemes described below have also noticeably improved the quality of
tropical forecasts.
A good understanding of the difficulty of forecasting in tropical regions is given
by a comparison of the rms error of the forecast and the climatological variance of the
analyzed fields computed during a sufficiently large period of time. Fig. 2 illustrates
this point by displaying ratios of rms error of the 850 mb height field to the
climatological variance as a function of latitude and forecast time, during summer 1983 and
winter 19B3-84. The shaded area indicates where the above ratio is greater than 1, that is
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RMS error of the 24 hour forecast of vector wind for the who l e tropical belt.
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a) Model forecast a t 850 mb.
b) Persistence forecast at 850 mb.
c) Forecast day on which the 850 mb vector wind
correlation reaches 0.6.
The thin solid line indicates area mean, monthly mean values, the thick solid
line is a 12 month moving average.
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Figure 2

Variations of the ratio of root mean squa re error of height and the
climatological variance as a function of latitude (abscis sa) and forecast day
(ordinate).
a) 850 mb in summer,
b) 850 mb in winter.
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Mean forecast error at day 5 of the temperature field averaged for all
operational forecasts in
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- 158 where there i s no forecast skill in terms of the rms error. The figure shows that
predictability in the tropics is generally much less than that in the extratropics except
at some latitudes in winter.
A similar analysis at 200 mbar shows a larger contrast
between the tropics and temperate regions and indicates a larger systematic bias of the
tropical forecast at high altitude.
An important component of the forecast error in the tropics is related to a
systematic drift of the model towards a wrong climatology, a defect which seems to be
common, up to some extent, to most forecast models. A complete documentation of the
systematic errors has been undertaken at ECMWF and forms a basis to measure future progress
in the model formulation.
The drift of the temperature field in the tropics during winter
with the 1983 model is displayed in Fig. 3a).
It shows a systematic warming between 300
and 50 mb over the tropi cal belt reaching .8 deg/day near 150 mb and a systematic cooling
in most of the troposphere reching .4 deg/day near 600 mb.
This tends to displace upwards
the mean tropopause height in the forecasts from and to increase the thermal stability over
most of the tropical troposphere.
A systematic drift of the wind field in sub-tropical
regions appears to be directly connected to this temperature error pattern.
The forecast errors mentioned earlier and seen on the velocity and height fields
are explained partly by the systematic model drift and partly by the difficulty to forecast
transient features of the tropical atmosphere.
Although the overall predictability of the
meteorological fields appears to be limited to about 2-3 days depending on the skill
indicator, the predictability of transient features may be larger, as suggested by
statistical results obtained at ECMWF by Kanamitsu (1985). This leaves some hope for
future improvements in so far as the systematic errors can be corrected.
REPRESENTATION OF MOIST PROCESSES IN THE ECMWF MODEL
An accurate representation of physical processes and especially of sub-grid scale
moist processes is particularly important for the forecast in the tropics where the
dynamics is mostly controlled by small scale heat sources associated with the water cycle.
In order to give an overview on this subject the main features of the present 1986 ECMWF
operational model are summarized here, with emphasis on the new features of thermodynamic
parametrisation schemes.
The ECMWF forecast model used operationally since 1st May 1985 is a global spectral
model with triangular truncation at wavenumber 106, which allows a resolution of horizontal
motions with a half wavelength of approximately 190 km uniform over the globe.
It
contained 16 levels in the vertical until the 13 May 1986 when 3 additional levels were
added in the stratosphere (Fig . 4). The vertical coordinate is a linear combination of
pressure and reduced pressure (so-called a coordinate) which allows the upper levels to
coincide with pressure levels and lower levels to coincide with a le vels following the
height of the model lower boundary. The model
orography is based on the envelope concept
where dynamical effects of subgrid orographic
features are represented by an increase of the
lower model boundary over the grid-averaged
200
height; this increase corresponds to one
standard deviation of subgrid orographic
features described with a horizontal
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resolution of 10' of arc.
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Figure 4

Vertical distribution of
levels in the latest
version of the ECMWF
operational model
(since 13 May 1986).

Whereas the basic model dynamics is
computed in spherical harmonics, the physical
forcing and surface fields are computed on the
Gaussian grid of the model which corresponds
to a horizontal resolution of 1.125 degree in
latitude and longitude. This is also the grid
which is used for the basic output of the
model, before any spatial smoothing for
operational dissemination.

The parametrisation schemes include
the major types of physical forcings.
Some
correspond to grid-scale processes such as
stratiform precipitation, and the computation
of basic radiative effects. Most of them
however correspond to subgrid-scale processes;
they include the input of heat, water vapour and momentum at the lower model boundary as
surface turbul ent fluxes, their vertical distribution within the mode l levels by diffusion

- 159 and convection, the formation of clo uds an d' as sociated radiative ef fects.
The discussi on
will focus here on the representation of the water cycle and a ssociated thermodynami c
e ffects which have recently been the object of special attentio n .
The representation of surface fluxes is one of the important components of the model
physics. Whereas the heat and mome n tum fluxes are usually formulated according to the
Moni n-Obukhov surface layer similarity theo ry, the moisture flux over land is strongly
dependent on the soil properties and on the vege tation cover.
Recent tests have
demonstrated the sensitivity of the foreca st to the way this is fo rmulated in the model.
It directly affects the amplitude of the diurnal cycle and the precipitation pattern over
land, and within a f ew days the elements of the global heat and water budgets, the
dynamical response being slower and more difficult to identify. This lead to the
develop ment of a new land-surface scheme in the
""'
ECMWF model which takes into account the basic
"'
properties of a vegetation cover. Three layers a r e
considered within the soil for which temperature
and moisture storage are computed (or prescribed by
climatology for the deepest one). Each model grid
box ove r land is characteriz~d by a fractional
vegetation cover and computations are done
differently over the bare soil fraction and the
vegetated fraction.
The main properties of th e
vegetation cover which are taken into account ar e
the s tomatal resist a nce to evapotranspiration, the
root uptake of moisture from deep soil layers and
9SO
""
the collection of precipitation or dew by the
"""
'"'" canopy.
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The representation of vertical diffusion b y
mo ist processes has been the object of important
developments in the ECMWF's operational model .
(Tiedtke et al., 1987). Most forecast models use a
"dry" vertical diffusion scheme which mainly
represents the mixing by clo ud free boundary layer
turbulence and possibly some aspects of clear air
turbulence above the boundary layer . Moist
processes are then only considered in the deep
convection scheme as one me chanism for the
formation of precip itations .
Systematic
defic i enc ies found in the simulation of the
boundary layer thermodynamic structure and in the
intensity of tropical hea t sources in the earlier
version of the model motivated the development of a
shallow convection scheme, which is one technique
to represent boundary layer moist processes or
vertical exchanges by non-precipitating clouds.

The shallow convection scheme presently
implemented is a natural extension of the
-10
eddy-coefficient boundary layer parametrisation :
an additional vertical mixing is assumed within a
cloud layer for which cloud base and cloud top are
'""
"" computed from grid-averaged thermodynamic profiles.
"'
""' The formulation was tested in one-column
""
'""
""' simulations of ATEX as one example of steady state
trade-wind boundary layer (Fig. S). The ECMWF dry
Figure S
formulation, which was in operation at that time,
One-dimensional simulation
underestimated the PBL height, and moisture tended
of the vertical distribution of
to accumulate in a shallow almost saturated layer
temperature and moisture for ATEX
(Fig. Sa). The new scheme (Fig. Sb) allows the
(undisturbed period), considered as moisture and heat mixing over a deeper layer, the
a typical trade-wind situation.
upper part formin g a PBL cloud layer with a
(a) Operational scheme. (b) New
conditionally unstable laps e rate. The inversion
scheme (deep+ shallow convection), strength and the moisture gradient at the inversion
(c) Observed mean state.
are decreased, these features corresponding well
with the observed mean state (Fig. Sc) .

'""
"""
'""

- 160 The next major element of the model physics is the parametrisation of deep
convection which in practice accounts for a large part of the model's precipitation and
for most of it in the tropical belt.
It is based on the Kuo concept whereby
precip itating convection occurs in conditionally unstable layers as soon as moisture
convergence added to surface evaporat i on corresponds to a positive moisture input. The
ve rtical distribution of the result ing moistening and heating has been the object of
severa l investigations.
In the ECMWF model, the vertical distribution of the moistening
is assumed to be proportional to the local saturation deficit of the environment, the
proportionality coefficient being itself defined from the mean saturation deficit in the
cloud layer.
Recent modifications have been made in the computation of this moisten i ng
parameter towards an increase of the heating and a decrease of the moistening. After
testing against composite GATE data, this modification , along with a change in the cloud
base computat i on, was included in the new model physics. At the same time a new cloud
cover formulation, described below, was introduced.
The formulation of cloud cover is the other major area of interest with respect
to the water cycle.
In most present global forecast models and it is the case at ECMWF,
the cloud cover is computed only for its effect on radiat ive fluxes and does not directly
affect precipitation processes. The cloud liquid water storage is neglected and large
scale precipi tation is assumed to occur as soon as saturation is reached in the average
over a grid volume.
The deep convection scheme itself does not require any information
on the corresponding cloud cover, although an empirical formulation is now used to relate
an assumed convective fractional cloud cover to the precipitation rate computed by the
deep convection scheme. Convective cloud base and top are also supplied by the
convection scheme.
In addition the present ECMWF scheme (Slingo, 1987) allows for three
types of layer clouds (high, middle and low level) computed by empirical formulae making
use of relative humidity, convective activity (for anvil cirrus), vertical velocity and
atmospheric stability (f or boundary layer clouds).
IMPACT OF RECENT MODEL CHANGES ON TROPICAL FORECASTS
A series of forecast experiments has been made to assess the impact of the new
features mentioned above.
The new cloud scheme has some impact on the forecast through
its effect on the radiative field but of substantially smaller magnitude than the
convection changes and occurring mostly in the second half of a ten-day forecast.
The
two convection modifications, changes in the deep convection scheme and introduction of
the shallow convection scheme, have complementary effects which are difficult to
dissociate from each other.
Shallow convection effectively transports moisture from the
lower part of the boundary layer into a PBL cloud layer . This effect is most pronounced
in the trades where it counteracts the drying and warming effect of the mean downward
motion, and leads to a deeper and moister PBL over most of the tropical belt. These
conditions are more favourable for deep convection, which is thus enhanced in convergence
areas. The moisture balance must be maintained by a larger moisture supply through
evaporation from the oceans, and this results in a substantial increase of all components
of the water cycle.
An an illustration, precipitation rates during a 10-day forecast period,
initiated on 11 June 1979, are compared between a control run (Fig. 6a) and experiments
where the deep convection scheme has been modified (Fig. 6b) and where, in addition, a
shal l ow convection scheme has been added (Fig. 6c ) . Jaeger's (1 976 ) data are used as an
indication of climatology for the corresponding month (Fig. 6d) although precipitation
data are not very reliable over the oceans. Compared to the control run, the modified
convection scheme brings considerably higher precipitation rates a long the ITCZ
downstream of the trades (Atlantic and North Brazil, Central Pacific, Indian Ocean, and
sma ller rates over Indonesia, the differences exceeding 5 mm/day in some areas. The
overall precipitation pattern is qualitatively in better agreement with available
climatology. The effect of shallow convection only is to organise precipitation areas
which otherwise are spread in a rather random fashion and to reinforce precipitation
maxima in convergence areas. The global precipitations are increased global l y by about
30% by the fully modified scheme, mostly in the winter hemisphere and in the tropics,
part of the contribution coming from the shallow convection.
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a)

Figure 6

Precipitation forecast maps averaged over a 10-day period starting on 11 June
1979.
(a) Operational scheme.
(b) Modified deep convection scheme.
(c) Fully modified scheme (deep+ shallow convection).
(d) Climatological June
map from Jaeger (1976).

The modifications of the water cycle have a direct impact on the temperature
fields in the tropics through the diabatic heating by latent heat release and through and
enhanced Hadley circulation, which is itself a consequence of more intense tropical
convective heat sources.
The modifications of the heat sources lead to significant
changes in the simulation of the tropical circulation as illustrated on Fig. 7 for the
5-10 day mean flow at 850 mb.
Main features at this level are a strengthening of the
trade winds, particularly over the Atlantic, the disappearance of a spurious westerly
flow over Africa, and a strengthening and improvement of the Indian Monsoon circulation.
Similar improvements are occurring at 200 mb, with for example a larger cross-equatorial
and more divergent flow over East Africa as a consequence of the more intense Indian
Monsoon.
Those features appear relatively early in a forecast, typically after 2 days of
simu lation and tend to have an impact, generally positive, on the temperate circulation
after about 4-5 days.
The results presented here have been confirmed by a series of
simulations covering all seasons and various flow configurations which lead to the
decision to implement this modified convection scheme in the new high resolution ECMWF
operational model in May 1985.
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Recent model changes have greatly improved the signature of the systematic
forecast errors, especially in the tropics.
This is clearly one necessary condition for
the forecast of transient systems. The impact of the various recent changes in the
parametrisation schemes is illustrated in a mean latitudinal display of the temperature
systematic error at day 5 averaged for all forecasts during winter 84/8 5 (Fig. 3b) and
winter 85 / 86 (Fig. 3c).
It is clearly larger than any possible effect of the interannual
variability. Betwee n winter 8 3/ 84 and 84/ 85 there was a modification of the radiation
scheme a nd of the way the cloud effects are taken into account which lead to a
substantial decrease of the temperature bias in the upper troposphere and stratosphere.
The impact of convection changes and the cloud formulation is seen by comparing Fig. 3b
and 3c: the intensification of convective activity results in a warming of the tropical
troposphere which replaces the strong negative temperature error by a small positive bias
(up to 2 deg/day) between 600 and 200 rob.
The forecast scores of the model have displayed in the mean time a noticeable
upward trend in the northern hemisphere and in the tropical belt, the later one (Fig. 1c)
being in great part related to the decrease of the systematic temperature and wind error .
Improvements of forecast scores in the southern hemisphere have followed previous
analysis changes but they now seem to reach a ceiling, probably due to the sparse data
coverage.
Verification of cloud and precipitation forecast is one important aspect which
remains essentially qualitative at this stage. Monthly errors in near surface
parameters, precipitation and cloudiness are systematically monitored over Europe and
large improvements have been noticed in relation with recent changes in the model physics
and resolution, and in the moisture analysis. This field remains the object of on-going
research.
As an indicative illustration of present forecast capabilities, an example of
precipitation forecast over a 24 hour period made from a FGGE new analysis for 11 June
1979 with the present operational model is compared with the corresponding WAMEX data
(Fig. 8 and 9).
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WAMEX OBSERVATIONS (Krishnamurti) 12/6/79 12Z - 13/6/79 12Z
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The capability to represent relatively fine-scale meteorological features is also
the object of current research and the skill in this area has been greatly enhanced by
the latest model changes. The simulation of easterly waves and associated hurricanes
over Africa and the Tropical Atlantic has been the object of a recent study by Reed et
al. (1987).
It demonstrates the remarkable capability of the model to create and
forecast the evolution of those systems over periods of 2-4 days, in spite of a
noticeable lack of data in the corresponding areas.
The study covers the months of
August and September 1985. As an example, hurricane Elena could be traced in the model
analysis from its origin as an easterly wave over west Africa on 20 August, 1985. The
analysed position of its centre is compared here with positions deduced from the model's
48 hour forecast (Fig. 10). The agreement seems particularly good in this case of fast
travelling wave but was for example not quite as good in the case of Gloria which, on the
following month, displayed a more irregular trajectory.

e Analysl1

AnlllyH
AnalyH
0 48 hr foreCH1
48 Std.·Yorli1rug1
Pr6vlslon • 48 heurH d'6chhnce
30"
20•

Figure 10 The track of hurricane Elena taken from ECMWF analyses and 48 hr forecasts.
The symbols •and O denote the analysed and forecast positions at 12 GMT, and
the associated numbers indicate the date in August 1985.

Concluding

Remark~

First it should be noted that this paper mostly reflects ideas presented and
discussed at the 1984 Dakar meeting.
In spite of the effort to update the results, it
cannot be considered as a thorough overview of the subject.
The quality of tropical forecasts is discussed in general terms, with a distinction
between systematic errors and the ability of the model to forecast transient systems. A
large gap remains in comparison with what is possible in temperate regions, but a steady
improvement of forecast quality in the tropics is noticeable with a definite skill in the
2-3 day range.
A number of new developments in
the ECMWF model in the last few
processes introducing the basic
convection introducing a scheme
cloudiness.

the representation of moist processes have taken place in
years, with respect to the formulation of land-surface
properties of a vegetation cover, the formulation of
for shallow convection, and the formulation of

These recent changes are one major element of progress in tropical forecast as can be
seen from various validation studies and from the aptitude of the model to forecast
individual tropical weather systems.
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APPENDIX
As an addition to the main paper, an example of a set of meteograms produced by
ECMWF for various African cities at the time of the Dakar meeting is displayed in
Fig. 11. They are made from averaging direct model output at the neighbouring grid
points and suffer from the unavailable defects of this type of product, in addition to
the defects of the 1984 model. They should then only be considered as an illustration
document for the Dakar meeting.
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French

LE CHAMP THERMIQUE TRIDIMENSIONNEL AU-DESSUS DE L'AFRIQUE
par
J.K. Patnaik, J.K. Ng'ang'a et P.M.R . Kiangi
(Departement de meteorologie , Universite de Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya)

Dans cette etude les auteurs se proposent de presenter et d I examiner
le champ therrnique tridimensionnel saisonnier et mensuel
au-dess us
de
l'Af rique
l'aide de donnees de radiosondage pour une periode de 12 ans. Ils
presentent les caracteristiques des gradients de temperature
la fois selon
la latitude et selon la longitude, les cretes et les creux thermiques, les
gradients verticaux de temperature , les anticyclones et les depressions
thermiques ainsi que d'autres caracteristiques thermiques importantes pour
tous les niveaux standard de pression de 850
30 rob.
Les changements de ces
caracteristiques en fonction du temps sent egalement sou lignes.
Les auteur s
tentent d'examiner les relations qui e x istent entre ces caracteristiques
thermiques et d autres facteurs meteorologiques.
Cette etude constitue un
progres par rapport aux etudes anterieures, car les auteurs examinent ce champ
de maniere plus critique, en utilisant des donnees portant sur de nombreuses
couches et une plus longue periode.

a

a

a

I

Dans la troposphere inferieure, les deux anticy clones thermiques
situes au-dessus des zones semi-arides et arides qui se correspondent en
Afr ique dans les deux hemispheres sent bien marques;
c hacun se renforce au
cours de l'ete respectif.
Ces anticyclones thermiques se dirigent l'un vers l'autre le long des
meridiens durant les saisons d'automne et de printemps.
La troposphere
supeneure est m~rquee par de faibles gradients thermiques horizontaux en
Afdque equatoriale qui constituent une manifestation du caractere barotrope
de l ' atmosphere sous ces latitudes.
La stratosphere equatoriale inferieure
est evidemment une ceinture de temperatures inferieures durant toutes les
saisons.

(508DOC)
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THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL TEMPERATURE FIELD OVER AFRICA

J.K. Patnaik, J.K. Ng'ang'a and M.P.R. Kiangi
Department of Meteorology
University of Nairobi
Kenya.
1.

Introduction

The study attempts to present and discuss monthly and seasonal three-dimensional
temperature field over Africa with the help of long time radiosonde data. This study uses
monthly upper air temperature for forty eight radiosonde stations of the African continent
and adjoining islands. These were extracted from the publications " Monthly climatic Data
for the world" pub li shed by the U.S. Department of Commerce. These upper air mean monthly
temperature data were obtained from 0000 GMT ascents during fifteen year period starting
from 1958 to 1972. The fifteen year monthly mean temperatures were cal culated and then used
in the p lotting of the mean values for the atmospheric layers at standard pressure levels
of 850,700,500,300,200,150,100,50 and 30l)lb. The month l y synoptic charts for all the
standard pressure l eve ls are drawn. The characteristics of temperature gradients, thermal
ridges and troughs, vert i cal temperature lapse rates and other temperature changes are discussed in detail. The annual broad salient features are discussed.
2.

Ana l ysis & Discussion

At the 850mb level, the northern hemisphere thermal high is we ll marked throughout
0
the year with its axis East-West about 26°c during April, 28°c during May, 3o c during
June, July and August. Then reducing to 26°c during September, 24°c during October, 22°c
during November.
It changes into a shallow thermal ridge in the northern winter with
decrease of the temperature maximum to about 20°c. This warm belt is also found to have
migrated towards the equator during this northern winter. The core of this .belt is obser0
ved to be over 23°N during northern summer and over l o N during the winter season. Another
prevailing thermal high is noticed in the southern hemisphere, the centre of which is
l ocated over 20°s w~ich migrates 2° - 3° northwards in northern summer and southwards
during northern winter. The migration of the core of the thermal high in southern hemisphere is far less than that of the migration of the core in northern hemisphere. This core
ma~imum temperatures are at about 26°c during northern hemisphere winter and it attains
20 C during northern summer and this core altogether disappears, particularly during June.
The axis of the ridge of southern hemisphere, throughout the year, is almost along NW-SE
directioni parallel to this axis, a trough is found in Indian ocean as an annual prevailing
feature. The equatorial cold belt is maintaining its temperature between 18°-20°c. The
thermal gradients of northern hemisphere north of the warm belt is steep during northern
winter and northern autumn.
At 700mb l evel the distributions are similar to the 850mb level. The gradients have
reduced. The northern hemisphere thermal high of 850mb persisted as a thermal ridge extending from Arabian region, with temperature at the centre of about 14°c in northern
0
summer and about lo c in northern winter. The thermal high of southern hemisphere disappears during northern spring and northern summer, but the thermal trough of Indian ocean
persists as a very shallow and extended trough during these seasons. This trough starts
flattening during southern spring and it is very flat during northern winter. The southern
hemisphere thermal high is persistent as a shallow ridge protruding from the west coast
0
with temperature about l o c. The prevailing high of 700mb has attained the temperature
of about 12°c. The equatorial col d belt at this level has temperature of about 9°c. The
belt is wider than that of 850mb and during northern summer it is narrow and wider durin~
northern winter. The temperature difference between this cold be lt and adjoining thermal
belts are very small.
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The patterns at SOOrnb level is completely different from what it is at 850rnb and
700rnb leve ls. The northern and southern hemisphere warm belts of the lower levels have
disappeared at this level. The equatorial belt of colder air is replaced by warm air belt.
This belt is well extended between 20°s to 30°N during northern summer and south of 20°s,
the temperature gradients are steep.
During southern spring the thermal gradients south o f
20°s starts flattening and in winter it reached minimum and by southern autumn it again
starts steepening.
During southern spring, the thermal gradients north of 20°N starts
s teepening and reach a maximum during southern summer. The Arabian ridge starts d isappearing in southern spring, but a well marked ridge starts showing from the gulf of
0
0
guinea.
In southern summer the warm belt moves southwards and extends between 1S N to 2s s.
During southern autumn, the belt is narrowest and its temperature is minimum (-6°c) though
0
in other seasons its temperature is about -s c. During this season there are no incursions
of warmer air into this layer,
The isothermal lines of 300mb level are similar to 500mb level but the warm belt is
not extended as in 500mb level. The warm belt which is of uniform temperature (about ··
-32°C) for all months and seasons, during the northern winter it migrates to southern latitudes, lying between 10°N to 20°s, during the southern autumn and northern autumn it is
located centrally about the equator extending between the latitudes 15°N to 15°s, during
0
0
northern summer the belt lies between o to 3o N. A strong thermal trough is observed from
Arabian side extending over Sahara at this level.
The isothermal lines over African space at 200mb level are minimum in comparison to
other levels. The mer~donal component is maximum. The atmosphere of this level is highly
baratropic. The warmest layer which is between the temperature -52°c to -54°c is wel l extended and lies about the equator during southern summer. During southern autumn it is
narrowed down but overlying about the equator, During southern winte r it is confined to
the area over Sahara, between the latitudinal of 15°N to 30°N and i t is warmest. During
southern spring the layer is well extended and it i s between 30°N to 20°s. The edges of
the layer are generally bounded by the trough - r i nge pat~ er ns. The temperature difference
between the warm layer and other layers are not much which is seen by the very low thermal
gradients.
150rnb level has different characteristics than the lower level. The gradients of
north and south hemispheres have increased. The coldest belt is above the equator and it
0
has temperatures between - 6o c to -64°c . Two prevailing thermal ridges start showing one
from the northern parts of the continent another protruding into Indian ocean - Madagascar .
Into the equatorial cold belt trough of cold air are projecting into the belt either from
east, and west coasts. But southern summer is marked by no such protruding troughs .
Both beyond 15°N and 15°s the thermal gradients are maximum at lOOmb l evel in comparison to all upper levels, though in general maximum temperature gradients are noticed at
all lati tudes of this level, suggesting the presence of strong thermal wi nds.
During the
southern wi nte r temperatures of cold equatorial belts are at about - 76°c to -74°c with
temperat ures a t northern extreme point having about -64°c and s outhern extreme point is
about 62°c, But during southern summe r the temperature at th e equatorial belt is about
0
0
-so c with temperatures at northern extreme point at -6o c and southern extreme point it is
about -68°c , The isothermal lines of this level are highly zonal, The belt of co ld
equatorial layer is persistent from 150mb level and it is wel l marked and narrow at this
level and is persistent at 50mb and 30mb levels also, Tongues of cold air penetrating into the atmosphere of African continent either from Arabian region o r equatorial belt of
Atlantic ocean or both. The northern most ridge is well established in this level and
persistent at 50!jlb and 30mb levels also. At this level it starts p enetrating into the
Saharan region. The usual Madagascar - Indian ocean ridge generally seen at 850mb l eve l
is also seen at this lOOmb level also .
50mb level is marked by having the temperature gradients less than the lower l eve l.
The meriodonal component of isothermal lines have increased, During the southern summer
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the uniform temperature belt of the equatorial region is about - 68°c where as temperatures a l ong the 35°N is about - 58°c and at 35°s is about -62°c. During the southern
winter, the equatorial cold belt of uniform temperatures attain values about -64°C to-62°C
0
where as the temperatures at 35°N it is about -54°c and at 35°s it is about -6o c. As the
season changes from southern summer to winter, the equatorial belt warming up through 5°c ,
where as at the extreme ends of the continent along the 35°N, the warming is through 4°c
and along the 35°s the warming is only through 2°c only. The northern hemisphere tongue
of warm air penetrates deeper into the continent at this level than at l OOmb l evel. The
latitudinal boundaries of the equatorial belt of cold air is l ess defined at this level.
The general character is tics of 50mb level is maintained at 30mb l eve l . The barotropic nature of the atmosphere is improved further in this level. The equatorial cold belt
of uniform temperatures persists with improved definition in the latitudina l boundaries
and widening of the layer is also noticed.
Its temperature during south ern summer is
0
about -6o c and during southern winter it is about -56°c. The northern hemispheric thermal
high moved southwards in the northern hemisphere. Such a thermal high formation is not
observed in the southern latitudes, though a temporary thermal high - r i dging is observed
during autumn.
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PERSISTANCE DES PRECIPITATIONS QUOTIDIENNES
DANS CERTAINES PARTIES DU KENYA
par

S.B.B. OTENG'I ET L.J. OGALLO

Resume
Dans cette etude les auteurs examinent les configurations des periodes
de secheresse et d'humidite pour une centaine de stations du Kenya en
utilisant les releves pluviometriques pour la periode allant de 1926
198 3 . .
Ils Cherchent
determiner SI il existe une relation entre les secheresses
saisonnieres qui ont ete observees et les series seches et humides.
Pour
cela, ils examinent la frequence et la persistance de ces series.
Les
resultats de ces travaux seront presentes ulterieurement.

a

a
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PERSISTENCE OF DAILY RAINFALL OVER SOME PARTS OF KENYA
S.B.B. Oteng'i, Institute for Meteorological Training and
Research, ~enya Meteorological Department,
P.O. Box 30259, NAIROBI, Kenya.
and
L.J. Ogallo, Department of Meteorology, University of Nairobi,
P.u. Box 30197, NAIROBI, Kenya.
1.

Introduction

Kenya is largely semi-arid where only pastoralism is the main stay of the sparse
population in these areas. The high potential areas cover only about one fifth of
the country comprising coastal strip and south western part of the country including the highland areas, the Rift Valley and the Lake Victoria Basin. These are
the areas that sustain the country's population of about 17 million. With the
population expansion rate of officially 4% per annum which is one of the highest
in the world, it will not be possible for the country to feed its population without developing these semi-arid areas agriculturally. This will force the
Government of Kenya to make these areas agriculturally viable to settle a part of
the population and produce enough food to suppliment that provided by the high
potential areas.
It will also require maximum utilization of the resources of the
dry regions.
To aid in rehabilitation process in the marginal areas, investigation of
rainfall characteristics should take into account the period and length of water
availability from rainfall succeeded by non - availabil i ty .
The method of presentin g
climatological information for annual or short periods such as month, pentads is
in the form of arithmetic means and their mathematical derivatives, which though
useful may sometimes give misleading results, especially in the dry regions which
experience high inter - annual rainfall variability .
The analysis of dry / wet spells and persistence in certain lengths of spells
especially in semi-arid areas can go along way to help research in these areas for
successful rehabilitation process there. At the United Nations Conference on
Desertification held in Nairobi, Kenya, in 1977 (UNEP, 1977) various methods on
technology and land use in semi-arids were presented. The main factor here was
water conservation for various operations and provision of more food. The discussion centred on manipulating rain water to suppliment limited amount of soil
moisture stored by the soil and how to utilize this limited moisture for land use
in semi-arid areas. These include rain water harvesting for re - use in limited
irrigated agriculture and in settlement areas, and also to enhance ground water
recharge for wells, springs and to satisfy evapotranspirational demand for scanty
vegetation to avoid water stress in the root zone.
The consecutive sequences for runs of wet and dry spells in high potential
areas will definitely influence the day-to-day agricultural operations such as soil
workability, harrowing, fertilizer applications, harvesting, transportation of
farm produce and other associated farm operations. The frequency of these weather
cycles will also influence occurrence, spread, toxicity and virulence of diseases
and pests in plants and animals.
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l t is therefore important to investigate spatial and temporal characteristics of
dry/wet spells payin g particular attention t o parts played by we ather cycles in
semi-arid and high potential areas, since the objectives are distinctively
different in these two localities in the country. ~he characte ri stics which should
be investigated in both cases, given that the method of anal ysis are the same
except for inferences,include:(a)

The length of dry/wet spell that can be expected in any given month.

(b)

The chances of a dry/wet spel l lasting for a given number of days.

(c)

Persistence of t h e weather events. This will indicate whether the
occurrences of dry/wet spells are functions of the rainfal l events in
the previous days.

(d)

Statistical distri b ution of th e dry/wet spells .

In vestigations into the characteris tics of dry/we t spells and their mod elling
has been going on for a considerable period of time now . Jorgensen (194 9) investigated the de g ree to which persistence resulting from b road scale fl ow patterns
enters into the forecasting problem and how much it would contribute to the forecasting s kills .
Longley (1953) and Baten et al (1962) have ind i ca ted pe r sistence
in daily rainfall series. This result fro;D"°"the fact that the meteorological conditions producing rains once formed hav e a te ndency to be stable for sometime.
Longley (1953) sh owed that there was a slight increas e in the probability of dry
weather wi th incr easing length of the dry peri od. Baten et al (1962) showed that
the probability of rainy day followed by rainy day is gr eat eX:-than dry day followed
by rainy day.
The Markov Chain and geometric models have been used widely a ll ove r the
world t o look into the behaviour of various r uns of the dry/wet spells. Some of
these authors include Ga briel and Neuman (1957, 1962) , Agnih otr i et al (1983) and
~tern (1982 ). The probability distribution of the star t o f the r ainS-have also
been modelled by fitting Markov Chain mod el to daily precipitation re cords.
In Ea st Africa, Alusa and Gwa ge (197 8) examined the frequency of dry spells
during the "long" rains (March, April, and May), and discussed evidence of persist e nce in certain lengths of dry spells. The month to mon th characteristics of wet
spells in Tanzania have also been examined by Ogallo ~ al (1984). In this study
we will investigate the spatial and temporal characte ristics of the wet spells in
most parts of Kenya excluding the Lake Vic toria catchment areas. The weather
cycles or spell characteristics for long rains in Lake Victoria catchment areas
have bee n fully investigated by Mungai (1984).
2.

Data and methods of analysis

The dail y rainfall records were obtained from Kenya Meteorological Departme nt.
The data used covered the period within 1926 to 1981. The distribution of stations,
though subjective : , was based on fair visual distribut i on .
The months inc l ud e d
in this study were from January to December . These cov ered two major rainfall
periods in Kenya centred around April for "long rains" and November for "short
rains". The tw o rainy seasons in Kenya are very distinc t; the cause of which is
the migration of the ITCZ with the sun's overhead positions , bri~ ~ ing with it
convergence zone over the area twice a year with a general time l~ of one month.
In some area s far north of the equator, most of the annual precipitation fall
during the long rain y season. In some parts, especially to the west, a third
rainfall is observed around July/August due to moisture incursion from Congo
airmass. There are also parts of Kenya which receive substantial precipitation
throughout the year due to the influence of some local rain enhancing mechanisms.
A wet spell of length i was defined as a sequence of i wet days preceded and
follow e d by dry day ( s). This was als o referred t o as i runs of wet s pells (days).
A thr eshold value f or a rainy day (wet day) was 1 mm as adopted by Kenya
Meteorological Department.
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records. These were used to compute the frequency, probability and persistence of
the wet spells within the months. The cumulative frequencies were calculated for
every month and used to compute the probabilities of duration of wet spells. These
probabilities together with the corresponding frequencies have been used here to
study the spatial and temporal patterns of the wet spells. Geometric and Markov
Chain models were tried in this study to investigate persistence in the sequences
of the spells.

3.

Geometric and Markov Chain models

Geometric models assume that the frequencies of the wet spells
decay exponentially from the shortest to the longest duration. ~uch mode~ have
been widely used to model the sequences of wet and dry spells. The fitting of the
wet spells to Markov Chain models however, assumes that these weather events obey
geometric distribution .
Detailed accounts of Markov Chain models have been
discussed by Gabriel and Neuman (1957, 1962), Agnihotri et al (1983) and others;
hence only a brief review of the model characteristics i;--i;cluded here.
The parameters of the Markov Chain models are derived from conditional
properties. The occurrence of the rains is assumed to depend on the occurrence or
non-occurrence of the rains in the previous days, and independent of the events
of the f~rther preceding days. Gabriel and Neuman (1962) have represented Bk the
probability of a wet spell of length k as:Bk

k - 1
(l · - Pl) pl

where

pl

p

and

p

p
0

r
r

(1)

(wet day/previous day wet)
(wet day/previous day dry)

The probability of rainfall i days after a wet day (P ) or a dry day (Pd) can
be represented as:w
P

w

= P - (1 - P) di

pd
where d = P

(2)

(3)

p - Pdi
1

- P

0

and P = ~ / (1 - d)

0

The other paramet~rs for the Markov Chain models, together with tests of goodness of fit based on X distribution are well documented by Gabriel and Neuman
(1962).
In fitting the daily data for each month to the chain - dependent models,
the conditional probability Bk was computed. This was used to determine the
expected frequencies of wet spells at each station. The computed x2 values were
then used to compare the observed and expected frequencies.

4.
4.1

Results and Discussions
Properties of wet spells

The seasonal expectation of the wet spells are given in Table 1 for some of
the stations used.
It was observed that most spells lasted one day. In the dry
areas one day wet spells were dominant. As expected, the frequency of the wet
spells fell off exponentially from the smallest to the largest values. The length
of wet spells are very short, they hardly last more than three days in the arid and
semi-arid areas. This is indicative of low daily rainfall persistence in these
areas. However, in the wet regions much longer spells were common indicating high
persistence there. The maximum duration of wet spells that was observed during the
period of study is given in Table 1 for some stations.
It is evident from this
table that shorter durations were recorded in the dry regions. The table indicate
values as low as 7 and 10 for Lodwar and Wajir respectively.
In the wet zones
spells lasting over 39 days have been reported (Mungai, 1984).
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vgallo et al (1984) reported a maximum wet spell of 4 7 days in a wet zone area
around Mbeya.
In this study longer maximum durations of wet spells were r ec orded in the
wet highland regions. Similar results were observed by Mun gai (1984) for the
Lake Victoria catchment region. He observed relatively lower max imum durations
near the Lake region.
In all cases, the degree of persistence of the daily falls
were highest in the wet months. These indicate the influence of the synoptic scale
features and interactions with the local meso-scale systems.
The computed probabilities indicated that, as one would expect, the probabi lity of a rainy day were very low in the dry areas even during the rainy seasons.
Some examples of conditional probabilities are given in Table 1 .
Higher values
were also obtained in wet regions and in rainy periods. It was n oticed t hat ev en
in high potential (wet)regions,very low values occur in dry periods, and in semiarid (dry) areas low conditional prob a bilities were recorded even in those months
considered as wet.
4.2.

Markov Chain and Geometric Models
2
The chi-square (X ) tests indicated that better fits of the Markov and
geometric models to the runs of wet spells could be obtained in the high potential
( wet) areas during the wet (rainy) months. The highland areas provided the best
Markov fits.
In very wet areas, which receive substantial rainfall throughout the
year fits were good even in dry periods; indicating high de gre e of persistence of
the wet spells resulting from meteorological phenomena becoming sta ble once formed ,
especially during the rainy seasons.
In the arid and semi-arid (dry) regions both Markov and geometric models gave
poor fit.
This is evident from the very low persistence values of records in
Table 1. In other regions no clear difference could be drawn bet we en the Markov
Chain and geometric models.
In certa in locations and/or months geometric models
gave b et ter fit , while in others better fits were obtained with Markov Chain models .

5.

Conclusion
(i)

The frequencies of the daily rainfall sequences indicated that most rain
storms lasted one day. The one day falls dominated in the dry areas .

(ii)

There was a general lack of persistence in the sequences of wet spells,
except in wet regions and during wet periods only .

(iii)

These highlight the properties of rain producing mechanisms which are
more stable during the rainy seasons. High persistence in the high
potential regions signify the influence of the local topographical
features of large water bodies like the Indian Ocean and Lake Victoria.

(iv)

The bulk of the country is arid or semi-arid and gets rainfall which is
highly variable in space and time. The amount and intensity of the
rainfall received are not the subject of this paper.
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Table l .

S tation
Name

Monthly conditional probabilities (Pl) of wet

1-'iarsabit
Kajiado
Meru
Moya le
Makindu
Garissa
Wajir

~une

July Aug. Sep. Oct . Nov. Dec.

0.01 ,0 . 01 0 . 03 0 . 13 0.37 0.1 0.01
. 06 . 04 . 14 .30 . 13 . 01 .03
.05 . 06 .08 .17 .07 . 07 . 01
. 08 . 05 .12 .32 .16 . 01 . 03
. 03 .04 .11 .33 .32 . 09 . 06
.08 . 07 . 14 . 18 . 11 .03 .01
.03 .oo . 06 . 07 . 03 . 02 . 02
o. oo . oo . 03 .05 . 02 .01 . oo

La.mu

. oo

. oo

.02

Voi
Maralal

. 08
. 04

.05
. 02

Kitui

.06

. 05
.01

.09
. 09
.15
.03

Lodwar

Longest

wet spell
(Daya)

Jan . Feb . , Mar. Apr. May
t-'1andera

Monthly conditional probability (P ) of
Wet Day with previous day wet and 1
longest wet spell (days).

o.oo

.20
.12
.18
. 23
. 08

.43 .36
.05 .02
.06 . 01
.05 . 02
.03

. 30
. 01
. 02
. 01

o. oo o.o ·0 . 09 0 . 11 0 . 02
.04

. 02

. 17

. 30

.16

.oo .01 . 02 . 08
. 01 . oo .17 .38 .21

.01
.06
.01
.02

.24

.22

. 07
. 06

.oo .oo . 05

.16
.15
. 07

. 16

.11

. 05

. 03
.01
.01

. 04

.oo .03 .oo

.07
.02
. 03

.01
. 02
.02

. 10
. o4
.12
. 09
. 02

. 15
. 22
. 33

.04,

. 09
.17
. 09
. 03
. 03
.23
.o4
.23
. 04

13
24
14
20
28
15
12
10
19
11

13
14
7

I
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VENTS DIVERGENTS ET ROTATIONNELS DANS LA CEINTURE TROPICALE
par
Nelson D. Pyuzza
Directorate of Meteorology
P.O. Box 3056
Dar es Salaam
Tanzanie
Resume
Les composantes zonales et meridiennes du vent pour les mois de
janvier, avril, juillet et octobre, determinees
partir des cartes des
moyennes mensuelles des lignes de courant et des isotaches pour 300 mb de
Sadler (1975), ont ete utilisees afin d' examiner les champs de divergence de
la vitesse horizontale, la vitesse relative, les composantes de la divergence
de la vitesse et du tourbillon relatif,
les parties divergentes et
rotationnelles des vents horizontaux entre 32°N et 30°S auteur du globe. On a
egalement essaye de determiner si le critere de stabilite par inertie, d'apres
lequel le tourbillon absolu, est positif dans ! 'hemisphere Nord et negatif
dans !'hemisphere Sud sur les surfaces isentropes (Rayleigh, 1916; Solberg,
1933; Haltiner et Martin, 1957; Hess, 1959), est eventuellement satisfait au
voisinage de l'equateur OU les erreurs d'analyse et d'observation sont dues
la rarete des donnees et
la tres faible valeur du parametre de Coriolis pres
de l'Equateur.

a

a

a

On obtient de grandes valeurs de la divergence de la vitesse
horizontale auteur de l 'equateur, au-dessus de la position en surface de la
zone de convergence intertropicale CZCIT), et de grandes valeurs negatives de
la divergence (convergence) aux latitudes subtropicales au-dessus de la
position en surface de la ligne de crete subtropicale.
Le champ de tourbillon relatif est domine par un tourbillon
anticyclonique excepte dans les regions de creux cycloniques au milieu de
l'ocean ou se produisent des tourbillons cycloniques.
Les tourbillons
anticycloniques relatifs atteignent les plus grandes valeurs ainsi que leur
gradient meridien le plus eleve dans l'hemisphere d'hiver.
Le tourbillon relatif est pratiquement du meme ordre de grandeur que
la divergence de la vitesse pres de l'equateur et
peu pres decuple dans les
regions subtropicales.

a

Les variations zonale et meridienne de la divergence de la vi tesse
sont de 1 'ordre de 10- 6 s - 1 ,
savoi r du meme ordre que la divergence de
la vitesse; mais la variation meridienne est superieure, d'environ 25%
la
variation zonale.

a

a

Dans le calcul du rotationnel relatif le terme de variation zonale est
petit devant celui de la variation meridienne du rotationnel relatif.
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Le champ du potentiel de la vitesse revele plusieurs centres fermes de
sources de masse orientes suivant les zones et correspondant aux regions ou la
divergence de la vitesse est grande et des gouffres de masse correspondant aux
regions de creux.
Le champ de fonction de courant correspond bien a la
configurati on mise en evidence par l'analyse des ligne s de courant.
La composante du vent divergent est petite devant la composante
rotationnelle du vent. Le rotationnel du vecteur vent est environ quatre fois
plus grand que la divergence du vecteur vent aux latitudes equatoriales et
plus que le decuple de la divergence dans les regions s ubtropicales.
LI isoplethe du tourbillon absolu zero se deplace sur une distance
latitudinale de 5° de part et d'autre de l'Equateur, en se maintenant
davantage dans l'hemisphere de la saison hivernale que dans celui de la saison
est ivale.
Il faudra toutefois, disposer d' observations plus nombreuses et
plus precises au vo1s1nage de 1 'Equateur avant de pouvoir determiner avec
certitude si la condition de stabilite par inertie est satisfaite ou non dans
cette region.
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DIVERGENT AND ROTATIONAL

wnrns

IN THE TROPICAL BELT

by
Nelson D. Pyuzza
Directorate of Meteorology, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
1.

Introduction.
Previous observational studies concerning the motion field over
large areas of the tropical upper atmosphere have been quite few, due
to lack of data, These studies have been carried out for the 200 mb
level during the northern hemisphere's summer of 1967 (4,5,6) and
during the northern hemisphere's winter of 1969 (7) on daily as well as
mean basis.
In this paper, the mean upper tropospheric mean monthly zonal and
meridional wind components in the tropical belt around the globe, are
used to examine fields of horizontal velocity divergence and relative
vorticity, component terms of divergence and vorticity, divergent and
rotational parts of horizontal wind. An attempt is also made to test
whether the inertial- stability criterion (that is, the absolute
vorticity is positive in the northern hemis~here and negative in the
southern hemisphere on isentropic surfaces \8,12,l,3»is possibly
fulfilled in the neighbourhood of the equator, where observational and
analysis errors arise from scantiness of data and the very small value
of the Coriolis parameter as we approach the equator,

2.

Data and Computational Procedure.
The 300 mb mean monthly stream-line isotach charts contained in
Sadler (10) were considered the best data set available at the time,
in terms of record duration (1960- 1973) and space coverage.
Mean monthly wind speeds and the corresponding wind directions
were read off manually at grid points 5° apart in the region between
3o°N and 30°s around the globe, for the months of January, April, July
and October which represent the major seasons.
The zonal and meridional wind components evaluated at the irid
points were used to ~mpute horizontal velocity divergence (D) and
relative vorticity (f;J. The standard Liebmann relaxation procedure
was used to solve D =
and =V'f/r for the velocity potential (')C)
and stream function \:tb1 with boundary values, as suggested by Sangster
(11) and Hawkins and Resenthal (2), where '\/ is the horizontal finite
difference gradient operator.

rX

3.

f

Results.
(a)

Horizontal velocity divergence
1

Mos t of the large divergence values greater than 2,0 x 10-5secoccur around the equator during January, April and October, and occur
mostly in the northern hemisphere but close to the equator during July.
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/
. T'-"'·rse co~v ergenc e values ( i;e D,-2.0
x 10-'j-§.~C -1 (\ occur in sub-tropical
latitudes. lhe lar(;est vc.lues \i.e Df-6. 0 x 10 sec) occur in t he winter
hemisphere. They occur over the Tibetan I'la teau, north eas t ern Pa cific and
northern Africa during Janu<.ry and over south-east Pacific durinc; July.

The zonal avere,ges of horizontal velocity divergence sho\·/ a tendency for
maximum divergence to ogcur nea r the equa tor and in the sunmer hemisph6re; i.e .
between 5°S and about 3 N during January and A:pril and betueen about 2 r; and l 0°N
during July and October.
The surface position of the inter-tropical converc.·ence zone (ITCZ ) meanders
around the e<j.uator duxing Januar;i' and it is more into the no~hern hemisphere
during July C..9 ), with averacse surface position at 4°s and 13 ~,T res:pectively . ·.i'hi s
shows that maximum divergence oocurs above the mean surface position of ITCZ,
which implies rising motion 0 in the equatorial latitudes during J anuary and sli ~;11tly
north of equator (2 N to 10 II ) during July with descendinr; motion in the subtropics where maximum convergence values occur.
(b) Relat±ve Vorticity
The relative vorticity field is dominated by anticycloni c vorti city. The
l argest anticyclonic values occur in the winter hemis:phere poleward of the subtropical ridge and equatorward of the sub-tropical je t stream,
Large cyclonic values occur in the summer hemisphere; most of them over the
regions of marked mid-oceanic troughs .
Large meridional gradients of relative vorticity occur in the winter hemisphere sub-tropics over regions of the sub-tropical jet maxima . 'Ihe l a rgest
gradient occurs over the Tibetan plateau durine January . Zonal ~Tad ients of
relative vorticity are very weak .
·
The zonal averages of relative vorticity show that anticycloni c values oc cur
on either side of the equa tor with pronounced maxi mum in t he wint er hemisphere
s ub-tropics and a s econdary maxima in the summer hemisphere sub- tropics, The
a nticyclonic values decrease towards the equa tor in bo th henusp~eres, becoming
cycloni c near the equator in the summer hemi s phere. This is in a t-reement with
the existence of the sub-tropical ridges which are stronger in the winter hemisphere than i n the summer hemisphere and also the mid-oceanic trouchs which are
more intense in the summer hemisphere.
(c) Magnitudes of Divergence and Vorticity
The zonally averaged magnitude of divergence does not vary much with latitude
The zonally averaged magnitude of vorticity is generally of the same order as that
of divergence i n the equatorial latitudes, and about an order of magnitude larger
in the sub-tropics. However relative vorticity always seems to be more than a
fa ctor of 3 larger than horizontal divergence.
(d) Component terms of Horizontal velocity divergence and relative vorticity.
Althoueh the magnitude of the meridional variational term of divergence is
slightly larger than that of the zonal term by about 25r~ both_are of the same
order of magnitude as that of horizontal velocity divergence.
The magnitude of the meridional variational term of relative vorticity dominates over that of the zonal variational term in the computation of relative
vorticity.
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(e) Absolute vorticity and inertial stability
Even though the latitudinal position of zero absolute vorticity isopleth
fluctuates within 5° of the equator and is confined more into the winter hemisphere than into the summer hemisphere, greater density and accuracy of observations is required in the neighbourhood of equator to be able to ·say with confidence about the satisfaction or violation of the inertial stability condition in
this region.
(f) Velocity potential and stream function fields
The velocity potential field shows several closed monally oriented centres of
mass sourc·es and sinks. The locations of the major raass sources correspond
to regions of troughs and confluence of streamlines _where large values of velocity
convergence occur.
The stream-function field resembles the corresponding streamlines quite well.
This.confirms earlier observations (5,6) that the stream-function component of
wind is a large component as compared to the velocity potential component in the
total wind.
( g) Divergent and rotational components of wind
The magnitude of the diver~ent vector wind varies very little with latitude
(it is between 1.0 and 2.0 N/SJ but is slightly larger in the winter hemisphere
than in the summer hemisphere.
The magnitude of the rotational vector wind is smallest (about 4.0 to 6.0 ~,/S)
at the equatorial latitudes and much larger at the sub-tropics, particularly in
the winter hemisphere sub-tropics where values of the order of 30 t·Vs occur. ·
Thus the magnitude of the rotational vector wind is about four times that
of the divergent vector wind in the equatorial la.ti tudes and more than an order
of ma[;Ylitude large in the sub-tropics.

4,

Conclusions.
These results show that the dominance of the rotational wind over the
divergent wind in the total wind, is more at the sub-tropical latitudes than
at the equatorial latitudes.
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RELATION ENTRE L'ECOULEMENT ZONAL MOYEN ET LE CREUX
OROGRAPHIQUE EQUATORIAL
par
Fredrick H. M. Semazzi
Laboratory for Atmospheres, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland, 20771 Etats-Unis d'Amerique

Resume
Semazzi C3) a recemment presente des solutions quasi stationnaires
d'un modele de prevision numerique barotrope sur le plan equatorial beta. Ces
solutions montrent qu'en presence d'un courant zonal initial constant, un
creux barometrique quasi stationnaire se produit au sommet d' une montagne
isolee hypothetique.
Pour la meme vi tesse absolue, la circulation ini tiale
d' est produi t un creux barometrique plus intense que la circulation d' ouest.
Afin d'expliquer cette difference, nous deduisons par analyse, dans cette
etude' une relation qui reprodui t de maniere precise les resultats du mode le
de prevision.
Cette nouvelle equation est utilisee pour montrer que la
divergence due
l 'orographie est essentiellement responsable du maintien du
creux barometrique quasi stationnaire et l' effet
explique la difference
selon que l'on envisage une circulation zonale initiale d'est ou d'ouest.

a
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE MEAN ZONAL FLOW AND THE
EQUATORIAL OROGRAPHIC TROUGH
by
Fredrick H. M. Semazzi
Laboratory for Atmospheres, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland, 20771 U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
Recently Semazzi (3) presented some quasi-stationary solutions of a prognostic
numerical barotropic model on the equatorial beta plane. These solutions showed that
a quasi-stationary trough is produced at the top of an isolated hypothetical moun tain
in presense of a constant initial zonal current. For the same absolute speed t he
easterly initial flow produced a more intense trough than the westerly case. To
explain this difference, in this study, we derive a diagnostic relationship which
accurately reproduces the results of the prognostic model. This new equation is used
to show that the divergence due to the orography is primarily responsible for the
main tena nce of the quasi - stationary trough and the Su-effect ex plains the difference
when either easterly or westerly initial zonal flow is considered.
1.

Introduction

Semazzi (2) presented numerical results of a numerical ba rotropic model in spherical
co- ordinates and showed that orographic dynamic contr ol may in part explain the maintenance of the climatological trough observed in the mid-tropos phere over the continent
of Africa. Later Semazzi (3) used a numerical barotropic model over the equatorial beta
plane to examine the flow associated the quasi-stationary trough described by Semazzi
(2) . Some of the results of (3) are displayed i n Figs .· 1 and 2. In the next Section we
propose a single diagnostic equation which reproduces these results. On this basis we
adopt the new equation to examine the quasi-stationary solutions instead of using the
original prognostic system adopted in (3) .
2.

is

Diagnostic Model
It is easy to show that the diagnostic equation for the quasi-stationary solutions
(2 .1 )

where conventional notation is adopted.
3.

Discussion of Results and Conclusions

Comparison of Figs. 1 and 2 with the solutions of (2 .1) in Fig. 3 indicates very
close agreement. More importantly, it shows that (2 . 1) is a valid substitute for
examining the quasi-stationary solutions. Inspection of (2 .1) in relation to the
solutions displayed in Fig. 3 suggests that the last term of the right hand s~de of
(2.1) which is associated with orgraphic divergence is responsible for the primary
maintenance of the trough. The Su-term has only a modifying con~r~b~tion which cha~ges
sign from positive to negative when either easterly or westerly initial zonal flow is
considered.
4.
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ETUDE DE LA COUCHE LIMITE ATMOSPHERIQUE TROPICALE SECHE (ECLATS)

par A. DRUILHET, Maitre de recherche au CNRS
Laboratoire d'Aerologie CL.A . C.N.R.S. n° 354)
U.P.S. 118, route de Narbonne
31062 TOULOUSE cedex

En novembre et decembre 1980 s'est deroulee a Niamey
au Niger une campagne d'etude de La couche limite atmospherique
tropicale en periode seche CECLATS). Elle etait soutenue et
financee par L'Action Thematique Programmee Recherche Atmospherique de L'I.N.A.G., La direction de recherche et le ministere de La cooperation.
Les objectifs generaux et immediats de cette campagne
etaient L'etude du bilan d'energie dans La couche Limite sahelienne et son alteration par La presence de brumes seches
avec une attention toute particuliere apportee du role du trans fert radiatif. A plus Long terme, elle visait a une initialisation de L'etude de La dynamique associee au mecanisme de
L'erosion
eolienne .et a l'estimation de L'impact des masses
d'air chargees de brumes sur . Le bilan climatique.
Cette campagne est une operation cooperative menee en
· col Labo ration entre les uni versites africaines de Niamey
CU.N.) (Niger), Abidjan CU.A.) (Cote d'Ivoire). ft. fran~aise
de Lille (Laboratoire d'Optique Atmosphe r ique~de Toulouse
(Laboratoire d'Aerologie CL.A.). Ell e reunissait les special istes et Ces competances permettant d' aborder : :- les problemes
de la dynamique .•ttt de la turbulence dans les domaines de La
couche
limit~de surface en condition .convective Cle jour)
et stabl~ la nuit ; - les problemes des pr oprietes radia t ives
de l'atmosphere ; - les problemes de phys ique de l' aerosol
en particulier en relation avec les problemes radiatifs.
Les moyens mis en oeuvre etaient pa rticulierement
importantspuisque outre les moyens specifiques a l'etude du ·
bi lan d'energie de. la couche de surface et l 'etude dynamique
de la couche limite nocturne Cballon captif), Le pro9ramme
a beneficie de la mise en oeuvre de l'avion de recherche atmospherique Hurel Di.bois 34 de L' INAG-EDF. Cet instrument cons titue a Lui seul un laboratoire volant et permet de realiser
des mesures fines de thermo-dynamique et turbulence de rayonnement, de concentration et granulometrie de L'aerosol. IL
dispose de moyens de navigation permettant une restitution
geographique exacte de ces mesures et est equipe de moyens
~nformatiques d'acquisition et de traitement.
Les travaux e'analyse des donnees acquises au cours
de cette campagne ont conduit a des resultats d'une grande originalite sur Les mecanismes de transferts radiatifs et Les
modifications qu'iLs apportent aux parametrisations cLassiques
des divers types de couche l i rr.i t e. I ls ont en out re r,.i s a
jour de nombreux probl i:mes dont l 'etude est actuel lernent poursuivie dont l'l.Tl des plus intervenants est celui du cycle
de l'eau en region sahelienne en periode seche. Les ·conclusions
principales de ces etudes sont presentees. Elles resultent des
travaux des scientifiques dont la liste suit (Domergue J.L.
CU.A.) ; Durand P. CL.A.); Estournel C. CL.A.) ; Fontan J. CL.A.)
Fouquart Y. (L.0.A.); Frangi J.P. CU.N.); Guedalia D. CL.A.)
Lopez A. CL.A.) ; Modi A. CU.N.) ; Tinga CU.N.)
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E.C.L.A.T.S. :

A STUDY OF THE TROPICAL DRY-SEASON ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER
by

A. Druilhet
National Scientific Research Institute (C.N.R.S.), Toulouse

Abstract

In November and December 1980, a study was carried out in Niamey
(Niger) on the tropical atmospheric boundary layer during the dry season
(E.C.L.A.T.S.). The project was sponsored and funded by "L'Action Thematique
Progranunee Recherche Atmospherique"* of the I.N.A.G., the research
administration, and the Ministry for Co-operation.
The inunediate and general aim of the project was to plot the energy
balance in the Sahelian boundary layer and the adverse effects of haze,
special attention being accorded the radiative transfer factor. Ultimately,
research should pave the way for an investigation of dynamics in conjunction
with the mechanics of wind erosion, as well as for an evaluation of the impact
of haze-laden air masses on the overall climate.
The project is a co-operative one on which the African universities of
Niamey (U. of N.) (Niger) and Abidjan (U. of A.) (Ivory Coast), together with
the French universities of Lille (Laboratoire d'Optique Atmospherique, L.O.A.)
and Toulouse (Laboratoire d'Aerologie, L.A.) have been collaborating.
Specialists and expertise have been pooled to take up: i) problems of
dynamics and turbulence in the boundary and surface layers (convective during
the day, stable at night)1 ii) problems of atmospheric radiative properties,
and, iii) problems of aerosol physics, particularly as they relate to
radiative problems.
Means employed until now have been quite appreciable in that, besides
those required for a specific consideration of the surface layer energy
balance and a dynamic study of the night-time boundary layer (captive
balloon), the I.N.A.G. - E.D.F's Hurel Dubois 34 atmospheric research plane
was put into operation. A veritable flying laboratory in its own right, the
craft allows for precise readings in thermodynamics and radiation turbulence,
not to mention aerosol concentration and granulometry. Navigational
instruments on board geographically pinpoint such readings, while additional
equipment provides for data collection and processing.
Analysis of data compiled during project work has produced markedly
unusual findings for radiative transfer mechanisms and the changes they effect
in classic parameter schemes for various boundary layer types. Moreover, any
number of other problems have been uncovered in the process and are currently
under study, one especially prominent one being the Sahel dry-season water
cycle.

*

Atmospheric Thematic Programmed Action Research
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ADMINISTRATION METEOROL(x;IQUE EGYPTIENNE
NOUVEAUX RESULTATS CONCERNANT LA RELATION ENTRE LA CONCENTRATION
DE L'AIR EN POLLUANTS ET LA VITESSE DU VENT GEOSTROPHIQUE
par

RABIE SAYED FOULI
ADMINISTRATION METEOROL(x;IQUE, LE CAIRE
Resume
On a resolu numeriquement l'equation de diffusion, ainsi que
systeme d'equations de la couche limite planetaire, en tenant compte de
structure de cette couche, en vue d'obtenir la concentration de l'air
polluants sur differentes distances, allant jusqu'a 20 km, en aval de
source.

le
la
en
la

Des
resultats
ont
ete
obtenus
pour
differentes
conditions
meteorologiques dans la Republique arabe d'Egypte et pour des sources situees
a differentes hauteurs.
Lors de l'etude de la relation entre la concentration en polluants et
la vitesse du vent geostrophique, il est apparu qu'il existe, outre la vitesse
"dange reuse ", C est-a-dire la Vitesse du vent a laquelle Se produit la
concentration maximale, une autre vitesse critique correspondant a la
concentration minimale.
I

Les resultats obtenus sont tres utiles pour la planification urbaine
et pour le choix des emplacements les plus appropries, du point de vue
meteorologique, que ce soi t pour 1 implantation de zones industr ielles OU de
zones
vocation sanitaire.

a
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NEW RESULTS APDUT THE DEPENDENCE
OF CONCENTRATION OF AIR POLLUTANTS
ON GEOSTRJPHIC WIND SPEED
BY
RABIE SAYED FOULI
METEORJLOGICAL AUTHORITY, CAIRJ, EGYPT

1.

Introduction

To obtain the thre e- dimensional concentration of air pollutants at
different dist a nc es down ~Qnd from their sources it is very im~ortant to put
into considera tion the structure of Plan e tary Boundary Layer (PBL) of the
atmosphere because it determines completely the process of diffusion of air
pollutants. The more precise knowledge of the structure of atmospheric PBL
leads to more accurate determination of concentration of air pollutants.
Th e purpose of the present wo rk is to st udy the dependence of the threedimensional conc entration of air pollutant s, its maximum value q
and its
position r e lative to the s ource ~
on the geostrophic wind speWaxin different cases of st a bility and for ditterent hei ghts of the source .
2.

Theor e tic al Procedure

The tvio - dimen s 1onal diffusion equation was so lved numeric a lly together
wi t h th e sys t em o f equations o f PBL to obtain both horizon tal dispersion and
the three-dimensional concentration at different distances do~~wind from the
so ur ce, for wide ranges of geos trophic wi nd spee d, hei gh t of the source and
stability ca tegory.
It s hould be ment ion ed that an inte gral formula for the scale of turbul ence was used not only to c lo se th e system of equ a tions of PBL but a l s o to
take into consideration the influence of oth er vortic es which may come from
remote subl ayers on the scal e of turbul ence itself /4/ .

3.

Comparison between t h e theoretical re s ults
an d different a vai l abl e experi mental data

Concerning the structur e of P BL the t heoreti c al results obtained for
both geostrophic drag coefficient and cross-isobars angl e were compared in
the a u thor ' s work /4 ,6/ not onl y with different a v a il ab l e experim ent a l data
but a l s o wit h the theoretical resu l ts of six known mode l s • . Moreover the theoretic a l resu l ts obt a in e d for both horizontal di spe r s i on and thre e-dimensional
conc e ntration we re compa r e d , in the author ' s work / 6/, with differen t availabl e experim ental data of Berl yand /1/, Bysova /2/, P asquill & Gifford /7/ ,
the Brookhaven :National L a boratory / 8/, and Tenn essey Vall ey Authori t y / 3/.
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CLLMATOLOGICAL STUDY OF RAINFALL
OVER EGYPT

BY
M.G. Abdelmoety and A.M.LM Shaaban
General Directorate of Scientific Research
Meteorolcgical Authority, Cairo, Egypt

1. Introduction
The rainfall amount i ·s one of the most important meteorolcg ical elements- Most
of the rainfall over the coastal zone is usually a result of cold cyclone in the
Mediterranean in winter. Many of the cases of rainfall in upper andniiddle Egypt
are result of the relatively warm so called Sudan Monsoon Oscillation.
The aim of this paper is to study the characteristic of rai_nfall thr0tgh the
statistic of the annual and monthly time distribution.
The humidity mixirg ratio,

the height of the lifted condensation level (P-Pc)

and the temperature were presented and compared with rainfall.

2. Data
Several staions with lorg records in the Nile valley, the Mediterranean coast,
the Red Sea coast and the western desert for Lhe period from 1945 to 1980 were
chosen. Quality control and home:Jenity tests were applied to the data.

-3. Results
Several stations e.g Cairo, Hurghada showed decreasirg trend -of rainfall. The
exmaple of Sallum was shown. The time distribution of the humidity mixirg ratio,
(P-Pc) /x and temperature was also in cgreement with rainfall.Moreover yearly oscillations decrease was observed.
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ETUDE CLIMl\TOLOGIQUE DES PRECIPITATIONS EN EGYPTE
pa r
M.G. Abde l Moety et A.M. Shaaban
Serv ice meteorol ogique, Le Caire, Egypte

RESUME
Pour etudier l es precipitations et les parametres qui s' y rappo rtent,
notarnment le rapport de melange et le niveau de condensation par ascendance.
on a choisi certaines stations disposant de longs releves dans la vallee du
Nil, sur la cote mediterraneenne, sur la cote de la mer Rouge et dans le
d~sert a l ' ouest du pays.
Les donnees ont et e soumises a un cont ro le de
qualite et
un test d ' homogeneite.
Les stat is tiques de la dis tribution
moyenne annuelle et mensuelle des precipitations, du rapport de melange et du
niveau de condensation par ascendance sont presentees et examinees.
Les
carac teri st iques des prec i pitations sont etudiees en liaison avec la secheresse dans le Sahel.

a
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DE CERTAINS ASPECTS DE L'ORIGINE DES PRECIPITATIONS INFERIEURES
A LA NORMALE EN AE'RIQUE ORIENTALE
par
Ebby K. Ariyamba
Departement de meteorologie du Kenya, Nairobi

RESUME

L'Afrique orientale (Kenya, Ougunda, Tanzaniel est situee entre 4° de
latitude nord et 11° de latitude sud et entre 30° et 42° de longitude est.
Elle est sournise
un regime de vent d est;
son littoral est oriente vers
l'est tandis que l'orientation de ses hautes terres est meridienne . Malgre sa
situation geographique et latitudinale, la plus grande partie de l 'Afrique
orientale est toutefois exposee
des conditions climatiques semi-arides OU
arides.

a

I

a

En general, la region soumise a un regime pluviometrique bimodal OU
monomodal.
Le regime pluviometrique est bimodal au-dessus du Kenya, de
l'Ouganda et du nord de la Tanzanie, tan dis que le regime est monomodal dans
le sud de la Tanzanie.
La distribution bimodale se caracterise par des
maximas en mars-mai et octobre-novembre tandis que le maximum unique du sud de
la Tanzanie se produi t en novembre-mai.
Ces saisons des pluies co"i ncident
avec les periodes ou la zone de convergence intertropica le e x erce une
influence maximale au-dessus de l 'Afrique orientale.
Toutefois, meme durant
ces saisons, les quantites de precipitations qui tombent au-dessus de vastes
zones de l 'Afrique orientale sont dans la plupart des cas insuffisantes pour
des activites agricoles.
Les saisons de la mousson bien connues en Afr.ique
orientale et dans l'ocean Indien sont generalement tres seches sous ces
longitudes.
Les causes de l' insuffisance des precipitations observee en Afrique
orientale sont complexes et n ont pas ete parfaitement eclaircies.
Dans son
etude, l'auteur examine les caracteristiques de la circulation tropospherique
moyenne au-dessus de la region et essaie de determiner certains des facteurs
qui pourraient etre
l'origine de ce phenomene.
I

a

L'auteur utilise les donnees d'observation du vent obtenues par
ballon- pilote dans 31 stations de la region afin de determiner les valeurs
mensuelles moyennes des configurations de la circulation, ainsi que des champs
de divergence et de mouvement vertical dans la couche inferieure de l 'atmosphere au-dessus de l'Afrique orientale, sur une hauteur de 17 kilometres.
Les resultats indiquent que les secteurs orientaux du Kenya et de la
Tanzanie sont constamment sous l' influence d un courant divergent
basse
altitude.
La divergence maximale est d'environ 3xl0- 5 s- 1 au niveau de
850 mb durant les saisons de mousson, qui sont les saisons les plus seches en
Afrique orientale.
Le mouvement vertical dans le secteur oriental de
l'Afrique orientale est descendant et a atteint une valeur maximale d'environ
5xl0- 2 ms- 1 au niveau de 700 mb.
Meme durant les saisons hurnides lorsque
la zone de convergence intertropicale s I etend au-dessus de l 'Afrique orientale, 1 1 ecoulement pres de la surface dans Ce secteur continue d I etre divergent et ce n'est que dans la couche comprise entre 700 et 500 mb qu'il y a une
zone de convergence bien definie.
I

a

Le secteur occidental de l 'Afrique ori entale y compris la region du
lac Victoria, qui est la zone la plus arrosee de la region, se trouve sous
!'influence d'un courant convergent
basse altitude et d'un mouvement ascendant durant la plus grande par.tie de l'annee.

a
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE ORIGIN OF RAINFALL DEFICIENCY
IN EAST AFRICA
by
Ebby Kamila Anyamba
Department of Meteorology
University of Nairobi
Kenya.

1.

Introduction
0

0

East Africa lies between latitudes s N and 11°s lingitudes 3o E and 42°E. From the
classical theory of general circulation, this region is within the ascending branches of
the two hadley cells on either side of the equator. One would therefore expect the region
to receive relatively large amounts of rainfall given adequate moisture. The condition
for availability of moisture is satisfied by the proximity of the Indian ocean to the east
and the presence of the vast lake Victoria in the central sector of East Africa. The region also has meridionally-oriented highlands running through its central part. One would
expect the general easterly current to advect moisture from the Indian ocean into the interior . Moreover, this current would experience orographic lifting on reaching the highland. This, coupled with the convergence between the basic current and the local land/sea/
lake breezes would augment the larger scale rain-producing mechanisms to give East Africa
abundant rainfall.
Unfortunately, this is not the case (5,6). Over two thirds of the region has semiarid to arid climatic conditions. Even during the wet seasons, the rainfall levels received
are, in most cases, inadequate for agricultural activities, which are the backbone of the
economy of the three East African countries.
East Africa e xperiences two wet seasons (5) and two dry monsoon seasons (1,2) . The
two wet seasons occur in March-May and October- November, when the ITCZ is in the vicinity
of the equator . They are corranonly called the 'long rains' and 'short rains' respectively.
The NE monsoon current influences the region from December to February while the SE/SW monsoon current is dominant from June to August. Over all, the mean annual rainfall distribution depicts three major wet areas the coastal strip, the highlands, and the lake Victoria
region . Between the coast and the central highlands, there is a vast area covering most of
Kenya and central Tanzania, which receives very little rainfall.
2.

Objective of Study

The wind flow characteristics in the lowest 7 km over East Africa are examined with
a view to indentifying those characteristics, if any, which may be to some extent, contributory to the observed general rainfall deficiency in the region . It is of course recogni sed that rainfall deficiency cannot be explained in terms of wind circulation alone. Nonetheless, knowledge of the behaviour of the wind flow is essential in the understanding of
the rainfall problem in the region. An examination of the possible causes of rainfall defi ciency in East Africa (1) has highlighted the importance of the wind flow in the region .
3.

Data and Analyses

The spatial distribution of upper air data over equatorial Africa is not dense
enough for comprehensice studies to be carried out.
In East Africa there are three radiosonde stations with relatively long lengths of data starting from the 1950's. However , in
re c ent years observations have dwindled considerbaly and it is not uncomnon to find wide
gaps in the time series of upper air observations . For a detailed treatment of the upper
wind circulation over East Afri c a, the three radiosonde stations are inadequate . Hence,
this study has utilised the a v ailable pilot balloon wind observations. The pibal data inc lude s all daily wind vectors for 31 stations in East Africa during the period 1952-1973.
The record lengths vary from station to station and month to month but generally lie within
6-12 years .
The resultant mean wind vectors at each station were computed by first obtaining the
time averages of the zonal (u) and meridional (v) components then compounding them. The
ve c tors were then plotted and analysed subjectively. From the strearnline/isotach analyses,
v alues of wind direc tion and speed were tabulated at 1° x 1° grid points. The tabulated
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vectors were resolved into u and v components which were then used in the determination of
divergence (J)) from the equation:
D

= du ~ <lv
ax . (ly

- ~an<jl

a

where a is the mean radius of the earth and <P is the latitude angle.
scheme was used to compute the value of D at grid points.

Centred differencing

It is realised that there are many errors inherent in wind observations made by
optical methods.
Computation of divergence from such observations would seem to yield unreliable values. However, in this study, we are considering long term mean quantities in
which observational errors are assumed to have been smoothed out during the averaging
process.
4.

Results

The months of January, April, July and October have been selected to represent respectively, the NE monsoon, long rains, SE/SW monsoon and short rains seasons in East
Africa. This was arrived at after comparison of monthly mean flow patterns throughout the
year (1).
In January, the NE monsoon current is evident upto 700mb and is highly diffluent
over most of East Africa excluding Uganda and lake Victoria region. Aloft, the air flow is
more or less easterly. The divergence fields depict areas of extreme low leve l divergence
(upto 2.5 x lo- 5 s--l) over eastern Kenya and Tanzania. The only areas with deep convergence are centred around the lake and over southern Tanzania coast.
During the long rains, the wettest season in East Africa, the predominant flow near
the surface is from the southeast. There is weak confluence along southern Kenya , lake
region and into Uganda. At 700mb, the I TCZ is depicted as a zone of conf luen ce between the
retreating northeast monsoon and the incoming SE/SW monsoon currents. At 500mb, the ITCZ
is weakly evident in the neighbourhood of the equator. Above 500mb the flow is mainly from
the east. There are two main areas of deep convergence during this season: coastal parts
of Tanzania and across Kenya and Uganda. The convergence zone in the neighbourhood of the
equator is recognised as the ITCZ.
It has a s light southward tilt with height. Maximum
convergence (-1.5 x lo-5 s- 1 ) is located in the lake region.
During the peak SE/SW monsoon month of July, the East African low level jet stream
(EALLJ), with peak mean velocity of about 13ms-l is clearly evident along the Kenya coast
and eastern low lands. To the immediate west of the EALLJ, there is marked diffluence in
the monsoon current, similar to that observed during the NE monsoon season. The confluence
over Uganda and the lake region is most intense in July/August when it extends to 700mb600mb. The transition between the strong low level monsoon current and the easterly current
aloft takes place near 600mb. At this level, closed cells from along the zone separating
norther ly flow from the northern hemisphere from the soutehrly one in the south. By 500mb
easterly flow begins to dominate.
The divergence fields show a well-defined north-south running zone of extreme low
level divergence along the eastern low lands. Western Tanzania and Uganda are convergent
near the surface but divergentby 700mb.The eastern sector, although extremely divergent
near the surface, has convergence alternating with divergence from 700mb upwards. The only
region that is convergent from surface through 600-500mb is a small zone running from
western Kenya into northeastern Uganda. This is the wettest zone in East Africa during the
SE/SW monsoon season. The.flow during the short-rains season is similar to that of the
long rains season and is therefore not presented here.
5.

Discussion

The hot and dry NE monsoon current, emanating from eastern flanks of the Arabian
high pressure cell, is observed to be highly divergent over most parts of East Africa.
In
north-eastern Kenya, the curre nt bifurcates into two streams. One flows westwards into
the interior; the other, southwards almost parallel to the coast, and even turning into an
offshore northwesterly current off the Tanzania coast. Not much rainfall would be expected
from a flow with such characteristics. The rains received in Tanzania during this season
(5) are due to the ITCZ now in southern Africa. During this season, and in fact throughout
the year , the mean flow is convergent in the lake region.
With the lake itself as a source
of rno)_st:i1re, thif: r<o.g5_nn rAcP.5.vRs ,. R11hRt:ant_i_;:1.l amount of ra5 fnall th:i:nuahour. thP. y P.ar,
with a maximum during the long rains season.
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There are occasions of wet episodes during this season. One such occasion is when
the Arabian high pressure cell has a more zonal orientation. The northerly flow from it
then has a more easterly component and longer oceanic track before reaching Kenya.
Another
wet episode is what occurred during the 1961/62 floods, the worst floods. in East Africa
this century (1).
The flow during December 1961 and January 1962 was characterised by the
presence of a strong westerly current which virtually destroyed the characteristic diffluence of the NE monsoon current. On both occasions there is simultaneously a destruction
of the low level divergence and a possible injection of moisture into th e region.
The rainy months of March-May and October-November are the only ones during which
the low level flow has a substantial easterly component. Hence it is able to advect
moisture into the region as well as experience appreciable or9graphic l ift.
However, in
March, the effects of the divergent NE monsoon are still dominant above 850mb; in May, the
divergent SE/SW monsoon is already dominant below 700mb; and in October the effects of
this current still persist below 700mb. Hence the only two months when there is convergence extending from surface to 600-500mb in a greater part of East Africa are April and
November. Thus, even during the wet seasons, the rainfall level received over most parts
of East Africa is not adequate for healthy agricultural activities.
Occasions of above normal rains during the wet seasons occurred, among others,durin:.:r
the long rains of 1977 and the short rains of 1961. The wet conditions of November 1961
were attributed to very active ITCZ conditions resulting from the simultaneous intensification of the Arabian high to the NE and the Mascarene high to the SE of East Africa (1).
The SE/SW monsoon current is, like the NE monsoon, highly divergent in the eastern
low lands and convergent over the western sector of East Africa. Although moist, this
current flows paral lel to the highlands and neither experiences orographic lifting nor
tta_ni;;ports this moisture inland. The only major wet zone during this season lies over
western Kenya/eastern Uganda. This is a result of the intensification of interactions
between the SE monsoon and the lake circulation (5,6).
During this season, the lake circulation links up with the quasi-permanent orographic trough to the west of East Africa.
This trough system forms a southern branch of the ITCZ now in the northern latitudes.
The castal strip receives a substantial amount of rain during this season. This results partly from easterly disturbances origina ting in the west Indian Ocean. Rainfall resulting from these disturbances weas observed to extend not more than 80km inland.
It was
then believed that the disturbances do not exist in the interior. However, spectral analysis of upper wind data at Nairobi, Entebbe and Dares Salaam (4), has revealed easterly
wave disturbances. These waves have periods ranging from 2-3.5,3.7-5,5.7-8,9,10,12-15 and
17-22 dags.
The disturbances are probably extensively weakened on reaching the zone between 36 E and 40°E where the basic current is extremely divergent. At present, there is
no account of an easterly disturbance which has been traced moving from the coast to the
central parts of East Africa. On the contrary, occasions of heavy rains in Nairobi area
during July/August have been associated more with disturbances from the west than from the
east.
The semi-arid zone running from north-eastern Kenya into central Tanzania is perpetually under a divergent low level air flow.
Events occurring either in the western or
coastal sectors of the region rarely extend into this zone. Even during the wet seasons
this zone does not receive much rainfall •. The rains are in the form of very intense storms
spread out between long dry spells.
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FLUCTUATIONS TEMPORELLES DU NIVEAU DES LACS D'AFRIQUE ORIENTALE
ET DES PRECIPITATIONS DE LEURS BASSINS HYDROGRAPHIQUES
par
J.K. Nimira, L.A.J. Ogallo et F. Tilya
Departement de meteorologie
Universite de Nairobi, Kenya
RESUME
Dans cette etude, les caracteristiques temporelles du niveau de
huit lacs d Afrique oriental e ont ete examinees en utilisant
cet effet l e s
releves pluviometriques decadaires, mensuels et annuels enregistres de 1900
1980.
Il · s'agit des lacs Victoria, Kyoga, Mobutu, Naivasha, Nakuru,
Elementaita, Nyasa et Tanganyika.
I

a

a

Il ressort des resultats obtenus que les niveaux des lacs et le s
precipitations de leurs bassins hydrographiques subissent l'influence de
certains systemes meteorologiques de grande echelle communs.
Bien que l es
fluctuations quasi periodiques constatees n'expliquent que pour une tres
faible part la variance totale, les modeles fondes sur le principe d' autoregression donnent des resultats plus proches des releves limnimetriques decadaires et mensuels que les modeles fondes sur les relations entre les niveaux
des lacs et les precipitations de leurs bassins hydrographiques.
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TEMPORAL FLUCTUATIONS OF EAST AFRICAN LAKE
LEVELS At'-D THEIR CATCHMENT RAINFALL
by
J.K. Nimira,* L.A.J. Ogallo and F. Tilya
Department of Meteorology
University of Nairobi
Kenya
1.

Introduction

Instrumental and historical records show that the global climate has experience fluctuations ranging from regional anomalies to long-term changes. The two parameters which have
been commonly used to study regional and global climatic variations are temperature and
precipitation.
Indirect indicators like lake levels have also been used (Lamb 1966, Shaw
1928, King 1975). Fluctuations in lake levels depend on the changes of the input and output parameters. The input parameters which induce rises in lake l eve ls include catchment
precipitation, inflow by rivers, infiltration, precipitation in the lake and many others.
The output parameters which cause falls are lake evaporation, ground water run-off, outflow
by rivers, etc. In East Africa, the parameter which induce highest seasonal and interannual changes in l ake levels is precipitation.
In this study we investigated temporal characteristics of the major East African
lake levels. Temporal characteristics of their catchment rainfall together with lake responses to changes in catchment rainfall were also examined.
The data used in the study included 10-day, monthly and annual lake levels, and the
corresponding mean chatchment rainfall for eight East African lakes; namely Lakes Victoria,
Mobutu, Kyoga, Naivasha, Elementaita, Nakuru , Nyasa and Tanganyika. Lakes Victoria, Kyoga
and Mobutu are connected by the Nile. The length of the records were within the period
1900-80.
It should however, be noted that although areal extent of some of these lakes extended outside the boundaries of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, only data available from the
three countries were utilized here. The geographical positions of the lakes is displayed
in figure 1.
Although beginning of period records have been used by most of the previous workers,
mean lake level records have also been used here. Mean 10-day lak e levels with the corresponding mean cumulative 10-day precipitati on records were used to examine seasonal response of lake levels to seasonal changes of catchment rainfall during the rainy seasons.
It was however, noted that the mean lake levels displayed tendencies similar to those of
the end of the period records.
2.

Methodology

Before investigating the temporal characteristics of lake levels and their catchment
rainfall, the data were subjected to homogeneity test using mass and double mass analyses.
The homogenous records were then subjected to time series analysis. The degree of response of the lake levels to changes in their catchment rainfall were also examined using
cross-correlation methods.
2.1

Catchment Rainfall
Catchment rainfall records are available from the sources cited in the previous

*(The work was completed before his tragic death).
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section. These data were ob tained through simple area l averaging of the rainfall data fro m
the recording stations within the catchments. Data from some lake catchments whi ch e xtend
outside the boundaries of Kenya , Uganda and Tanzania were not avail able.
In this s tudy the
method of principal component analysis was also used in each catchment in order to choose
some individual repr esentative rainfall stations which cou ld be used instead of the mean
catchment rainfall records,
2.2. Long-term Fluc tuations
The long-term fluctuations (trends) of the Eas t Afr i can lakes have been discussed by
Leaky
(1931), Lamb (19 66) .
, Street and Grove (1976), Nicho ls on and
Flown (1980), Kite (1981) and many others.
Detailed monthly and annual temporal characteristics of lake Victoria has been presented by Kite (1 98 2_), while Vincent et all (1 979) examined the trends and periodic fluctuations of lake Na i vasha l eve ls partl y using simula t ed
data for the lake levels.
In this study five and nine binomial coefficient terms were used to smooth
the
standardized data. The data were standardized by di v iding the anomalies by the corresponding long-term average. The anomalies represented the deviations from the long-term
averages.
Analysis of variance techniques were also used to compare decadal and long-term
averages. Under this method the averages for the decades were compared within themselvesar.d
al.•o with their long-term averages using the t-test.
2. 3

Periodic Fluctuations and Autoregressive models

Reccurrences in lake levels and their catchment rainfall during the period 1900-80 have
been examined here using the method of spectral analysis. Under this ·method the autocovariance transform apparoach (Jenkins and Watts was employed.
Finally autoregressive (AR) models were fitted to the lake level records.
AR-models were of the form:

The fitted

m

at +

l

k=l

8t,_Yt-k
.

(1)

where Yt is lake level at time t, k the time lag, m the order of AR-process, at the residual term and 8's the regression constants.
2.4

Correlation Analysis

In order to examine the degree of response of the East African lakes to the variations in their catchment rainfall, the records were subjected to cross-correlatio~ analyses.
Both original and smoothed data were used when investigating the degree of _· in_terrelatio)'ls .
The significance of the observed correlation values were tested using t-test .
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Some examples of the general patterns displayed by the lake levels and their catchment rainfall are given in figures 2-3. The smoothed graphs indicated that although rises
and falls were observed in the lake levels and catchment rainfall within the period 190080, the levels of most of the lakes shot up sharply in the early 1960's by more than 10% of
there long-term averages. Such observations have been presented by many authors (Lamb 1966 ,
Vincent et al 1979, Sefas et al 1980 and Kite 1981). The rises in lake levels were due to
excessive precipitation which was received in East and Central Africa during the early
1960's.
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Decadal records indi ca te that the wettest dec a de was 1961-70 with the corresponding
highest lak e levels. The lake levels have to date remained above their long-term averages•
where data was available the lake levels were lowest during the decades 1921-30 and 1 941-:0.
Tabulated values of correlation coefficients betwe en East African lake levels and the
corresponding catchment rainfall indicated sligh tly higher values for the . 10-day and monthly
records, although these differences were not statistically significant. The table indicate
that lowest correlation values were obtained for lakes Mobutu, Naivasha and Nyasa. Highest
correlations were generally obtained with some of the individual catchme nt stations. Lake
Mobutu levels for example had a low correlation of 0.22 with its catchme nt rainfall and
0.8 with rainfall records at Masindi station. Sefas et al (1980) obtained a value of 0.5
with Butiaba sta tion using the records for the pe ri od 1948-67. With Naivasha lake levels
the maximum correlation obtained with Naivasha station rainfall was 0.52 compared to the
0.78 obtained by Vincent et al (1979) when simulated data was partly used. Lake Nyasa has
a low value of 0.27 with the Tanzania catchment rainfall, whi l e a value of 0.49 was
abrta.inedwith Kyella rainfall data. The low correlation values may indicate poor representation of the true catchment prec;:lpitation by the catchment da~used.
Figure
gives some examples of the patterns observed from spectral analysis of lake
levels records. The periodic patterns could be grouped into four categories viz 2-2.6 years,
2.9-3.6 years, 5-.6 years and 10-12 years. Such patterns have been observed in the East
African rainfall records (Rodhe and Virji 1979, Ogallo 1982) . Fluctuations within these
ranges have been observed in other weather elements. Attempts have also been made to give
their physical significance (Willet 1965, Namias 1969, Despande 1967, Lawrenc e 1971, King
1 9 75, Trenberth 1976, Brier 1977, and many others}.
Some of these physical eKplanations .
have included general circulation parameters while others have called for extra-terrestrial
factors like the sun spot cycles.

4

Although similar cyc les have been observed in some of the general circulation
parameters, correlation coefficients between rainfall and some of the general circulation
parameters which influence weather in East Africa have not been particularly high (Sansom
1955, Doberitz 1967).
Some significance correlations values have however, been reported
with sun spot numbers (Shaw 1928, Brooks 1923, Lamb 1972). The physical explanations to the
observed spectral peaks have not been examined here since the inter-annual periodic components accounted for very low propo rtion of the total variance.
On fitting autoregressive models to the lake level records, it was observed that
autoregressive processes described the 10-day and monthly lake levels much better than the
models based on lake leve l responses to the changes in catchment rainfall. For most records
first order autoregressive models gave adequate description of the lake level fluctuations.
Kite (1982) observed larg e trend and autoregressive components in the monthly levels of
lake Victoria. The period and random components were very small.
4.

CONCLUSION

It may be observed from the study that the East Africa lake levels together with
their catchment were responding to some common large scale weather system (s} during the
period of study. This is evident from i dential tendencies displayed by the lake levels and
their rainfall records during the period of study.
Although the quasi-periods obtained from spectral analyses accounted for very low
proportion of the total variance, autoregressive processess described lake level fluctuations
better than correlation methods based on the responses of lake levels to the changes in
catchment rainfall.
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D' UNE RELATION PERMETTANT DE DETERMINER LA VALEUR ESTIMATIVE
DE LA VAPEUR D'EAU PRECI PITABLE EN ALTITUDE A PARTIR DE L'HUMIDITE
EN SURFACE EN AFRIQUE OCCIDENT.ALE
par
J.A. Adedokun
Departement de physique, Universite d'Ife,
Nigeria

RESUME
Une rel a tion de la forme W = a., qb (Cl , b etant des constantes l a
ete eta blie ent r e l'eau prec i pitable w (cm) en altitude et l 'humidite s peci fique en s u r fac e q e xprimee en g/kg au-dessus de l 'Afrique occidentale
l 'aide d' une technique d' analyse de la variance des donnees climatologiques
aerologiques pour une duree de 10 ans.

a

En raison des differences que presentent les schemas climatologiques
de 1 'eau precipitable entre les zones meridionales et septentrionales de la
region, il n'existe pas de relations qui conviennent bien pour les deux zones
la fois .
On a par consequent obtenu les valeurs de (~ , b) = (6,45xl0- 4 ,
3,154) I (0,271, l,039) pour les versions du modele propose et correspondant
aux zones meridionales et septentrionales.

a

a

a

Les premiers essais effectues
l ' aide du modele
partir des sondages
quotidiens effectues au- dessus de la region durant !'Experience de la mousson
d' Afrique occidentale et centrale (WAMEX) ont permis d' obtenir des resultats
tres encourageants , ainsi qu'il ressort des tests de Kolmogorov-Smirnov.
Les
essais effectues suivant le meme principe
l 'aide de modeles anterieurs,
generalement de la forme lnW = A + Btd (A, B constantes et td, t emperature
du point de rosee (°F)) ont revele que CeS modeles n'etaient pas satisfaisants
pour la region.

a
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ON A RELATIONSHIP FOR ESTIMATING PRECIPITABLE WATER VAPOUR ALOFT FROM
SURFACE HUMIDITY OVER WEST AFRICA
J .A .Adedokun
PHysics Department, University of Ife, NIGERIA.

I .Introduction
Consequent upon the good correlation existing between the surface dew-point
temperature td and the atmospheric water vapour W aloft, a regression
relation has Iong been established in the literature , of the form:
lnW • A +

( i)

B~<i

where W is in cm , td in °F and A and B , constants which have some
geographical dependence (Reitan (8), Bolsenga (5) , Smith (9) and Ojo(7)).
Smith (9) emphasized the need to reflect latitudinal/ seasonal dependence
of W by incorporating a parameter A into the constant A to account for
this.
Studies aimed at examining the validity or otherwise of the above
relationship over the tropical region are hard to come by in the literature. This is rather strange in view of the considerable dearth of upper
air/ radiosonde observations in the region , which situation may
necessitate reoourse to application of such relationships occasionally.
This study is aimed at formulating a relationship connecting surface
specific humidity , q to precipitable water W aloft over West Africa ,
as well as examining the relevance or otherwise of the above relations
which vere formulated mainly , on the basis of extra-tropical data , or ,
as in the case of (7), on the use of nomograms based on such data on the
region. These earlier relations we shall hence forth refer to as type 11 aA 11
~.The

Propoaed Relationship

Using the mean monthly upper air data based on eleven years of observation
made over eight West Afrioan stations (3), ve obtain W for the Southern l
Northern and the Entire zones of the region respectively as spelt out in (2).
Although q is in general oorrelated with W, we found that lnq and lnW are
better cc•rrelated than W and q or lnq and W. An analysis of variance (anova)
table was obtained for each zone and the regression relation foW'ld was of
the .form&
lnW • a + blnq
(ii)
where I and b are constants.Conseqv.ently, if we introduce another constant
o<. •e , we obtain a power lawi

w - l(qb

(iii)

For the Southern/Northern zones , (0(, b) • (6.450 x to 4 , 3.154)/
(o.27ott.039) respectively , while for the Entire zone (overall mean),

( ~,b } • ( 0.~026,t.388).
An application of the various zonal versions of this relationship on the
West African Monsoon Experiment (W.AMEX) radiosonde data obtained from (4)
for Abidjan, Oshodi,Lagos) and Douala in the south and Dakar and Bobodioulasso in the north gave a generally enoouraging result .This finding was
further tested as reported below.
J .Comparison with 11 A " type Relationships
Applying Tetens (IO) empirical relation fo~ the vapour pressure e (mb):

e •

6.11

x

ro"

(iv)
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where4i = 7 .5(Td - 273.15)/(Td - 35.85) and , assuming that q is approximately
equal to t he mixing ratio 1 r, we J:::.ave
q • r =~e/p where p is the atmospheric pressure (mb) and~.; 0.622.
We can therefore , re-write equation (iii) as:

w .. w0

x

rok

(v)

where k • c(Td - 273.15)/(Td- 35.85) and Td is in

°K •

Fo; the Southern/Northern/Entire zones , we obtained:
(w , c) • (0.04347 , 23.655)/ (1.0812 , 7.7925) I (0.6545, ro.41)
re~pectively.
For easy comparison with the 11 A11 type relations, Td was converted to °F and
we then obtain a new value for k styled k' where
k' = c(Td - 32)/(Td + 395.14) and equation (v) now becomes:
W= H

0

x rok'

(vi)

The "A" type relations were then arp~ · ~-' ·:. o. obtain W from the W.AMEX Td
observations for the five stations referred to above.The mean errors
incurred when the results were compared with the actual W values are the
following:
"~pe: Rei tan (II%), Bolsenga 's daily version(28;(,) ,Ojo(I9',t), Smith('?1>);
Present"study: Southern zone(7%), Northern zone(4%),Entire zone(?.').
TneB'e'resuilsindicate that the "A" type relations ,safe Smith's do not
perfort!l well over the region. The present relations , however, performed
encouragingly well.
Next,we carried out a run of W calculations on a daily basis for each day
of W.AMEX. e'Ji the 5 stations \lllder consideration, only 3 (Dakar,Abidjan
and Douala) 'can be said to have a complete WAMEX data set. Hence, we carried
out a Kolmogorov-Smirnov's test (6) on the 3 stations' data as shown below in
table I in order to ascertain whether or not an association exists between the
actu~l and
derived W values.
Table l:Results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov's test on actual and derived W values.
Station

N

For "A" Type Cases

-~~(~': •05) DN
--···

--- ----· - -----

,. Present S:t;udy
. ·-

s.i ... , N.Z.

0.240

.375

.781

t.>; - ·
. ,
Smith Ojo
.250 .625(.500)

2 .Abidj 32. 0.240

.531

.781

.094

.906(.719)

.344

.242

.879(.879)

.212

Rei tar. Bclsen

l.Daka.r 32

3 .Doual 33

0.236

---

.788
.485
- - ---··· .--· ... -

-··

.

-----

-- ---Ent. z.

.219

.313

.125

.063
.121

-------·-·

.. .... ... , ..

_,

~c= a case when an association exists bettreen actual ·and derived W values the
maximi:zn absolute difference DN between the actual (sample) distribution '
function and the hypothetical distribution f\lllction given by the DelaUOJl .
1.mder consideration should be less than the critical value of D for the 'Jfo
s~i;nificanQe level ,DNlhl' OS)" See (6).
N
Only the cases underline~·
in table (1) above satisfied this criterion.
Yalues in brackets under Ojo's column are based on test carried .out based
on comparison of calculated results vith actual W values estimated between
the surface and 500mb level (the mu:imum level used inhis' relation).
It can be clearly seen that the type 11 A11 relations did rather poorly over
the stations.Even Smith's relation, which seems to be leading among them
only holds over Abidjan.
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Ho":'?V:er, the r ela t ions he re propose d
pcrforr1eci f a ir1~· we l l n:;,::copt over
Abrn~an , a s outhern s t a ti c•n 1;hi c L was bet te r f it ted b y th· :~or t !~r~ i·n zcn E:
version of the r~la t ion~.This may be due to the li ti.l e d ry s c a s c:r:: ( LL S)
effe~t .our, expe rience w1 t h . the prccip j_ tati on in t he coas t al are a around th is
s t a t~or. c· ( l; ~hows t ~ ~ t d u~rng 1.~ :c LDS, a dry i nc effec l 1 cor~parable with t ha t
a t i. __ e 0ahel1an sou 1.0ern oor Lc r was t ypical t}-_cre .~:e show in fi (I) below
the result obtain for Dakar and Douala.
e
'

ws
lcm)

DAKAR

t:
6
5
4

3

/\

I

I

'/

.

'

/ .........

\(/'

,

\'

1""'\

~

/\

\~

10

9
8

7

OOUALA

i\

6

5
4
3
f
2a.....i.__.......__________..._..._..._......_.
...._...________...___........._.__________......_......_......_
14 16 . 18' 20 22 24 28 29- 30
II
13 15
3 5
7 9

JULY 1979

AUGl979

DAYS--

Fig I: A plot of the actual precipitable water W(cm),(solid line) compared
with W evaluated (dashes) using the Northern/Southern zone versions of the
proposed model for Dakar and Douala respectively for each day of WAMEX.
It can also be observed that the entire zone version of the relations worked
over two stations excempting Dakar a northern station.This simply shows that
the Bn±ihe 1•.zone version is not representa. tive of the entire region.
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,,..his can be c:~pla ined by the f'act 'vLa t the climato l o,sical pat'.,erns of Yi are
no t th e sarre in L:e south and n ortt. , rr.akinc it in1 probab l e for a sinuJ e
relation to satisfy t.}-,erc· both.

4-=.£~~~~~::.~£:1.s.:.
A relationship of the form W =D(qb(o<..., b constants) relatir:g precipitable
water W with surface specific humidity q has been establis hed from upper
air cJ:;_i::atological data ove!' West Africa.In view of the difference in the
:lima tolog~ca~ - ~-7 t~e rn~ -r~ f pr?c,~? ; t, ~~ lc" 'ra :"~ ~,in, ;he s outr·ern DJO.d nor t ~rn
,.cncs of iLE: rc'-'_on , G ___ erc?! . ·'-"-"L-~~ C.!. cu........ 8J1 , (~, b ) • (6.450xl0 ,
3.154)/(0.270 , :::..039) for the southe rn/northern zones respectively resulted.
!n i tial tests carried out on the relations using daily 1-TA.l'EJ: cata gave
fairly good resu lt s a.i: ec~: ablis hed by uce of l~o l!"". oco rov-Sv. irnov'c -C--es t s ,
~ arlil'r rel c>.t~nns , (' f".-c- lCJ>ped on tl'e l1 acis c·f
obs e rva ·~icnr; made in
extratropical regions generally of the forrr.: lnlT = A + Btd (A,B con stants
and t.,°F) proved rat he r inadequate over the region.
A posiible limitation to the effect i vene s s of this relatio?! lies in the
fact that where a shallow moist/( dry ) layer is over-l ad.den by a deep
dry/ (r.:oist) layer,a surface baseo. r e lation can over-es t imate/ (1.lllderestimate) the precipitable water.Hence a station's position relative
to that of the Intertropical Discontinuity ITD is an important factor to
reckon wit h in this region;an aspect we intend to examine rather closely
in future work on t his problem.
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LES VENTS D'OUEST EQUATORIAUX AU KENYA - SONT-ILS TOUS CHARGES DE PLUIE?
par

P.M.R. Kiang! and J.J. Temu
Departement de meteo rologie
Universite de Nairobi
Nairobi, Kenya

RESUME

On a longtemps considere que les vents d'ouest dans les regions equatoriales apportaient la pluie.
En Afrique orientale, les meteorologistes
corrune les climatologistes admettent de fa9on generale que l 'apparition de
vents d'ouest equatoriaux, plus que toutes autres circonstances, est propre a
engendrer des pluies.
C' est un fa it que l' indication de vents d' ouest dans
les donnees de sondage du vent incite invariablement le specialiste de la
prevision du temps a envisager Un accroissement de 1 act i Vi te meteorologique
dans la region.
Mais les vent d ouest equatoriaux dans la region sont-ils
vraiment "charges de pluie" dans la plupart des cas?
I

I

Dans la presente etude, nous examinons en detail l 'occurrence des
vents d'ouest, leur structure verticale ainsi que les structures horizontale~
verticale de l'humidite qui les accompagnent au-dessus du Kenya pendant l'ete
boreal et l'ete austral, c'est-a-dire de juin a octobre et de decembre a mars
respectivement.
La periode etudiee porte sur cinq annees consecutives, de
1978 a 1982.
Pour cette etude' nous utilisons les donnees d I observation par
ballon-pilote recueillies deux fois par jour (00 et 12 TMG) dans 14 stations
d' observation par ball on-pi lote du pays.
La frequence d' occurrence de vents
d'ouest humides et sees est estimee a differents niveaux, ses variations
temporelles sont etablies, les mois et les niveaux d'occurrence maximale sont
determines.
Les structures verticale et horizontale de 1 'humidi te pour les
jours de vents d OUeSt humides et SeCS SOnt SOigneusement etabl ies a partir
des valeurs de la temperature du point de rosee de la temperature du thermometre sec observees en surface.
Les principales caracteristiques de l 'humidite sont alors identifiees et examinees.
I
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EQUATORIAL WESTERLIES I N KENYA

ARE THEY ALWAYS RAIN LADEN

by
PETER M.R. KIANG!

and

J.J. TEMU

DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI
NAIROBI
KENYA
1.

Introduction

The occurrence of westerly winds in the lower t roposphere over East Africa has
often been considered to be a pointer to the incursion of active weather conditions
in the area. Indeed, sighting of westerly winds in the daily ascents would nearly always
provoke a forecaster in the region to go for increased weather activities. But are
equatorial westerlies over Kenya always 'wet'. Nakamura (1968) has sighted examples
of dry westerlies over the Nairobi area during northern summer months. _In a very
recent study, Anyamba (1984), has shown that the dry mid troposphere westerly winds
are associated with a 600 hPa Anticyclone that is anchored to the north east of Nairobi.
The wind flow pattern at the 600 hPa level over East Africa in northern summer months
is found to be very 'noisy' exhibiting a number of closed centres in the streamline
patterns.
Generally, the rainfall patterns over Kenya and indeed the whole of East Africa
respond to the north - south migration of the over head sun. Most of Kenya, except
perhaps some parts of Lake Victoria region (Potts 1971, Anyamba 1984) experience
bimodal rainfall regime. The two rainy seasons occurring in October/November and
March to May while the two dry seasons occur in December to February and June to
September. By and large the two west Indian ocean monsoon seasons are dry over the
bulk of East Africa. The rains received over parts of the lake Victoria basin during
July to August have been considered to be associated with the inter-action between the
observed cyclonic vortices in the lower troposphere and the lake-land breeze meso-scale
circulation of the Lake Victoria (Okeyo, 1982 and Anyamba 1984). In this study, we
propose to look at the frequency of occurrence of westerly winds over some Kenyan
equatorial stations and try to identify t he wet westerlies using station rainfall amounts.
The pilot balloon stations used in the study are shown in Table 1 below:
Station Name

Latitude

Longitude

Altitude (m)

Kisumu

00°06'S

34°45'E

1157
2134

0

Kericho

oo 22'S

36°21'E

K tale

01°0l'N

35°00'E

1890

Nakuru

00°18'S

36°09 'E

1890

Narok

01°08'S

35°50'E

1585

Nairobi

01°18'S

36°45'E

1798

These stations are all located outside the main trajectory of the well known
(Findlater 1971) c ross-equatorial air current. This choice was necessary to eliminate
the westerly winds over Eastern Kenya which are part of the SW/SE monsoons of west
Indian ocean.
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2.

Data and Analyses

Twice daily (0600 and 1200 GMT) pilot balloon wind data was extracted from the
stations in Table 1. The period considered covers the months of June to October for
the five years of 1978 to 1982 inclusive. The days with westerly winds were
identified twice each day at the different pilot balloon levels. The monthly frequency
of occurrence of westerly winds was estimated at each level using actual total
number of observations for each month, year and time (0600 or 1200 GMT) of
observations. In this, the variation of frequency of westerlies from one year to
another, one month to another and between the pilot balloon levels was
investigated. The mean monthly frequency of occurrence of westerlies for each month
in the five years was also estimated at each of t~P pilot balloon levels. The total
amount of rainfall received for the period withwesterly winds was expressed as
percentage of the mean monthly rainfall in the five years. The results are
discussed in the next subsection.
3.

Results and discussion

In all stations considered maximum frequency of westerly winds occurred near
the 700-600 hPa levels. Westerly winds appeared to be very infrequent in most
stations above the 6 km level, except perhaps Nairobi which exhibited high frequency
of westerlies in the upper troposphere during the months of September and October.
Chaggar (1979) has reported earlier on the presence of strong westerlies over
Nairobi at between 200 and 125 hPa levels in September. These upper westerlies
occur in association with a deep westerly trough over Eastern Mediterranean.
At some stations (eg. Kisumu) local circulations seem to be the source of
most of the observed westerly winds in the lower troposphere. In Kisumu, the
daytime lake breeze circulation gives the well known (Okeyo 1982) westerly air at
low levels.
Generally, June to October are dry months in many parts of Kenya. We,
however, find some association of rains occurring in these months with westerly
winds at some stations. In Narok about 40 - 50% of rainfall in the period
occurred in association with westerly winds especially in June and September;
in Kericho only 4 - 10% of the rainfall could be identified with westerly winds;
in Nairobi very little rains ( < 1% in all months and 10% in October) occur with
westerly winds. These Nairobi dry westerlies have been reported in Nakamura (1968).
Anyamba (1984) has shown that the dry Nairobi westerlies are associated with a
600 hPa high pressure centre anchored in the vicinity of Nairobi during northern
summer months. The westerlies found over eastern Kenya in northern summer months
are virtually rainless. They are in fact extremely divergent. Outburst of
westerly winds from Zaire and . the SE Atlantic have been known to be very rainy as was
the case of the 1961 - 1962 flood episode in East Africa.

4.
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DETERMINATION OF LARGE-SCALE TROPOSPHERICAL WAVES IN AFRICA
NORTH OF THE EQUATO~ IN SUMMER
by
P. de Felice
Laboratoire de rneteorologie dynarnique, France

Abstract

A spectral analysis applied to the zonal and meridional upper wind
components and to surface pressure brings out, in the power spectra, frequency
intervals wich are clearly separated from each other where the spectral power
is great. These waves are visualized through numerical masking.
The spectra obtained show great variability in the position of the
power peaks within the frequency intervals, whilst the latter a r e r elatively
stable in time and space.
A vertical and synoptic distribution of the wave amplitudes is given
using the power spectra and masking.
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MISE EN EVIDENCE D'ONDES TROPOSPHERIQUES DE GRANDE ECHELLE
EN AFRIQUE, AU NORD DE L'EQUATEUR, EN ETE
par
Pierre de Felice* et Alain Viltard**
* Laboratoire de Meteorologie Dynamique du CNRS
Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France
** Laboratoire de Physique et Dynamique de !'Atmosphere
Univ. P. et M. Curie, 4, pl. Jussieu, 75005 Paris, France

On decrit des phenomenes periodiques de grand·e echelle horizontale qui apparaissent
clans les spectres de puissance d'une part, et apres un filtrage numerique d'autre part, des
series chronologiques des composantes meridiennes et zonales du vent dans la troposphere et
de la pression en surface.

Les donnees utilisees sont les mesures du vent dans 15 stations d'Afrique de l'Ouest
13 niveaux tropospheriques, entre 950 hPa et 100 hPa, du 01/07/74 au 19/09/74 a raison
d'une, deux ou quatre observations par jour selon les stations. On dispose aussi cette meme
annee de la pression en surface clans 25 stations a raison de 8 observations par jour. On
complete ces mesures faites durant l'E.T.G.A. par des mesures de vent : a Dakar a 6 a 8 niveaux standard tropospheriques de 1958 a 1963 du 01/06 au 30/09, Aden, Bangui, Khartoum a
6 a 9 niveaux standard durant quelques etes de la periode 1958-1963, a raison d'une observation par jour.

a

On fait !'analyse spectrale des composantes meridienne et zonale du vent a tous niveaux
et de la pression en surface de toutes les series chronologiques dont on dispose. La methode
utilisee est celle du lissage du periodogramme, decrite clans BMDPIT (2). Le resultat de cette analyse fait apparaitre une grande variabilite interannuelle des maximums d'energie, mais
on distingue cependant des caracteres communs a ces periodogrammes : en general, 2 pies entre les periodes 2 et 4 jours, un pie au voisinage de 5,5 jours, un pie entre 6 et 9 jours,
un pie entre 12 et 15 jours. Ces caracteres communs se voient sur la Figure I qui represente par des graduations de gris la repartition verticale de la moyenne sur 6 ans (1958-1963)
de l'energie spectrale du vent meridien par intervalle de frequence, en fonction de la periode en jours. Le spectre moyen (Figure 2) de la pression en surface a Dakar (1958-1963)
presente lui aussi a peu pres les 4 pies definis ci-dessus.

D'une maniere generale, les pies entre 2 et 4 jours sont bien visibles sur le vent meridien, moins nets sur le vent zonal et sur la pression. Ils correspondent aux ondes d'est
proprement dites, etudiees et decrites en detail notamment par Reed et coll. (5) pour la
troisieme phase active de l'ETGA. Le pie au voisinage de 5,5 jours, bien visible sur la
pression, en general moins net sur
le vent, est tres probablement relaT
T
T
T
T
T
tif aux ondes decrites par Adefolalu
-1
(I). Le pie entre 6 et 9 jours est
tres net sur les 2 composantes du
vent. Nous parlerons plus en detail
de cette periode clans la suite.

..

Repartition verticale de l'energie
spectrale par intervalle dP. fr e quence du vent meridien
Dakar.
Moyenne sur 6 ans (1958-1963). En
abscisse, la periode en jours. En
ordonnee, la pression en hPa. Ener"--j~if---~"1----'"'.i-e-spectr.a.l
· <1 en blanc ; entre
1 et 1,2 en gris clair ; entre 1,2
Ul
l.ll
IJI
U
et 1,4 en gris moyen ; >1,4 en gris
fonce.

a

"'

""

12.S

Figure

_,._.,, ......
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Quant au pie de 12-15 jours , il est tres visible sur les composantes du vent, mains
net sur la pression. Ce pie se retrouve ailleurs qu'en Afrique e t aussi bien en hiver
qu'en ete. Nous n'en dirons rien de plus ici.
Pour mie ux decrire les ondes de 6-9 jours, on appl i que des filtres numer1ques aux series chronologiques du vent et de la pression. La courbe de reponse en frequence des filtres
utilises par BMDP IT deja cite passe par I pour la periode 7,4 jours et decroit rapidement
de part et d'autre de cette periode. Les valeurs filtrees ne sont pas dephasees.

-

La Figure 3 represente le vent
meridien filtre a 700 mb a Dakar pour
l'ete 1974 ou on d ispose de 4 donnees
par j our. En comparant pour l'ETGA les
onde s _filtrees clans les 15 stations,
on trouve que les ondes sont plus nettes en altitude que clans les basses
couches clans le sud-est de la zone :
Pointe Noire, Libreville, alors que
plus a l'ouest ( Bamako, Dakar), les
ondes de 6-9 j ours sont nettes dans
toute la troposphere.

...

..

Figure 2

f ..
l ...
...5 ..

..

t:

C. Ouss (4) a trouve que ces ondes ont une longueur de 3200 km et une
vitesse de propagation de 5 ms-I environ dans la basse et la moyenne troposphere et des valeurs doubles dans
la haute troposphere. Ces ondes paraissent se deplacer du sud-est vers le
nord-ouest . Toutefois, l'etendue de la
region OU on les etudie est trop faible pour tirer des conclusions certai nes.
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Vent meridien filtre, a 700 mb a Dakar, sur la
periode du 01 /0 7/74 au 19/0 9/ 74, filtre centre
sur 7,4 jours, du programme BMDP1T. En abscisse,
les jours, numerates de 1 a 81. En ordonnee, la
vitesse du vent en ms-1.
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Des phenomenes periodiques de periode 6-9 jours et de caracteristiques
voisines de celles decrites ici ont
ete trouvees par differents auteurs sur
divers parametres meteorologiques :
vent zonal, vent meridien, humidite relative, brillance .sur les photos de satellites. Houston (3) trouve une periodicite de 6-9 jours dans l'epaisseur
d'eau precipitable entre 30°S et 30°N
et 30°E et 30°W durant WAMEX. Cet auteur trouve aussi des pies de periode
3-4 jours clans les spectres de l'eau
precipitable, cependant mains nets que
le pie de periode 6-9 jours. Il est
done probable que les ondes ayant cette
periode ont une importance pour le cli mat de l'Afrique.
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PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF LARGE-SCALE WAVES IN SUMMER
IN AFRICA NORTH OF THE EQUATOR
by

A. Viltard and P. de Felice
(University of Paris, France)

Abstract

The propagation speed of large-scale waves is determined by using:
(a)

Correlations, staggered in time, of filtered and non-filtered
upper-wind and surface pressure data,

(b)

Phases of the spectral analysis.

The calculation is made for each of the three GATE phases at
13 tropospherical levels. The GATE phase III is clearly distinguished from
the two preceding phases by the vertical unifomity of the speed of waves with
a period of 3-4 days and by the phase distinction between the levels 700 and
200 hPa. The meridional distribution of the zonal wind component at 200 hPa
can be assimilated to a juxtaposition of four zonal currents with a uniform
absolute vertical eddy separated by three discontinuities. This profile leads
to a barotropic instability and the waves' dispersion curve is canpared with
the observation.
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CARACTERISTIQUES DE LA PROPAGATION D'ONDES DE GRANDE ECHELLE
EN ETE, EN AFRIQUE, AU NORD DE L'EQUATEUR
par
Alain Viltard * et Pierre de Felice**
* Laboratoire de Physique et Dynarnique de l'Atmosphere
Univ. P. et M. Curie, 4, pl. Jussieu, 75005 Pari s , France
** Laboratoire de Meteorologie Dynamique du CNRS
Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France

Dans la prerniere partie, on etudie separement les caracteristiques des ondes d'est (periode 3-4 jours) qui se sont propagees pendant les trois phases actives de l'ETGA. On trouve
que la phase 3, qui est celle pendant laquelle les ondes d'est ont ete les plus nettes, et
qui a ete la rnieux etudiee, se distingue des phases actives precedentes. Dans la deuxieme
partie, on cherche a expliquer la propagation de ces ondes a l'aide de l'instabilite barotrope du courant a 200 hPa.

On utilise les donnees de vent de JS stations d'Afrique de l'Ouest a 13 niveaux de la
troposphere. La vitesse de propagation des ondes est estimee a l'aide de correlations decalees dans le temps des donnees filtrees et non filtrees du vent.meridien et a l'aide des
phases des ondes, fournies par l'analyse spectrale. La Figure I donne la vitesse de propagation en fonction de l'altitude durant les trois phases actives de l'ETGA, calculee par des
correlations entre les stations Dakar, Bamako, Ouagadougou, Ndjamena. Pendant la phase 3, la
vitesse de yropagation des ondes est pratiquement la meme dans toute la trospophere, voisine
de - 8 ID S- •
On calcule les correlations du vent rneridien entre tous les niveaux dans une meme station, pour chacune des trois phases. Les correlations trouvees pour les phases I et 2 entre
les niveaux eloignes sont relativement faibles. Au contraire, durant la phase 3, on trouve
une correlation significative negative entre les niveaux 700 et 200 hPa, en accord avec les
resultats trouves par Reed et coll. (2).
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Il en resulte que, durant la phase 3,
une zone de convergence dans les basses couches est surmontee d'une zone de divergence
durant tout le temps oil l'onde traverse
l'Afrique de l'Ouest. Il est probable que
cette configuration favorise le developpement de la convection : 64 % des precipitations de l'ete 1974 dans la region du Cap
Vert sont tombees durant la phase 3.
Durant les phases I et 2, les vitesses
des ondes n'etant pas les memes dans les basses et les hautes couches, la superposition
precedente (convergence - divergence) etait un
evenement occasionnel et peu durable, ce qui
explique peut-etre la faible quantite des
precipitations observees pendant ces periodes .
Vitesse des ondes d'est (periode 3-4 jours)
dans la troposphere, durant les trois phases
actives de 1 'ETGA. En obscisse, la vitesse
en ms-1 comptee positivement vers l'est . En
ordonnee, la pression en hPa. ~-phase 1 ;
••• phase 2 ; --- phase 3. A 700 mb, les pe-

- - - - - - - ----------------1~s-eeFG-l-es-0-:r;ep:r-esel'l-t;erJ.t;..._l-es---es.t.imat.ions
de Burpee et coll. (1).
Figure
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Dans la climatologie de la troposphere africaine, un des aspects remarquables es t le
fort ralentissement du vent zonal a 200 hPa entre Aden et Khartoum. Cette observation conduit a etudier connnent des ondes instables peuvent se propager a ce niveau.
Le profil moyen meridi e n du vent zonal a 200 hPa pendant l'ete 1974 presente deux maximums de v itesse, l'un a 4°N, l'autr e a 12°N, separ es par un minimum vers 9°N. On peut
ajuster ce profil meridien en le decomposant en quatre courants dans chacun desquels le
tourbillon vertical absolu est unif orme. Ces courants sont separes par trois discontinuites.
Par un modele lineaire, incompressible, barotrope et spherique sur la surfa ce 200 hPa, on
obtient de maniere analytique une relation entre la vitesse d e propagation et la longueur
d'ond e , dite relation de dispersion.
La courbe de dispersion presente des intervalles de longueur d'onde ou la vitesse de
propagation est complexe, ce qui signifie que, parrni toutes l es ondes possibles representees par la courbe de dispersion, certaines s'amplifient en fonction du t emps et sont,
theoriquement, celles qui d oivent apparaitre dans l'ecoulernent, les autres conservant une
amplitude infinirnent petite. Les caracteristiques des ondes observees a 200 hPa en ete
1974 correspondent approximativernent aux intervalles de longueur d'onde ou la vitesse de
propagation est complexe. Le profil meridien du vent zonal a 200 hPa est done favorable
au developpement d'ondes d'est ace niveau.
Dans les cas favorables (phase 3), un couplage doit s'etablir entre les niveaux 200
et 700 hPa, a mesure que l'onde progresse vers l'Ouest. Lorsque la superposition convergence (700 hPa) divergence (200 hPa) est realisee, la convection se developpe, entrainant
des precipitations.
L'observation montre que, pendant l' ete, le maximum des precipitations est situe vers
9°N. Les echanges verticaux intenses lies aux precipitations peuvent expliquer a leur tour
le ralentissement observe dans le profil meridien du vent zonal a 200 hPa vers 9°N.
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THE LAND AND SEA BREEZE CIRCULATION AND ITS
INFLUENCE ON RAINFALL OVER KENYA' S COASTAL AREAS
by
J.K. Ng'ang'a and B.A.N. Masumba
Department of Meteorology
University of Nairobi
The coast line of Kenya runs in a NE-SW direction. There are two distinct large
scale wind regimes. The SE Trades dur~ng northern summer and the NE Trades during the
northern winter. There are two rainy seasons following the movement of the Inter-Tropical
convergence zone (ITCZ). The long rains start in mid March and continue to the end of May
while the short rains occur in the last half of October and continue to the end of November. The intervening periods are mostly dry; however, local influencing factors often do
bring in substantial rains in some areas of the country.
The spacial distribution of rainfall in Kenya is influenced by three local factors.
(1)
Over the coastal areas of rainfall is enhanced by the interaction between the large
scale wind .f low and the land and sea breeze circulation.
(2)
Over the central highlands,
the orographic lifting of the air mass results in enhanced rainfall due to the release of
conditional instability.
(3)
over the western areas the land .and lake breeze circulation
associated with lake Victoria advects moisture over the highlands west of the Rift Valley
where a combination of orographic lifting and interaction with the large scale easterly
flow results in heavy precipitation.
The rainfall over the lowlands between coastal strip and the central highlands is
mostly dependent on the ITCZ and therefore these areas receive very little rains in the
periods between the rainy seasons.
In fact, these, are areas that are most affected by drought conditions. The effects of local factors are more readily noticed during the drought
such as the one that prevailed during the 1984 long rains period. Inspite of the fact thatthe
ITCZ failed to become established over East Africa thereby resulting in widespread failure
of rains, the coastal areas and the lake region continued to receive substantial amounts of
rainfall. Most of the other areas remained mostly dry.
The objective of the work here presented was to investigate the characteristics of
the land and sea breeze circulation as a local rain producing system over the coastal areas
of Kenya • . The study was based on 3 hourly observations of surface wind at 3 stations along
the coast, Mombasa, Malindi, and Lamu and Voi 120 Jans to the west . for a period 3 years.
The reason for including Voi was to investigate the inland extension of the land and sea
breeze circulation. The area between the coast and Voi has flat terram so that no topoqraphical influence was anticipated. The mean wind vector was calculated in the usual way
by resolving the wind into u,and v components. The land and sea breeze -component of the wind
field were obtained as the deviation from the mean.
The results of the analysis show that along the coast the sea breeze commences before
12 noon (East African Standard Time) and develops to a maximum at 3 in the afternoon. The
land breeze does not commence until 11 at night and develops to a maximum at 6 in the morning.
In all the 3 coastal stations studied the sea breeze was found to be stronger than
the land breeze.
Analysis of the wind field at Voi seems to indicate that land and sea breeze circulation extends up to 120lans inland. The sea breeze commences at 3 in the afternoon and
does not become well developed until 6 p.m. so that there is a lag of 3 hours between
establishment of sea breeze at the coast and at Voi. The land breeze commences at 3 in the
morning developing to a maximum at 6 a.m. showing again a lag of 3 hours. However, it
should be noted that the land to the west of Voi rises to a height of about 2000 metres in
the Taita Hills. The rising ground should be expected to induce upslope flow during the
day ~ downslope flow during the night. The upslope and the downslope flows are in th e
same direction as the sea and land breeze flows respectively.
It is therefore difficult to
establish difinitely whether the analysis of winds at Voi showed the effect of th e to o~~~~~~g~r~a~p~y
~
or an inland extension of the land sea breeze circulation.
The vertical extent of
the land and sea breeze circulation was carried out using pilot balloon observations at
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Mombasa.

It was found that the circulation extends up to 800mb.

Analysis of rainfall over the coastal area shows that the land and sea breeze circulation has a strong influence on the diurnal and seasonal variation of the rainfall over
the coastal area. The circulation interacts with the larg e sca l e ~asterly flow r es ulting
in local convergence of the wind fie ld mainly in the morning hours.
It is th erefore found
that most of the rains in the area coccur in late morning hours.
The most significant influence of the land and sea breeze circulation on th e rainfall over the coast of Kenya is in the period of June , and July. During this time the
southern high pressure ridge has extended to East Afr i ca. The large scale wind field has
a large Easterly component as a result of which there is a large moisture advection inland
from the south Easterlies which have mainly an oceanic track.
The moisture laden easterlies interact with land and sea hreeze circulation to produce larg e amounts of precipitation over the coastal area. This influence is mainly confined to the narrow strip along
the coast but can sometimes extend as far west as Voi 120km to th e west. The rains at Voi
and the surrounding area may also be enhanced by the rising topography which causes orographic lifting and the release of conditional instability. There is a la~ of 3 hours
between the time of maximum occurrence of rainfall at the coast and at Voi in a similar
fashion of the lag in the land and sea breeze circulation.
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DYNAMICAL Af\O THERMODYNAMICAL ASPECTS OF TWO TROPICAL SQUALL
LINES OBSERVED DURING "COPT-81" EXPERIMENT
by

Jacques TESTLD
Centre de Recherches en Physique de !'Environnement (CNET/CNRS/CRPE)
38/40 rue du General Leclerc - 92131 Issy-les-Moulineaux - France.
The most prominent feature of deep convection over West-Africa is its frequent organisation
in squall lines. By their frequent occurence (about one every 3 days), their effect on the environment
(tending to hom_ogeneize_ the vertical profile of equi~alent potential temperature E)' tropical squall
Imes play a maior. role m the energetics of the tropical atmosphere, extracting the latent and sensible heat stored in the atmospheric boundary layer and redistributing it towards upper altitudes.
The understanding of the stability of the squall line structure remains a challenge for atmospheric physicists and theoreticists. Indeed, these squall lines may consist in deep convection fronts
of several hundreths of km (or more) which travel westwards at speeds of JO to 30 m/s over thousands of km while preserving their general shape. Tropical convection experiments like GA TE ( 197 4)
or VItv1HEX (1972) have stimulated theoretical work like that of Moncrieff and Miller ( 1976) or
Raymond (197 5). In particular, the theory of Moncrieff and Miller establishes the possibility that
a squall line propagates at a speed greater than the environmental upstream flow. However we
think that by now the two following questions have not received satisfactory answers :
(i) What is the three-dimensional air flow inside tropical squall lines ?
(ii) Why does this 3D air flow lead to an apparently stable structure of the squall lines.
From the data gathered during the dual Doppler radar experiment "COPT 81 " (Sommeria
and Testud, 1984) conducted in Ivory Coast in May and June 1981, a new light on the above questions may be shed, owing to the possibility ·of a detailed observation of the 3D wind field. In this
paper, having selected two particularly significant squall lines of this campaign, we describe the
associated 3D wind field and try to explain the dynamical "feed back" which maintains the system.
The two squall lines, hereafter referred to as "case I" and "case 2", passed over the experimental
area (near Korhogo, 5°E ; 9°N) respectively on June 22, 1981 around 04.00 and on June 23, 1981
around 23.00.
While they displayed quite similar gross morphological structures, the airflow regimes and
the . propagation modes appeared quite different. A detailed analysis can be found in Testud et
al. (1984).
Case l is an unexpected example of a rather active squall line (at least when considering
the rain fall) which propagated in a weakly unstable upstream flow. The airflow regime (Fig. I)
is here quite peculiar : it appears driven by a mesoscale negative buoyancy produced by evaporation
of the stratiform precipitation at the rear. The intense convection at the front of the system,
mainly forced, is a consequence rather than a cause of the mesoscale downdraft at the rear. One
may be tempted to interprete this observation as a squall line at its decaying stage. However the
data of the ground meteorological network of West Africa and the satellite pictures, reveal that
the squall line continued its propagation during 12 hours after passing over Korhogo, and that its
breakdown occured about 1500 km to the West, at the longitude of Dakar. Possibly, the observed
airflow is an actually stable regime which permits the squall line to maintain itself in the weakly
unstable environment. Of course the question of the degree of generality of this observation remains
open.
Case 2 is a squall line which fits better with the picture portrayed by Houze (1977) or
Zipser (1977). In this case the driving force is classically the positive buoyanc y in frontal cells .
The exis tence of cell downdrafts concurrently with a mesoscale downdraft agrees with Zipser's
description. Definitely distinct from this, there is the fact that the mesoscale downdraft contributes
to feeding the cold pool propagating upstream and forming the gust front. The morphology of the
3D wind fields is shown in Fig. 2. We should point out that Fig. 2 refers to a 50 x 50 km 2 portion
of the squall linP North to the Doppler radar baseline. In this portion , we could identi fy a stable
stru c tur e charac terized by long lasting cells regularly spaced and aligne d along t he cro ss propagation
axis . We tend t o inte r prete t he stabilit y of this stru cture as the resul t of a "re sonant" in terac t ion
betwee n cell updrafts and ce ll downd ra ft s : eac h updr af t produces a do wndraf t whose trajec t or y
e nds a t low altitude and t riggers t he inf low wh ic h fee ds th e neighbou ring updraft. Howe ver we
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would not mean that this resonant interaction is able to explain the large scale structure of the
squall line. South to the radar baseline, another 50 x 50 km 2 portion of the squall line could also
be observed in details half an hour later. In this portion Roux ( 1984) and Chalan et al. ( l 984) also
found a multicellular structure but with cells rapidly evolving and irregularly arranged. Possibly
the framework to interprete this observation is the theory of dynamical systems (Lorenz, 1963) :
we are in presence of two , different airf low regimes, one "stable" in the northern portion, and the
other "chaotic" in the southern one (the terms "chaotic " and "stable" are used here with the sense
of the dynamical systems theory).
As a conclusion, we think that the most salient fact emerging from the first results of "COPT
81" is the role of the mesoscale flow associated to stratiform precipitations in the dynamics of
the squall line as a whole. We would recall at first the contribution of the mesoscale downdraft
to the feeding of the cold pool whose upstream propagation forms the gust front (this contribution
is major in case l and important in case 2). But also, it should be emphasized that tropical squall
lines exhibit a particularly spectacular example of interaction between dynamics and microphysics :
the mesoscale updraft which maintains the stratiform precipitations at the rear of the squall line,
corresponds to the release of a residual "convective available potential energy" that could not
be liberated in the convective region, because of the loading due to remaining cloud water.
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DYNAMTQUE ET THERMODYNAMIQUE DE DEUX LIGNES DE GRAINS
OBSERVEES PENDANT L'EXPERIENCE TROPICALE COPT 81
par Jaques TESTUD
Centre de Recherches en Physique de l'Environnement
38/40 rue du General Leclerc-92131 Issy-les Moulineaux
·
France
RESUME
L'ex~rience COPT 81 (Convection Profonde Tro;:iiceile) s'est deroulee dans
Ja region de Korhogo (Nord de Ja Cote d'Jvoi~e) avec la participation des laboratoires
OU instituts Frani;ais et Ivoiriens, en \1ai-Juin 1981. Elle etait destinee
l'etude de la
convection profonde en region tropicale, au moyen d'un vaste ensemble instrumental
comprenant en part iculier le systeme RONSARD de deux radars meteorologiques
Doppler.

a

Le present papier rapporte Jes caracter1stiques dynamiques et
thermodynamiqeus qui ont ete deduites propos de deux evenements particulierement
bien documentes : Jes lignes de grains des 22 et 24 Juin 1981. Les observations
permettent en effet de decrire le champ de vent tridimcnsionnel
l'interieur de ces
systemes et le proposer des mecanismes de "feedback" dynamique visant a expliquer
Jeur apparente stabilite durant leur deplacement.

a

a

La Jigne de grains du 22 Juin 1981 correspond a un systeme se propageant
dans une atmosphere faiblement instable. Le front convectif a !'avant du systeme est
essentiellement force par l'etalement d'un courant froid forme
l'arriere, dans Ja
uaine de pluie stratiforme et resultant de !'evaporation des precipitations au dessous
de 2 km d'altitude. L'absence de descentes convectives intenses confere a l'ecoulement
de !'air, un caractere quasi-bidimensionnel suivant Ja direction d'advection.

a

Le cas de Ja Jigne de grains du 24 Juin 1981 correspond a un schema plus
classique dans lequel coexis1ent ascendances et descendances violentes au sein de
cellules intenses alignees dans la partie convective. La stabilite de !'organisation de
ces cellules re suite d'une inter action resonante entre Jes ascendances et les
descendantes convectives de . cellules voisines. On note egalement que la region de
eluie stratiforme l'arriere est egalement responsable de la formation du courant froid
a moyenne echelle dont l'etalement
basse altitude permet l'entretien du
declenchement de la convection !'avant du systeme en deplacement.

a

a

a

Dans les deux cas, le mecanisme de "feedback" dy~amique est complete par
un transfert important, en altitude, d'eau nuageuse depuis le front convectif a !'avant
vers la traine stratiforme l'arriere qui se trouve ainsi entretenue.

a
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SURFACE ALBEDO OVER NORTHWESTERN AFRICA
FROM METEOSAT RADIANCES AND ROUTINE SURFACE DATA
by
.
1
.
2
1
B. Pinty , G. SzeJwach and J. Stum
1

L.A.M.P., Universite Clermont II, B.P. 45, 63170 Aubiere, FRANCE
2
L.M.D., Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau Cedex, FRANCE

1. Introduction
Since a few years, retrieving and monitoring of surface albedo from satellite hav e
received large attention. Because of their good spatial and temporal sampling of the radiation field, sunsynchroneous and geosynchroneous satellite constitute unique tools for earth
radiation budget studies. However, besides limitations inherent to each system such as
bidirectional measurements and/or spectral sampling of the reflected field, satellite data
require corrections for atmospheric effects when surface parameters are needed. The present
paper focuses on this latter aspect. Recently developed methods permitting the removal of
atmospheric effects from Meteosat data are discussed in the particular case of West African
regions. These methods emphasize the opportunity to get independent surface radiative
measurements in order to retrieve surface albedo from Meteosat.
2. Mesoscale albedo over Sahelian sites
Over a homogenous and flat terrain with Lambertian albedo a, the radiance LS reaching
the satellite is the sum of a backscattered radiance by the atmosphere, and of surface
irradiance reflected by the ground and muitiplied by the transmittance of the atmospheric
path within the sensor's field of view :

where ES is the solar irradiance, as and a the spherical albedo and intrinsic atmospheric
reflectance of the atmosphere, respectivel~, T(8 ) and T(8v) the total transmission factor
0
for the solar zenith angle 80 and satellite viewing angle 8V.
Eq.(I) shows that even for a simplified case where bidirectional effects and environmental
perturbations are neglected, the retrieving of albedo is limited by at least four unknowns
which depend on the prevailing optical atmospheric properties. Since the required accuracy
for albedo is± 0.05 (Henderson-Sellers and Wilson, 1983), the .removal of atmospheric contamination must be achieved very carefully. Obviously, the best way is to get concurrent
observations of actual atmospheric properties. The studies done by Rockwood and Cox (1978)
with additional :·aircraft data and Mekler and Joseph (1983) with ground albedometers are
based on such an approach. Although these methods permit a good correction of atmospheric
effects, they have the disadvantage to need specifically designed measurements, and consequently these methods do not allow a suitable monitoring of surface albedo.
The main advantage of the method recently developed by Pinty et al. (1984-a) is to use
concurrent and routine measurements of surface global radiation (EG) provided by the
AGRHYMET Office. Indeed, over Sahelian region where the sun angle 80 and the satellite
angle 8V are close to each other, Eq.(I) can be parameterized in the form of Eq.(2)
(2)

where parameter A is given from surface measurement and B and C from a simplified spectral
model. The sensitivity study of the estimated albedo to possible errors in EG, aa and as
indicates t~at the method can be reasonably applied with routine data. Because of its scale
representativeness (1-2 105 m) the surface global radiation permits the direct estimation of
surface albedo at the typical grid size of GCM model.
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3. Surface albedo over northwestern Africa
Using the method described in the previous section, surface albedo can be successfull y
derived at a mesoscale (I-2 105 m) over instrumented sites. However, the retrieval of albedo
maps with the same accuracy over whole climatic regions,where the only available data are
satellite radiances, still remains. Owing to the fact that the clear sky atmospheric transmittance has a spatial scale of about (I - 2 105 m), Pinty and Szejwach (1984) have developed
a technique allowing the surface albedo to be retrieved from Meteosat data over northwestern
Africa. Under clear sky conditions, the spatial variations in radiances are mainly due to
spatial variations in ground reflectances at a scale of about (I-2 105 m). In that case,
one can derive a relationship between two neighbouring areas (J02 x 102 km) i and j characterized by reflectance values of p. and p. , respectively
l_

J

p.
IA2 L,d . F(A) d A - _J_
p . JA.2
LS . +
L,d . F(A.) d
LS ,J. ~ _J_
p.
,1A
,j
p.
A
,11

I

l_

A. I

p.(/..)
J

E•
l_

F(/..)d/..

• (/..)

'J

(3)

where t.. and t.. 2 are the upper and lower wavelength
1
tively, and E..(!..)= T.(A) - T.(A.).
1-,J

J

limits of the sensor response, respec-

l_

Eq.(3) is derived from the monochromatic radiance equation at the satellite which is
proposed by Slater (1980)
LA.S = [

*

EA.

p(/..) T(!..) + LA.d] F(A.)

with LAS is the spectral radiance measured by the sensor, Et.. is the surface spectral irradiance, T(!..) the spectral atmospheric transmittance , p ( /.. ) the surface spectral reflectance
and LA.d the spectral atmospheric path radiance.
Similarly, Eq.(3) permits to obtain a relationship between radiances of neighbouring
areas noted k, 1, . . . by their reflectance ratios Pi/ Pk' pk/p 1 , •.. to complete the coverage
of the studied climatic region . Assuming that the sum of the last three terms is constant
during the day, the half-hourly temporal sampling offered by geostationary satellites allows
the reflectance ratios to be derived from a linear regression between the respective rad i ances
measured during a diurnal cycle. The absolute reflectance values of each area can then be
obtained from the knowledge of only one of the reflectance considered in the serie of ratios.
The validation of the present ratio technique has been made successfully over Upper- Volta
sites (Pinty et al. , 1984-b).
Surface albedo maps were derived using the ratio technique
for February 18 (dry season) and July 2 1979 (wet season) over northwestern Africa. The
general seasonal change related to the growth of vegetation with the onset of the wet season
has been quantitatively ex amined . A significant decrease of albedo between February and July
has been observed west of 9°W and south of 18°N . The largest changes (over 25 %) occur along
14°W over Senegal and Western Mauritania.
4. Concluding remarks
As long as surface properties are deduced from satellite measurements, it is necessary to
get concurrent observations of the atmospheric state, whatever scale is considered for
albedo retrieving. To allow a ·suitable monitoring of albedo over a given climatic region,
it is opportune to use routine measurements such as those already done by the AGRHYMET Office
over the Sahelian region. Using these measurements, the scale representativeness of the
albedo is about (l-2 105 m). The inference of surface albedo at the same scale but over a
whole climatic region appears possible because of the good spatial coverage and temporal
sampling of the radiation field done by geostationary satellites. As an example of this
latter approach , surface albedo maps over northwestern Africa have been derived from Meteosat
data.
5. Acknowledgements
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CONTRIBUTION A L'ETUDE DE LA DESERTIFICATION DU NORD-QUEST DE L'AFRIQUE
DURANT LES 400 DERNIERES ANNEES
par
A. Lines E.
Institut national de meteorologie
Madrid, Espagne
RESUME

Durant les quatre siecles qui viennent de s'ecouler, le nord-ouest de
l 'Afrique a subi des changements climatiques significatifs qu' il est impossible de separer de ceux qui ont ete enregistres dans la region me di terraneenne et le sud de !'Europe.
Il n' existe malheureusement pas de donnees systematiques qui p:r~et
traient d'evaluer le probleme avec precision. L'evolution des especes vegetales et leurs besoins en eau fournissent neanmoins quelques donnees qui sont
decri tes.
Par ailleurs, la plupart des auteurs s 'accordent sur une legere
augmentation des temperatures qui est liee .i l 'augmentation de la teneur en
gaz carbonique de !'atmosphere durant les siecles qui viennent de s'ecouler en
particulier le dernier. Ces phenomenes se sont traduits par un climat conti nental plus accentue et une progression vers le nord de la desertification.
Certains aspects du probleme sont etudies en fonction des caracteristiques climatiques des 1les Canaries.
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CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF THE DESERTIFICATION IN THE NORTHWEST
OF AFRICA DURING 'l'h~ LAST 400 YEARS
A. Lines
Institut nacionale de meteorologie, Madrid, Spain

The evolution of the climate is an observed fact.
Africa has not been
an exception.
The desertification of wide areas of Africa has taken place
during the historical periods, some of them recent ones. According to some
authors, between 4,000 and 2,000 B.C., over Europe, the climate was optimum,
and there was subpluvial climate in Northern Africa.
It has been generally
admitted by authors that between 2,000 and 500 B.C:, this climate began to
decline .
In the 3rd century B.C., the dromedarian was introduced into the
semidesertized lands by the Romans. We could roughly imagine that A, C and BW
types of Koppen climate classification have existed during the last 40
centuries over Northern Africa. Anyhow, it is not perhaps exact to suppose
that between the 6th century and the present time the process of
desertification was continuous and without changes.
During the 16th century, a series of fluctuations took place. A
similar climatic change took place in the Mediterranean southern side,
especially in the western area. The central area was already a desertized one.
Climatological descriptions of the Northern Africa during the end of
the 16th century, match very well with the present meteorological conditions
at the Mediterranean latitudes around 40°N.
On the other hand, there are enough reasons to suppose that the
climatic changes occurring in Europe during the last centuries had taken place
formerly in the North West of Africa.
The aridif ication process in the Canary Islands was slower than in
African continental inland areas. Historical references from the 15th and
16th centuries make reference to an abundance of water in the Canary Islands.
The desertification process and the climatic changes can be related to
the increase of co 2 in the atmosphere, due mainly, among other factors, to
the disappearance of a great part of the flora in Europe and Africa.
Systematic global evaluations of C02 started in 1958. Today, it reaches
slightly more than 340 ppm. According to some authors, a century ago it was
estimated at 290 ppm.
A first estimation of an increment between 20 to 40 ppm in the period
years, 1,000 to 1,800 could be accepted.
CONCLUSION
Historical descriptions, research of vegetation's evolution and other
references, permit us to suppose that the desertification process in Northern
Africa, so increasingly sharp during the lst centuries, might have slowed down
between the 6th and 15th or 16th centuries. Nevertheless, towards the end of
the 16th century or during the 17th century, there was a sharp increment of
desertification that in the last years appears to have been reactivated.
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SOME SPACIO-TEMPORAL ASPECTS OF DROUGHT IN MALI
AND CONSEQUENT METEORLOGICAL ASSISTANCE TO AGRICULTURE

by Kaliba KONARE
Meteorological Service, Bamako, Mali

I - INTRODUCTION

The concepts of meteorological drought and agricultural drought
coincide in most regions of Mali considering the great variability of rainfall
and the relative stability of high evapotranspiration. In this paper, drought is
considered as a moisture deficit calculated from the difference between actual
rainfall and the normal rainfall to which the zone's economic operations have
been adapted. After then defining the drought thesholds, an analysis of rainfall
data leads to an assessment of recurrence rate of this phenomenon. The country
is then divided into four zones which do not follow the usual zonal
classification. Appropriate meteorological assistance to agriculture is
therefore essential if food self-sufficiency is to be attained.

II - RECURRENCE RATE OF DROUGHT
Both oral and written tradition record several periods of drought
since the 16th century in Africa, the most recent and severe of which in the
Sahelian zone are those of 1910-1916, 1940-1948, 1968-1973 and 1979-1984, the
latter two being almost fused together.
A rough analysis of rainfall data from the synoptic stations in Mali
covering 1951-1980 shows that the means of the successive .decades 1951-1960,
1961-1970 and 1971-1980 diminished regulary. The conclusion cannot be drawn that
a trend towards drying exists since these means are not generally stable. But,
by comparison with the normal (2), the first of these decades has had an excess,
the second has been normal and the last has had a deficit rainfall.
Determination of the probabilities of the occurrence of certain levels
of rainfall deficit makes it possible to map the incidence of drought. We used
the following thresholds, d being the deficit value with respect to the normal
rainfall
d ~ 25

25 <d

~

50
d > 50
where d

Moderate drought
Severe drought
Catastrophic drought
x -

x

x

100 ;

x = normal

rainfall

x

actual annual
rainfall.

It has been observed that moderate droughts occur most frequently in
southern zones (Bamako and Sikasso) and severe droughts in nornthern zones
(north of the latitude of Nioro).

The recurrence periods of the various catE-gories of drouc,ht have been
deduced [2) from the calculation of these probabilities. Some relevant resu lts
are worth emphasizing.
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Severe drouBhts, whose socio-economic cons e quences ma y be disastrou s ,
are the most damaging to the nation as a whole. According to their recurrence
periods, four zones can be distinguished wxhich are vulnerable to a differ e n t
degree (see Figure 1) . It is noteworthy that thes e zones do not coincide with
the conventional zonal rainfall regions (see Fqigure 2) which are delineated by
the mean isohyets (Sahara, Sahel, Sudan and Sudan-Guinea) and which place, for
example, San and Segou in the same zone, which is not the case here.
Zone IV is the least affected, which is confirmed by the presence of a
few remainders of the clear forest around Kita.
The most frequently affected by severe drought is zone I situated
north of 14°N. Its meridional boundary seems to correspond with the "edge of the
desertification" which is :formed progressively by the succession of desert rings
surrounding the water points and human settlements linked by transhumance
routes. It is also in this zone that the surface parameters vary most (in
particular albedo). ln turn, this variation may affect the persistence of the
drought (at least in this zone), in view of the results concerning the climate
sensitivity to ground's albedo variation in the numerical climate simulation
experiments which seem to conclude that the increase in albedo between 14°N and
21°N causes a large reduction in rainfall at these lattitudes whilst further
south the rainfall maximum increases [4).
The fairly clear delineation between these drought zones may be
explained by the combinations, at varied degrees depending on each drought year,
of these types of possible causes of drou5ht in the Sahel :
Thermo-dynamic characteristics of the monsoon over its oceanic
trajectory (which determine its potential moisture capacity),
- State of the general circulation ( organization of pressure fields
and the induced effect of the jet streams TEJ and AEJ),
Local conditions over the continental trajectory of the monsoon.

III - IMPACT ON AGRICULTURE
In general, either a moderate or a severe drought is observed twice
out of three to five years over the whole of Mali [2]. We could therefore
accept, as did Professor H.E. Landsberg, that drought is part of our climate
rather than a climate anomaly. Further·m ore, 85 % of the cereal production comes
from rain-fed crops. Consequently, the crop calendar, which is also dictated by
the seasonal nature of rainfall (it is concentrated in the months June to
October), should be established in frequential terms rather than means, in order
to take better account of the asociated climatic risk at all levels of
productivity.
The most sir,nificant impact of drought on ae,riculture is the loss of
seeds and / or part or all of the yield (e.g. all of the crop was lost in 1983 in
certain zones and everywhere in 1984). However, the impact also depends on the
species and varietes grown as well as the hydro-dynamic char~cte~istics of the
soi 1 s, these elements being frequently ignored in attempts to JUst1 fy the cereal
deficits.
The
an excessive
a deficit in
cover, hence

cumulative effect of drought in time, together with its corollary,
use of the groundwater combined with inadequate recharge, leads to
the region.al hydrological balance and destruction of the plant
aggravation of erosion and desertification process and a reduction

in pastureland.

IV - METEOROLOGICAL ASSISTANCE TO AGRICULTURE
The "normal" or "abnormal" nature of the rainy season is a determening
factor for agriculture in the Sahel and results from meteorological phenomna and
situations which are still poorly explained. Regional-scale exper1ments such as
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whose very high recurrence rate requires rational and permanent protective
measures. The Meteorological Service of Mali is therefore undertaking a
large-scale programe of activities whithin the framework of the AGRRHYMET
Programme and the National Food Strtegy. This programme covers the following two
sections.
a) Operational agrometeorological activities
Crops are monitored at national level by a multi-disciplinary group
organized by the Meteorological Service and made up of members representing the
main services involved in food policy making and production. This group's work
has a considerable impact on planning and decision making as an essential
element in the Early Warning System.
A Pilot Project has been designed and is being implemented by the
f.leteoroligical Service in collaboration with the agricultural services in order
to determine specific methodologies for agrometerological assistance adn their
cost/benefit ratio. Farmers in the Pilot Project area are being advised directly
in accordance with agrometeorological informatiori which is rapidly made
available by a specialized . interdisciplinary team. The results to date have been
encouraging. During the farming year a systematic average increase in yield in
the order of 20 to 25 % was recorded on the plots where assistance had been
provided as compared with conventionally farmed plots.
Operational assistance could be improved through appropriate disease
prevention treatment on the crops and the production of weather forecasts which
are adapted to farming needs.
b) Agroclimatic studies and research
Priority is given to those aimed at an evaluation of the climatic
risk, thus avoiding empiricism as far as possible and permetting better
management on the available water . Current studies cover the following
subjects
- Frequential analysis rainfall.
- Determination of sowing periods which should be planned and selected
to achieve optimal vegetation conditions for the crops and high,
stable yields. A study has been made for 19 places on various
varieties on maize, millet, sorghum, peanuts and cotton, based on
the criterion on successful sowing and the likelihood of meeting the
requirements in the critical development phases. The results form a
reliable source for agricultural planning, the selection of
varieties and the introduction of new species. The ultimate aim of
the study is to guarantee production in the face of climatic
hazards.
- Estimation of the partial and global water requirements on crops on
the basis of experiments conducted in collaboration with Agronomic
Research, in order to achieve better estimates of water prospects
and on crop yields as well as optimal irrigation practices
permitting substantial savings of water and other resources.
Other equally important study topics are included in the programme in
the medium and long term.

V - CONCLUSION
Drought is a recurrent, large-scale phenomenon, which is irregular in
space. Operational agrometeorological assistance, agroclimatological studies and
research have been designed and implemented in close collaboration with the
competent national technical services and will certainly attenuate the impact of
d-J.O-O.u.gl:i-~ - agF-i-Gu-l-·&1H'e .- - -- -
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A SIMPLE METHOD TO REPRESENT THE LARGE-SCALE EFFECTS
OF CONVECTION
by Philippe Bougeault*
rirection de la Meteorologie, France

Abstract

An analysis of the GATE thermodynamic balances (static energy and
humidity) provides some general ideas on the role of cloud clusters in the
tropical atmosphere.
It appears that most of the heat sources and humidity
sinks observed are due to the fact that the atmosphere is not really subject
to vertical advection coherent with the observed horizontal convergence and
divergence.
Indeed, most of the updraughts are concentrated in the cloud
columns. This confirms a well-Jmown result, i.e. that the prime element in
any parameterisation of deep convection should be the convective mass flux in
clouds. This paper describes a new method to forecast this cloud mass flux,
for parameterisation purposes, and shows how an extremely siJnple scheme can be
constructed to represent convection, which contains all of the physical
effects known to this day.
The agreement obtained with the observations is very encouraging as
regards forecasts of convective rainfall (canparison with GATE radar
measurements) and vertical distribution of the effects on temperature and
humidity.
It can thus be concluded that, whilst not having the complexity of
the other existing mass flux methods (e.g. the spectral scheme by Arakawa and
Schubert), this new scheme avoids the conventional problems of the Kuo method
and offers a very advantageous substitute in terms of its quality/cost ratio.
The paper also discusses the applications of this method to the
transfer of momentum by cumulus clouds, and the problems linked to the
method's use in numerical forecasting models in France.

*

The study in question was largely carried out during the author's studies
at Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, under the supervision
of Professor T. N. Krishnamurti.
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Introduction

La qualite et la continuite des donnees recueillies pendant l' ETGA perme4 outre une
meilleure connaissance et description des phenomenes complex es de la convection nuageuse, la
validation des schemas de representation volontairement simplifies qui sont utilis e s comme
"parametrisations" dans les modeles numeriques de prevision du temps. Ceci est rendu possibl~ entre autres, par l'evaluation systematique des differents termes des bilans d'energie
statique et d'humidit~
aux echelles de temps superieures a 12 heures, et d'espace superieures a 300 km, par K.V . Ooyama, S.K. Esbensen, et J.H.Chu, pour la phase III de l'ETGA (voir
Ref. 2') • La presente etude, (Ref. 1 ) se fonde sur 1' examen de ces bilans pour definir la
methode de calcul la plus simple qui rende _.compte correctement des variations et des effets
de l '.activite ___convective pendant cette periode.
2.

·Examen des : bilans the:r modynamiques

La figure 1 presente la moyenne pendant les 20 jours de la phase III des differents
termes du bilan de 1 1 energie statique s = _C T + _ gz . On constate que l _' evolution temporelle
A et les advections horizontales B et C son~ tres faibles, alors qu'un ·equilibre s'etablit
entre le refroidissement D du a l'advection verticale et aux echanges radiatifs (E), et un
rechauffement F calcule comme residu, et attribue aux cumulus ( Q - QR). Ce phetomen~
1
present ici sur les ·moyennes sur 20 j ours, se retrouve a 1' exam.e n des termes _du bil:.m moyennes sur 12 -heures. On en conclut que dans l'atmosphere tropical~ il y a equilibre, sur une
periode de temps superieure a 12 heure~ -entre l'advection verticale et le rechauffement du
aux cumulus. : En fait l'atmosphere ne voit jamais a- cette echelle l'ascendance calculee a
partir de la continuite de la masse .
Le bilan d'humidite q (Fig . 2) · confirme cette
conclusion : L'augmentation _d'humidite due a l'adveetion verticale est masquee par le puits
d 'humidite des nuages ( Q ) · et, en part i e, par un leger assechement par advection horizon2
- tale . L' ascendance n' a pas lieu a grande echell.~ ma is a l '_echelle des nuage~ et l 'humidite
disparait ~ussitot sous forme de precipitations.
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3.

Une methode simple pour representer l a convection.

Nous avons cherche a traduire ces idees dans la methode de calcul la plus simple possible des effets a grande echelle (Temps> 12 heures,
Espace > 300 km) ae la convection nuageuse. La notion de flux de mass e convectif, utilis ee par de nombreux a uteurs ( p. ex. Ref.
7) s'introduit naturellement dans un e telle formulation. Au terme d'un raisonnement explicite dans (1 ) , on pose

u.J'~

+

K

s

w"'~

+

K

q

ilp

c
c

- s )

(1)

- q)

(2)

ou
w• est le flux de mass e dans les nuages convectifs, s et q l' energie statique et
l'humidite d'un updraft nuageux. Dans les deux expressions; le p~emier terme traduit l'effet
de l'absence d'advection verticale a grande echelle
( souvent appele subsidence induite)
et le deuxieme l'effet du melange d'air nuageux a l'environnement. w*
est calcule par
deux hypotheses empiriques:
1) La structure verticale de w~
est liee a celle de l' instabilite, representee par
la difference entre l'energie statique du nuage h = s + Lq
et celle de l'environnement
h= ~ + Lq.
Plus precisement
w~ =
ol.. (h - h')"I.. . c
c
2)
La constante de proportion~alite c ~
represente l'intensite globale du phenomene
et est calculee suivant une idee de Kuo (Ref. 6 ), en postulant que la convergence totale
d'humidite dans la colonne nuageuse est utilisee pour creer des nuages . On en deduit:

frr

1:£

=

Jrrfs ( w ?f';J.!

"J-

V. V 'f )
t
F1 (f s ) - F., (Pr )
- ~
Fq(pt? ' sont les flux turbulents d'humidite a la base et au SOilllllet de la zone
Bw "'

d.1

'Of

~

OU F (pb),
insta81e.
Quand w" est connu, la valeur de K
que humide dans la colonne nuageuse
soit

K
OU
4.

= { H. (pe) - Ft (PT) -

Jfafr

f

se dedui t de la conservation de 1 1 energie sta ti-

J

I

Fh (pi) ' Fh CpJ ' sont les flux turbulents d r energie statique humide.
Application et Resultats

Pour mettre en oeuvre cette method~ il est d'abord necessaire de calculer le profil
nuageux Cs ' q ) • Ceci peut etre fait par une des methodes existantes. En pratiqu~ il est
utile d'inEorpofer l'entrainement d'air non nuageux dans ce calcul, par exemple COillllle propose par la Ref. 8 . La valeur du taux d'entrainement est alors un parametre ajustable du schema,
qui influence prin~£pale~fnt la hauteur de la couche nuageuse. Une valeur optimale ,
pour 1 1 ETGA est 5 10
mb
. Aux latitudes moyennes, par contre, la sensibilite des
resultats au choix de ce parametre est faible. Il faut aussi connaitre les flux de chaleur
sensible et latente • Ceux-ci doivent etre determines par un schema de diffusion verticale.
Les figures 3, 4, .S, et 6 presentent les resultats moyens de 160 integrations "semiprognostiques" de 3 heures, d'un modele unidimensionnel reprenant les diverses parametrisations physiques utilisees dans un modele de prevision :
Calcul radiatif , Diffusion verticale , · Convection. , Pour chacune des integrations , la vitesse verticale observee est imposee, 'et l'evaporation de surface est calculee a l'aide des vents observes . La serie temporelte des precipitations convectives comparees aux observations des radars ( cf. Ref. 3)
montre que le schema reproduit les variations de l'activite convective liees au passage des
ondes d'Est sur la region concernee . Les profils moyens de Q1-QR et Q sont bien repro2
duits ( Figs. 4 et 5)
et le flux de masse convectif moyen pendant la phase III (Fig. 6 )
est legerement superieur a la vitesse verticale moyenne ,
ce qui est en accord avec les
resultats experimentaux les plus recents ( p.ex. Ref. 4). Ces remarques sont confirmees
par l'examen des sorties individuelles .
S.

Conclusion

Outre sa simplicite et sorr faible cout numerique
environ 20% de plus que le traditionnel schema "de Kuo") , la methode proposee a les avantages suivants:
1 ) Elle est exempte de parametres mal definis, ou empiriques
2) Elle calcule une mesure physique de l'activit~ convectiv~ le flux de masse, sujet
a verification experimentale •
3) Elle permet une generalisation pour calculer les effets de la convection nuageuse
__________s_u_r-.l_e_:..._v.:...e_n_t:-,-----:-o.:.u_s_u_r_d~e-s~s~c:;:.a~1a i e a"ut:rt:s-qrr ra- t-empe·!"a t--U-E'
t;-J. r humid-i-t.tf.; __
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4 ) Elle presente des perfonnances au moins egales a celle des autres methode s connues
voir en particulier les Refs. 5 et 7).
Les principales limitations de la methode sont liees a l'absence ·de representation explicite de la couverture nuageuse convective, des phenomenes de meso-echelle associes a l a
convectio~, et des downdrafts de diverses echelles ; ceux-ci sont neanmoins pris en compte
de maniere implicite par la definition d'un flux de masse convectif a peine superieur a la
vitesse verticale moyenne, cf. 4 . Elle semble done limitee , dans son usage , a la prevision numerique de grande echelle , mais connne telle , peut rendre des services importants.

3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Fig. 3: Serie temporelle des precipitations
observees (pointille) et prevues (trait plein )
pendant la Phase III de l'ETGA, 30 Aout-18 Septembre 1974.
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EIUDE NUMERIQUE DE PERTIJRBATIONS SUR LA REGION QUEST AFRICAINE
A PARTIR DES IXlNNEES DE L'E.T.G.A.
par
P. ASSMDI
Laboratoire de Physique de l'Atmosphere, Faculte des Sciences
04 B.P. 322 ABIDJAN 04, COTE D'IVOIRE

1. INTROOOCTION

Panni les resulats les plus attendus de la prevision des phenomenes meteorologiques tropicaux on peut en citer deux qui interessent tout particulierement les centres
africains : ce sont d'une part, la localisation des perturbations pluvio-orageuses et
d'autre part la determination des taux de precipitations qui leur sont associes. L'acces a
des parametres pertinents pouvant servir a l'analyse objective de ces systemes passe par
tme description correcte des processus physiques a l'echelle de la sous-maille. De ce point
de vue la modelisation de l'atmosphere offre une occasion exceptionnelle d'evaluation des
scheDRs des interactions complexes qui s'etablissent entre phenomenes d'echelles differentes.
De fait, la parametrisation "physique" dans le "modHe tropical" vise, en demier ressort,
l'obtention de champsde precipitations coherents.
Ainsi, disposant d'un modele 15-niveaux a equations pr1Ill1t1ves qualifie apres
des tests de sensibilite (ASSMDI, 1984) qui ant confinne son aptitude a prevoir le temps
a l'echelle mesosynoptique nous l'avons applique a l'etude des precipitations et a la simulation de leur association avec les ondes d'Est.
Dans cet expose, apres avoir presente dans une prem1ere partie les caracteristiques du modele 15-niveaux d'atmosphere tropicale, on rapporte dans une seconde partie
les resultats et les discussions relatifs au traitement des donnees du 4 au 9 Septembre
1974 de l'E.T.G.A.
2. CARACTERISfIQUES 00 t-DDELE

Les resultats de prevision ant ete obtenus avec la version standard du modele
tropical, version dite "modHe de reference".
Ce modele tridimensionnel en points de grille et a coordonnee verticale sigmi.
(a) est base sur les equations primitives. Le schema d'integration temporelle des equations
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est en Leapfrog semi-implicite avec ~ t = 10 mn. L'atmosphere y est divisee en quinze
couches d'epaisseurs inegales, les niveaux etant reserres dans la couche limite de fa~on
a y assurer une bonne description des phenomenes meteorologiques. La discretisation des
equations est faite sur une grille C (ARAKAWA et LAf'ffi, 1977) definie sur une projection
cartographique de Mercator du domaine geographique s'etendant entre les latitudes 15°S
et 35°N et les longitudes 20°E et 60°W. La dimension de maille horizontale est de 120 km
a l'equateur.
Le relief lisse du domaine et l'albedo de terrain sont pris en compte. Les principaux phenomenes physiques qui interessent l'atmosphere tropicale y sont parametrises sous
une forme simple. en distingue deux parties dans la formulation mathematique du modele :
une partie dynamique constituee de sept equations dont cinq pronostiques et deux diagnostiques. Ces equations decrivent les champs de mouvement (u,v,6), de temperature (T),
d'humidite(q)etc . . . et une partie physique dont les termes parametres sont incorpores aux
equations dynamiques. Cette parametrisation interesse : les phenomenes de rayonnement dont
le bilan regit le refroidissement radiatif de l'atmosphere, le bilan d'energie du sol qui
controle la temperature de surface, les flux de chaleur sensible et latente, les coucheslirnites atmospheriques a travers lequelles s'effectuent les echanges verticaux: de chaleur
et de quantite de mouvement entre le sol et l'atmosphere libre, les changements de phases
de l'eau au cours de la diffusion verticale humide qui aboutit a la formation des nuages
-condensation de grande echelle et convection profonde (KUO, 1974).
- Conditions aux limites :

Verticalement on a pose 6 0 aux lirnites inferieures (o = 1) et superieure
(o = 0) de l'atmosphere. Lateralement le probleme est tres complexe pour un modele regional.
Il n'existe aucune solution satisfaisante ace proble~. frms le rnodele Tropical (AME'IHYSfE)
la condition de DAVIESKARLLBERG a ete introduite. en considere des valeurs quasi fixes
sur les bords du domaine.
3. RESULTATS ET

DIS::USSIOOS

A partir des donnees de quatre jouniees de la phase III de l'experience tropicale
du GARP (E.T.G.A.) (4 au 7 septernbre 1974), des previsions du temps en Afrique de l'OJest
et sur le proche Atlantique sont entreprises a l'aide du modele tropical. Des champs de
precipitations, de lignes de courant .•• sont analyse>- . Cette etude permet d'etablir, a
l'instar des donnees experimentales de cette periode, une relation entre ondes d'Est et
activite convective pendant la mousson africaine.
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Les resultats obtenus (figure 1) montrent en effet que ce modele est capable
de prevoir le developpement des perturbations mesosynoptiques et de decrire leur caractere migratoire d'onde d'Est, ainsi que l'aspect pulsatoire de l'activite convective
diurne asscx:iee. Cette etude a egalement permis de correler avec realisme la plupart
des caracteristiques _observees des ondes africaines et de leurs precipitations asscx:iees.
Il ressort de l'analyse des resultats disponibles que les pluies intenses qui se produisent sur la region OJest-africaine sont lcx:alisees le long de l'axe des thalwegs (figure 2)
toutefois, en debut d'integration au modele on releve les hauteurs de pluies les plus
importantes a l'avant des perturbations quand l'initilisation est effectuee avec les
donnees de 12 H CD 1U. On constate ensuite lll1 transfert progressif du noyau de precipitations vers le creux de l'onde, aux echeances plus lointaines.
Le fait qu'on retrouve, par sinrulation les grands traits du climat regional de
l'OJest africain avec notannnent la presence de la cellule de Hadley atteste que le modele
tropical 15-niveaux reposant sur des schenns de parametrisations physiques simples, est
cependant t.m outil de prevision interessant.
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NUMERICAL STUDY OF PERTURBATIONS OVER THE WEST AFRICAN REGION
USING GATE DATA
Paul Aeeamoi
Univereite d'Abidjan
Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire

ABSTRACT
From the data out of 4 days of the ·GARP Atlantic Tropical
Experiment (GATE, 4th to 7th september 1974) precipitation forecast in
West Afri ea and the Eastern Atlantic have been made. For this purpose,
we integrate for up to 48 hours a regional numeric model with 15 sigmas
levels (Tropical AMETHYSTE Model), including a simple but f1,11l
parameterization of the physical processes. The analysis of the results
of prediction al low, like experimental data over this period, the
derivation of the relations between eastern waves and convective
activity during the African monsoon. In the same way, the analysis
enable us to find out source features of the climatology of the region ,
so showing the interest of a numerical weather prediction in Africa.
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A TWO-DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL MODEL OF
MESOSCALE WEATHER SYSTEMS OVER KENYA
by
Andrew E. Okeyol
National Center for Atmospheric Research 2
Boulder, Cblorado 80307-3000
ABSTRACT
1.

Introduction

Lake/sea breeze circulations have been a subject of extensive research in the past
two decades. Modelers have studied the dynamics and thermodynamics of these circulations
in depth.
However, little attention has been given to their interactions with smaller
scale convective systems or synoptic-scale systems.
As is well known, the development
of convection is dependent on the presence of dynamical mechanisms which lift the
boundary-layer air to the level of free convection, while the persistence of convective
storms appears to be largely related to the availability of moisture. The intensity of
the convection depends on the degree of convective instability initially present and the
rate at which moisture is supplied to the storms by the mesoscale flow.
Studies show
that lake/sea breeze circulations transport a lot of moisture from the lake/sea to the
land.
These circulations also enhance the large- and convective-scale flows and intensify the vertical motion in convergence zones.
The tropical atmosphere is convectively
unstable at least up to 500 mb.
Based on these characteristics, the Kenya highlands
offer an ideal region for the study of the influence of mesoscale circulations on moist
convective processes.

2.

Discussion
In

this

study,

the two-dimensional numerical model developed by Hsie et al.
1984) is used.
Three experiments are carried out each· for 24 h
starting from sunrise.
In experiment 1, two runs are made to verify the impact of
lake/sea breeze circulations on the flow and moisture input into the convective systems.
In the first run, the domain consists of the lake, the highlands, and the ocean. In the
second run, the lake and the ocean are removed. In both simulations, moisture is treated
as a passive variable, i.e., it does not interact with the other thermodynamical variables.
Results show that the lake/sea . breeze circulations enhance the flow over the
highlands and advect significant moisture to the convective clouds over the land.
(J. Atmos. Sci., Aug.

In the second experiment, the model was run using an explicit moisture scheme, in
which latent heating is allowed to affect the thermodynamic equation.
In this experiment, the effect of water loading in the hydrostatic equation is considered. The critical relative humidity for this simulation is 100%.
This experiment shows formation of
convective clouds over the highlands in the late afternoon.
Results also show strong
moisture convergence and vertical velocity at these points. The model simulates maximum
rainfall over the highlands in the late afternoon.
In the third experiment, a cumulus parameterization scheme is used.
CUmulus param- ·
eterization is evaluated when the atmosphere is conditionally unstable and the horizontal
moisture convergence in the lower layer of the model exceeds a =itical value.
The
closure assumption for this scheme is that the latent heat released is proportional to
the total moisture convergence
da •

10n leave from Department of Meteorology, University of Nairobi, P.
Nairobi, Xenya).

o.

Box 30197,

2 The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science
Foundation.
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Results from this experiment also show maximum rainfall over the highlands .
Both
experiments 2 and 3 give maximum condensational heating on the lake side of the highlands
at about 560 mb.
3•

Conclusions

The influence of mesoscale systems on the formation of convective clouds over the
Kenya highlands has been studied.
Results show the importance of lake/sea breeze circulations on the development of convection and the formation of thunderstorms/hailstorms
over this region. These res ults confirm the salient features generally observed over the
highlands, i.e., high frequency of hailstorms (130 days a year).
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MODELE NUMERIQUE A DEUX DIMENSIONS DES SYSTEMES MF:I'EOROLOGIQUES
A MOYENNE EX:lIELLE AU-DESSUS DU KENYA
par
Andrew E. Ok~yo 1
National Center for Atmospheric Research 2
Boulder, Colorado 803 07-3000, Etats-Unis d'knerique
RESUME
La plus grande partie des etudes sur les types de circulation propres
awe brises de lac ou de mer n'ont pas tenu compte jusqu'ici des effets de
l'humidite et du rechauffement diabatique associes a la condensation et a
!'evaporation. Dans la presente etude, l'auteur utilise .un modele
bidimensionnel hydrostatique d'equation generale pour etudier les effets de la
condensation et de !'evaporation sur les types de circulation en question
ainsi que les consequences qui en resultent pour la formation des
orages/tempetes de grele au-dessus des hauts plateaux du Kenya.
La region etudiee est une section transversale des hauts plateaux
kenyans entre le lac Victoria et l'ocean Indien. Le modele est une version
amelioree du modele decrit par Anthes et 'warner (1978), qui presente
14 niveaux
,. dans le plan vertical et 52 points de grille dans le plan
horizontal. La resolution verticale varie et est plus fine au voisinage du
sol. La resolution horizontale minimale est de 20 km, sauf pres des limites
laterales, pour lesque.lles l'auteur emploie une resolution moins dense afin
d'ecarter de la region consideree les effets awe limites.
La temperature potentielle du soi" ~~t calculee au moyen d'un modele
d'une transche de sol utilisant l'equation du bilan energetique. Il est
procede a trois experiences a l'aide de ce modele. Dans la premiere,
l'humidite est traitee corrane une variable passive, c'est-a-dire qu'il n'y a
pas d'interaction entre elie et les autres variables dynamiques et
thermodynamiques. Dans la deuxieme experience, l'humidite est calculee de
maniere explicite et le rechauffement latent peut modifier l'equation
thermodynamique. Dans la troisieme experience, un syteme de parametrisation
des cumulus est utilise af in que les eff ets de la convection soient pris en
compte dans les simulations sur modeles. Ces trois experiences sont integrees
sur 24 heures a partir d'une atmosphere au repos.

l
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Les resultats montrent que la convergence de l'humidite degagee par le
lac Victoria et l'ocean Indien exerce une profonde influence sur la formation
et l'evolution des orages/tempetes de grele au-dessus des hauts plateaux du
Kenya. Ils revelent egalement que la convection joue un role important dans
la formation des nuages au-dessus de cette region. L'apparition d'une zone de
convergence au-dessus des hauts plateaux est une caracteristique interessante
de la circulation. Cette etude expose un mecanisme de production de courants
ascendants, ce qui est tres prometteur en vue de determiner ou et quand les
nuages peuvent se former. Elle met l'accent sur la description des processus
sees et humides qui conduisent
la formation de la zone de convergence
au-dessus des hauts plateaux.

a

a

Les resultats sont compares aux etudes theoriques et
celles fondees
sur les donnees d'observation qui ont ete faites pour cette region, ainsi
qu ' aux observations effectuees par le Service meteorologique kenyan.
Les resultats de cette etude ont une grande importance du point de vue
du bilan energetique et du bilan hydrique au-dessus du Kenya et du Programe de
modification des nuages au-dessus des hauts plateaux kenyans.
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"MESO-SCALE DRY REGION DUE TO DYNAMICAL EFFECT OF
A RECENTLY DISCOVERED MESO-SCALE JET IN NORTH-KENYA"
by
G.C. Asnani, Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology
Pune 411 005, INDIA.
and
J.H. Kinuthia, Kenya Meteorological Department,
P.O. Box 30259, Nairobi, KENYA.
Kinuthia and Asnani (1982) reported the existence of a south-easterly low-level
jet in the Turkana channel in north Kenya. The jet was reported to exist throughout
the year, with speed exceeding 30ms- 1 on a number of occasions and sometimes exceeding even 50ms- 1 • The existence of this jet was inferred from pilot balloon observations from one station (Marsabit) for one year only. It was stated that the large
scale orography of the Turkana channel was such as would give strong winds near the
entrance of the channel, weak winds over Lodwar area and again strong winds near the
narrow exit of the channel near Kenya-Sudan border (Fig.1). The weak winds over
Lodwar were already known through the pilot balloon observations of Lodwar for many
years. What remained to be further confirmed in respect of the existence and cause
of this newly found low level jet were the following three points:
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i.

Strong winds observed at Marsabit for one year were to be confirmed for
subsequent years also.

ii.

The strong winds observed near Marsabit should continue down stream some
distance along the orographic constriction before entering the wide section of
the channel over lake Turkana.

iii. The winds should further increase down-wind near the constriction at the exit
before leaving the channel and entering the wide opening near Kenya-Sudan
border.
With the support of Kenya Meteorological Department and National Council of
Science and Technology, Kinuthia organized mobile observatories to take special
surface and pilot balloon observations at a number of points near the narro~
entrance, wide section around the lake Turkana and again near the narrow exit close
to Kenya-Sudan border. The routine and the special observations have confirmed all
these three points.
The purpose of the present paper is to show that these anticipated and observed
Tariations of wind speed are also accompanied by the corresponding dynamical effect
known as "Bernoulli effect". When the wind speed decreases near lake Turkana,
Bernoulli effect is expected to produce a meso•scale dynamical high pressure perturbation. This high pressure perturbation along the streamlines would induce horizontal velocity divergence and subsidence in the region of weak winds. This would
cause reduced rainfall over the region in the neighbourhood of lake Turkana.
With the present set of observational facilities available to the authors, it
is difficult to measure and verify the pattern of possitive perturbation pressure
and also of the horizontal velocity divergence and consequent subsidence. But we
have found very good, though indirect, support for this reasoning, in the rainfall
pattern over the region. Fig.2 shows the annual average rainfall (cm) in and near
lake Turkana channel. In the same figure, broken line represents 1000m. ground
contour line. Crosses indicate raingauge stations in the area on which the isohyets
of average rainfall are based. One can see re11arkable rainfall •inimum over the
region where the cross-section of lake TYrkana channel is widest.
To investigate whether this dryness could be due to the slope of the grettnd in
this orographic channel, we have looked at the detailed ground contour maps Gf the
region. The detailed study of the orography of the whole region shows that the
general level of this mountain channel is slightly above 400a. level with iaGlated
hills in the channel. The driest region is near Ghalbi desert which is at a night
of about 500m. aboTe MSL. There are two entrance channels near mount Marsabit. The
air strea• is skirting around the isolated hills. The orographic configuration and
the recent wind observations during the special expeditioD into the region giTe us
very good reason to believe that the air is not rising over the isolated hills and
then descending downward into the desert region. Alternative channels of flGW are
aTailable at about the same level for the air to reach the desert region. ~e air
is not descending into the lower and lower basin to create the obserTed desert
conditions.
To the knowledge ~f the authors, this is the first ti•e that evidence is being
obtained for Bernoulli effect over an area of a few thousand kilometres. The effect
is so intense as to create rather severe desert conditions in an otherwise semi-arid
region.
IS THERE ANY OTHER EXAMPLE OF SIMILAR PHENOMENON?
In the real atmosphere, there must be many cases of similar type. However, the
authors are aware of one case recently reported in literature. Ra•achandran et al
(1980) have reported the case of Palghat Gap near the southwestern coast of India.
During the summer monsoon season of India, westerly flow crosses the mountains known
as western Ghats, running parallel to the southwest coast of India. There is a cut
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fia. · 2: Annual averaac rainfal l (cm) in and near Lake Turkana Channel"
Broken 1inc represent& 1000 mette giound contour lino. Crosses
iJldicate ~ . r.. inp.uae stations.

IO'N
Fi111. 3: Au1ust monthly uveragc rainfall (cmJ in and near Palgha't Gap lndi"',
Broken line indicates 600 mclM ground contour line (from
RllffiachanJran et • I, 1980).

in these Ghats known as Palghat Gap running approximately in west-east direction.
Through this gap, the air rushes from west to east. After crossing this Palghat Gapt
the air moves into an orographic channel which widens like a funnel. Here alsot a
rainfall minimum is experienced near the wide end of the orographic channel. This is
seen in Fig.3 which shows normal monthly rainfall (cm) for August. It is interesting to see that the rainfall is more than 30cm/month near the western end of the gap.
On the two sides of the gap• along the west coast and along the western slopes of
the Ghats, the rainfall amounts reach very high values of more than 80cm/month.
Downstream on the eastern side of the Palghat Gap, the terrain widens like a funnel
and the rainfall decreases to less than 5cm/month. The presence of this relatively
dry region is found not only in the August normal rainfall but also in the noraal
rainfall !or each of the months June, July and September and also for the monsoon
season (June to September) as a whole. The basin orography of the Palghat re~ion
also confirms that the air is not flowing into lower and lower basin to create
relatively dry weather conditions.
le suggest that it is the same Bernoulli effect which produces meso-scale high
in the lower levels, subsidence and lack of rain in the funnel-shaped orographic
region.
CONCLUSIONS
i)

There is a wide variety of orographic channels on earth's surface. There is
speeding up and slowing down of air flow through these orographic channels.
There appears to be corresponding Bernoulli effect in terms of perturbation
pressure associated with these changes in air speed through meso-scale
orographic channels, speeding up being accompanied by .n egative perturbation preaeure and the slowing don being accompanied by positive perturbation pre88Ule C8.g.4).

ii)

Meso-acale positive perturbation pressure in the lower levels causes
horizontal velocity divergence, s~bsidence and lack of rain. Hence relatively
dry climates on meso-scale are expected near wide funnel-shaped section of
orographic channels.

iii) This phenomenon does not appear to have received adequate recognition in
meteorological literature. Detailed examination of meso-scale cli•atology may
reveal this phenomenon operating in many cases.
iv)

le have here cited only two caaes where the Bernoulli effect appears to be
manifesting itself pretty clearly.
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( b)
Fis. 4: Schematic picture of flow in orogiaphic channels.
(a) Palghat Gap in India
(b) Lake Turlcana Channel in Kenya
Due to Bernoulli Effect, near R, there is i>ositive perturbation
press!1re, horizontal velocity divergence, subsidence and relative
dryness.

v)

More investigations of this effect are warranted.
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ZONE S:ocHE A MOYENNE ECHELLE DUE A L'EFFET DYNAMIQUE D'UN
LE NORD DU KENYA

COURANT-JET A MOYENNE ECHELLE RECEMMENT DECOUVERT DANS

par
G.C. Asnani, Institut indien de meteorologie tropicale
Pune 411 005, INDE
et
J.H. Kinuthia, Departement meteorologique du Kenya
P.O. Box 30259, Nairobi, KENYA

Resume

Des observations par ballon-pilote recemment entreprises a Marsabit,
dans le nord du Kenya, ont rive le l' existence d' un courant-jet du sud-est
moyenne echelle dont on ignorait jusque-la ?'existence, et qui persiste toute
l'annee. Les auteurs exposent brievement ses caracteristiques telles qu'elles
peuvent etre . observees .
Il semblerait que ce courant-jet soit le resultat
combine d'un fort gradient de pression, · de la presence d'une zone de depression orographique dynamique au-dessus de l 'Afrique centrale et de la discontinuite orographique (canal du Lac Turkana) qui separe les hauts plateaux de
l'Ethiopie .et du Kenya--Ouganda.

a

La discontinuite orographique s'ouvre coirune un entonnoir.

a

II existe
·1a hauteur
de pluie annuelJ.e n' atteint pas 20 cm.
Il · semblerait que ces conditions
seches soient 1iues a ·1 • effet dynamique ' que produit le courant-jet en
s. ecoulant
travers le canal orographique en forme d. entonnoir.
On not era
qu'un phenomene similaire se produit pres de Palghat Gap sur la cote occidentale de l'Inde pendant la mousson d'ete.
! 'emplacement de cet entonnoir une zone seche a moyenne. echelle

OU

a.

Il est ·permis de p1:-nser que ce phenomene a m6yenne echelle doit se
reproduire en de nombreux endroits du globe.
Il convient d'en tenir compte
aussi dans les etudes a moyenne echelle du climat.
Enfin, on pense que le -courant-jet qui scuffle en petmanence dans le
canal du lac Turkana pourrait etre exploite tres utilement en tant qu'energie
eolierine dans' le cadre . du programme de developpement economique de la region
seche.

(81388)
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OBSERVATIONS D'INVERSIONS D'ALIZES DURANT UNE PERIODE DE SECHERESSE
Par J.K. Ng'ang'a
Kenya Meteorological Department, Nairobi
RESUME

Sur les hauts plateaux orientaux du Kenya et dans la region de
Nairobi, il existe deux types distincts de saison des pluies,
savoir la
Saison des pluies prolongees, de mi-mars
fin mai, et la Saison des pluies
breves, de mi-octobre
fin novembre. Il est arrive, certaines annees, que la
saison des pluies prolongees ou celle des pluies breves, ou encore les deux,
ne remplissent pas efficacement leur role vis
vis de l 'agriculture.
En
1983, sur la plupart des hauts plateaux orienta1,1x et .la region de Nairobi, il
n'y a pas eu de pluies breves du tout OU elles ont ete nettement insuffisantes
pendant la periode ou elles se produisent habituellement, alors que les hauts
plateaux occidentaux et la vallee centrale du Rift ont continue
recevoir des
averses generalisees. Toutefois, la troisieme semaine de decembre, des pluies
particulierement fortes sont tombees pendant pres de dix jours sur la plus
grande partie des hauts plateaux orientaux et la region de Na.irobi pour
ensuite cesser presque brusquement.

a

a

a

a

a

Afin de tenter de comprendre les facteurs meteorologiques qui
pourraient etre
l 'origine de cette absence de pluies breves, l 'auteur a
analyse les profils de temperature et d'humidite, sur la base des radiosondages effectues
Nairobi, pour les mois d 'octobre, de novembre et de
decembre 1983 et les a compares aux conditions norinales. Il a egale'ment
examine les profils de temperature et d'humidite relatifs
la meme periode en
1982, lorsque ces zones ont re9u des quantites de precipitations superieures
la normale, et a procede
des cornparaisons.
Le deplacement de la zone de
convergence intertropicale et les vents dominants pendant la saison ont fait
l'objet d'une etude.

a

a

a

a

a

Les resultats montrent une situation etrange, avec une haute frequence
de fortes inversions de . la temperature
basse altitude qui ont persiste
pendant plus de sept jours, periode durant laquelle on a enregistre peu de
precipitations. Ces inversions etaient accompagnees d'une brusque diminution
de la temperature du point de rosee avec !'altitude. Les profils verticaux de
temperature et d'humidite relative presentaient des ecarts importants par
rapport aux conditions normales pour la saison. Pendant la periode pluvieuse
du mois de decembre, on n a observe aucune inversion persistante
basse
altitude.

a

I

a

L'auteur en conclut que les inversions de temperature fortes et
persistantes constatees au-dessus des hauts plateaux orientaux et de la region
de Nairobi ont ete l'un des principaux facteurs qui ont contribue
la
secheresse observee dans cette region pendant la saison des pluies breves de
1983.

a

(D0C500)
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OBSERVATION OF TRADE WIND INVERSIONS
DURING A DROUGHT PERIOD
by
J.K. Ng'ang'a
Department of Meteorology
University of Nairobi
The formation of temperature inversions in the Trade wind belt has been described by
Riehl (1954) as being caused hy the warming due to the subsidence of the upper Trade wind
current, the inversion occurring at the level where the subsiding air meets the moisty unstable lower current.
The inversions are found to be a more dominant factor in the climate of the Eastern
.side of the oceans their occurrence and strength being enhanced by cooling in the lower
levels associated with upwelling in those areas. They act as strong inhibiting mechanism
to the large scale vertical development of clouds hence resulting in decreased precipitation and generally dry conditions. over the Eastern parts of the continent they are not
normally considered to be a strong inhibiting factor to the occurrence of rainfall since
they are generally weak and not highly persistent (Riehl 1954),
There are two distinct rainy seasons in Kenya which are largely determined by the
movement of the inter-Tropical convergence zone (ITCZ). The long rains period lasts from
mid March to end of May while the short rains period starts from mid October to end of
November. The rainy periods are more clearly defined in the central parts of the country
due to the fact that these areas are far~~moved from major local influencin~ fac~r~ such
as the seas breeze over the coastal areas and the lake breeze over the western areas of
Kenya.
In the central parts there are two growing periods in a year during which the faromers grow the type of crops that. are appropriate for the duration of the rainy period.
The short term droughts that are experienced in Kenya can be classified into three
types:
(1)
The drought in which both the long rains and the shorts rains fail or perform
poorly and the crops fail.
(2) The drought in which the long rains fail and (3) The
drought in which only the short rains fail.
For small scale farmers in the central parts, the impact of drought on agriculture
can be due to the three types of rainfall failures mentioned above. Investigations of low
level temperature inversions based on 4 years of radiosonde observations at Nairobi reveal
that the inversions are most frequent during the period of June-August. This is the period during which the Mozambique high pressure ridge has extended to Northwards to East
Africa and Kenya is under the influence of the cold and stable air mass originating from
the southern Indian Ocean winter. During this period strong divergence is also observed
over the highlands East of the Rift Valley and the lowlands. The inversions are least
frequent during the period of long and short rains.
During 1982 short rains period large deficiencies in rainfall amounts were experienced in most parts of the central parts of Kenya in October, November and early December.
During the second week of December heavy showers occurred for a period of 7 days and then
drought condition returned.
During the period of drought, strong temperature inversions were observed from the
morning and afternoon ascent. They were also found to persist in many cases for
periods
of 5-7days. The average height of the inversions was between 700-750mb. When the inversions ~ccurred and were persistent, very little amount of precipitation fell in the central
parts of Kenya.
Starting from the base of the inversions moisture content was observed to
decrease
sharply with height indicating the strong inhibitive effects of the inversions
to vertical mixing of the air.
On the basis of observations, of .rainfall amounts that were realised in the central
parts of Kenya and the occurrence of inversions it was concluded that occurrence of inversions and their persistence can be significant contributing factor to the severity of
drought conditions in East
~frica.
The reason is that, the main rain producing system
in the Tropics is the Inter-Tropical converqence zone. When this system does not become
well established then the rainfall is greatly reduced. However , convective activity due
to surface heating can greatly increase the chances of rainfall especially when there is
moisture advection from the ocean. The presence of a strong low lev e l temperature inversion :c completely inhibits any convective motions thereby preventing large vertical development of clouds and thus convective type of rainfall is greatly reduced. During the
short rains periods of 1983 there was poor establishment of the ITCZ which prevented th e
arrival of the short rains. The occurrence of strong temperature inversions worsened the
situation by inhibiting any development of convective rains.
REFERENCE
Rieh , H.
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LES CYCLONES TROPICAUX, PRINCIPAUX SYSTEMES OONNANT LIEU A DES
PRECIPITATIONS DANS LE SUD--OUEST DE L' CCEAN INDIEN
Repartition du rayonnement solaire au-dessus de 1'1le Maurice

I. Dunputh and R.R. Vaghjee
Mauritius Meteorological Service
RESUME
--

a

Durant l'ete, de novembre
avril, dans le sud de l'ocean Indien, la
zone de convergP..,~ -:- intertropicale se deplace vers le Sud et se maintient dans
une position moyenne aux environs de 8° de latitude Sud. Il existe dans cette
ceinture trois regions privilegiees OU se forment de nombreuses depressions,
savoir

a

a l'ouest

de 1'1le Coco (12°S 97°E) au sud de 1'1le Diego Garcia (7°E
72,5°E) et dans le canal du Mozambique.

En general, les depressions se deplacent tout d'abord vers l'ouest,
puis vers le sud, pour tourner vers l'est
environ 20° de latitude Sud.
Durant son deplacement vers le sud-ouest, la masse nuageuse des systemes peut
recouvrir une ou plusieurs 1les produisant d'importantes precipitations ainsi
que des vents violents et destructeurs qui dependent de l'intensite de chaque
depression ou cyclone tropical.

a

Les pays du littoral de l'Afrique australe qui se trouvent en bordure
du canal du Mozambique reyoivent egalement d'importantes precipitations
lorsque les cyclones tropicaux passent aux alentours ou abordent le continent.
L'auteur examine les caracteristiques generales des cyclones tropicaux
la structure, l'intensite et la distribution des precipitations, la
trajectoire et la frequence du phenomene dans le sud-ouest de l'ocean Indien .

a savoir

D'autres systemes generateurs de precipitations dans la region
notarrunent les systemes de nuages
moyenne echelle, les orages et les lignes
de grains seront egalement mentionnes.

a

Pour terminer, la repartition saisonniere du rayonnement solaire
global au-dessus de Maurice calculee
partir de 16 stations qui mesurent la
duree d'insolation et de quelques stations equipees de pyranometres Kipp et
Zonen sera egalement presentee. Les resultats d'une premiere tentative
d'evaluation de la quantite de rayonnement solaire diffus au-dessus de 1'1le
Maurice seront presentes.

a
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TROPICAL CYCLONES AS MAJOR RAIN-PROlXJCn;a SYS'l»1S IN THE

SOUTH-WEST INJl.AN OCEAN,

DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR RADIATION

OVER MAURITIUS

fil
I, DUNPUTH AND R, R, VAGHJEE
MAURITIUS METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE
Tropical. C;rclones as Major Rain-producing Systems in the South-West Indian Ooean
Tropioal. cyclones are low pressure systems with wrfaoe pressure below
1000 hpa and lbioh may fall as low as 950 hpa,

The wind blows in a clockwise

direction in the southern hemisphere around the centre,

In the South-West

Indian Ocean region these systems are classified acoording to the maximum
wind speed near the centre of the storm, ranging from tropical. d.istu.rbance
to very intense tropical. cyclones,

Abundant rainfall are produced by these

convective systems,
Tropical cyclones generally fonn on or near the Inter Tropical.
Convergence Zone whioh is rather aotive near latitude 8° South during the
months November to April,

The preferred areas of formation are the region

between Cocos Island (12°s 97°B) and Diego Garcia Island (07°s 72,5°E) and the
Mozambiq11e Channel,

0

Sea temperature must be at least 26,5

development of tropical cyolones,

Celsius for

These systems move originally westwards

and drift towards the higher latitudes,

They tend to reourve around

latitude 20-25 d.eg South to be dragged eastwards in the e:rtratropical. west
wind

belt~

The main features of a fully mature tropical. cyclone oonsist of the
"eye" or central calm area, a narrow belt of stronge et winds surrounded by
a larger area where the winds gradually decrease,

The air moves from the

outer region towards the centre in a spiral path gathering moisture from the
wam aea,

Massive uplift of this moist air in the belt of the strongest winds

around the eye results in extensive cloud development producing very heavy
rainfall,

Spiral. bands of clouds surrounding the wall oloud al.so produce

heavy precipitation.

Whereas over sea areas the rainfall ocours continuously

on account of the endless source of moisture from the ocean surfa.oe 1 land

area al.so receive oopious precipitation because of the persistence of the
well established circulation which maintains the convergence for sometime

- - - -- af'te

land f.all,

land mass.

'lb~~a.ll--f)a-t.t&-m-i-6--enhanoe~-the-tO-po~y

of'-the_
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The cloud mass associated with tropical cyclones ma,y cover the region
of Mauritius frequently during the oyolone season llhioh extends from mid
November to mid Ma,y.

Indivichial. stoma mq reach 480 - 8oO Km across but

mper storms up to 1600 Km also ooour.

The rainfall that oocurs on sioh

oocasions make a significant oontribition to the seasonal rainfall.

The presenoe in the vicinity of Mauritius of tropical cyclone "Hyacinthe"
in January 198o contributed "to about 3~ of the seasonal rainfall of 2790 nln
and

54%

of cyclone rainfall of 18o9

lllll.

The oase histories of several

other oyolones will illustrate this pattern further.

The interesting oase

of the incursion of tropical. cyclone Domoina in January 198o over the
Eastern Coast ot Mozambique,Swaziland and South Africa where heavy rainfall
causing extensive floodsJwill be desoribed.
Diatriwtion of Solar Radiation over Mauritius
SUnshine hours have been aeamred at 16 stations over the Island
for the put 20 years by means of Oanpbell stokes sunshine reoord.ers.
ll'urthermore Global Solar

Radia~ion

data exist for the past eight years for

three sites using the Kipp and Zonen thermoelectric P1T&nometers.

Dail7

sin shine hours have been oorrelated with Globa.1 Solar Radiation b)T means
of a regreB11ion equation of Angstorm type to produce a Global Solar Radiation
2
map of the Island. Solar Radiation ranging from 13 to 19 MJ per m per d.ay
(3.5 to 5 Klin/m 2/da.Y) is available over Mauritius throughout the year.
An estimaUon of the anount of Diffuse Solar Radiation available on the

ground has been ma.de using global solar radiation and sunshine hours.
2
2
Diffuse solar radiation ranging from 5.5 to 8 MJ/m /da.Y (1.5 to 2.2 Xwh/m /d.ay)
is estimated over different regions of the island and this amount
represent between 20 to ~of the Globa.1 Solar Radiation.
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LES ANOMALIES DU TEMPS PENDANT LA SECHERESSE DE 1972 AU SAHEL
ET UNE PERIODE DE PRECIPITATIONS NORMALES EN AFRIQUE
W.S.M. Minja
Directorate of Meteorology, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzanie

Resume

En· 1972, l 'ensemble du continent africain a ete touche par une grave
secheresse.
La region soudano-sahelienne, elle, a ete frappee p~r la secheresse de 1968
1974.
Toutefois, les precipitations superieures a la normale
de 1977 et 1978, notamment dans certaines parties d' Afrique de 1 'est, ont
ensuite provoque une situation tres difficile dans la region.

a

De nombreuses etudes ont ete realisees afin de tenter de comprendre
quel a pu et re le developpement de la secheresse soudano- sahelienne de 1972.
Au cours de ces etudes, qui toutefois ne sont pas exhaustives, on a procede a
des comparaisons avec les donnees relatives
1967, consideree comme une annee
de precipitations normales. Neanmoins, on pense que la tendance des precipitations
la baisse dans la region soudano-sahelienne a . commence des 1960
(Nicholson, 1979) et l'annee 1967 fait done partie de la periode pendant
laquelle les precipitations ont ete inferieures
la normale dans cette region.

a

a

a

LI auteur de la presente etude a examine les anomalies atmospheriques
associees aux conditions meteorologiques anormalement seches de 1972 et les
conditions humides de 1977 et 1978 . A partir des configurations moyennes de
la circulation, il degage les systemes de mouvements transito ire s responsables
du temps. Afin de comprendre les causes des conditions meteorolog1ques anormales qui ant prevalu en 1972, 1977 et 1978, l'auteur etudie la configuration
du champ de vent ainsi que d'autres parametres atmospheriques,
savoir
l'humidite specifique, les precipitations et les phenomenes de divergence.

a

Cette etude a permis d'aboutir aux conclusions suivantes :
i)

Les configurations des lignes de courant relatives aux vecteurs
transitoires de la basse troposphere montrent que les zones de
diffluence sont associees
des chutes de pluie inferieures
la normale, alors que les zones de confluence sont associees
des chutes de pluie superieures
la normale;

a

a

ii)

La region soudano-sahelienne rec;:oit la plus grande partie de
ses precipitations au mois de juillet. Toutefois, en 1972, de
vastes zones de diffluence ant predomine au-dessus de la region
soudano-sahelienne, phenomene qui s'est manifeste par une
divergence marquee
basse altitude et une nette convergence a
haute altitude, entrainant un deficit pluviometrique prononce;

a

CDOC499)

a
a
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iii)

En

juillet 1972, les anticyclones subtropicaux du Sahara se
trouvaient au sud de leur position normale, entrainant un
deplacement de la zone de divergence intertropicale au-dessus
de l'Afrique de l'ouest vers une position tres meridionale;

iv)

Le courant humide de la mousson sud-ouest provenant du sud-est
de l'ocean Atlantique n'a pas depasse le parallele de 10° N en
ete 1972, contre 15° a 17° N en 1977 et 1978;

v)

Des courants d est anormaux a haute altitude ont ete observes
au-dessus de la Mediterranee pendant l'ete boreal de 1972. En
1977-1978 , c'est un courant d ' ouest anormal qui a regne;

vi)

En 1972, le courant-jet tropical d'est etait plus faible qu'a
la normale alors qu'il etait pour ainsi dire normal en 1977 et
superieur
la normale en 1978;

I

a

vii)

(DOC499)

Une advection d'air saharien sec (faibles valeurs de l'humidite
relative) par les vecteurs vent transitoires a sevi en 1972
au-dessus de la region soudano-sahelienne, alors qu'en 1977
et 1978, la plus grande partie de la zone d'Afrique de l'ouest
situee au sud du parallele de 20° N a rec;:u essentiellement de
l'air humide de l'Atlantique par advection.
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THE WEATHER ANOMALIES DURING THE
SAtlELIAN DROUGHT OF 1972 Al'O A NORMAL PERIOD OVER AFRICA
by

Wilnest E.S. Minja
Directorate of Meteorology
Dar-Es-Salaam, Tanzania

-1.

lNTRODUCTION

In 1972 the .\frican continent experienced ver,,r severe droucht conditions . The
SudanO-Sahelian region experienced severe drouc;ht in the years 1968 to 1974. However, the
years 1977 and 1978 were normal rainfall years over '.-lest A.fr5.cu, whereas some parts of
East Africa eXJ)erienced above normal rainfall. For exc..uple, Ge.rrisa , a Station in the
Semi-arid part of Kenya reported 24hr rainfall amounts of l06.9rrun on l0/4/1977, whereas its
normal monthly mean for tl~e rainy month of . April is 65mm only. ·
.

Recent studies on the Sudano - Sahelian droueht include those of Kanamitsu and
K.rishnamurti (1977), Kids on (1977), J::Otha et al., (1980) and Nicholson (1979, 1981) .
Kidson (1977), .Kana.mi.tau and Krishnamurti (1977) and Nicholson (1981) reported that
inc~sed subsidence and decreased low - ·level convergence over the Sub-Sahara and a
decrease of moisture flux along with decreased upper level easterly flow into the region
lllmost !!lw.ys accompany drought years.
2.

DlT.l AND CCl1PUT!TIONS

Monthly raini'all and rainfall anomalies, wind and temperature data were obtained from
t he Monthly climatic Data for the World publications. From mean flow patterns we get out
the t ransient motion systems which are responsible for weather. In order to understand
the prevailing anomalous weather conditions in 1972, 1977 and 1978, monthly mean wind flow
;eatterns ~ere studied along other atmospheric parainenters; that is moisture content
( r elative humidity), rainfall anomalies, divergence and vorticity of the anomalous wind
vectors.
Streamline flow patterns and divergence or the transient motions were compared with ·
re.ini'all departure values. Relative humiditY patterns and their advection by the
transient wind vectors were also· studied as well as north-south.vertical cross sections of
zonally aneraged divergence and vorticity over West J.rrica between latitude 45°N and
Equator.

3.

Rl!SULTS

The results reveal the following:(i) The streamline patterns for the transient vectors in the lower trosphere show that
areas of diffluence flow are associated with rainfall defficits whire areas of
confluent flow are associated with rainfall surplus values.
(ii)

- - ---1-:H.-i--

In July the Sudano - Sahelian region get most of its rainfall. However, in 1972
vast areas of diffluent flow prevailed over the Sudano-Sahelian region and this
was manifested in marked low level divergence and upper level convergence, which
resulted in marked rainfall dificiency.
e- Sah&ran- Subtro-pi-ea

in July 1972 and
position.

f- their- nonna-1- posi..ti
displaced the ITD over West Africa to a most southerly

&H-t;i,eycl-E>:ae s--we·Pe-di-sr>±a-eed-s-Gu~

subsequent~y

~

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

?62 -

The moist Siv monsoon air current from the SE Atlantic Ocean penetrated the West
African region only as far north as 10°N in the Summers of 1972 as compared to 15°
to 17°N during 1977 and 1978.
Upper level anomalous easterlies were found over the Hediteranean during the
northern Summer season of 1972. Anomalous Westerly current prevailed during
1977 - 1978.
The Tropical easterly jet was weaker than normal in 1972 but near normal in 1977
and stronger than noroal in 1978.

(vii) Advection of dry Saharan air >,..,w R.H. Values) by the transient wind vectors was
rampant during the droueht year of 1972 over the Sudano-Sahelian region, while
mainly moist Atlantic air was advected into most parts of the region south of 20°N
over West Africa during 1977 and 1978.
REFERENCE3
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FLUCTUATIONS CLIMATOLOGIQUES DES PLUIES DE PRINTEMPS AU KENYA
EN FONCTION DES CIRCULATI ONS A GRANDE ECHELLE
par
F.Agumba
Universite du Maryland, Etats-Unis d'Amerique

RESUME
On a utilise les donnees relatives au vent et au rayonnement global
ascendant de grande longueur d' onde pour la periode allant du printemps 1975
au printemps 1983 en vue de determiner les Situations associees
une Saison
des pluies anormalement longue au Kenya. Les donnees pluviometriques fournies
par 12 stations kenyennes pour les annees 1931
1983 ont servi
etablir une
distinction entre les printemps humides {1977, 1978 et 1981) et les printemps
sees {1976, 1980 et 1983) au cours des neuf dernieres annees {depuis 1974).

a

La comparaison entre les precipitations regionales et
rayonnement ascendant de grande longueur d' onde correspondant
kenyenne presentee sous forme de valeurs aux points de grille
d'affirmer avec certitude qu'il existe une relation, notamrnent
cotieres et les basses terres OU l'on a constate que les pluies
nuages en nappes dont les somrnets sont chauds {Davies, 1950).

a
a

l 'anomalie du
dans la region
ne permet pas
dans les zones
provenaient de

On a constate une certaine correspondance entre les saisons pluvieuses
et la distribution du rayonnement global et celle de l'anomalie du rayonnement
au printemps alors qu'il n'en va pas du tout de meme dans le cas des saisons
seches.
On a etabli des cartes composites des anomalies des fonctions de
courant aux niveaux de 700 mb et 200 mb pour les saisons pluvieuses. Ces
Cartes Ont montre des Vents d OUeSt equatoriaUX penetrant profondt:!ment danS
l'ouest
du
Kenya,
associes
une
forte
circulation cyclonique OU
anticyclonique au-dessus du nord de l'Afrique ou de la mer Mediterranee
respectivement.
A ces deux niveaux, les configurations definissent une
structure barotrope.
On considere que , dans une telle situation,
le
courant-jet
200 mb s'affaiblit en son centre et se divise en deux branches,
Ce qui entra1ne Uil transport d energie au nord et au SUd de la regJ.On
Afrique/Mediterranee de la maniere suggeree par Thomson {1957). Il en resulte
au Kenya un regime d'ouest anormalement humide.
I

a

a

I
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CLIMATOLOGICAL FLUCTUATIONS OF SPRING RAINS IN KENYA
IN RELATION TO LARGE-SCALE CIRCULATIONS
by
Francis O. Agumba*
Department of Meteorology
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
USA

1.

Introduction

Seasonal rainfall variations over equatorial Africa, as well as other
equatorial regions, are controlled for the large part by the behaviour of
the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) (in terms of its intensity,
location, and width).
Adequate rainfall (or lack of it) over an area in
the equatorial regions can be ascribed to an expansion (reduction) of the
area covered by the ITCZ or an enhancement (diminution) of the moisture
convergence in such an area.
The non-randomness of rainfall in Africa in general (and in Kenya in
particular) calls for a closer look at large-scale circulation patterns
that would uniquely characterize rainfall anomalies of a particular
sign. This study has been aimed at identifying patterns in outgoing
longwave radiation (OLR) (as an indicator of major convective activity in
the tropics), and both middle (700 mb) and upper (200 mb) level flow
patterns that are associated with rainfall anomalies of one sign (wet or
dry), and some possible theoretical explanation.
2.

Analysis and Results

Figure 1 is a representation of five regions in Kenya, with
supposedly homogeneous distribution of spring rainfall. The figure is the
first eigenvector pattern of the solution to the covariance matrix created
out of 40 years of normalized spring rainfall anomalies (period 19311970), for 12 Kenyan rainfall stations.
For each of the five regions in Fig. 1 average group rainfall for the
spring seasons from 1971 through 1983 were calculated and plotted in Fig.
2.
For the sake of comparison, we plotted Outgoing Longwave Radiation
(OLR) anomalies, (at the grid-points most centrally placed in each of the
regions) in Fig. 2 as well.
From these plots, year~ of dry spring seasons (1976, 1980 and 1983)
were isolated from those of wet spring seasons (1977, 1978, and 1981) on
an 80% basis (4 out of 5 regions showing above/below normal) (note: OLR
data for 1978 is missing due to satellite failure).
After identifying the wet and dry cases, the seasonal mean and
anomaly OLR patterns were studied. They revealed that, while the patterns
*On . study leave from the Kenya Meteorological Department
~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~
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over Africa during the abnormally wet cases were relatively consistent,
those for the dry cases varied widely.
Meridional and zonal wind anomalies, and derived streamfunction
anomalies, at 700 mb and 200 mb were computed and mapped out, for the
spring seasons of the years 1975 through 1983. For the wet spring seasons
of the years 1977, 1978 and 1981 (Figs. 3a thru 3f) there were generally
negative anomalies (cyclonic flow) in the region covering West Africa,
central Africa, and east Africa, and positive anomalies (anticyclonic
flow) over the Mediterranean Sea.
This flow pattern introduces middle and
upper level westerlies to most of equatorial and eastern Africa. The
patterns for the dry cases (Figs. 4a thru 4f) were generally inconsistent,
and further studies on them was not pursued.
Because of the consistency in the streamfunction anomaly patterns,
composite streamfunction anomaly maps at both levels (700 mb and 200 mb)
were made. The patterns (Fig . 5) depict deep westerlies over equatorial
and eastern Africa, introduced by the barotropic structure over northern
Atlantic - Western Mediterranean region.
3.

Conclusion

Comparison between rainfall and OLR anomalies yields the expected
relationship (high/low, rainfall/OLR anomaly) for north-eastern, western
and central regions of Kenya (Figs. 2b, 2c and 2d respectively), and poor
relationship over northwestern and coastal regions (Figs. 2a, and 2e).
The poor relationship in these areas needs further investigation.
The patterns associated with the wet cases, show that rainfall in the
equatorial Africa, and especially in the Kenyan region go along with
features as far north as the North Atlantic Ocean. These barotropic
s ystems resemble the north-south propagation of waves, excited in
midlatitudes, as found in theoretical studies (Hoskins et al., 1977).
This, together with the ~lready unstable spring season synoptic
characteristics results in outburst of heavy rains in the equatorial
regions.
References
Hoskins, B. J.; Simmons, A. J. and Andrews, D. G., 1977: Energy
Dispersion in a Baiotropic Atmosphere. Quarterly Journal of the Royal
Meteorological Society, Vol. 103, No. 438, pp 553-567.
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Figures 3 a through 3 c •

?OOm b

Figures 3 d through 3 f.

200mb

Spring 1977

Spring 1978

Figures 4 a through 4c.

· Figure 4d through 4f.
Spring 1976

Spring 1981

700mb

200mb

Spring 1980
Streamfunction Anomalies
for Spring Seasons. (March 1974May 198) Base Period).

Sprir:.g 198J
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Figure 5 a.

700mb

Figure 5 b.

200mb

Streamfunction Anomaly Composite
for the Spring Seasons of 1977,1978, and 1981.
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PERTURBATIONS EQUATORIALES SE DEPLACANT PAR ZONES QUI ONT CONTRIBUE
AUX LONGUES PERIODES DE PLUIE QUI SE SONT PRODUITES
EN AFRIQUE ORIENTALE, DE MARS A MAI 1979
par
B.S. Nyenzi
Departement de meteorologie
Universite de l'Etat de Floride
Tallahassee, Florida 32306, Etats-Unis d'Amerique
RESUME

La contribution des systemes equatoriaux se depla9ant par zones
longues pluies qui se sont produites sur l ' Afrique orientale en 1979
etudiee
l 'aide des donnees de niveau III-b de la PEMG
1200Z sur le
.pour les niveaux 200 et 850 mb, des donnees satellitaires prises
l'infrarouge
1200Z pour le domaine compris entre 20°W et 80°E et entre
et 45°N ainsi que des donnees de niveau II-c de la PEMG relatives
precipitations quotidiennes pour la periode allant de mars
mai 1979.

a

a

a

a

aux
est
vent
dans
45°S
aux

Les lignes de courant et les isotaches moyennes, la divergence et le
tourbillon
200 et 850 mb les champs de luminance des images satellitaires et
la variation temporelle des precipitations surfaciques pour 1 'Afrique
orientale ont egalement ete analyses. On a trouve que le flux divergent etait
dominant dans les couches inferieures de l 'atmosphere en Afrique orientale
tandis qu Uil eCOUlement diffluent a ete Observe danS leS COUCheS SUperieureS
de la partie orientale et du centre de l'Afrique.
L'ecoulement etait
convergent
basse altitude dans les zones de rotationnel cyclonique
l'ouest
et
l'est de cette region, au-dessus de l'Afrique centrale et le sud-ouest de
1 ocean Indien.
Les precipitations surfaciques ont indique une progression
vers le nord de !'apparition et de la disparition des precipitations.
L'analyse spectrale des precipitations revele des maximum
3.0-7.0 et
20.0-30.0 jours, ce dernier etant dominant.

a

I

a

a

a

I

a

a

Les coupes chronologiques du vent meridien et zonal
200 et 850 mb,
la luminance deduite des images satellitaires prises
24,4°E, 45°E, le long
de l'equateur et de la zone de convergence intertropicale ainsi que les champs
filtres selon le mode 20-30 jours indiquent une propagation vers l'duest entre
O et 20°W et entre 30°E et 80°E et une propagation vers 1 'est entre 0 et
30°E. L'extension vers l'equateur et !'intensification du courant-jet d'ouest
en altitude, l'arrivee des champs de vent filtres se propageant vers l'est et
vers l'ouest et les resultats de l'analyse de la luminance d'apres les images
satellitaires prises le long de l' equateur et de la zone de convergence
intertropicale correspondent bien
une augmentation des precipitations dans
la region.

a

a

L' analyse des lignes de courant et des isotaches fil tres pour des
frequences de 20
30 jours'
200 et 850 mb, revele des caracteristiques de
propagation
un intervalle de recurrence de 20
25 jours et confirme les
periodes hurnides et. seches qui ont ete observees.

a
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EQUATORIAL ZONALLY MOVING DISTURBANCES WHICH CONTRIBUTED
TO THE EAST AFRICAN LONG RAINS OF MARCH TO MAY 1979
by Buruhani Salum Nyenzi *
Department of Meteorology, Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306 U.S.A.
ABSTRACT

1.

Introduction

Operational East African meteorologists have on several occasions predicted westward
moving weather systems across the northern half of East Africa from the Indian Ocean.
On other occasions weather systems from the west have been predicted to bring rains in
the west and central East Africa. With the installation, in 1981/1982, of more capable
satellite ground receivers for both geostationary and orbiting satellite imagery, it has
been possible to see clearly clouds moving toward East Africa from the Indian Ocean and
Central Africa during the rainy periods. How much these east-west moving systems
contributed to the normal convective rainfall is still not clear to many meteorologists.
The purpose of this study is to examine the equatorial zonally propagating weather
systems which contributed to the long rains of East Africa of March to May 1979 using
FGGE data for the domain 20' W to 80' .E and 45' N to 45' S.
2.

Summary and Conclusions

The contribution of the equatorial zonally moving systems to the East African rainfall has been examined using high resolution 1200Z FGGE III-b wind data at 1.875° grid
mesh, TIROS-N IR satellite brightness data from NOAA/NESS at 2.5° grid mesh and 24-hrs
FGGE II-c daily rainfall data. Mean fields for the period March to May of zonal and
meridional wind, streamline-isotachs analyses, divergence and vorticity at 200 and 850
mb and IR satellite brightness have been analysed and discussed.
Daily areal rainfall for the whole area and for the quadrants (i.e. area divided
into four parts) namely the northwest, northeast, southeast and southwest have been
analysed using histograms. In order to identify the periodicity of rainfall peaks,
spectral analysis was performed using the Maximum Entropy Method. Time sections of wind
and IR satellite brightness for 200 and 850 mb at 24.4°E, 45°E, the equator and ITCZ
were also examined. A 20-30 day mode filter was applied on the time sections of meridional, zonal wind and satellite brightness for locating zonally propagating features.
Time section of satellite brightness along an assumed mean position of the ITCZ was compared to the time section along the equator.
Wet and dry spell periods were selected from the daily areal rainfall histograms for
the purpose of identifying the synoptic systems which prevailed during these periods.
Three wet and two dry periods were identified and then mean streamline-isotachs and
divergence fields were analysed for each of these periods. The 20-30 day mode filtered
streamline-isotachs analysis for the whole period taken at 2 days interval revealed propagating synoptic systems both at 200 and 850 mb which supported the observed wet and
dry spells. The following are the main observations and conclusions from this study:

trdY-Y,e-ave-fronr-'l'anzanf
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(a) The mean fields showed ~hat (i) East Africa was under the influence of a long
equatorial oceanic easterly/southeasterly flow at 850 mb while at 200 mb the
northern half, especially the west, is under an easterly flow . The northeastern and
the south are under a westerly flow. (ii) The region was under divergence at 850 mb
and on its eastern half at 200 mb. Convergence at 850 mb was dominant to the west
over Central Africa and to the east over the Indian Ocean especially in the southwestern part. These are also areas of cyclonic vortici ty. (iii) IR satel lite
brightness analysis suggested that Central Africa is an area of great convective
activity and showed a slightly northward progression in response to the ITCZ.
(b) The temporal areal rainfall analysis confirmed a northward progression of the onset
and withdrawal of rainfall in the region. The spectral analysis suggested 3-7 and
20-30 day peak oscillations. The 20-30 days oscillation appears to be more dominant.
(c) The wet and dry spells analyses confirmed the synoptic situations favorable for wet
and dry conditions. At 850 mb a long oceanic easterly/southeasterly flow over the
Indian Ocean and a confluent flow over Central Africa and a diffluent flow at 200 mb
seemed to be favorable conditions for rainy situations while strong ridging at 850

mb from the South over East Africa and a cyclonic flow over East Africa at 200 mb
were associated with significant reduction in rainfal l .
(d) The time sections of wind at 200 and 850 mb at 24 . 4°E and 45°E suggested that there
was an influence of the high latitude synoptic systems on controlling the East African weather during this period. Equatorial extension of 850 mb northerlies from
high latitudes at 24.4°E and the equatorial extension and intensification of the 200
mb westerlies were associated with high rainfall over East Africa.
(e) The 20-30 day mode filter on wind and satellite brightness along the equator and the
ITCZ showed that there were westward propagations between 30°E and 80°E and 0° and
20°W while eastward propagation was observed at 0° and 30°E. These propagations
were very dominant at 850 mb, however the meridional winds at 200 mb showed generally
westward propagation. The arrival of these propagations especially those from the
west coincided fairly well with the rainy periods of East Africa. This suggested
that disturbances from Central Africa and the Indian Ocean were propagated toward
East Africa where they contributed to its rainfall producing mechanisms. Since the
maximum rainfall received within each period seemed to agree with the arrival of
these propagating systems in this region one is tempted to suggest that most of the
East African rainfall during this period depends on these propagating systems rather
than in situ developments.
(f) The results of the 20-30 day mode filtered streamline-isotachs analysis confirmed a
qualitative contribution of the zonally moving 200 and 850 mb systems to the long
rains of East Africa of 1979. This analysis showed a recurrence period of 20-25
days of moving systems, at 200 and 850 mb, which agreed fairly well with the
occurrence of the rainy and dry periods.
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